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PREFACE

A glance at a globe indicates the strategic importance of the Arctic Ocean. Adjacent nation states are Canada, Greenland,
Norway, the United States, ancf the Soviet Union. When one includes other states in the upper half of the northern hemisphere,
each within easy reach via sea and air routes, one readily concludes that the Arctic is a central element of the world's industrial
and military might,

Quite apart from national aspirations, our interest in the Arctic concerns the bounty of its resources. f or cerituries the
Arctic has provided food from its mammalian and fish life and, with appropriate management, could coritiriue to do so forever,
Recently, petroleum has been discovered and its exploration begun; most experts believe that the Arctic's rr sources will one day
I'ival those of the Persian Gulf.

It is no surprise, therefore, that in recent years nations bordering the Arctic have intensified their efforts to resolve na-
tional and international policy questions, to develop new technologies, and to understand the characteristics of the ice and other
elements of the environment that make working in the region costly and dangerous.

The Second Annual Lecture and Seminar Series, organized by the MIT Sea Grant College Program arid the IVIIT Depart-
ment of Ocean Engineering, brought together in IVlarch 1983 many experts from fields that will be essential to safe arid wise uso
of the Arctic. More than 200 people representing governmental, academic, and industrial institutions from the United States,
Canada, and abroad discussed the political, scientific, and technological facets of Arctic development. Two principal questions
provided a focus for participants: What knowledge do we have today for working in the Arctic? What are the challenges in
science, engineering, and policyrnaking in the decade ahead?

To answer these questions, the conference was organized into three main sections: �I Arctic Poiicy looked at the issues of
international law, strategic concern, ~tate vs. federal jurisdiction, native rights, and regulatory processes. I2I Arctic 7echnoiogy
covered advances in design and construction techniques and materials for offshore platfoims and ice transiting ships. I3I Arctic
Sc>'ence and Engineering aimed at understanding the geology, geophysics, and oceariography of the Arche, anrl the cfiaracteristics
and properties of the surface ice which dominates the region.

To introduce and put into context the 15 papers presented within these major subject areas, the annual Sea Grant College
Program Lecture and the third annual Robert Bruce Wallace Lecture were held as a single event.

The MIT Sea Grant Lecture was established in 1972 with support from the Henry L. ar>d Grace Doherty Fui>i>dation to
bring issues that affect the developinent and management of ocean and coastal resources before the public and the marine com-
munity. The Robert Bruce Wallace Lecture began in 1980 with support from the Aldernere Foundat,on to focus on advanced
irleas in ocean engineering and give faculty and students an opportunity to meet with eminent figures in the marine fii irj to dis-
cuss the potential and problems of technology development for ocean uses.

This year's lectures and the seminars offered participants an excellent opportunity to confer and to builrl future networks
of communication which should further understanding of the Arctic.

Planning the lectures and seminars that made up the Arctic Technology and Policy conference has been a joint effort in
volving the faculty and staff of the Department of Ocean Engineering, the staff of the Sea Grarit College Program at MiIT, prac
tieing professionals in the offshore industry, and the Arctic scientific community, We would also like to thank Christine Sirnon-
sen, Marilyn Staruch, and Marge Chryssostomidis for their special help, We are indebted to the authors for their outstarlrhr>g
contributions to the proceedings, to Susan Stolz for preparing the index, to the Sea Grant arid Ocean E.nijineering staffs lor
coordinating the meeting, and to the Division of Polar Programs, hlational Science foundation, Washington, D,C�and Det
norske Veritas, Houston, Texas, for their partial support of the conference.

ira Oyer
Chryssostomos Chryssr>sromi<.lrs
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ARCTIC POLICYi
OPPORTUNITIFS AND PERSPECTIVES

R. Tucker Hcully

Director, Office of Oceans and Polar Affairs
U.S. Department oi' State

The polar regions have a fascination for
nose whose pcofessional oc personal experi-

ence involves significant contact with them.
These beautiful and seemingly cemote areas
have a powerful attraction. At least this
has been the case in my own pcofessional ex-
pecience--both with cegacd to the Arcti.c and
Antacctic--though to date the latter has oc-
cupied more of my attention.

with all this attcaction, however, the
Arctic has an elusive quality fcom the policy
perspective. This is not to question the
concept of the Acetic, the existence of the
Arctic as a region. To paraphrase Justice
Pot tee Stewact in his dissenting opinion in a
1964 Supreme Couct case on pocnogcaphy, "I
shall not t.oday attempt to def ine it ... but
I know it when I see it." In many disci-
plines--in oceanography, meteorology, geolo-
gy and biology, for example--thece is a clear
sense of what is meant when one speaks about
the Arctic. Likewise, the sociologist, the
engineer, and the geogcaphec all have a con-
crete idea of what is meant by the Arctic.
Indeed, if one looks at the d istinguished
list of pacticipants in this seminar and the
panels into which they ace organized, it is
evident that the Acetic has clear definition
fcom the perspective of many disciplines.

Nonetheless, the picture of the Arctic
for the policy-maker can be a cloudy one.
Ef facts to treat the Arctic as an integcated
whole foc the pucpose of governmental activ-
ity--including the definition of objectives
and the means to achieve them--have encoun-
tered signif icant. dif f iculties, certainly
hece in the United States. These difficul-
ties have caised the issue of whethec the
Arctic is a suitable subject of integcated
pc 1 icy or po1 icies. Put another way, the
issue has been raised as to whether the U.S.
should have an overall Arctic policy, or per-
haps as an ovecall Arctic science policy.
The answer to such questions is not easy.
For example< one could legitimately take the
view that Arctic matters she~id be treated on
a discipline-by-discipline approach, in which
objectives are not defined on a region-wide
basis, but on a functional basis. On the in-
tecnational level, Acetic mattecs could be
consideced simply as elements in the bilater-
al relations among the states bordering the
Acetic Ocean.

It is this sort of question tfiat most
par ticulacly faces the po1 icy-craker in ap-
pcoachinq the Acetic. Seeking to provide
pceliminacy answecs to thrs soct of question
is the topic of this addcess. In so doinq, I
would like to start with geography � � oc pec-
haps political geography.

There appear to he a number of func-
tionally adequate definitions of the Arctic
foc specific pucposes. It is tar mcire difti-
cult to come up with a definition which is
suitable for the variety of disciplines which
must be integcated in a pol roy sense. When
we use the term "Acc:tic" in a pol it ical as
well as a physical sense, what are we ta ik-
ing about? What are its boundaries? It is
pechaps easiest to take the second question
ficst and attempt to draw a linc around tfie
Acetic which will usefully delimit it for
policy purposes.

A basic geographic featuce of t.'iic Arc-
tic, howevec defined, is that its nucleus is
an ocean basin. 'I'he Arctic Ocean proper and
adjacent seas form a distinct martne area
sucrounded by islands and continents I Land
masses.  By contcast, Antarctica is a conti-
nent surcounded by marine areas. ! The pc'i-
mary question in delineat.ing the Arctic a"
region lies in how to treat ti.c surrounding
iSlanda and land maSSea. POrtiOns Of the
land aceas adjacent to the Arctic Ocean focm
an integcal part of the Acetic from the point
of view of almost any discipline. But how
much, and how much viewed from a policy per-
spective?

The Arctic Ci co le does not appear to
be a useful boundary be<=ause it slice s arb i-
tcacily through national territorrcs at
66'30' Nocth, and has no close f it with Arc-
tic topography and conditions. 'I'hc 10 C July
isothecm I Line bounding the acea which 1 as a<i
average tempecature of less than 10 C foc
July! is the boundary foc the Arctic ocefec-
ced by many scientists but, again, arnitraci-
ly cuts across pol i t ical juc i ed ict ions.
Somewhat more useful is the line mar,ing tfie
avecage southecn limit of ice coverage at sea
and pecmaf cost. on land--al thougf". stc ic:t ly
speaking this would tnclude large areas in
the interior of China

Ps a mat.tec of fact, there. is no single
physical phenomenon, oc combination of phe-
nomena, that satisfactorily bounds tne cc-
gion of our policy interest, anci we are



thrown back on cather ar'bitcacy limits that
cef lect the cuccent human use of the terr itocy
as well. I would chose a definition of the
Arctic designed to create a balance between
patterns of human activity and physical char-
acteristics associated with Arctic conditions.
This would result in a boundacy that varied
between 60' and 65 Nocth Latitude.

On this basis and stacting with the
United States, I would include Alaska, except
foc the panhandle. Within this definition
would also be included the Aleutian Islands
and the Bering Sea. In Canada, I would in-
clude in the Arctic policy realm the Yukon
Territocy, all of the Nocthwest Tecritocies,
the northern half of Quebec, and all of
Labrador. Further east, the Arctic, for
policy purposes, would take in all of Green-
land, Iceland, and Svalbacd; the nocthern
fringes of Norway, Sweden, Finland and Euco-
pean Russia; and lacge areas of northern and
eastern Sibecia.

Having set out a rough qeogcaohic frame-
work, it remains to identify, or circum-
stances which define oc affect, the United
States view of the Arctic as a policy region.
A word ficst of all on history--at least U.S.
history. From this angle, the first fact that
strikes one is that the U.S. is a late-comec
to the Arctic, having become an Acetic state
in the mid-nineteenth century and almost by ac-
cident. "Sewacd's Folly", the pucchase of
Alaska in 1867, cesulted from a secies of
fortuitous circumstances. The teccitocial
aspirations of Secretary of State Seward wece
not widely shared by his colleagues at the
time and onIy an unusual set of political and
economic circumstances facing the Russian
Czar allowed Sewacd to bring this off.

There were significant economic interests
in this country which strongly supported the
purchase of Alaska, and, of course, the U.S.
has never had ca~se to regret Seward's initia-
tive. However, though the first exploiter to
reach the North Pole was an American--Robert
Peacy � � the exploration and development of Arc-
tic territory has played a more minoc pact in
the history of the U,S. than in the develop-
ment of other countries bordering the Arctic
Ocean, most particulacly Canada and the
Soviet Union. The Arctic has played little
role in focging of a national identity in U.S.
experience, By contcast it has played a much
largec cole in the histocy of the other states
included in ouc geographic cegion. In fact,
it has been compacatively recently that the
U.S. has begun to consider itself an Arctic
state.

The most significant catalyst for U,S.
awareness that. it is an Acetic State was pro-
vided by the Second World Wac. On the one
hand, scientif ic and technological innovation
stimulated by the war effort accelerated
tcends in transportation and communication
which have laid the groundwork foc a revolu-
tion in human activity in the Arctic. Radio
communications and the aicplane, foc example,
pcovided for cegular and close contact be-
tween Arctic areas and theic more populous
and developed hinterlands. Egually impor-
tant, the war--and particularly the rapid
development of aviation it spawned--demon-
strated oc perhaps created the str'ategic sig-
nif icance of the Arctic. This signif icance
lies in the fact that the shortest distances
between the majoc population centecs of the

Northern Hemisphere lie alonq great circle
coutes that tcavecse the Arctic.

The emphasis upon the strategic and mil-
itacy aspects of the Acetic intensif ied in
the year's fo11owing the Second World War,
with the emecgence of the cold war, with its
periods of competition and tension between
East and West. North America, Western Eucope
and the Soviet Union all face each other
across the Acetic Ocean. And in the era of
long-cange aicccaft and ICBM's, the shoctest
path of attack and counter-attack between
Fast and West would lie across the Arctic.
In fact, one of the most important post-war
U.S. activitieS in the hectic has been the
development of early-warning radac systems
in the high Arctic in response to cold war
tensions.

The militacy importance of the Acetic
has contributed to the delineation of the re-
gian and remains a primary factor. in U.S.
thinking about the Ar'ctic. Similacily, the
strategic importance of the Arctic has influ-
enced the views of other Acetic states and
their perspectives on jurisdiction in the
Arctic. Soviet and Canadian jurists have
elaborated and suppocted the sector theory
according to which states bordering the Arc-
tic Ocean wo~ld claim jucisdiction ovec ice-
coveced waters north of their land tecrito-
cies all the way to the North Pole. Strate-
gic concerns certainly ace an impoctant ele-
ment in Soviet perspectives on the Nocthern
Sea Route, Canadian concer'ns regarding the
Northwest Passage, as well as attention to
Svalbacd and the 1920 Treaty on the Status
of Spitzbecgen.

There is a panel devoted to the subject
of jurisdiction in the Arctic which will
delve into these and othec Arctic jucisdic-
tional issues in detail. From this more qen-
eral perspective it simply is worth noting
that the military/strategic component in pec-
ceptions of the Arctic by those bordecing
states have made them jealous in their ap-
proach to gucisdiction in the Arctic, in ef-
forts to secure control ovec watec and air
space adjacent to their territory, and in
seeking freedom of movement beyond their own
areas of jurisdiction. There is some irony
in the fact that one of the pcimary motives
for viewing the Acetic as a region from the
policy perspective derives from the centrifu-
gal forces generated by military competition
and rivalry.

At the same time there ace othec factors
which have emerged, pacticularly in recent
decades, which also contribute to the concept
of the Arctic as a region of policy concern.
The first of these relates to resource acti-
vities in the Arctic .

The lure of resources was one of the
pcimary inspirations to outside exploration
and settlement of Arctic aceas. Gold, furs,
and whales were among the first objectives
to attract peoples from the mid-latitudes.
Resource activities in the Arctic, therefore,
ace not new. What is new are the incentives
and capacity to undertake large industrial-
Scale activities in the AcCtiC. In pacticu-
lar, the seacch foc new energy resources has
affected Acetic areas. Large hydrocarbon
deposits � oil and gas--have been located in
both the Soviet and North American Acetic.
There has been a virtual explosion in the
technology necessary for operating in these



fcontier areas in the past decade. Soviet
Acetic gas fields are in production, as
is the U.S, oil field at Pcudhoe Bay, Major
investments by Canadian interests have been
made both onshore and offshore in the Arctic,
and there is the prospect of hydrocarbon acti-
vities further and fucthec of fshore.

While the specif ic energy shortages which
followed the oil embargo in the mid-70's do
not at present. exist, the long � teem tcend to-
ward major hydcocacbon resource development in
the Arctic is not likely to reverse itself.
Present and anticipated resource activities,
and their trans-boundacy implications, ace
changing the face of the Arctic. They consti-
tute a second of the major elements which
bring the Arctic into focus as a policy ce-
g los ~

Incceased human activity in the Arctic
genecally, and that attendant upon resoucce
development, have served as catalysts foc con-
cern about the enviconment of the Arctic and
the possibility of environmental disturbance
in the Arctic extending beyond it to other
aceas of the globe. There is perhaps a ten-
dency to overstate the sensitivity of the
Arctic environment to outside disturbance.
Terms such as "unique" and "fragile" are often
applied to the ecology of polar cegions. At
the same time, the conditions under which life
exists in the Acetic are extreme and adapta-
tions made by species of a specialized and
sensitive charactec. The macgins of survival
for plants and animals alike are thin. In ad-
dition, the importance of polac regions to
world climate has become incceasingly clear in
cecent decades. In the same way that the pat-
tern of cicculation within the Arctic Ocean
links the coastal aceas which bocdec that
ocean, the pattern of meteorological ciccu-
lation 11nks the Arctic with the mid � lati-
tudes. Again, one should resist over-drama-
tizing such connections but there are legiti-
mate questions about the effects of activities
which could modify weather, pat teens in the
Arctic both within the cegion and beyond.

From the policy perspective, the signif i-
cance of environmental considerations is not
simply the fact that increased human activity
can have significant impacts upon the envicon-
ment. It decives equally from the fact that
these impacts are not bounded by jucsidctional
limits whethec on land or at sea. Such ef-
fects can be felt on a region-wide basis.
The understanding which has developed of the
components of the Acetic environment, and its
inter-relationships, is a thicd and vecy im-
portant Factoc which delineates the Arctic as
a policy region.

Rapid change in the nature and scale of
human activity in the Acetic have likewise
exerted impact upon the indigenous peoples of
the Arctic rim, foc example, the Eskimo com-
munities in Alaska and other Inuit peoples.
These activitieS can haVe negative influence
upon social and cultural values central to
these communities. Ffforts to come to terms
with rapid change while pcesecving a sense of
cultucal and social identity have been elic-
ited from native peoples throughout the area.
In fact, these pces*uces have contributed to
a sense of cultural kinship illustrated by
the fOrmation Of the Inuit Circumpolar COn-
fecence. A fourth important factor in delin-
eating the Acetic, therefore, is the concept

of cegion which is emecging--oc ce-emerging--
among its original inhabitants,

The final majoc featuce delineating the
Arctic lies in the realm of science, The
strongest and most consistent theme in human
activity in the Arctic has been the quest to
undecstand the region and its processes and
to fathom its influence on the planet as a
whole. The Acetic has been an object of co-
ocdinated scientific investigation foc sever-
al centuries, including the scene of coopera-
tive ceseacch undectakings during interna-
tional polar yeacs and the International Geo-
physical Year of 1957-58.

It is the major advances in Arctic sci-
ence over the past half century that have
made possible the capid acceleration in the
natuce and SCale of human act1vities in the
hectic . It is also from scientific study of
the area that have emerged those integrative
elements which tend toward the concept of the
Acct.ic not only as a field of study but also
as an area of collaborative action. Within
the sciences there has developed an inter-
disciplinary appcoach to study ot the Arctic
in which inter � relationships between phenome-
na and processes have taken precedence over
individual facts oc events. It is from the
scientific research activities that the con-
cept of the Acetic as a region has most
cleacly emerged. At this conference there
ace speci fic panels which will illuminate, in
detail., contributions which the major scien-
tif1C disCiplines have to made the cOnCept Of
the Arctic.

The emergence of factors bringing the
Arctic into focus as a cegion in the eca fol-
lowing the Second Wocld War has evoked re-
sponses in the policy arena. In fact, during
World Wac II itself, U.S. Vice president
Henry A. WallaCe proposed both tO the Depart-
ment of State and to the Congress that the
U.S. should take the initiatives to develop
an intecnational treaty for the Acetic which
would pcovide foc cooperative efforts to
promote t. r anspo c tat ion and communicat ion in
the Arctic and to assist Arctic exploration.

The times, however, were not ripe for an
initiative of that soct. The concept of some
form of international agreement applying to
the Arctic, however, has pec1odically re-
ceived policy level attention. Ducing the
late 1960's the concept of a "Nocthlands
Compact" emerged, This idea, which appears
to have been influenced by the Antarctic
Treaty of 1959, looked toward development of
an umbcella � type agceement to which Arctic
nations could accede for pacticular purposes.
Among the aceas identif ied foc cooperative
activities were scient if ic r'eseacch and the
sharing of information and data relating to
economic development, enviconmental protec-
tior, and health and medicine. The idea foc
such a "Nocthlands Concept" was discussed in-
focmally foc a numbec of yeacs, but was
shelved in the early 1970's due to lack of
sufficient interest among the governments of
Arctic nations.

The interest in the Arctic, however,
which prompted attention to possible intecna-
tional agreements foc the area, also ceceived
expression in the form of a White House decla-
ratio~ on Arctic policy. This declaration is
contained in National Security Decision Memo-
randum  NSDM! 144 of December 22, 1971. It
provides that the U.S. will support the sound



and r'ational development of the Arctic guided
by the principle of minimizing any adverse af-
fects to the environment; will pcomote mutual-
ly benef icial international coopecat ion in the
Acetic; and will at the same time provide foc
the pcotection of essential secucity intecests
in the Arctic, including preservation of the
principle of freedom of the seas and supec-
jacent aic space.

In suppoct of these policy objectives the
NSDM called foc consideration of steps for in-
cceasing cooperation with other countcies in
such fields as exploration, scientific re-
seacch, resource development and the exchange
of scientific and technical data. It also
urged improvement in U.S. capability to inhab-
it and opecate in the Arctic and to understand
the Arctic environment, as well as the devel-
opment of a framewock for' international co-
OperatiOn  the "NOrthlanda COrnpact" apprOaCh!.
While, as noted, the Hocthl ands Compact' did
not beac fruit, the genecal points articu-
lated in NSDM l44 have cemained.

The NsoM also pcovided foc establishment
of a policy mechanism, the Intecagency Acetic
Policy Group  IAPGI. This group was charged
with the responsibility for overseeing the im-
plementation of U.S. Arctic policy and ce-
viewing and coocdinating U.S. activities and
programs in the Arctic, with the exception of
purely domestic mattecs internal to Alaska.

The general objectives articulated in
NSDnr l44 have not generated specific policy
initiatives. Likewise, the policy group, es-
tabli.shed in 1971, became essentially inactive
with the fading of the "Horthlands Concept"
idea.

In the past few years, however, intecest
in Arctic policy has revived. The IAPG has
been reactivated and is engaged in seeking to
assess the implementation of U,S. interests
in the Arctic in the yeacs ahead. In addi-
tion, there has been concentrated attention
upon the issue of a U.S. Arctic science poli-
cy. The Alaska Lands Act of 1981 called for a
ceview and cecommendations on the need for re-
dicecting U.S. Arctic research policy. More
recently, the Alaskan congcessional delegation
has introduced legislation in both House and
Senate--the Arctic Research and Policy Act--
which would cceate an Arctic science policy
council to develop and supecvise an inte-
grated Arctic science policy. In addition to
such a council, the bill would establish an
Arctic ceseacch cornrniss ion to determine re-
search pciocities, establish an Arctic data
centec and provide foc reseacch grants.
Pinally, the National Academy of Sciences,
in its A U.S. Commitment to Arctic Reseacch,
has recommended:

1. United Stat.es Government sci-
ence policy should include a commit.�
ment to the suppoct of scient if ic
research in its Arctic tercitory
and in other aceas of Arctic intec-
est, as a necessary and integral
pact of its national pol.icies for
economic, technical, and social de-
velopment, resource development,
environmental protection, national
secucity, and intecnational coopera-
tionn in the Acetic r and

2. To assuce pcoductive polar re-
seacch, the United States Govecnment
should improve the coocdinat ion and
effectiveness of Arctic cesearch
pcogcams and pcovide stability and
continuity of ef fact..

In looking at this renewed intecest in
the Arctic as an acea of policy attention, nre
face a chicken and egg sort of question, Re-
newed interest ceflects appreciation of the
changes which have taken place in the chacac-
ter of human activities in the Arctic in re-
cent years--changes which continue at what
appeacs to be an accelerating cate. As
have attempted to show, these changes have
been the primacy factocs in making it. possi-
ble to define the Acetic as a cegion for the
policy-maker, as well as foc othecs concecned
with the scca. Howevec, thece cemain the
questions--posed at the outset--of whethec it
is desicable or feasible to seek an overall
ACCtic POliCy Or overall ArctiC pOl ici.eS.

In returning to these questions, it. may
be useful to consider, ficst, whether thece
ace analogies between the Arctic and ot.her
r'egions of the wocld from a policy stand-
point and, second, to look at two aspects of
policy: its formulation and its implementa-
tion.

First of all, thece are pacallels be-
tween the north and south polac ceqions.
Prom the point of view of scient if ic phenom-
ena and processes, the Acetic and the Antarc-
tic both focm distinct regions and should be
treated as such. The similarities in physi-
cal conditions and in the challenges facing
human activity between the two areas are ob-
vious. However, f corn the policy perspective.
it is the dif ferences between these areas
that are most stciking. An obvious, yet
often overlooked difference, relates to popo-
lation. There is no indigenous oc even per-
manent human population in the Antacctic, as
is the the case in the Arctic. Second--and
perhaps thece is a causal connection with the
first point--the countries active in Antacc-
tica have established a cleac, ceqional
framework for theic activities thece, the
Antacctic Tceaty, Within this fcamewock
which constitutes a legal and political sys-
tem, these countcies ace able to formulate
and implement Antarctic polic ies.

No such regional framework exists in the
Arctic. Initiatives over' the past sevecal
decades to develop cegional arrangements foc
the Arctic have not met with encoucaging re-
sponse. Of those factocs which delineate the
Acetic as a region, the perception of the
area's strategic importance and emergence of
large-scale cesoucce activities exect, or
tend to exect, centrifugal focces cather than
incentives for regional collabocation. In a
political and legal se nse, these centr i f ugal
focces have an ascendancy. Prom this angle,
the region that most dicectly resembles the
Arctic is not the Antacctic but. the Med iter-
ranean. Like the Mediterranean, the Acetic
is a macine basin succounded by countries
which exhibit diversity in political systems
and divecsity in political objectives. This
diversity can and frequently does involve
conflict among the nations bodecing the
central marine area. In the 1940's the polar
explorer Vilhjalmur Stefannson, ceferctng to
the impact of air power upon the strategy.c



importance ot the Arctic, noted: "In an air
age, the Arctic Mediterranean is the hub of
world powec." However one evaluates this
conclusion, the analogy of the Mediterra-
nean--a middle sea surcounded by ma joe world
powers--cer ta inly f i ts the Acetic.

The analogy may extend further. Even in
the Beditecranean, with its political cival-
ries and sensitivities, thece have begun to
emecge certain patterns in region-wide collab-
ocation. A good example may be found in the
ongoing efforts to develop region-wide mecha-
nisms foc dealing with macine pollution in the
Mediterranean. The Barcelona Convention and
celated protocols involve impoctant commit-
ments among the Mediteccanean nations to com-
bat marine pollution--a problem which cuts
accoss political divisions and perceptions.
The experience in the Mediterranean--with its
functionally defined efforts at cegional co-
operation--may provide a model which is of use
in approaching the Arctic.

These compacisons point to a useful dis-
tinction between policy formulation and imple-
mentation in approaching the Arctic as a
policy ceg ion . In my view, many of the diffi-
culties which have arisen in the cealm of Arc-
tic policy relate to confusion or lack of
synchronization between the formulation and
implementation aspects of the policy pcocess.
On the one hand there has sometimes been a
tendency to assume that, since the Arctic can
be defined as a region, region-wide policies
are required  foc example, a "Northlands Com-
pact" ! . Such assumptions have r un aground on
the fact that the Acetic does not, like the
Antarctic, offec broad scope for implementa-
tion of policies on a cegion-wide basis.
Conversely, at other times there has been a
tendency--pcecisely because of the fact that
the Arctic at present does not lend itself
readily to region-wide policies--to ignore
the need foc a cegional approach in policy
formulation. Turning again to the Meditec-
canean example, it is my contention that
pecception of the Meditecranean as a cegion
has become a ma joe element in the formulation
of policies by Meditercanean states and has
lead to the identification of functional
aceas where region-wide approaches are neces-
sary as well as desirable. This has taken
place even though the political consensus
necessary for cegion-wide activities does not
exist in many aceas.

I believe that there ace significant op-
portunities foc policy development and for
policy initiatives in the Acetic. To do so
requires that definition of U.S. intecests,
pcograms and activities celating to the Arc-
tic should take place in a regional context.
This does not mean, necessacily, the elabora-
tion of an overall policy, or policies, foc
the Arctic. What it does mean is that the
formulation of interests, objectives, pro-
grams and activities in the Acetic include
as a basic element considecation of theic
region-wide implications. It seems to me it
is impoctant to establish a r.egion-wide prism
as one of the primacy means thcough which we
examine the definition of our interests and
the conduct of our business in the Arctic.
By ensuring that U.S. activities and actions
relating to the Arctic can be assessed in the
context of the cegion as a whole, we will
hest ensure that effective Arctic policies

can not only be formulated but also imple-
me nt.ed.

To do this cequices an inter-disciplin-
ary appcoach--an undecstanding of the connec-
tions and in tee-relet ionships between the
various forms of activities which are taking
place, and which may take place in the Arc-
tic. Further, this implies an at tention to
the mechanisms, both focmal and infocmal, to
ensuce that the intec-celationships between
intecests, programs and activities in the
Arctic in a geogcaphic sense, in a functional
sense, and in a pcecedential sense, ace ade-
quately understood and assimilated. It is
for this ceason that meetings such as this
one, which bring together individuals with
a wide variety of backgrounds, disciplines
and responsibilities, can play such an impor-
tant role in identifying what ace t.he ceal
opportunities in the area of Acetic policies.
Effocts such as those being undectaken by the
Comite Acctique, which seek to pcovide a fo-
cum foc intellectual integration in the dis-
ciplines relating to the Arctic, are ace an-
othec example of what I believe to be the
necessary development of a context--a mind
set--for policy formulation. Finally, of
course, we need to replicate t.his process on
the governmental level as well, to create
mechanisms which will ensure that the pcism
 as I have called it! is established and
employed--a prism which will pecmit the iden-
tification of legitimate and cealistic oppor-
tunities for constcuct.ing Arctic pol icies,
but which will also avoid elabocat ion of
sweeping but unimplementable policy pro-
nouncements.

I would conclude with the obse cvation
that the curcent revival of intecest in the
Arctic is on the eight track. This revival
has been expcessed thcough a variety of chan-
nels--through the Interagency Acct.ic Pol icy
Group, in which I am most directy involved;
in the Acetic Research and Po1icy Act, which
ceceived Administcat.ion suppoct at the end of
the last congressional session; and in the
work of the National Academy of Sciences,
These activities are not congcuent in all re-
spects, but theic common features far out-
weigh any d ivecgences. An important and,
to me, encoucaging aspect of these tcends is
the assumpt ion that if the United States is
to be able to act as an Acetic nation, t
must be able to think as an Acetic nation.
In other wocds, t.he pce requisite for nation-
al policy development in the Arctic is estab-
lishing an ef fective mechanisms to discern
whece ouc interests and actions relatinq to
the Arctic do, and where they do not, have
cegion-wide implications.
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My goal is to share some observations of sea ice
and other physical features of the Arctic Ocean.
These observations are a. result of three field
programs in the Arctic since 1978 and have been made
possible not only by financial and logistic support
from the Office of Naval Research but also by the
cr eative help of many colleagues and students.

To this point, our research in the Arctic is
largely r elated to its acoustic properties. Hence
the title of my paper. We have in various ways
11stened to the song created in the ocean by sea ice
under stress, and to other melodies of the Arctic
environment. For some there is an intrinsic
interest in the song, and for others the song is a
means of better knowing the singer. While difficult
enough, it is somewhat easier to collect a library
of songs than to interpret their fundamental
messages. Thus I offer my observations on Arctic
acoustics more as a systematic collector, perhaps as
a speculative interpreter, and possibly also as an
evoker of new insights. Such insights, I believe,
are relevant to basic engineering questions on the
Arct1c with potential application to a wide range of
problems. For example, noise radiated into the
ocean by sea ice relates to its mechanical strength;
and its strength, in tur n, is of concern in
determining loads on petroleum platforms, icebreaker
bows, and the like.

Why should we be interested in the Arctic Ocean ?
1 he Conference of which thi s paper is but one par t,
emphasizes several reasons for concern with the
Arctic. Companion papers of the Conference cover in
depth, and with useful bibliographies, most of the
important technical focii. My inmrediate purpose is
to highlight a few of the more important societal
motivations and to assess technological implications
of pursuing them.

hiany geologists, petroleum producers, and lease-
sale managers believe that the Arctic contains oil
and gas in amounts which rival some of the r1chest
regions of the world, such as the Persian Gulf.
While market enthusiasm for oil has cooled 1n the
curr ent recession, there is little doubt that it
will heat up in years to come. Not only will a
healthier ~arid economy provide such heat, but also
the inexorable reduction of reserves in present oil
fields makes essential the development of new ones,
such as in the Arctic.

Bath onshor e and offshore fields wi 11 be
developed. Either ways transporting exploration and
production equipment to the field and then
transport1ng the product to a distribution center is
an essentia'1 technological challenge. Ice-
strengthened or ice-breaking ships will no doubt be
directed toward this challenge. A look at a rather
early attempt at a solution, the Manhattan
 Figure I!, suggests the nature of the challenge.
Here the main problem is ice-structure interaction
for which we need better engineering knowledge of
the mechanical properties of sea ice, including its
dynamic strength.

Offshore oil is bound to be important in the
Arctic, as it is for other regions. Figure 2 shows
that the Arctic Ocean has a rather large continental
shelf, some high fraction of which is thought to
contain petroleum. While not str1ctly 1n the Arctic
Ocean proper, I include the Bering and Greenland
Seas and ather adjacent seas as c andidate areas for
petroleum exploitation. What is significant is that
all these candidates are in a marginal or seasonal
sea-ice zone, in that for at least some brief time
in the samer they are ice-free. The flip side is
that they are covered with sea ice at other times,
and this suggests that petroleum platforms would
have to be protected against both open water waves
and sea ice loads. Offshore engineers already have
considerable experience with wave loads in stormy
areas, and we can reasonably expect that such
experience would be brought to bear successfully on
Arctic platform design. The newer and more
uncertain element is again ice-structure
interaction. Many approaches have been suggested to
counter ice loads, most of which take advantage af
t.he limited mechanical strength of sea ice by
breaking it at the point of its inter action with the
pl atform.

We do not as yet have a thorough understanding
of the ice environment 1n the Arctic. But. in one
r egion of intense interest for offshore oil � the
Beaufort Sea north of Alaska and the Canadian
archipelago � we do know that sea ice tends to be
thicker and rougher than usual. Known as a rubble
field, the ice is' var1ously broken up and piled
helter -skelter. It is grounded on the shelf and
relatively motionless, forming one edge of a high
shear zone in which the ice makes a transitior to
the centr al Arctic pack ice perhaps IQDkm away.

It is not my centra.1 purpose to discuss Arctic
offshore platform design, but the rubble field often
encounter ed leads one to wonder whether surface-
piercing platforms will in the end be practical. In
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temperate zones, platform technology has already
advanced to bottom production systems, Use of such
systems in the Arctic, at depths of 50m or more,
could avoid the ice canopy altogether. Ultimately
such deep completions would be considered anyway, as
production evolves from shallow water to the edge of
the continental shelf and beyond. The Arctic is the
kind of place that may well encourage this
technological leap to be taken early in the game.

I have seen a draft of an Arctic ice atlas being
compiled under sponsorship of the US Maritime
Administration  Labelle, et al 1982!. In my
opinion, this effort is both creative and
potentially useful, at least because through it we
can readily recognize our shortcomings in
understanding the ice field. Knowledge is
relatively good on degree of ice cover, including
area of coverage and mean floe sire, fair on ice
drift rates and directions, and not very good on ice
thickness and ice roughness. l,ittle is compiled on
ice strength. Figures 3 and 4 give some indication
of what is meant by floe size and, in this case, by
roughness caused by pressure ridges. Remote imaging
of large areas by satellite or high-flying aircraft
explain why some parameters are better understood.
lce thickness, roughness, and strength, however, are
generally obtained by in situ observations and dense
point measurements or track lines are required.
Thus far, such measurements have not been carried
out widely enough.

A quite different focus is formed by military
needs. I am not privy to the closed councils of
military planners. 8ut I do know from discrete
public announcements that the United States intends
to increasingly operate in the Arctic Ocean as a
counter to presence of Soviet submarines car rying
strategic nuclear weapons. U.S. submarines have
transitted the Arctic almost from the dawn of
nuclear-powered submarines. How the thrust seems to
be long term presence or occupation rather than
brief demonstration visits.

The submarine nuclear deterrent in the Arctic
implies ice capability. Surfacing through the ice
canopy ultimately requires the submarine to break
the ice, and we see again the importance of
knowledge on iCe Strength, thiCknesS, and rnughneSS
as they affect submarine structure and shape. It
seems that the U.S. Navy, as it lays plans for the
next generat ion submarines, wi 11 insist on
appropriate structure and shape for routine Arctic
operations.

Incidentaily, the possible advent of Arctic-
capable military submarines has technological
implications for oil transport by submarine. This
transport mode has many advocates mnong naval
architects and ship constructor s, and could become a
viable candidate as a follow-on to Navy development.

Another influence of the ice canopy pops out in
a rather different ray. Sonar, which of course uses
sound waves, is the principal means of detecting and
monitoring intrusive submarines. Evidence exists
that transmission of sound in the Arctic Ocean is
greatly influenced by ice roughness, as one may see
by viewing Figures 5 and 6. Judging from the model
wavenumber spectra shown  Mellen and atarsh, 1963!,
ice roughness is similar to ocean wave roughness.
Hut for a given root-mean-square roughness, sea ice
is significantly rougher than ocean waves for large
wavenumbers  K larger than about I/3 m-1, or rave-
lengths smaller than about 20m!. Thus with use of
Rayl ei gh' s diffraction grati ng theory, we can expect
significantly more roughness effects in the Arctic
when the sound wavelength is less than 40m, or the
sound frequency is higher than about 35Hz.

Such different behavior with respect ta
roughness as shown in Figure 6, where I have

estimated the reductio n in acoustic energy versa<
frequency for a transmission range of 500km. Re see
that ice scattering severely limits transmission in
the Arctic. Indeed, ocean wave scattering is so
relatively weak that still another process,
scattering into internal degrees of freedom of sea
water  Urick 1975!, is more i mportant. As a
practical matt,er, therefore, we should compare ice
scattering in the Arctic with relaxation scattering
in the open ocean. Re see that to achieve
equivalent sonar transmission range, a shift
downwards in frequency of about one
order-of-magnitude is required.

The implication of lower -frequency sonar for the
Arctic is that, for equivalent performance, its
linear dimensions must be lar ger, by as much as one
order- of-magnitude. Larger submarine sonar
platforms and/ or larger systems fixed an the bottom
would be required.

Another way to view figure 6 is that a sonar
capable of detecting and tracking a target in the
open ocean at ranges up to 500km would have, without
modification, its range capability in the Arctic
reduced to about 50km. Areal coverage would be
reduced by two orders-of-magnitude. Thus submarines
in the Arctic have more stealth, and the mutual
strategic deterrent is made more stable. 1 o my
mind, this is both a desirable outcome and the most
important implication of new-found i nterest by the
military in the Arctic.

awhile I have confidence that the arguments
presented here on sonar performance are at least
qualitatively corrects I must make it clear that
systematic knowledge of sea-ice roughness and of
attendent acoustic scattering. falls below our needs
in engineering design. Thus I am pleased that many
scientists in the Arctic conxnunity, as well as the
14IT team, consider research on sea ice as essential.

There is one other societal motivation for
interest in the Arctic. Ouite apart from petroleum
resources or mutual security, many of us care about
the Arctic as a relatively unexplored arena for
scientific work . When asked about my interest, I
often explain first that I have enough of the
'little boy" left in me to make the Arctic
attraCtive. Such a lighthearted response hardly
satisfies the serious questioner or the
introspective self. Frivolity asides I like Arctic
research because it deinands fresh approaches to
basic questions, awakens interest in physical
phenomena rarely met, and rewards innovative use of
observational tools. Exainples ~ not necessarily out
of my own direct experience might help make this
clear:

~ The atmosphere-ice-ocean system is no doubt
tightly coupled with a strong need to
quantify the exchange elements and the
feedback loops.

~ Harginal ire zones are oceanographically
complicated; vertical f luxes, water mass
fronts' and variable ice edges need to be
measured and modeled.

~ Electromagnetic and acoustic remote sensing
equipment need to be developed and validated
for wide-area synoptic measurements.

~ Primary biological productivity, espec.ially
near or in the marginal ice zones, needs to
be connected with basic physical processes
such as mixing, water transports and nutrient.
upwelling.

a The geology, geophysics, and topography of
the Arctic basin and its margins have not
been explored and modeled as thoroughly as
they should.



These scientific needs are intrinsically
interesting and worthy of fulfillment. The reader
w i 1 1 quickly discern their importance to soc iety at
large. Amonq others they relate: to improved
weather forecasting in the northern hemisphere, to
s afer navigation and piloting near or i n the ice, to
understanding of the biological chain linked with
endangered mamalian species or with coimxercially
iinportant fisheries, and to di scovery and
exploitation of hard mineral resources. Our
interest in the science, perhaps well ahead of
societal usage, is an affirmation that the Arctic is
important and has a future.

3. THE SONG OF SEA ICE

A hydrophone suspended beneath Arctic ice senses
a rich syinphony of sounds, The essential quality of
these sounds can be represented via spectral
analysis, and a composite of such spectra is given
in Figure 7. Each spectral sector making up the
composite was selected at different sample times.
By noting the reasonable agreement between
averlapping sectors' one can gain assurance that the
composite is at least a rough representative of the
family of sound s, as if each family member had been
observed at the same time. I call your attention to
spectral changes that occur from family to family,
For these differences, as well as similarities, can
provide clues on the underlying physical mechanisms.

Fram about 10 2 to 5 x 10 tHz, the pressure
spertral density falls sharply with frequency, about
as .-4, with an rins value of about .5 Pa. Hy
hypothesis is that these fluctuations are ca~sed by
quasistatic velocity fluctuations in the flow V past
the hydrophone. The change in pressure ap caused by
a fluctuation in flow velocity aV is

ap m Cpi V'V

where Cp is the hydrophone drag coefficient and p
the water density. Thus the rms pressure of . 5 Pa
would convert to an rms velocity fluctuation of about
3mm/sec for V-15cm/sec, and is reasonable wnen com-
paredd to observed fluctuations  Hcphee and Smith 1976!,
Of equal interest is the velocity spectral density
which, according to Equation �!, can be obtained by
scaling the observed spectruin by  C r V!

Star ting at about 5 x 10-IHz aniI extending to
about 10Hz, one spectral member exhibits quite
nar row peaks. The other one shown in this frequency
range does not. These peaks are caused by
inter action of current with the hydrophone cable, an
effect often quite variable and probably nonlinear.
Known as strum, it seems to be caused in our case by
second-order length oscillations as a result of
transverse cable oscillations induced by vortex
shedding. I note in passing that eddies in the
Arctic are most energetic in the upper 100m or so
 Hunkins, 1981!, and cable strum might be a useful
indicator of eddy energy. Uur hydrophones were
suspended on cables down to about 90ix.

When strum is absent, it is clear that the
Arctic song has a broadly peaked spectrum extending
from about 1 to 100Hz and possibly beyond. It peaks
at about 10 to 20Hz.  Strum ran mask this result
below 10Hz but rarely above it.! This broad
spectrum is caused by ice action, a mechanism I will
speculate on in great detail a few paragraphs from
here.

Also suggested by the data is a second broadly
peaked spectrum, extending at. times from about 150
to 5000Hz. It is not an ever-present feature of
Arr.tic noise ~ is most intense at times of
atmospheric cooling, and was first related by Milne
�972! to thermal cracking. This, too, will be

discussed subsequently.
Finally the composite shows a relatively

important spectral peak at about 5000liz which,
however, is not always present . It is nb servec when
wind speed is large enough to carry loose snow
pellets and impact them on the ice floe. I'Ii lne
  1967! ObServed and madeled this phenO nenaii, but IiS
spectral shape is significantly different. I will
not pursue this discrepancy,' i nstead I tu rii tii t hose
inechanisms relevant to ice action.

The spectral peak at $0 to 20Hz invariably has a
spectral shape of about z and ,i-2 below and
above the peak respectively. We have observed this
aS a regular feature Of paCk iCe naiSe  Shepard
1979, Chen 1982!. I outline here ideas, or more
humbly, speculations on its origin. Ice is a
crystalline or granular material which, while mostly
regular in structure, contains many defects. Under
stress, these defects act as locii for structural
rearr angements and account for material properties
such as plasticity, cracking, and breaking. I
believe that defect motions account for the observed
noise; and to the extent that this is so, one ouaht
to be able to connect the noise with structural
properties.

Evidence that defect motions account for this
component of the sea-ice song is given in part in
Figures 8 to 10, The first shows a spatial spectrum
of the noise centered at 10Hz, with the strongest
component arriving at an azimuth of U12o.
The time series of the signal arriving from this
d irection is gi ven in Figure 9; it shows twa short-
duration bursts separated hy about 2 sec. Finally
the frequency spectrum of one af these bursts
 Figur~ 10! displays a spectral shape of about 4
and below and above the peak, at first sight
suprisingly different than the shape shown in
Figure 7. But I delay explanation of this
difference in favor of first presenting a physical
model for the results of Figures 8 to 10.

Aki and Richards   1980! and Rice   1980! descrioe
elastic ~aves generated in solids by slip and by
tensile opening as a quantitative basis for
earthquakes and other damage processes. ' piet.ure a
burst. originating in ice in much the same way, ln
Simple termS, iCe under StreSS aCCOmOdateS ta the
stress via slip inotions. These, in turn, c reate
elaStiC waVeS, the mOSt impartant af whiCh travel
within the ice as a shear wave  Crary 1954, Oliver
et al 1954, Ewing et al 1957, Hunkins 1960!, The
shear wave radiates sound into the water in the
vicinity of each hydrophone. By corrparing the
arrival times among a large number of hydrophoiies,
we have estimated the group speed of I.hese ice waves
to be roughly 1360m/sec at about 30Hz and smaller at
lower frequencies. The horizontal phase speed of
these waves is, of course, expected to be larger
than the shear speed, the latter being about
1800m/sec.

Following Aki and Richards   1980!, the shear
wave displacement radiated from a small slip region
in an infinite medium can be written as:

�!us - F r! H  t � rtal!

where F r! is a function of radial distance r from
the slip ~ of slip orientation, and of material
properties  ice density, thickness, and shear phase
speed al!. Also H  t! is the time-dependent slip
moment, and F4 its time derivative. H can be equated
to GAu t!. with G the shear modulus, A the slip face
area, and u t! the slip displacement averaged over
the area A, As may be seen, the radiated shear wave
displacement itself is proportional to the time
derivative of this moment, evaluated at a later time
r/al,
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Our ultimate interest is pressure in the water
which is governed by its continuity with traction
acr oss the water/ice interface. For an unbounded
medium traction would be proportional to T4, since
the spatial derivative related to strain can be
transformed to a time derivate via the functional
form, t - r/is1. Finally, traction in the ice must
be governed by the traction-free ice/air interface
which, for small slip regions, brings into play
another spatial or time derivative.  The Ice/air
interface acts as a negative reflecting surface, so
in effect, each slip is represented by itself plus
an opposite slip above the ice.! Thus the sound
pressure p is expected to be:

p H r! H  t-r I pI! �!

where li r! includes all the parameters in F r! but
in different form, plus additional ones relating to
sea water. Although the argument seems complicated,
the result is simple: The acoustic pressure is
proportional to the third time derivative of the
s 1 i p di sp 1 acement u  t ! .

I model A. i.e. the shear wave displacerrmnt, as
a Gaussian time function. This results in a
sequence of time functions, and corresponding
spectral shapes, as shown in Figure ll. The
spectra 1 density corresponding to Equation   3! when
fs is Gaussian is

5 =5   � '! exp [-2  � ! ~I w21
P 1 I. �!

'oT 4 �!

and where T is the duration of the Gaussian pulse at
the e-l level  See Figure 11!. My effOrt here is
to describe reasonably but simp'ly the characteris-
tics of a single acoustic burst, and the Gaussian
model leads to a time pattern and a spectrum fairly
representative of the data  compare Figures 9, 10,
and Il!. To my knowledge, fundanmntal theories
relevant to slip dynamics in ice or ice-like
materials are not available, and acoustic sens ing of
the slip moment as the foregoing shrnrs is possible,
may well provide the basic data upon which to build
such theories.

The difference in spectral shape between
Figures 7 and IO must now be attended to. When
averaging over many bursts, as in Figure 7, it is
likely that the durati on T is a stochastic function
rather than a fixed value. We can estimate T as
t/v, where v is the average slip or rupture speed
and t the slip displacement. In Figure 11, t is
shown and v can be determined from elastodynamic
data:

 r/r !"
v = a �!

~here where SI is the peak spectral density
corresponding to an arbitrary reference state of the
process, where the peak radian frequency is

an Order-Of magnitude leSS   JohnSton and Gilman
1959, Gutmanas et al 1963, Fitzgerald 1966!. Readey
and Kingery  lg64! have found from laboratory
exper iments with ice that n is about 2 ~ but Weeks
and Mellor �9B3! report n to be about 4.

In consequence of Equations �! and �!, the
peak frequency wo varies with stress. To be
specific, the variation of slip displacement with
stress is needed; 6rune   1970! gives the basis for
the following:

ti i[ rI!

In this equation, as in the definition of SI, the
subscript corr esponds to an arbitrary reference
state. We see that ikr depends upon rn 1, at
least for Ixwvo.

Energy radiated by a slip is given by  Aki and
Richards 1961!

 8!E m nAtr

where n is a fixed fraction of total energy which
radiates, the remainder being invested in work as
the two slip planes grind against each other. Thus
the integr al of Equation �!, call it p12 is
proportiona'l to Axr,2 In the simplest case of fixed
slip plane area A, pl is proportional to rz via
Equation �!. I am encouraged to think of A as
fixed for a given process simply because it is
likely to be set or limited by a f inite scale of the
ice canopy  grain size, columnar spacing, floe
thickness, ridge width, etc.!.

I do not know how stress varies over the time
scales and ice areas typically involved in
measurements such as shown in Figure 7. These
time-space series are now under study following a
path laid down by liunkins   1975!. Hut if stress
values are broadly distributed, it is clear that its
distribution will dominate the long-time, large-area
noise spectrum. It is, thus, not much of a leap to
speculate that the sea ice song can be inverted to
give stress distribution . I wi 1 1 sketch such an
inversion by starting with an assumed probability
density function  pdf! for rvo

L-1
r l- I i o  !=FFF,' P  "- - ! o -m'0 �wm ram

~here L is some positive number and .m the value
of >o of maximum probability Equation  9! is the
well-known gamma pdf  or chi -square pdf for 2L an
integer!, and we start with it simply because L can
be selected to give a wide range of probability
shapes. Next the spectral average over wo is

<S u!> = Sp  w, o ! p wo! d o
0

This integral may be evaluated quit.kly by noting
that 5 is really qu i te narrow [ see Equation   4! !,
and to first-order can be approximated byP
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where n is sorae number, . the resolved slip plane
stress, and ro some characteristic  high! stress
above whiCh v reaCheS a plateau Speed a. In
earthquake seismology, a is taken as the shear speed
�rune l970!; but for crystalline solids, a can be

5  mr w ! = p � 4  u- w !
'  ' j



in which I have explicitly included the stress
degendence  relative to the stress state leading to
p !. Thus

speeo v is mare by an order-of-maqnitude or its
displacement x is less by an order-af-magnitude. It
would be interesting  and valuable! to find out
which.

�2!

�4!
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.Sx = J  ci/vim! exp - L-I!"/wmj

where a - L-1 + 2/ n-l!,

p 2 L 1!L /  !
where J = m

wm' 1

and where I have conc luded that i< via since the
observed ' S> shows na abrupt termination at a high
value of w.

One can now select a from the observations. At
low frequencies a 3 leads to a good fit, and this
can be obtained with L - 3 and n - 2.  /late that L
is only weakly dependent upon the choice of n; for n

4, we would have L - 3.3.! Comparison of
Equation   12! with data for L 3 and n 2 is made
in Figure 12. As ar. ranged by my choice of a, the
law frequency fit is satisfactory, but the model
falls far short at high frequencies. The difficulty
is in Equation �1!; the first-order approximatian
that all energy for a single burst resides at wo
is only roughly tenable. One can go to a second-
order but st i I 1 simple approximation to remedy this:

2 r 2 k+1
3

=057p   � ! E  ~! expl-2  � !kal 2
p ' I 2

�3!

In effect this second approximation partions the
burst energy at 4 frequencies   "o/2, wa,
3 o/2, 2 a!. As a more realistic representative
of Sp ~ it now leads to a much better fit with the
data  see Figure 12!. Analytical arm-waving aside,
it appears that Equation  9! is an adequate pdf for
~, with L 3 and r" 'o as the experimentally
derived conditions.

I can now state a tentative but important
canclusign. We can transfarm P  ~ !to P  r! via

in-< to get, for n 2:

3 Dp ,! = ' exp[-D -/'n]32o

where a2 is the stress variance. Thus the stress
is chi-square distributed with 6 degrees of freedom
  21 ! and is shown in Figure 13  see Cr amer 1946
for a formal description of this pdf!. Whether this
result can withstand further experimental and
theoretical scrutiny is uncertain. Among changes
that may be expected are better choices of n and L,
use of' other but similar pdfs such as the Erlang or
WeibuI, and improvements in the description of the
slip dynamics. What I do feel comfortable with i s
Equation   14! as a point of departure, not only in
further research, but also in present-day
engi neering analysis. Equation   14! and its
successors are apt to play a role as important in
sea-ice engineering as wave-height pfds play in
open-ocean engineering.

One final conrnent seems to be in order and
concerns the song identified earlier as thermally
related. Its spectrum stards about 20 time~ higher
in frequency. Milne   1972! argues the relevant
mechanism here is tensile opening, and Rice �980!
shows how close in character this mechanism is to
slip. Given that it might be, one can specu'late
that its higher frequency means that its rupture

4. MELODY OF THE MIO ARCTIC RIDGE

I conclude this paper with brief accounts of two
other uses of acoustics in the Arctic Ocean. These
relate to sounds from earthquakes along the Mid
Arctic Ridge and to discovery of major topographic
features from sound echoes, the latter being the
topic of the next and final chapter of the paper.

The Mid Arctic Ridge is located between about
83o-8!a!i and 5aW-120oE, runninq throuqh this
region on a line as may be seen in Figure 2. It is
an active rift zone, i.e. a narrow line along which
plate spreading and earthquakes occur frequently.
While the study of earthquakes from oceanic rif'ts
is well developed  'Lilwall 1982!, seismicity af the
Mid Arctic Ridge is less well known.

Our ice camps in 1980 and 1982 were located
within several hundred km of the Mid Arctic Ridge.
Consequently we recorded seismic activity from the
Ridge while carrying out other acoustic
experiments, Keenan �983! analyzed five such
events from the 1980 experiment, and I show data from
one of them here. First, however, brief discussian
af the physical ideas will enhance aur understanding
of the observations.

Figure 14 is a cartoon of the physical
situation. Slip motion in the crust  earthquakes
ate like icequakes of the previous chapter!! causes
shear  S! and longitudinal  P! waves to be
generated. These propagate as head waves along the
crust/mantle interface  Aki and Richards 1980!,
radiate nearly vertically up through the water as
sound waves, and are received by our horizontal
hydrophone array. Also S and P waves radi ate sound
waves into the water vertically above the earthquake
and are scattered by the rough ice inta nearly
horizontally directed sound waves, which then
tt ansmit to our array. The latter group of sound
waves  T! are predominantly waterborne, while the
former  S and P! are predominantly earthborne.

A typical seismic event results in an acoustic
burst which can last for 50 to 100 sec. One such is
contoured in Figure15 as a frequency/time/spectral
density plot. A cut through this plot at the time
of maximum spectral density, Figure 16, sho~s the
peak frequency at 5Hz, with an approximate ~2 and
w-4 shape below and above the peak. We are
presently modeling this spectral characteristic to
uncover, as for icequakes, the slip displacement
u t!. For earthquakes, the frequency dependence of
ice scattering and of S and P wave attenuation in
the earth needs to be included.

We can further cut the frequency/time/spectral
density plat to distinguish between paths which are
predominantly earthborne versus waterborne.
Figure 17 pat.titions the burst into paths with
nearly vertical arrival angles  high phase speeds!
and nearly horizontal angles  low phase speeds!.
Early arrivals are thus earthborne  S and P! while
the late ones are waterborne  T!, the 'latter
carrying about 30 times mare energy.

In addition to spatial analysis in the vertical,
the array can be used for horizontal analysis  as in
Figure 8 for ambient noise!. Figure 18 is such a
horizontal analysis and shows the T wave
arriving at about 099o. When this line of
position is drawn to intersect the rift zone, it

*Color figures 15 ~ 17, 18 may be found on pages 25
and 26.



does so on a transform fault 318km from the
observation point. The separation in time between
the earthborne and waterborne arrivals, as wel'I as
the difference in their phase speeds  see Figure 17!,
can be used independently to check this result. The
computed distance by the latter technique is 313km
and checks the former within experimental error.
Indeed, resolution in earthquake location for the
Arctic by other methods is generally ronsidered 10km
at best  Lilwall 1982!.

Beyond use of the foregoing observations to
model earthquake slip dynamics  e.g. seismic
moments, slip displacements!, we are presently
studying:

~ total duration of the observed T wave. We
observe the duration to be longer than a
single slip event, 1s its duration caused by
a series of slip/stick displacements? Is it
caused by swar ming or clustering of many
individual events? Or does the signal
undergo multiple reflections from various
layers above and below the earthquake source
and so generate a longer T wave?

e shape of the T wave frequency/time/spectral
density contours. Can the shape be inverted
to yield the fault plane orientation? Can
the shape help distinguish between various
classes of slip plane motion?

~ magnitude of observed earthquakes. The event
shown here was too small in magnitude to be
observed on the world seismic network
  International Seismological Center! but was
quite easily observed with our measurement
and analysis system. Interest is high on
relatively weak earthquakes, since their
magnitudes and occurrence rates relate to
spreading and other tectonic properties
 Lilwall 1982!.

5. ECHOES OF DISTANT PLACES

In each of our experiments, we have also
observed sound signals backscattered from various
Arctic underwater features. These signals are a
result of i ntense impulses created at  or near! our
camp by explosion of TNT charges, typically 200kg at
244m depth. Signals backscattered  ref lected back
toward the camp! are then analyzed by the horizontal
array of hydrophones.

A three-dimensional plot of backscattered
signals analyzed at 9Hz from one such experiment is
shown in Figure 19  Oyer et al 1982!. Significant
structure in the backscatter is evident out to the
maximum time displayed�600 sec or 3431/sec after
shot instant!, which corresponds to a range of about
2500km. In this experiment, the camp was in the
Beaufort Sea some 350km north of Alaska. Thus, at a
bearing of about OOOo ~ 250Okm is the distance from
the camp to the European margin. In simple
language, we have been able to echo-range across the
boldest part of the entire Arctic Ocean.

At a bearing and time, say of 180o and 3600
sec, Figure lg must be showing noise since in that
direction the Alaskan coast has intervened long
before then. Note, however, that the noise is less
than the noise just before shot instant. The
underwater TNT shot accounts for this. Shock
pressures up to 1 MPa act on the ice in the camp's
vicinity, apparently relieving stress and thus
decreasing noise for some time. It is not an
unconsnon effect, but reductions are observed only
when noise  and stress! are low to begin with.

With suitable adjustments for energy loss in
transmission, and for analysis oarameters such as
averaging time and array resolution, charts of

iso-backscattering strength can be prepared.
Figure 20 shows one for the Beaufort Sea. These
contours delineate major features, most notably the
continental slopes off the Canads an archipelago
 along about 125oW! and off the Alaskan coast
 along about 72oN!. Further west, Figure 20 shows
a major submerged feature along about 160oW, known
as the Northwind Escarpment. Compare Figure 20 with
Figure 2 to gain confidence that the echoes of the
Beaufort Sea are indeed meaningful. What is
esper.ially interestinq to me is strong backscatter
from about 73.2 N, 139.0oW. Figure 2 does not
show any prominent feature there, nor do other
accepted charts, at least not to the degree neces-
sary to account for strong echoes. I am confident
that we have indeed discovered a prominent feature,
one that we have named in honor of O. Leonard
Johnson  Oyer et al 1982!.

Other features or differences with known
topography have been discovered. Figure 2 I shows
iso-backscatter co~tours obtained from 86,4oN,
22,2oW  Williams 1981!. The data show clearly the
Morris Jessup Rise which, in Figure 2 and other
charts, lies in the region of about 84o to 86oN
and 15o to 30oW. The acoustic echoes show that
it actually extends much further to the north than
previously had been thought. At the eastern edge,
existing charts also show the Morris Jessup Rise
quite separate from the Mid Arctic Ridge. But our
data show a definite merger of the two, likely
caused by a more westerly extent of the ridge.
Indeed our data indicate that the Mid Arctic Ridge
is broader and has more relief than shown on
accepted charts.

That iso-backscatter charts show new or
differently shaped features than those shown on
standard charts is only rodest ly related to
resolution limitations of the acoustic technique
 Oyer at al 1982, Williams 1981!, lt is simply the
case that bathymetric data in the Arctic Ocean are
sparse in many areas, and cartographers must sketch
depth contours as best they can. At the same time,
I do not suggest replacement of standard bathymetry
with acoustic echo-ranging. But as a reconnaissance
tool it can readily highlight areas deserving
detaI'led bathymetric study or it can discover new
features in poorly charted areas.

A glance at Figure 6 will show why a low
frequency like 9 or 10Hz was chosen for backsratter
analysis. Loss due to sea ice scattering is
expected to be tolerable at low frequencies, giving
an opportunity for sensing major topographic
features at 'long ranges. Stated differently, ocean-
wide echo-ranging in the Arctic at say 100Hz wo~ld
have been as much as 3 orders-of-magnitude more
difficult.

6, SUNARY

Here are the main points. Knwoiedge of ice
roughness and ice strength is important to societal
activities in the Arctic Ocean, including;

~ safety of surface-piercing platforms for oil
and gas production,

~ performance of icebreaking and ice-strengthened
ships,

~ stealth of  mutually deterrent! submarine
nuclear forces.

We are gaini ng knowledge of ice roughness, thoug"
questi ons remain

~ how general is the K roughness asymptcte
 see Figure 5! over large sample areas and
for diverse sample times?
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~fi fr i. ilofaoe of th M i tt e to the Arctic T969. The Mach tta
an experimental tank-ship/icebreaker ta test the feasibT lity of transportirig
Prudhoe ilay oil to eastern markets through Canada's Northwest Passage, It
lost out to the pipeline which riow t.akes Prudhoe oil t.o ari open port on
Al task a ' s souther n coast.
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firiore 2. Bathyeet ic chart of the A ctic Ocea with contoor depth in
meters. Major features with approximate coordinates are; Alaskan coast
�5'N, 140'-160'W!, Canadian archipelago �8'-83'N, 60'-125'W!, Greenland
coast  83'N, 10'-60'W!, European and Asian margin  80'N, 10'-160 E!.
The shelf ar ea  depths less than 200m! is qui te large. Redrawn from
Canadian Hydrographic Service �979!.
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~Fi o e 3 a . General eie of pack ice i ce t «1 A ctic, typical of April. A
pressure ridge runs fram the lower left to the upper right, and other ridges
and refrozen leads  breaks! can be identified.

Fi ure 3 b . Closer view of refrozen lead, showing smoother and darker ice.
or weathered pressure ridges can be seen on the older ice floes.
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~l-i ure 4+a/. A weathered pre~sure ridge can be quite handsorae, but poses
danqers tp icebreakers nr petroleum platforms as well as diffi ulties in
over-thn-ice transport.

4y y,'-'

~Fi ure 4Ipj. a rela.ively ereSh pre a~re ridqe an alSO pOSe d>ff>CultieS,
rut the ice plpcks are less consolidated and presumably the ridge has less
strenqtn. Note the record of lager inq in the lre,
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~Fi u e 5. one-dime sionai uauenumeer spectra of sea ice roughness and ocean
wave roughness  Melien and Marsh 1963!. Each has a high wavenumber dependenceof K-3.
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~Fi ure 6. Forward scatterind reduction of a sound signai for transeissio
range of 500km in deep water. Shown also is scattering into the interna!
relaxation processes of sea water, an effect more important than ocean wave
scattering but less important than sea ice scattering.
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I i~sure 7, Truer., of data analyzed at different. times in Rpril 1982 on pack ice ar. about rIR'N, 21 I.
Traces selected fn foriri a coiripat1ble corriposite and to illustrate various noise char'acteri sties.
lriterruptions n some traces occur where electrical hum at t,he 11ne frequency and its odd hair orii<,
dorrilnate the analysis bin, A mechanically coupled sub-harmonic vras sometimes dominant, and tin tra-e
waS alSO rnterrupted there.  When lOweSt analyS1S birr iS 1OCated at frequenCieS leSS than 1 I'z. itS
spectral dentisy it quite uncertain and is shown in broke~ lines,!
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speed in water �440m/sec! arid c th» observed phase speed. Data anlayzed in a
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Fi ure 8 Distribution of pressure spect.ral density in azimuth Iresolution
aaaout &!. Data obtained in Apr il lg78, under relatively quiet conditions,
in the 8eaufort Sea, over deep water, with fairly solid pack ice. A large
horizontal hydrophone array was used to obtain t.he spatial distribution.
Scale is iq d8 re 1 upa and 1Hz, i.e. 68dg corresponds to a spectral density
of 6 x 1D b VaZ/Hz. Frequency bandwidth is 4Hz centered on 10Hz. A
spatial maximum occurs at about 01Zo  Shepard 19/g!.
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I second

Fi ure 9. Time series observed in direction of maximum noise of Figure 8,
0 2 . Frequency bandwidth is 4 to 30Hz, Fluctuations appearing other than
the two bursts represent noise of weaker and/or more distant events, noise
leaking through the side lobes of the horizontal array, and strum  Shepard
1979!.
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~Fi ure lg. Free encr spectrum of one u rst i Figu e 9. ia pie d ation 2
sec centered on the burst. Fluctuations are related to brevity of sample.
Spectrum above 30Hz contaminated by other events, the lower frequency
counterpart of which is evident in Figure 9  Shepard 1979!. Broken line is a
model spectrum, Equation   4! .
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log
Fi ure 11, Rode! time functions and spectra for slip displacement u t!, shear
wave ssplacement us, traction in an unbounded medium, and sound pressure in
the water p. Time functions are linear � linear sketches, spectra log � log.
instead of a Gaussian Pulse for us, Brune �970! uses us - t exP  -at!
which would lead to a spectral shape for sound pressure the same as shown at
92ow frequencies, but i~dependent of - at high frequencies. From the data, the
Gaussian pulse appears to be a better candidate. Stephans and pollock �971!
proposed a Gaussian pu'lse to model very high frequency �0~Hz! emission
spectra in nondestructive materials testing.
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Pi ure 1Z. Noise spectral density obtained in April 1980, eastern Ar ctic
cean over Pole Abyssal Plain  deep water! generally covered with broken pack

ice. Noise is in quiet range of all conditions observed. Averaging time 60
sec . sensing area ikmZ   Chen 19HZ! . Noise at 1Hz and 60Hz not shown
because of strum and line frequency hum respectively. Broken line is the
model spectrum . S based on Equation  !.!.!  first approximation! and on
Equation �3!  second approximation!. Some of the remaining under-estimation
of noise may be due to another ice-action spectral distribution with its peak
at about Z00Hz.
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MANTLE Fi ure 14. Scheme of seismic and acoustic propagation from an earthquake
ert>ca SCale grOSSly exaggerated  ice thickneSs about 3m, water depth about

4km, crust and sediment thickness about 10km, distance between source and
array about 300km!.
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~Fi ure 19. arctic b sin bacascatte or reve be ation, u co rected for
transmission loss or analysis parameters. Charge mass 200kg and detonation
depth 244m. Array depth 6lm, center frequency 9Hz. Signal level at the shot
time �69 sec! is not physical, representing saturation of the hydrophones
which quickly recover. Experiment centered at about 73.5o ifi, 150.5o u on
pack ice in the Beaufort Sea with water depth about 3.8km, and carried out in
April 1978.
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fi ure ZO. Iso-backscatter levels from the 8eaufort Sea, April 1978.
ontours are in 3 d8 steps from -Z! to -35 dB  see Oyer et al�98Z! for
interpretation of numerical values!. Analysis frequency 9 Hz.
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Fi ure 2l. Isn-backscatter levels froe the eastern Arctic, April 1980.
na ys s frequency l0,5 Hz  ilil liams l98l j.
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ARCTIC POLICY I

INTROOUCT]Oq

Kil dowJud1th

Department of Ocean Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technoloqy

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Not long aoo it was considered isolated and
remote. Hut now the Arctic. has come of age. Mode rn
society has come to the Arctic and with it the con-
cerns and 1ssues of our times, The Arctic 1s immense,
so much so that changes brought by the buffeting pol-
itical winds of the past decade are not readily
visible, but rather must be seen as changes in per-
ceptions and circumstances.

Issues that affect the Arctic, and through which
make it possible to view this continuing process of
change, can be identif1ed as folloi s:

1. National sovereignty and jurisdictional
claims.

2, National defense
3. Gas and oil and other mineral developments
4. Transportation and navigation
S. Oceanic and atmospheric research
6. Living resource and environmental management
7. Native i nterests and self-determin1sm
Perceptions of shortages in natural resources,

particularly petroleum, pushed prospectors to remote
Arctic ar eas. Advances in science and technology
followed naturally, as did improvements in trans-
portat1on, prov1ding easier access to the entire
region. This growth took place along with growing
awareness of the importance of the region for nationa'l
defense. At the same time, the Arct1c's role as a
nursery for world-wide weather became a factor in all
northern hemisphere nations,

Sut despi te this growing importance of the regi on
in international affai rs, the human systems needed to
regulate change i n the Arctic have 1 agged behind,

The five nations bordering the Arctic Ocean
 U.S., Canada, Norway, USSR, and Denmark/Greenland!
are becoming increasingly aware of the importance of
the region in which they have a shared interest. On
several occasions in the past, experts have suggested
That these circumpolar states n:ight best manage
policy issues through cooperative efforts.

However, if the issues are scrutinized closely .
this form of management or cooperation might be too
broad in some cases and too limited in others. The
Policy 1ssues, themselves, dictate who would be most
interested in which areas.  see Figure 1!

For example, in addition to the five nations
that border the Arctic Ocean, there are three more
nations, Finland, Sweden and Iceland, wh1ch are
subject to the same env1ronmental conditions and are
considered to be in the Arctic Environmental Region,
 north of the July 10 Celci us i sotherin!. Finally,
there are four more nations which have major interests
in the Arctic: Great Britain, France, West Germany
and Japan.

Some issues, such as national defense, petroleun
and other rdneral deve'lopments, lend themselves to
national zonal manaqement, Others, such as jurisdic-
tional disputes, pr1nci pally involve the nat1ons in
dispute, Transportation and navioation issues would
involve these nations with couniercial or military
sh1pping interests. Oceanic and atmospheric research,
particularly relating to climate, but also to ice
qualities and other scientific phenomena, are probably
of interest to all twelve nations.  see Figure 2!

In view of current Law of the Sea negotiations,
other considerations nust be noted which will
influence modes and levels of cooperation and col-
laboration. While these are simple examples, they
provide an international framework for thinking about
the po11 cy and lega'l matters which relate to the
Arctic. Mr. J. Lawrence Harqrove and Ms. Nancy
Kellner address this framework in their paper.

As far as U.S, interests and current management
arrangements are concerned, many of the same ouest<ons
might be asked. With more than 14 U.S. aqenries
having Arctic programs, the question arises, who
Shpuld partiCipate i n whiCh issues and COOrdi nate with
which levels of government?  see Figure 3! There
is only one state involved, Alaska, but there are
more than six state agencies in Alaska 'nvolved n
Arctic affairs, and numerous borouqhs and Native
American reservations. At tne sane ti me, there are
private sector interests including major industries
involved in development, Add to these the industrial
associations and the public interest groups, which
mostly represent environmental and native peoo',es'
interests

The U.S. has several opt1ors for manaqement of
Arctic issues, utilizing qovernino arrangenents
currently in place. Policy nak'ng can e carried out
within the seven issue areas or across then, acccrdinc
to the level s! of government directly involved.
 see Figure 1!

Given increasing activities in the issue areas,
one could conclude that better coordination, c,lanniiig
and cooperation would help avoid conflicts that may
occur as well as take advantage of opportunities,
Yet, there is an inert1a against formal coordination.
There is a need to develop sufficient evidence to
overcome thi s affinity for the status cup� . Are there
sufficient problems now and in the near future to
promote a coordinat1ng mechanism?

For example, do the costs of delay in develop.nn
DCS resources warrant inst1tuting pub'lic intervertion
mechanisms to speed up developnient? Or, are ,n-
certa'nty and iqnorance resulting frow the ',eck of



coordination of R and D impeding development and
effective use of this areal Obviously, benefits
result from revi ews by more than one agency. Re-
dundancy always provides the checks and balances in
the system But the question that must be addressed,
using the case of t' he TransAlaska Pipeline  TAPS!, for
example, is: Mere the benefits derived from environ-
mental reviev and redesign of the project greater
than the costs resulting from delays and redesign7

There are several guidelines which should
influence federal Government Policy in the Arctic,

' The goverraaent must provide a regional systems
perspective concerning the range of seven
issues previously mentioned.
The government shou'ld coordinate Arctic regul-
atory activity ameng the federal agencies.
The government must assure coordination of
Arctic research as well as set priorities and
assure that the research will be carried out
either by government sponsorship or under
government regulation.

The past few years has seen a piecemeal attempt
on the part of national and international legal
systems to recognize the unique features of the Arctic
area. Mr. John Gissberg who has ~ritten about the
current management regime for Alaska and the United
States as he views it from his far northern per-
specti ve ~ mentions son» of that legislation.

Some have said that although oil and gas develop-
ment and mi litary matters have dmofnated our interests
in the Arctic up to now, and that science and environ-
mental affa irs have been pushed to the side, develop-
ment and military interests will ultimatley have to
rely on enviroraaental and scientific information,
demonstrating a need to push those concerns to the
forefront of their priorities, If there is truth in
that observation, then the 12 nations with Arctic
interests will have to make foanense efforts, pulling
together to set long tenn research programs. It wi ll
take an especially inspired eff'ort to pull in the
most uncooperative member of that group, the Soviet
Union, the nation ~hich seems to pay least attention
to this observation.
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THE IrrTERNATIoNAL LEGAL

The Arctic has long been popularly
regarded as too harshly forbidding an envi-
ronment to allow protracted periods of most
kinds of human activity except on the rigor-
ously constricted basis of what Arnold
Toynbee called, in referring to the hunter-
gatherer Inu it cultuces, "arrested civili-
zation". Especially in the last decade or
so, however, it has come to be widely ac-
knowledged that the Arctic is becoming at
once less of a mystecy, and a more important
technical challenge . This widened awareness
was stimulated primarily by discoveries of
large oil and gas reserves, which made
rsastery of that environment at least for
purposes of hydcocarbon exploitation an ec-
onomic and strategic imperative for same of
the five Arctic nations, and raised the
prospect of extensive use of Arctic land and
ocean areas for purposes of transport of
products and equipment. But it was contri-
buted to also by the development of subma-
rine technologies which made possible pro-
tracted navigation under the polar ice, and,
in the decade following World War II,
strategic planning on the part of the two
superpowers for the use of the Great Circle
route for the delivery of airborne nuclear
weapons against each other.

The practical concerns of states with
the Arctic--military, economic, scientific/
environmental, or political--have thus been
increasing . This paper sets out, in summary
fashion, some of the features of interna-
tional law  the law governing among sover-
eign nation-states! that for various of
these practical reasons seem to be of spe-
cial interest in their application to the
Arctic, and explains why this is so . It
also examines possible needs for clarifying
the law or developing new law or institu-
tions for this region in the f'uture .

It would be convenient but a bit mis-
leading to say that we are concerned with
'the international law of the Arctic',
since, for the most part, international law
takes no notice of the Arctic  or indeed
either polar region!r with narrow excep-
tion, the same general law applies in these
areas as elsewhere. That this is so has be-
come clear, in the development of the law,
only within the last few decades, and it is
instructive to note that the law could well

have been arranged otherwise. The outcome of
developments during this period might con-
ceivably have been a general law which
treated one oc both polar regions--both
land and water--as distinct areas for
various purposes . In that event the like-
liest analogues in actual international law
woul.d have been the concept of the "high
seas', recognised for several centuries as
an area in which the basic rule is a broad
iaiaaaa fair. principle denying any state
exclusive prerogatives and ensuring equal
access for all states, and the much later
but. quite similar concept of "outer space' .
Or the law could have developed in the op-
posite direction, granting special exclusive
prerogatives to states most intimately con-
nected geographically to the areas--a devel-
opment in fact encouraged, with sorae prac-
tical if not legal result, by certain Artie
states in their advocacy of the "sector
theory' as the legal basis for dete rmining
sovereignty over Arctic land and  it was
sometimes suggested! ocean areas [lj . [See
also discussion below under "National
Cla ims" and Jurisdictional Uncertainties ."]

In fact, neither of these directions
was followed, as we shall see in the fol-
lowing pages, and there is no special
international law of the Arctic or Antarctic
as there is an international law of outer
Space. NOr, fOr that matter, iS there even
an 'international law of the sea of the
Arctic in this sense . What is special,
rather, is a set of perplexities or legal
uncertainties resulting when states seek to
apply general international law in the
peculiar polar environraents. In the
Antarctic, these difficulties have been met
to some extent by a special international
contractual--i .e . treaty--arrangement among
a few states with special sc ientific,
economic, environmental or pol.itical
interests in the arear the Antarctic Treaty
[2] . This treaty does not change general
international law in respect of the area,
nor could it, being of very limited
participation . Rather, it creates rights
and obligations among a limited group of
parties designed to facilitate the pursuit
of at least some of these interests, while
preserving others against serious inj ury.
The same is true of a new treaty on
AntarCtiC liVing resOurce exploitatiOn
adopted in 1980 [3J, and will also be true



of any arrangement resulting from the
current discussions of a regime for mineral
resource exploitation.

With the exception of the highly
specialized treaty for the protection of the
polar bear, there are no such special treaty
arrangements for the Arctic region [d[, The
question of whether there should be, and if
soa what kinds of interests they should seek
to deal with and among what group of states,
has been fairly frequently raised in recent
years [5[, and we will recur to it. Our ovn
conclusion is that the further development
of international law respecting the Arctici
in the decades immediately ahead, is
unlikely to take place in the form of any
major revisions of the fundamental law so as
to take special notice of the Arctic  a
course for which, aside from the advocates
of the sector theory, there seems never to
have been an unequivocally coxaaitted
political constituency!. Instead, it will
probably consist in clarifi.cation of that
law in its application to the Arctic
particularly as regards ocean spaces,
coupled with an overlay of treaty
arrangements among a limited group of states
dealing with specific practical interests.

In any event:, the only prudent
assumption as a matter of policy is that
some substantial legal development should
and probably will take place . The Arctic
falls clearly into that familiar class of
environments once relatively inaccessible
and uninteresting, which technology,
economics and politics have combined � often,
in this century, with great abruptness--to
render othervise. In such situtations it is
conuaon wisdom that an established legal
framework acceptable at least to the prin-
cipal parties in interest becomes more
desirable in rough proportion to the in-
creasing intensity of human activities and
impor'tance of the interests at stake. That
principle is now especially relevant to the
Arctic, where some of the activities in
prospect require large capital investment
and involve high political stakes.
Clarification of existing law or elaboration
upon it may well be necessary to reduce
enterpreneurial risks to economically
acceptable levels and to keep the risks of
politicl conflict or environraental injury to
tolerable minimums .

2 . THE INTERNATIONAL LAW OF SPACES

2 .1 Land Territory

[Iatlr!r!ltl Cl!all!LR There have been
stirrings of concern since the mid-19th
century regarding international law in the
Arctic in the form of disputed claims of
national sovereignty over discovered land
masses . With the exception of Alaska, these
land masses are islands lying wholly or
partly north of the Arctic Circle . The
terms of the purchase of Alaska in l867 [5],
which seem almost. frivolous by any
contemporary measure of the value of that
vast and only partly Arctic territory,
presumably provide some indication of the
level of importance attached to the earlier
disputes . In any event moat actual disputes
over land territory were settled, on an ard

1!it!. and bilateral basis, by the mid-1920's
although the dispute between Denmark and
Norway regarding portions of Eastern
Greenland was decided by the permanent Cour
of International Justice only in 1933, and
in 1932, Norway had still not recognized
Soviet claims to sovereignty over the Frartz
Josef Land archipelago [7[ ~

There seems, in any case, never to hav
been any impetus to establish the kind of
regional regime "freezing' disputed clairas
and establishing common rights that was set
up in the Antarctic Treaty. As to Arctic
islands, this is probably in part because
there were fewer such claims, and because
the relative proximity of the continental
land territories of claimant countries to
disputable islands made these claims at onci
more plausible ~ ~ and more readily
reassertible on the basis of research
expeditions or other nat iona 1 act ivi t ies
[8[ . It is probably also due in part to tbe
fact that, unlike the southern polar ocean,
the Arctic sea lanes had long had a
perceived potential importance. As to the
continental territories, it is doubtful that
a 'common rights' approach could ever have
been politically conceivable.
Geopolitically, in short, the Arctic and tba
Antarctic are radically different.

An exception to the foregoing is the
settlement regarding the Svalbard
Archipelago concluded in 1920 in the
svalbard Treaty among norway, the United
Statea, Canada, Uenmark and a number Of
addit ional European count r ies [9[ . The
treaty resolved disputes as to the
territorial status of Svalbard by
recognizing the sovereignty of Norway
subject to the equal rights of all parties
to enjoy access and carry on economic
activities. While the Soviet Union was not
among the original parties [it became a
party later!, the treaty provided that
Russian nationals were to have the same
rights as the contract ing parties  Article
10! . The Soviet Union in turn, unilaterally
recognized Norwegian sovereignty over the
archipelago and drew the Soviet "sector
line' around Svalbard to reflect this
position [IU!, though there is now
considerable controversy over the Sovie
contention that the economic rights provided
for on land also extend to the continental
shelf areas around the islands. [See
discussion below, Ocean Areas:
Jurisdictional Uncertainties." i

As already indicated, there has been
some effort on the part of Canada and the
Soviet Union to assert sovereignty at least
over Arctic land masses on the basis of a
'sector" principle, according to which
sovereignty would be divided among the
Arctic states by lines drawn f romthe
East-west. extremities of the land territory
of states abutting the Arctic ocean, ncrth-
vard to the Pole. The principle has not
been accepted by other states and has been
explicitly contested by the United States
and Rorway, among others . At the same tamer
it appears that one of the practical objects
of its assertion--uncontested sovereignty
over the islands of the Canadian archipelago
and islands lying north of the Soviet
Union--has been accomplished through the
prolonged acquiescence of other states,



despite the limited character of the actual
occupation of the territories in question,
and--except for Wr'angel Island and Franz
Josef Land--with relatively few actual
disputes [11], It has been pointed out,
moreover, that the lenient criteria
respecting occupation as a basis for
establishing sovereignty that were applied
by the Permanent Court of International
JuatiCe in the g~~ ~mIIirXiiri caae make
any actual contest of Soviet or canadian
sovereignty extremely unlikely [12] .

Nevertheless, in view of the unaccept-
ability of the sector approach to other
nations, Canada has apparently been careful
to support claims to land territory with
other arguments, particularly in recent
years. The Soviet Union, for its part,
formalized in l 926 its claim to sovereignty
over 'all lands and islands already
discovered or discovered in the future"
within their "regioS of attraction  bounded
by !he meridians 32 04'3$ E . Long . and
16 8 49'30'W . Long.> which were not at that
time recognized by the Soviet government as
territories of any foreigri state [131 .

As will be seen, rnor'cover, the sector
theory, though moot as to sovereignty over
land territory, is still at issue in some
potentiall.y irnpor'tant disputes over
boundaries of the various ocean zones
between adjacent Arctic states .

~i~
While dealing with the international law
guestion of national sovereignty over land
areas, i.t should be borne in mind that, in
addition to national states, groups of
indigenous peoples may have certain legal
right.s with respect to Arctic lands. In
fact, many of these groups have actively
claimed such rights, and as commercial
development of the region becomes more
widespread and intensive, it is likely that
native peoples will continue to seek primary
control over the disposition of lands and
resources which they have traditionally seen
as their birthright, and upon which they
continue to rely for sustenance and shelter.

It is important to note, however, that
these claims have by and large not been
claims of the right to exercise sovereignty
over specified areas--the basic pre rogative,
in international law, of independent
states-- but rather have been claims of
rights under national law of ownership of
particular areas or other special
entitlernents  such as rights of political or
cultural autonomy, easements of access for
hunting or' fishing or other pur'poses, and
others! �4! . 'Phey do not, therefore, raise
issues about the international status of
land areas, at least in respect of
underlying sovereignty over those areas .
This is true even though these claims may be
based in part on agreements with the
national government that, arguably, enjoy
the status of international agreements--i.e.
treaties--or upon newly emergent principles
of international human rights law, in
particular those which establish certain
minimum standards relating to economic,
social and cultural conditions of life.

Internat'ional law and legal
institutions do, of course, make provision
in son!8 detai 1 f or claims by a people that
its international law right of

"self-determination has not been satisfied,
and for the exercise of that r'ight
through--in the usual case--the achievement
of national independence and the sovereignty
over specified territory which being an
independent national state implies. The
typical 'people" to which these prov i sions
have been applied, however, during the
period of decolonization since the Second
World War, is that of a recognized colony,
rather than indigenous peoples or other
groups, within the population of a national
state, that for whatever reasons may have
secessionist aspirations .

As ve shall note below, the historic
position of indigenous peoples, upon which
their claims may be based, may have a speci-
fic bearing on certain int.ernational law
issues relating to ocean areas, since the
traditional usages of these areas may be
invoked by national governments in seeking
to establish a status as national rather
than international waters of certain ocean
areas. [See discussion under 'Jurisdictional
Uncertainties as to Ocean Areaa ' r belOw.!

Nore importantly from the point of view
of public policy, these indigenous groups
constitute the main or only historically
settled population in some areas that may bc
the areas most directly affected by
resource-management and environments I
decisions and the resulting strean of
activities. Their right to have thei r
interests taken into account in the ~orking
out of such decisions is recognized in
various ways at the international level [15]
as well as the national, and their ability
to insist on this right with practica 1
effect seems to be growing, though the
specific terms of settlement may not be
identical to the original claims and,
fu rther, the extent to which these peoples
are granted hearing at all depends heavily
on the country involved .

In the United States and Canada, for
example, the federal governments have
established native land claims settlement
programs, which provide generally for
settlement packages combining land g rants
and financial compensation with varying
degrees of political autonomy [16]. Also
recognized is the obligation oi t.he national
governments to consult native groups in the
event of federally orchestrated or regulated
future development of the area, e.g., as in
the case of pipe 1 inc construct.ion wh ich
might tend to disrupt the migratory patterns
of car ibou or other species . This is t r e
in Greenland and Morway, as well, thougn in
these two countries there has been a much
higher degree of integration of native and
non-native peoples particularly
geographically, but to a certain extent
culturally as well. In the case of
Greenland, which w'as only recently granted
home rule by Denmark, there is the
additional question of national politica'
and economic independence . In the Soviet
Union, there appears to have been little
action of this kind in respect of native
peoples.

On the transnational plane, the first
Inuit Circumpolar Conference was held in
l977 in Greenland, bringing together
representatives from all the Arctic states
except the USSR. There have been in this
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connection some efforts by several native
groups to establish a kind of 'panarctic'
policy with respect to rights over mineral
and other natural resources, as well as to
attain the status of recognized nongovern-
mental organizations  NGO's! within the
United Nations system. The UN system has,
rn recent years, been more directly
concerned with the rights of indigenous
peoples, if only in a small way thus far.
It would seem likely that these efforts will
continue, and that Arctic native peoples
vill become more vocal in U.N. fora,
especially as commercial activity increases.

2.2. Ocean Spaces

Xha The
main bulk of the earth's surface north of
the Arctic Circle is salt water, and for
this reason if no other, those portions of
general international. law that determine the
rights and duties of states with respect to
ocean areas or regulate various ocean
activities could be expected to loom large
in the international legal regime of the
Arctic. As already indicated, this law, as
with the law of land territory, almost
without exception is the same for the Arctic
as for other parts of the earth's surface.

This is not to say that, as a practical
matter, the application of what is called
generally 'the law of the sea" to the Arctic
will always be satisfactory, since for much
of the year nearly 90% of the ocean surface
is frozen. The ice pack and ice islands
 the general permanence of which may vary
considerably! are for the most part not
specially provided for in existing law, and
because they permit some activities
 hunting, scientific research from semi-
permanent stations, and hydrocarbon
exploration, among others! that are normally
car ried out on land or f rom ocean vessels
may present special problems. Nonetheless,
a few remarks characterizing in barest
outline the main body of the law of the sea,
especially insofar as this law bears on the
Arctrc, are in order here.

rt should be noted first that the law
of the sea at the present moment is in a
state of some uncerta inty . It has been the
oblect of efforts carried on intermittently
for perhaps fifty years, and continuously
for the last decade and a half within the
united Nations, to draft a modern and corn-
prehensive body of treaty law supplementing
and accomodating to contemporary needs rules
developed over several centuries. These
ef forts produced the massive United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea adopted in
December of l982 by the Third united Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea, but with a
significant though small minority of states
 includrng the United States! declining to
vote for or sign the treaty [171. The
treaty itself is not yet in force, and will
not be until the required 60 states have
ratified it--a process likely to consume
several years at the least. Nevertheless
its text is already an important element in
determining what the law is, for two
reasoner first, it carries forward man
features from earlier law of the sea

treaties, also produced by the United
Nations in the co~res of the 195 r's, whrch
are in force and have wide if not universal
acceptance. Secondly, most of its provi
sions were widely supported dur ing the
treaty negotiations and almost universally
at the conclusion of those negotiations,
to some extent are already reflected in the
actual practice of states. Thus there is
some basis for arguing that they constitute
"customary international law" even before
the Treaty's entry into force and more
strongly so after entry into force .

Such argument has already been
contested, however, by some signers of the
treaty, to the extent that it might be put
forward by States like the United States
t:hat will wish to claim the legal force of
portions of the treaty acceptable to them
~bile avoiding  through refraining from
becoming parties to the treaty! portions
that they find unacceptable. The principal,
objection of states refusing to sign the
treaty was directed to the deep seabed
mining provisions [l81 . Even if there were
no such controversy, it is in the nature of
customary international law that
establishing both the existence and the
content of its rules is likely to be subject
to greater uncertainties than is the case
with the written law contained in treaties
in force .

Presumably the greatest uncertainty as
to the state of the law of the sea will be
as to those portions of the new treaty which
consist most nearly completely of new law,
neither carried forward from previous
treaties nor reflecting pre-existing
customary law. The most important such new
portions of the treaty are those establish-
ing for the coastal state a broad coastal
band of exclusive jurisdiction for economic
purposes  the 'Exclusive Economic Zone", or
EEz!, and those creating an international
deep seabed area beyond national
jurisdiction, and establishing arrangements
for mining of seabed minerals in that. area.

The main function of the law of the sea
is the drawing of geographically definable
ocean zones within which states have dif-
ferent jurisdictional prerogatives. Like
the law of land territory, it mainly lays
down rules governing which states legally
may do what, or must refrain from what, in
what areas.

Only secondarily--but sti.ll to a much
greater extent than in the case of land
territory--does it establish rules of
conduct Prescribing ltrnrf those Prerogatives
are to be exercised, and to what ends .

Por example, there are some highly
general principles of conduct such as those
en j or nrng cooperation among states or mak rng
states legalIy responsible for the harmful
consequences of their actions . These are
found in general international law and are
reflected somewhat more specifically,
example, in the new Convention on the Law of
the Sea, discussed below, Additionallyr
that Convention  as the pre-existing law of
the sea does to a lesser extent.!, contains a
good deal of material which is concerned r
sometimes in considerable detail, with
accommodating possible overlaps or conflicts
in the exerci se of the various prerogative~
which it lays down, An important example



provi" ions of the Convention concerned
with reconc il ing the r ig!its of f res navig-
ationn of the ocean with the rights of
coastal states to regulate activities for
economic, env ir onmen ta 1, or var ious other
purposes in zones of national ju r isdict ion .
�oreover, the new treaty sets out separate,
fairly detailed sections relating to the
conduct of scientific research  particularly
in the international seabed area!; the
development and transfer of marine
technology; and protection of the marine
environtaent .

~ HeX i
1 <r!lilt'~ fart tfte. 4m af ~
'The ju ried ict iona 1 map drawn by the

law of the sea is that of a variety of some-
times overlapping zones in all of which
 with the exception of "internal waters"!
there is a mix between the prerogatives of
the coastal state anil those of all other
states . The new treaty redefines in impor-

respects criteria for the determination
of both lateral boundaries and seaward
limits which cou ld well hold implications
for current disputes in the Arctic. Of
perhaps even greater interest for the Arctic
is the Treaty's attempt, just mentioned, to
balance in each of several coastal zones the
interest of the coastal state in protection
against pollution from vessels with that of
other maritime states in unhampered navi-
gation. It does so by various requirements
that coastal state environmental rules for
vessels in ef feet. be no more stringent than
accepted international rules--which all
maritime states may have had a say in
formulating--but makes an important
exception for the Arctic.

The ~~or~~ ~ that which is
closest to the land territory of the coastal
state and therefore the most heavily
national zone, is set in the Treaty at a
maximum of 12 nautical miles  Article 3! i an
extension of the traditional three-tnile
limit which the United States, notably, has
not recognized but. which has over the years
been adopted by many states, including the
SoViet UniOn . The treaty cOnt.aine specific
instructions for the drawing of baselines
fr'om which the territor ial sea is to be
measured, but where the c'oastlines of two
states are opposite or adjacent to each
other, the median line prevails, except
where "historic title or other special
circumstances require variance from these
provisions  Article 15! .

The concept of the territorial sea is
that of a narrow belt of ocean waters
adjacent to land in which the sovereignty of
the coastal state--including its power to
regulate specific activities such as
transportation--is like that which it enjoys
on land territory, subject only to narrowly
circumscribed, if quite important, rights of
passage by foreign vessels . Within that
belti the right of "innocent passage" of all
foreign vessels is subject to regulation by
legislation of the coastal state in respect
of--among other things- � environmental
protection, conservation of living
resources, and scientific research  Article
21 �! !, but these laws and regulations
carin ot apply to the "des ign, const ruat i on
manning or equipment" of these vessel~,
'unless they are giving effect to" already
establiShed internatianal StandardS  Article

21, �!! .
By contrast, in the regime- establis!i

for W~m used fur. ~i
ILiLYi!~<~ which are or cou ld be enc losed
by a 12-mile t.ei r itor ial sea, and for' the
new 2KLmile cactus'!fe acort.um~ ~ tri'
balance between the prerogatives of coasts'.
states and t.hose of other states inte re t.cd
in navigation is shifted significantly in
the direction of the latter . States
bordering straits used for international
navigation may adopt laws and regulations
relating to "transit passage" fpart lII,
Section 2! through the strait, for the
"prevention, reduction and control of
pollution" by vessels, but t.hey may do so
only 'try glLlrtg. ~ M applicable

regarding t.he
discharge of oil, oily wastes and other
noxious substances' in t.he strait  Article
42 l!  b!, emphasis added! . Moreover, unlik..
that of the territorial sea, the straits
regitae does not make any dist.inct ion between
warships and other vessels, nor does it.
require submarines to surface while in
transit. This new right of 'transit passage"
applies as well to aircraft.

In the exutusly~ cuoitru!tif�zr!IIF as w I t h
st.raits, the basic rule as to coastal state
environmental reg~lation is that laws and
regulations for the prevention, reduct ion
and control of pollution from !res,sais are
enforceable by the c.oasta 1 state, but aiust
give effect and conform to genera l l y
accepted international standards and r ules
 Article 21l �! ! .

However, the treaty makes an exception
to this rule which, though in theory
potentially applicable as well in the
Antarctic, was drafted with specif ic regard
for the Arctic, and is the first of its
kind. Article 234, often called the
"ice-covered exception", applies to areas
"where particularly severe climatic
conditions and the presence of ice covering
such areas for most of the year creat.e
obstructions or exceptional hazards to
navigation, and pollut.ion of the irarine
environment could cause major hartr to or
irreversible d isturbance of the ecological
balance ." It g ives the coasta 1 stat e the
right to adopt and enforce non-discrimina-
tory laws and regulations fot' the preven-
tion, reduction and control of irarine
pollution frotn vessels in ic.e-covered areas
within t.he liinits of thc exclusive economic
zone , and therefore exempts he coasta l
state from the requirement to keep its own
regulations within the limits of stringenc,
set by international regulations .

As to pollution in connection w tn
sea-bed activities, art if icial islands,
Structures or installatiOne in the ESZ, awa
and regulations adopted and enforceable b;
the coastal state must be "ino
than international rules, standards a..d
recommended practices and procedures,"
 Article 208�!, emphasis added! . Sta es
have the further obligation to:ry to
harmonize such laws and regulations at tne
"appropriate regional level"  Article
208�! ! .

The EEz, a new concept in the !aw of
the sea, constitutes the niost important
nationalization of fortnet'I y common resources
ever effected in international law . The
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zone is an area adjacent to the territorial
sea, which extends beyond the coastal
baselines to a maximum of 200 nautical
 Articles 55' 57! . As on the high seas,
freedoms of overflight, navigation, and the
laying of submacine cables and pipelines are
preserved for all states in the EBE  Article
5!}! . However, in its REX, the coastal state
has the sovereign right to explore, exploit,
conserve and manage the living or non-living
resources of the waters, seabed or subsoil
 Ar ticle 56  I! �! ! ~

In addition to these basic economic
pcerogatives, the coastal state has
important rights ln the EEI with respect to
macine scientific research, with potentially
restrictive effects on research activities
by foreign vessels. Research is to be
conducted with the consent. Of the coastal
state, though consent ls n.ot to be
'unreasonably" delayed or denied, ln keeping
with the express obligation on the part of
all states to promote and facilitate marine
scientific research for peaceful purposes
 Articles 239, 246! . Research must conform
to certain "pc inc iples' which as a practical
matter would give an unsympathic coastal
state considerable ability to impede
research activities  Article 260! . The
coastal state may, moreover, reasonably
restrict or prevent such research if the
proposed activities have direct significance
for the exploration and exploitation of
living or non-living natural resources of
involve the construction or operation of
artificial islands or other structures
 Article 246! . In any event, the coastal
state has jurisdiction over these
installations or research activities
!Article 56! .

On the ~~ ~, the coastal
state has the same basic rights and
obligations with respect to marine
scientific research and environmental pro-
tection as in the exclusive economic zone,
including the right to pass laws and
regulations wi th cespect to act if ic ia.l
islands, installations and seabed
activities. Howevec, the coastal state may
orat, withold consent for marine scientific
research in such continental shelf areas as
may extend beyond 200 miles f'rom the
tecritorial sea baseline  see below!, except
for special, publicly designated areas in
which 'detailed exploratory operations' or
exploitation are or will be taking place
 Article 246�!! . In addition, the coastal
state may regulate and determine the course
for the laying of submarine cables or
pipelines, although they mey not prevent
other states from using the continental
shelf for these purposes  Article 79! .

The legal cont,inental shelf may extend
to a distance of 200 nautical miles from the
territorial sea baseline or to the ou.ter
1 im i ts o f t h e sub me rge d natu ra 1 pro long a t i on
of its land territocy  the continental
margin!, whichever is greatest, with a
maximum outer limit of 350 nautical. miles
from the coastal baseline  part VI, Article
76! . It is. likely that this would effec-
tively place most of the seabed hydrocarbons
within the exclusive jurisdiction of coastal
states, which have the sovereign right to
authorize and cegulate any drilling to be
done on the shel f  Article 81! . Koreover,

once any outer limits beyond 200 miles f roz
the coast have been reviewed and, as neces-
sary, revised by a special Commission on t!x
Limits of the Continental Shelf  Annex II!,
those limits are considered final and
binding', thus reducing in large measure t!x
risk of future disputes relating to, fxvc
example, the division between national and
international mineral resources  Action,e
76 B! ! .

However, there is no specific crieeriar
for delimiting the continental shelf betweer
states with opposite or adjacent statexs Ia
problerx of particular relevance in the
Arctic,  See "Jurisdictional Uncertain-
ties, below! . In the case of a dispu<e oa
this point, the new treaty stipulates merel!
that delimitation shall be by agreement oa
the basis of international law... ixr
order to achieve an equitable solution.
 Article 83!, whereas in the 1958 Conve.rxtirr
on the Continental Shelf, the line of
equidistance was to be considered the
boundary unless another line were justified
because of special circumstances. Fai3.ing
agreement, states are required to resor t to
binding dispute procedures set out in a
separate part of the treaty  Part XV! .

One wholly new aspect of the Treaty is
that any exploitation in the area beyond 2I! 
miles of non-living resources be, in ef feet,
taxed. These "payments and contr ibutiarrs'
are to go into an intecnational fund ~rxager
by the new Seabed Authority [see discuxaxxiox
of deep seabed, below!, and will eventually
be distributed to states parties on the
basis of "eguitable sharing criteria
emphasi zing the needs of developing
countries  Article 82! .

The ~ 6!afug constitute the less<
national zone, where all states have exg'Ual
rights and obligations, and are defined onl!
as 'all parts of the sea" not included in
the EEZ, territorial sea< internal or i as
appropriate, archipelagic waters of a atate,
which would include waters superjacent to
the continental shelf  Par t Vi I, Article
86! . Rules of the high seas apply as mrelI
to the exclusive economic zone, providirxg
they are not incompatible with the regime o'.
the EEZ  Article 58! . The basic defini.rxg
characteristic of the high seas is the< no
pact of it may be validly subjected to the
sovereignty of any nation  Article 89! a
provision which greatly weakens any Arct.ic
sector claim to what would under the treaty
be high seas. [See discussion of
' Ju risdict iona 1 Uncertainties', below]

On the high seas, all states may
exercise the freedoms of navigation,
overflight, sc ientif ic research  sub jest to
other relevant provisions!, and fishing
 sub ject t o co~servation and management
conditions in the Treaty!, as well as the
freedom to lay submarine cables and
pipelines, and to construct artificial
islands and other installations permi" ted
~nder international law  Article 87! .
Various more specific duties with respect t:
operations on the high seas are also laid
down [19] .

If the exclusive economic zone can
considered. the most effective net ionala. sa-
tion of what «ere formerly common resource=-
the new regime of the ~ aiba!aalu can t>e
said to do roughly the opposite: Under



pre-existing law of the sea, it can be
argued that all states would have freedom of
access to exploit the resources of the deep
seabed, analogous to the freedom to fish on
the high seas . Under the new treaty,
however, the "Area"  defined as the deep
seabed, ocean floor and subsoil thereof
beyond the limits of national jurisdiction!
and its resources"  all minerals including
polymetallic nodules! are designated as the
'common heritage of mankind"  Article 136! .
Mineral exploitation is controlled and
regulated by the International Seabed
Authority  in conjunction with its various
consultative organs!, whose activities are
supported through fees levied on mineral
production and/or profits. The 'Enterprise',
an organ of the Authority, is an
intergovernmental mining company which is
concerned with the economic development of
the Area, much like any other company  Annex
IV! . However, there are special provisions
to ensure the availability of the necessary
technology to the Enterprise  Annex III,
Article 5�! !, and individual applications
to the Authority for mining privileges must
propose for development two sufficiently
large' areas of "sufficient and equal
estimated commercial value" . The Authority
will designate one to be awarded to the
applicant, and the other to the Enterprise
or to developing countries .  Annex III,
Article B! .

As noted above, the concept. of the
international seabed area is that of a
'comraon heritage of mankind < in which
activities are subject, in considerable
degree, to limitation by duties owed to the
international community as a whole and
possibly by regulation emanating from an
agency representative of that conunurrity.
 The conflict between this concept and that
of the freedom of the high seas was
accomodated in detailed provisions regarding
the international area, but not to the
satisfaction of the United States and other
states that have declined to sign the Treaty
because of objections to the seabed
provisions .! Accordingly the Treaty 's
provisions on conduct of seabed research in
the international zone contain a number of
restrictive if vaguely formulated
obligations. For example, scientif ic
research in the area shall be carried out
exclusively... for the benefit of mankind
as a whole"; states are required to "promote
international co-operation in marine
scientific research in the area by
participating in international programmes
and encouraging co-operation in marine
scientific research by personnel of
different countries and of the [seabed!
Authority" and by engaging in other
co-operative programs  Article 143! .

Even if i.t is accepted that
questions of sovereignty aver land territory
are well settled, and that their settlement
has entailed no general recognition of a
sector principle or other special
international law  for land or sea! in the
Arctic [n!, there remain several unsettled

~ Indeed it would appear quite doubtful
 Footnote continued!

issues about national rights i.n ocean areas,
and a number of these stem from efforts by
Canada and the USSR to introduce special
conside rations of law or fact into t.he
application of general international law
the reg ion .

For ane, the sector principle survives
in the advocacy of these two states of
boundaries separating thei r coasta 1 zones
from those of adjacent or opposite states.
When this method of demarcation -- rather
than, f or example, the equidistance"
principle which is embodied in the 1958
Convention on the Continental Shelf, is
applied to boundaries involving Norway and
the the United States  in case of the USSR!
or the United States  in the case of Canada!
it produces some quite significant disputed
areas .

Another set. of disputes arises from
differences as t.o whether earlier legal
agreements on the disposition of land areas
also govern, on the basis of general
international law principles, the division
or the status of the appurtenant ocean zones
 most importantly, the continenal shelf and,
potentially, the EE2! . In the case of the
US-USSR and the US-Canada shelf boundaries,
the Soviets and Canadians have used this
argument in addition to or in place of the
sector approach, with at best, dubious
justificati.on �0! .

The same kind of question has been
raised concerning the delimitation of the
continental shelf between Norway {Svalbard!
and the Soviet Union  Franz Josef Land! in
the Barents Sea, and the status of the
Svalbard shelf . The Soviets have invoked
the 'equal access' language of the Svalbard
Treaty in defense of their claim to rights
of equal access to the continental shelf and
ocean areas around the islands  for which
there is l.ittle basis, as the treat y does
not mention the sea or shel.f zones!, while
the Norwegians reject this view and support
the 'equidistance principle" which is set
out in the 1958 Convention on the
Continental Shelf �1].

A further set of disputes, also

~  c on t i.nue d !
that either power would in the end have
wished to press the sector theory through to
its most extreme logical conclusion
namely, that there is no part of the Arctic
Ocean in which states enjoy high seas
rights . It is hardly likely that the Soviet
Union, for example, would have any interest
in calling into question its high seas right
to move freely in and above the open waters
offshore of other Arctic states, or exit
freely intO the Bering Or NOrvegi an seaS, in
return for the only dubiously enforceable
right to exclude the United States and
others from navigation in a Soviet "sect. or'
of what is now the Arctic high seas . In
addition, it has been pointed out that the
long traditions by all the Arctic states of-
sending research teams all over the Arctic
Ocean indicates that they subscribe in
practice to high seas freedoms and so
implicitly, sector theories notwithst.andingr
recognize the existence of Arctic high seas
 D . Pharand, "The Legal Status of the Arctic
RegiOns", rip sit , at 84.!



relating not to boundaries but to the status
of the maritime zones themselves, grove out
of the efforts of Canada and the Soviet
Union to invoke the special historic,
geographic, climatic or physical facts of
li.fe in the Arctic not in the application of
general international law but to produce
outright exceptions to it, applicable in
special circumstances. Particularly as
pressed by the Canadian government, this
strain of policy produced in the new Treaty
what could be described as the only genuine
polar-region exception to general
international law, the ice-covered
exception' stated in Article 23i. Of a
similar sort are the claims advanced by
Soviet jurists r if not unambiguously
asserted by the Soviet government, that the
Kara, laptev, East Siberian and Chukchi Seas
constit.ute internal waters of the Soviet
Un i.on [ 22J .

Finally, there remains the guestion of
the jur isdictional status of the wats rways
of the Northwest Passage, through the
Canadian archipelago, and of the Northeast
Passage along the northern coast of the
Soviet Union . The former ras the issue
which underlay the dispute over the 1969
voyage Of the U.S. iCebreaker 5aa~aa
through the Northwest Passage and the 1970
Canadian legislation establishing a 100-mile
environmental protection zone  the Artie
Watera PollutiOn Prevention ACt!, and Waa
instrumental in producing the 'ice-covered
exception in the new t r eaty, j us t
mentioned. In light of the text of the new
treaty, the issue is whether the right of
transit passage' through straits used for

international navigation will apply to these
waterways, to per~it commercial or other
vessels to navigate one or another of the
routes constituting the North~est Passage.
It may well be that Canada does not intend,
as a practical matter, to impede passage
even of foreign oil tankers. But it is safe
to presume that it will continue to insist,
on whatever ground, on the right to subject
such passage to environmental criteria, and
would prefer to be able to exclude military
vessels I f i t wishes . There appear to be
several legal grounds, none completely
uncontroversial, on which Canada might base
these positions. �I Because of the
historic usage of the vaterways by native
peoples, it can be argued that they have the
status of internal ~stere, excluding any
international rights of passage. h
difficulty with such an argument is that the
concept of historic rights in the law of the
sea is of dubious validity except where
specifically mentioned  in other
connection--see, for example, Article 15 of
the new UN Convention! in treaty language.
�! Because there has never been commercial
internat. iona I navigat ion through these
waterways, it may be argued that they cannot
be international straits but are at most
territorial sea, in which Canada has the
rights with respect to environmental
regulation and passage of military vessels
that that status implies. The concept of a
'strait used for international navigation'
is not defined in the new treaty, however,
and the outcome of a judicial determination
of this issue is uncertain. �! In any
event, Canada can argue that its right to

regulate for environmental purposes is
augmented by the "ice-covered exception ia
the new treaty, although the status of that
provision, particularly in a dispute be<vmnm
Canada and the Unit.ed States, might itself
be uncertain �3I .

The situation with respect to the
waterways constituting the Northeast passage
has been described as roughly the same aa
that of the Northwest [24] . Soviet pramtice
with respect to the control of foreign
vessel traff ic through the Vil 'kitsky
Straits and the coastal seas has apparerxtly
not been entirely consistent [25! . A l.&11
Soviet law establishing the Administration
of the Northern Sea Route did give that
or gan b road author i ty to control navigation
on environmental or other grounds, althrzugb
it did not explicitly apply these right.rs to
foreign vessels {261.

There is one further area which thus
far has not been treated specifically irk
international lar, and which is peculiae
the polar environments--that is, the
jurisdictional status of drifting ice
islands, or, perhaps, human activities adam
the ice generally. The i.ce has been used by
scientific teams  mostly Russian and
American! for a wide range of research
activities for over a century. The prob?em
of the ambiguous status of ice islands err
international law can be thought of in <eras
of the legal characterization of the is Earndx
 i.e., should they be regarded as 'islarxds',
'installations ', 'vessels ', or sornethin~
elseP!, and the closely related matter «xf'
jurisdiction over the islands and the
activities conducted on them . Probably the
most satisfactory application of the
existing law would consider the drifting
islands as ships, vhich would give the "flag
state'  however defined! jurisdiction aver
the activities aboard the ice island on the
high seas, and vould give the coastal state
varying degrees of jurisdiction, dependirag
on the zone in which the island is drift.ing
[27j ~ This approach is, however, somewlxart
ill-fitting at least in that the course of
the island is often unpredictable, the saeans
of determining a "flag state is not clear,
and the original 'vessel' may be in fact
shorter-lived than the activities tskinrj
place on it. Especially in view of the
recent changes in the law of the sea
proposed in the new Treaty regarding zcxrtes
of national jurisdiction  coupled with ~at
are likely to be higher levels of scientxfic
activity!, it would seem that there is m
need for a specific regime for ice islands .

Sac@.iLic. regill'~n M mar|an p.21lra~
W aloha' trea,~ arrd rttlrmr.
One important body of regulatory lav,
superimposed on the basic, mainly
jurisdictional lav discussed in the
foregoing paragraphs, must be noted because
of ita relevance tO the Arctic. That im the
collection of treaties of global applicat:ion
that address problems of marine pollutiorr
froa vessels and from ocean dumping.

International measures on vessel
pollution have been developed mainly within
the International Maritime Organization
 INO< until recently INCO--the Intergovern-
mental Maritime Consultative Qrganizatioa !,
a specialized agency of the United Hatiorzs
concerned with regulation of shipping fox



s afety and envi.ronmental purposes.
Iaeg inning in 1954 with a convention limiting
deliberate discharge of oil by vessels [28[,

series of treaties was produced author-
i zing intervention on the high seas by
states to deal with "grave and imminent
d.anger to their coastline or related
i nterests" by oil pollution from an
a ccidental oil spill �969! [29[! providing
compensation for oil spill damage and
pl,acing an upper limit on liability for each
i ncident � 969! [30!r increasing that limit
 and providing for further increases!, and

establishing a compensation fund �.971![31[,
mome coverage was provided at the same time
as these public compensation arrangements by
voluntary arrangements among oil corapanies:
T'OVALOP  Tanker Owners Voluntary Agreement
Concerning Liability for Oil Pollution!
f1969! [32[ and CRISTAI  Contract Regarding
an Interim Supplement to Tanker Liability
for Oil Pollution! �97l! [33] . In 1973,
t;he 1954 oil pollution convention was
axtended to cover other hazardous substances
whether intentionally or accidentally
discharged. This treaty, the International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
f rom Ships  known as the "MARPOL'
Convention! [34], is not yet in force.
Among other things it set certain tanker
design standards and has since been
supplemented by more stringent standards
f35]. During the same period a new
convention on Safety of Life at Sea was
concluded, setting a number of equipment and
operational standards designed to reduce
risks of accidental pollution [36[ . It
entered into force in 1980.

Meanwhile, a global treaty on ocean
dumping -- the deliberate disposal in the
ocean of waste substances transported to the
Site for that purpOSe -- was concluded in
l973 and entered into force in 1975 [37] .
Zt applies a blacklist/greylist approach to
the prohibition of dumping of an expandable
list of hazardous substances .

The foregoing treaties and other
measures constitute an impressive body of
international legislation, applicable in the
Arctic as elsewhere in the world ocean, but
it is not without certain weaknesses, some
of which are especially relevant in regard
t.o the Arctic . First, they have on the
whole been very slow to receive the
necessary ratifications for entry into
f orce. secondly, arrangements f or
compensation for damage from oil spills are
at present of doubtful adequacy to meet the
readily ascertainable costs of damage  e.g.
costs of cleanup operations!, and it is
cluestionable whether general environmental
damage and loss of amenities--which might be
Specially great in the Arctic--will qualify
for compensation at all, because of
difficulties in measurement, establishing
causation, and determination of victim [38] .
To the extent that this is the case, not
only the compensation, but also the
de te r rent, f un c t i on o f th e corapen sa t i on
schemes -- which constitute a kind of public
insurance arrangement -- will be badly
<Iawed in respect of the risk of major
environmental injury from oil transport
casualties in Arctic waters .  moreover,
design, equipment and operational standards
have in general not been devised with a

special view to operation in the Arctic
environment . !

3 . INTERNATIONAL LAW IN T| K ARCTIC 'S FDTUBE

When one examines the present legal
regime of the Arctic, as we have seen, a
nuraber of law-related problems emerge which
may be o f considerable pr act ic a I
significance for some of the array of
important human interests in the
area--notably extraction and transport of
hydrocarbon and other mineral resources,
commercial navigation generallyr
environmental protection, and scientific
 particularly marine! research--not to
mention a general interest in the
minimization of political conflict in any
ar'ea of new and increasingly intensive
activity. These problems may usefully be
grouped as follows:

~ of ~~ ~ including disputes
over the drawing of national boundaries
separating adjacent or opposite national
maritime zones, the status of the allegedly
closed Soviet seas, the Svalbard continental
shelf or economic zone, or the waterways
constituting the Nor thwest. Passage; or
uncertainties over the status of ice
islands . While a number of these problems
are straightforwardly bilateral, not only
are some of them, multilateral, involving the
Arctic states, but some engage the interests
of non-Arctic states as well  e .g ., Japan
and other non-arctic maritime powers
partiCularly in nOrthern Europe, and the
non-Arctic parties to the Svalbard treaty!.

�! Err!frlesra. Of maaaOfJ reft arrl
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For example, the new law of the sea
Treaty would sharply restric,t t.he legal
freedom of foreign research activities in
Arctic marine areas newly embraced by the
exclusisve economic zone of coastal states,
and suggests the need for stable and
permanent arrangeme~ts of some sort to
ensure that that freedom is not curtailed in
fact.

Env i r onment a I management p rob 1 erne, to
mention one other area, are not unrelated to
potential restrictions on scientific
research, and in their own right are more
complex and perplexing. The EEz itself,
with its accompanying extension of coastal
state environmental prerogatives, was
assumed to augur for more effective marine
environmental protection by enlarging the
powers of the state most directly concerned
wi.th each segment of coastal ocean . But it
could have an opposite effect, through its
enlargement of the coastal state' s
development prerogatives in the coastal
ocean, and removal of the coastal ocean from



the area in which all states have an equal
interest and voice. And leaving the BEE
aside, if there really are quite special
environmental vulnerabilities in the Arctic
 of the sort that were invoked in the 1970
Canadi.an protecti.ve legislation, for
example> and led in due course to the
"ice-covered exceptione!, it is clear that
the poorly developed general law of
international responsibility for
environmental injury is not an adequate
basis for accomodating environmental and
development interests. Zt has not been so
regarded in other, somewhat analogous ocean
areas which lack those special
vulnerabilities such as the Neditarranean,
North Sea, and Baltic Sea, even when
complemented by the growing body of treaty
law on accidental and deliberate pollution
from vessels discussed earlier. In any
event< as we saw, that body of lav is in
considerable measure not yet in force, and
of questionable adequacy to compensate for,
not to mention deter, the fore of
catastrophic oil pollution damage which it
covers. Nore importantly, it does not cover
generalized damage from extractive
activities in the ocean, such as an
uncontrolled oil flow. sor does it cover
the marine pollution from lan~
activities that are understood to constitute
the bulk of marine pollution in other parts
of the wor ld ocean [39] . Land-based
pollution must prudently be presumed to be a
significant present and future factor in
Arctic environmental management,
particularly as the size of populations near
the Arctic rim engaged in the full range of
activities associated with modern industrial
societies � like that of the substantial
Soviet population on the Xola
Peninsula--increases,

It is noteworthy that the new law of
the sea Treaty en!oins states to develop
international standards respecting
land-based pollution and pollution from
seabed activites  such as drilling! within
the EEZ or continental shelf r and requires
that the coastal state's regulations on the
former take the international ones 'into
account' and on the latter be "no less
effective' than the international rules
 Articles 207, 208! . The same articles also
enjoin regi.onal harmonization of policiee on
these matters. Bu.t until international
standards are in fact developed � a
protracted process at best--the coastal
state is left a wide discretion in balancing
its development and environment interests .

Indeed, on the important principle of
the development of global standards
respecting land-based pollution, the
relevant language  Article 2D7! is--perhaps
necessarily � so weak that it may be doubted
that coastal states will ever be much
restrained by such standards. That being
the case, regional cooperation particularly
in semi-enclosed seas is all the more
important.

What are the possibilities for
addressing the two classes ot problems
mentioned above, by clarifying the existing
law in general or Ln its application to
particular controversial situations> by
changing that lawr or by grafting onto it
new rules or institutional arrangements2

And should these steps be undertaken, if at
aLL< among the Arctic states as a regi.onal
group, or in a wider multilateral forLrray

To turn to the latter question first,
our own view is that the Arctic powerm
should begin promptly to explore the
possibility of regional treaty arrangements.
The question properly stated is not whether
there are sufficient shared interests among
the basin states to warrant regional 3.egal
and institutional arrangements among them
 perhaps other specially interested states!.
The proper question is, rather: how atroag
a political base for such arrangementm could
the Arctic states reasonably expect to
develop and sustain, and consequently how
big a cluster of shared interests might such
arrangements encompass, at what levels of
complex i t y and b u r den s omen es s?

To be sure, those of the jurisdictionas
problems that are simply bilateral should be
addressed as such, with such speed as
bilateral relations call for and can
sustain, Some that are legally of a. Broadly
multilateral character, such as the status
and use of the Northwest Passage, may in
fact be mainly bilateral for the time being.
Disputes over the Svalbard coastal zones
could, presumably, be addressed in isalatim:
by the parties to the Svalbard treaty . But
in planning for dealing even with these more
readily isolatable Arctic jurisdictions'
problems, governments would be well advised
to consider, as to each, its possible legal,
political or other practical connections
with other Arctic matters of more general
concern before determining how they should
be addressed.

lt is also true that one important.
component of a strategy for dealing in a
reasonably timely vay with Arctic
jurisdictional problems--and to a
significant extent law-related problems of
management and cooperation--has nothing to
do with the Arctic states as such. That is
prompt resolution of uncertainties about the
law of the sea, growing out of the position
of the United States and other non-signers
of the new Convention. A careful survey of
these Arct ic problems, with this aspect. in
mind, might well reveal that the United
States' interest in the Arctic alone
constitutes suffi.cient reason for it to
reconsider its position, and for all Arctic
states to seek ways to brinq the U .S . and
other non-signers into the treaty. But evec
if it now appeared likely that the treaty
would enter into force fairly promptly for
all statee interested in the Arctic/
substantial law-related problems, some of a
clearly regional character, would rema in.

As to the political base for
negotiating and sustaining regional
arrangements for the Arctic even in t imes of
special political stress, some instruct on
may be gained by examining prior exper ience
with the negotiation and operation of
regional treaty arrangements for the
Antarctic and certain regional seas,
particularly the Baltic and mediterranean
�0] . Every Arctic power save Canada, and
four non-Arctic states that would be most.
likely to be interested in Arctic regional
arrangements  United Ringdom, France,
Federal Republic of Germany, and Japan!,
have participated in at least one of these



arrangements, and several in two  or more,
if the negotiation of the 1980 Antarctic
Living Resources Convention, and the current
negotiations on Antarctic mineral resources,
ar'e taken into separate account! . The
obvious and important geopolitical
differences aplong all of these regions
should not be underestimated in this
connection, but neither should they be given
more than their due weight. By exact
cont rast to Ants r ct ica, the Arct ic region
comprises the heart of the great land masses
of the northern hemisphere, which contain
the world's major power centers; and it
embraces some of the continental land
territory of each Arctic state, as to which
there will be no question of any
arrangements for common use as in the
c laimed areas of the Antarctic Continent.
But it is worth noting that the Baltic and
Kediterranean are ocean areas already under
intensive use for a wider variety of
purposes than the Arctic, and each is of
great military and commercial impor tance to
the littoral states, which have no
inclination to curtail in any very
fundamental way their individual
prerogatives as to either land or ocean
areas.

It should also be noted that, in Arctic
regional negotiations, there may be a
certain analogy betwee~ the land territorial
claims of the Antarctic claimant states and
the claims for exclusive Arctic maritime
rights of Canada and the Soviet Union . The
original negotiation of the Antarctic Treaty
offered a convenient way to set aside for
the time being the political burden of the
claims, In later years, their continued
latent existence, with the possibility that
they might be aggressively reasserted, and
thereupon opposed by fresh competing claims
by presently non-claimant states or vocal
opposition from non-parties to the Antarctic
Treaty, has constituted one of the
inducements to the Antarctic states to
negotiate promptlyr among themselves *s a
select group, the potentially important
resource arrangements that have been
concluded or are now under consideration.
It is not inconceivable that the Canadian
and Soviet maritime claims, which will have
to be disposed of in some way if they are
not eventually to become impediments to
increased maritime transport in the area,
could end up with a similar history in
Acetic regional negotiations.

As to the scope, content, and form of
possible regional arrangements, experience
with the three regional arrangements just
mentioned, among others, provides an ample
stock of features frors which to fashion
arrangements appropriate to the Arctic . The
interests in scientific research and
environmental protection are presumably the
clearest candidates for inclusion . They
would seem to call for a treaty which, in
addition to laying down general principles
of cooperation, would establish some form of
consultative mechanism with the ability,

to produce agreed recommenda-
tions to governments or specialized treaties
addressing some of the specific problems
just enumerated, and others such as species
preservation, or scientific or environmental
reserves. In addition, there would be no
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reason in principle why a regional forum
might not be used to address problems of
living-resource management, in the case of
fisheries problems of a more than bilateral
characteri the 1980 Antarctic Living
Resources Treaty, with its greater than
usual emphasis on monitoring and broad
ecosystem management, would be an in-
structive model. Kore problematical, but
certainly worth careful consideration, is
the possibility of addressing region-wide
jurisdictional uncer tainties--perhaps, in
the case of controversial claims by
individual states, through practical ar-
rangements on navigation that would leave
issues of jurisdictional principle to one
side.  The problem of the jurisdictional
status of ice islands, at least as used for
scientific research, would seem susceptible
to straightfocward negotiation of speci fic
rules, probably in treaty form.!

By contrast, and in distinction to the
arrangements now being discussed for the
Antarctic, rights to hydrocarbon expoitation
would not be embraced by regional a rrange-
ments, such rights being of an indisputable
national character in all or most areas with
hydrocarbon resource potential �1] . But as
already indicated, providing an economically
and environmentally sound basis for
hydrocarbon extraction and transport in the
peculiar environment of the Arctic is likely
to call increasingly for international and
perhaps region-wide cooperation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

ALASKA'S ROLE IN ARCTIC DEVELOPMENT:

No directed or comprehensive federal or
state legislation addresses human activities
in the arctic regions of the United States.
Nevertheless, a number of federal and state
statutes govern man's activities in the
arctic. This array of independent statutory
controls has dampened the developmer t of an
e f fect ive, coordinated policy-making process
that could promote the rational use of arctic
resources to the benefit of local residents
and the nation.

Relationships between the State of Alaska
and the U.S, Government are increasingly char-
acterized by contentiousness; new initiatives
and commitments are necessary to establish
cooperative arctic policies that benefit the
citizens of the nation and the residents of
the state

Historically, nearly all development in
Alaska has been controlled by outside inter-
ests and little has been done to provide long-
term benefits to permanent residents of the
territory Indeed, the primary impetus for
statehood was dissatisfaction over the control
of local fisheries harvests by outside manag-
ers in Washington, D.C., and the fact that the
primary beneficiaries of this exploitation
were nonresident seafood processors and fish-
ermen. Statehood was designed to help Alaska
provide for itself by localizing resource
management decisions and maximizing the in-
state benefits of harvest activities conducted
in Alaska. Yet, in many areas, outside con-
trol persists and continues to frustrate local
input into the decision-making that affects
Alaskans. Such barriers to local responsibi 1-
ity frequently polarize state-federal issues
and frustrate attempts to establish the co-
ordinated policy programs so badly needed in
critical areas such as the arcti c It also
necessitates political activism by local commu-
nities and Native groups who may perceive

LEGAL AND POI.ITICAL CONSIDERAT:ONS

their interests are not beinq represented by
either state or federal policy positions.

The proposed Arctic Research and Policy
Act of 1981  S. 1562!, introduced on July 31,
1981, by Alaska Senators Frank Murkowski and
Ted Stevens and Washingtor. Senator Henry
Jackson, may be a first step in supporting an
arctic commi t. ment that re f lect s the loca
state, national, and international values in
the area,

2. LEGAL PROTECTION OF SUBSISTENCE USES
IN THE ARCTIC

2.1. Introduction

A key component of a successful arctic
policy is a close working relationship with
the permanent residents in the local communi-
ties. This working relationship cannot
succeed unless the importance of traditional
wav of life and cultures is understood and
appreciated. In particular, drastic changes
in economic status and awareness resulting
from oil development anc the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act of 1971 �3 U.S.C.t
160l-24! have led to increased concern trr the
local sobs is terce econom: cs anc the wa, o.
life associated with it.

The most commonly publicized subsistence
problem in arctic Alaska features Eskimo reli-
ance upon an annual bowhead whale harvest,. A
harvest taken under strictly regulated quotas,
it presently allows a limit of I'7 bowhead
whales taken in any one year during the three-
year period 1981-83. The overall total may be
4 5 bowhead wha 1.es taken or 65 struck. Ir. view
of increasing restrictions imposec upon com-
mercial whaling harvests in Japan and. a recent
vote by the International 'Whali.,g Commissior.
to place a moratorium on all commercial whal-
ing for three years [I], Japanese delegations
to the Ir:ternational Whaling Commission have
pointed out the significance of cultural and
protein contributions made by thc harvests of
whales to the Japanese �]. However, unlike
the Japanese harvests which are sold and con-

tLegislation: U.S,C., Unitec States Cede;
CFR, Code of Federal Regulaticns; AAC, Alaska
Adnini st rat ive Code; SIP, Session Laws of
A]aska.



Several recent federal and state laws
have acknowledged the subsistence interests of
Alaska communities, much of this increased
legislative interest in the north corresponded
to the discovery of oil at Prudhoe Bay in
1968. For example, the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act  ANCSA! of 1971 �3 U.S.C.
1601-24! was a~acted to alleviate conflicts in
federal, state, and Native claims to land own-
ership in Alaska. It established 12 regional
and over 200 local Native corporations that
received title to approximately 40 million
acres of land in Alaska. This was supplement-
ed by provisions for a monetary settlement of
$1 bill.ion. ANCSA primarily resolved past
claims and did not directly provide fax sub-
sistence. In fact, it has even been suggested
that Native leaders may have to forego sub-
sistence activities in order to attend to the

tence uses do not occur �!. Although this
legislation does not confer special rights
Natives, it does distinguish between urban and
rural residerrts. Its three, key operative
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sumed nationwide, the Eskimo hunt satisf les
only local subsistence uses and, in addition,
represents a critical cultural activity for
the residents.

The importance of the Alaska harvest is
not only difficult for other nations to appre-
ciate, it is also the subject of occasional
mi su nder s t and i ng by American citizens . For
example, it would not be correct to assert
that supermarket foods can satisfy rural resi-
dents' subsistence needs. In the first place,
the regular air transportation service to
regional centers such as Bethel, Nome,
Kotzebue, and darrow is not provided to more
than 200 villages in outlying bush areas. In
the second place, air freight costs would be
prohibitive, Further, tire heal tir of Eskimos
suf f ers when they shif t from locally available
diets and substitute corrLmercia1 products in
their daily meals �! .

This might be especially so because
commercial advertising propaganda rarely
focuses on nutritious vegetables, fruits, or
other staples, instead celebrating the alleged
benefits of fast-cook, ready-prepared meals.
In addition, no reliable cash economy exists
to pay for the food necessities that are ade-
quate substitutes for traditional diets.

Animal harvests are also important in
arctic Alaska because the taking of large
mammals requires special community cooperation
and help from all village residents.
particular, the huge bowhead whale, a marine
mammal as big as a semitrailer, is subject to
successful harvest through cumulative assist-
ance of all villagers. Wha!.e hunting has been
found to be "perhaps the most important single
element in the culture and society of north
Alaska whale hunting communities" �! . The
hunt occurs in springti.me when whales migrate
north and along the Arctic Ocean coast during
annual feeding migrations. The enormity of
undertaking to harvest and prepare s bowhead
whale limits harvests and neutrslizes any
suggestion of a superficial "macho' motivation
in hunting such superb creature.

44hen hauled onto the ice near a village
or town, everyone -- men, women, and children

joins in the exhausting task of cutting the
meat and salvaging all parte for use in cloth-
ing, utens i la, and other domestic needs.
Final sharing in the product by all residents
provides a unity to the villagers' lives and
is cause for a community-wide potlatch of joy
and appreciation.

2.2. Statutory Protections

corporate responsibilities required in the law
[5! .

Nevertheless, sectio~ 17 d!�! of ANCSA
directed the Secretary of the Interior to set
aside up to 80 million acres of ferk.ral land for
parks, national forests, refuges, and wild any
scenic rivers. This was accomplished in
subsequent act, the Alaska National Interest
Lands Conservation Act of 1980 �6 U.S.C.
3101-3233!< which has important subsistence
provisions.

Three other important statutes of the
last decade have also included specific con-
sideration for subsistence harvests: �!
Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 �6
IJ.S.C. 1361-1407!, �! the Endangered Species
Act of 1973 �6 U.S.C. 1531-1543!, and �! the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1972 �6 U.s.c.
703-711!.

The first two ban or strictly prohibit
harveSts of Certain SpeCies. The Endangered
Species Act prohibits the taking of creatures
designated as endangered species  section 1538
{a! �! !, but provides an exception for any

"A,laska Native who resides in Alaska or any
non-Native resident of an Alaska Native vil-
lage if such taking is priraarily for subsist-
ence purposes"  section 1539 le! �!! . The
�arine Mammal Protection Act  MMPA! bans the
taking of marine mammals in order to achieve a
special management goal of an "optimum sus-
tainable population of marine mammals  sec-
tion 1361�!! . Like the Endangered Species
Act, the M�PA recognizes the reliance of
A.laska Natives and their culture upon sub-
sistence harvests of marine mammals, so it
provides a qualified exception to the general
prohibition. Thus, section 1371 b! of the
%CPA allows harvests of marine mammals by

an Indian, Aleut, Or ESkimO Who
resides in Alaska and dwells on the
coast of the north Pacific Ocean or
the Arctic Ocean if such taking
�! is for subsistence purposes or
�! is done for purposes of creating
and sell.ing authentic Native art-
icles of handicrafts and clothing

and �! in each case is not
accomplished in a wasteful manner.
The �igratory Bird Treaty Act, in section

7 12�!, allows the Secretary of the Interior
to promulgate regulations

to assure that the taking of migra-
tory birds and collection of their
eggs, by the indigenous inhabitants
of the State of Alaska . . . shall
be permitted for their own nutrition
and their essential needs . . . dur-
ing seasons established so as to
provide for the preservation and
maintenance of stocks of migratory
birds.
The most comprehensive federal statutory

statement on subsistence is found in the
Alaska National Interest Lands
tion Act  ANILCA! of 1980 �6 U.S.C. 3101-
3233! . It provides for the subsistence use of
fish and wildlife by rural Alaska residents'>n
federal public lands as a priority use when
harvestable surplus cannot satisfy all. commer
cial, sport and subsistence uses. Four cir.res
--;tetchikan, Juneau, Anchorage and Fairbanks-
ar'e suggested to be urban centers where subsis



sections state a def init.ion of subsiste~c~
similar to- the �arine mammal Protection Act
referenCel establish the priority SubaiatenCe
use in times of resource shortages; and creat~~
a system of Public particip~tion to assure Ion I
input into the regulatory process that deter-
mines seasons, areasr and other conditions of
each harvest  sections 3 114-3116! .

ANILCA protects subsistence uses in ap-
proximately 227 million acres of federal land
in Alaska  section 3112 �! ! . However, the
state may continue existing management preroga
tives on federal land if state laws of general
applicability provide for the required public
participation system of regional councils and
a rural definition of subsistence uses that
re-eive a priority in times of resource short-
ages  section 3115 d!!.

Prior to passage of ANILCA, the state had
already adopted its own subsistence statute
 ch. 151. SLA 1979!; implcrnenting regulations
in 1962 clarified the scope of the state' s
subsists~ca priority � ACC 99.010- 020, 1932! .
The Secretary of Interior affirmed compliance
in a letter dated stay 14, 1932.

The implementing regulations that had
been adopted by the joint Alaska Boards of
Fisheries and Game irlentif ied subsistence uses
in Alaska as customary and traditional uses by
residents in rural areas. However, many urban
residents opposed the developing rural focus
because the state statute did not include a
geographical restriction on subsistence uses.
Nevertheless, practical experience with appli-
cation of the law since 1976 seemed to have
evidenced the survival of customary and tradi-
tional uses for personal and family consump-
tion only in rural areas. Thus, the boards'
regulatory actions would have indicated that
subsistence uses may not exist in urban areas
of Alaska.

Extreme opposition to differential treat-
ment between urban and rural residents and
also dis satis f act ion f or pre f eren t ia 1 treatment
to subsistence uses over sport and commercial
harvests led to a November 1962 initiative to
repeal the state's statutory subsistence pri-

If successful, it would have prevented
enforcement of a mandatory subsistence priori-
ty on private and state lands in the state.
However, the proposition failed by a vote of
79,679 to 111,770.

After general elections in November 1962,
the new governor discussed creating a task
force on subsistence to review existing laws
and practices. In late February 1983, the De-
Parment of Fish and Game and the two boards of
fisheries and game vere given this charge,

Neither the federal nor the state sub-
sistence priority requires exploration and
exploitation of nonl.iving or plant resources
to be automatically subordinated to subsist-
ence considerations. However, con,tinental and
oceaii development for oil, gas, mineral,

and other resources may not proceed in
»regard of subsistence considerations. For

+Piei ANILCA, in section 3120, requires the
head of a federal agency responsible for issu-
"g land use perrsi,ts on public lands in Alaska

to determine that:
 A} such a significant restric-

tion of subsistence uses is neces-
consistent. with sound manage-

ment principles for the utiliza-
tion of the public lands,

 B! the proposed activity will
involve the minimal amount of public

lands necessary to accomplish the
purposes of such use, occupancy, or
other disposition, and

 C! reasonable steps will be
taken to minimize adverse impacts
upon subsistence uses and resources
resulting from such actions.

A lawsuit filed in the United States District
in Juneau, Alaska on January 13, 1983  City of
Angoon et al. v. Narsh et al., No. J83-0001
Civ.! challenges an Army Corps of Engineers
permit for a log transfer facility near the
village that allegedly would interfere with
local subsistence harvest of marine and shore
animals.

Other subsistence protections survive
through the National Environmental Policy Act
 NEPA! of 1969 �2 U.S.C. 4321-4370! and the
Coastal Zone Nanagement Act  CZNA! of 1972
�6 U.S.C. 1451-1464!. NEPA requires the
well-known Environmental Impact Statement
 EIS! for all proposed "major Federal actions
significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment" �3 U.S.C. 4322�! c!!.
The EIs is the basis for discretionary deci-
sions vhether to authorize a proposed pro3ect
or whether to modify development plans to
mitigate environmental damage. EIS require-
ments result in environmental evaluations
before oil and gas sales and again prior tc
development activities [7!.

The CZ�A provides more substantive pro-
tection for subsistence because it requi res
federal actions that will affect a state' s
coastal zone to be "consistent" with the
state's approved management program �6 U.S.C,
1456  c! �! � �!  I!! ! . Alaska' s approved program
does acknowledge subsistence interests and
provides, in 6 AAC 60.120 a!, that " state
agencies shall recognize and assure opportuni-
ties for subsistence usage of coastal areas
and resources." Nore specifically, subsection
 d! requires that potentially conflicting
activities cannot be authorized without con-
ductinq a study of. "the possible adverse
impacts of the proposed potentially conflict-
ing use or activity upon subsistence usage"
and "appropriate safeguards to assure subsist-
ence usage.' Effective since 1976, these
safeguards have not been the subject of any
formal complaint on noncompliance.

3. BOUNDARY DISPUTES

Though state lawmakers have sought to
harmonize subsistence sections of state law
with congressional enactments and administra-
tion officials have worked to develop a degree
of consistency in the application of such
statutes, territorial disputes have not been
as amenable to cooperative resolution.

3.1. Beaufort Sea

The hundreds of millions of dollars of
oil and gas revenues that are frequently at
stake in boundary disputes nearly always mask
the consequences of oil and gas development
that. will affect local life long after the
nonreneWable resOurces have been exhaust.ed.
Boundary disputes have traveled up the Paci.fic
coast from Dixon Entrance in Southeast. Alaska
to Cook Inlet [8}, to Bristol Bay, and now t.o
the Beaufort Sea where rights to oil and ga
leases are before the U.S. Supreme Court,

The continental shelf of the Beaufort Sea



is the oceanic extension of the oil,-rich North
Slope adjacent to prudhoe Bay in the Arctic
Ocean. When offshore tracts were auctioned in
December 1979, ownership to many of the par-
cels was unclear. In anticipation of the
problem that would be caused by ti.tie uncer-
tainties, the United States and the State of
Alaska entered into a cooperative agreement to
conduct the sale and resolve legal title ques-
tions in a court action. Filed in Way 1979,
the case vas lodged as a case of original
jurisdiction with the U.S. Supreme Court [9j.

Under the Submerged Lands Act of 1953 �3
U.S.C. 1301-1315!, submerged lands within the
three-mile limit of the territorial sea vest
with the states jsections 1301 a!, 1311 ajj.
The baseline from which this three-mile terri-
torial sea is measured is defined in section
1301 cj as "the line of ordinary low water
along that portion of the coast which is in
direct contact with the open sea and the line
~neck ns the seaward limit ar inland waters
[emphasis added j . Submerged lands outside
the territorial sea were designated as the
"outer continental shelf," an area which sub-
sequent provisions in the Outer Continental
Shelf Lande Act of 1953 �3 U.S.C. 1331-1343!
reserved to the federal government.

jjecause the Department of State has
elected to measure the limits of the territo-
rial sea using an arcs and circles procedure
that establishes a three-mile limit line
approximating the actual coastal configuration
instead of a straight baseline concept that
follows the general sinuosities of the coast-
line [10j, several misshapen discontinuities
came to describe the outer margin of the ter-
ritorial sea  Figure lj .

Alaska is convinced that barrier islands
along Alaska's arctic coast from 1464 to 148'
W. represent the "direct contact" referred to
in the Submerged Lands Act. Three of the main
island groups are within six miles of the

coast and the others are just slightly beyond
the distance that would otherwise provide
continuous state territorial jurisdiction frpa
the Alaska mainland to the seaward limits of
the islands. However, because of the federal
government's relianCe uPon arcs and circles as
the basis for drawing baselines, federal areas
of "outer continental shelf" extend into in
shore areas landward of the j4cClure Islands,
the disputed i.eland of Dinkurs Sands, and ths
midway Islands.

These intrusions result in illogical
jurisdiction responsibilities that find state
subsoil rights extending three miles offshore
where they are interrupted briefly by a narrow
band of federal authority before finding state
claims reestablished by the immediate proximi-
ty of the islands. Only after exceeding the
seaward three-mile limits of the islands is
the final, uninterrupted, "outer continentaj,
shelf" established.

This anomaly is not only contrary to
rational effective planning programs but it
seems to violate the purposes of the Submerged
Lands Act. The Act was passed in 1953 as a
response to the California case in 1947 that
invalidated state claims to ocean areas and
set the stage for corrective legislation [1]],
As a compromise measure designed to eliminate
boundary controversies between the federal and
state governments, it should not be interpret-
ed in a manner that generates further con-
fusion and controversy between the parties,
Thus, the phrase "in direct contact with the
open sea" could effectively avert unnecessary
disputes if i.t is not read to include inshore
submerged lands that are isolated from the
continental shelf and do not extend directly
into the open ocean area.

Further, in the second California case,
United States v. California, 381 U.S. 139, 168
nl75T ~te court~ad cated it would not coun-
tenance failure to ignore the internationally

Figure 1 Saseline measurements in arctic Alaska.
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approved straight baseline co~capt if it
appeared the more restrictive arcs and circles
procedure had been selected because it bene
fitted the United States in a federal-state
dispute as opposed to valid foreign affairs
reasons.

In the suit, the state attempted to
irrrpose the internationally recognized straight
baseline method upon the federal government so
as to enclose Santa Bar'bars Channel. in the
territorial sea adjacent. to California,
court found that Catalina Island, at 11-21
miles offshore, was not so proximate as to
justify the territorial extension. However,
the Alaska barrier islands are nearby and, in
addition, no obvious or significant interna-
tional question is posed in the Beaufort Sea
case and the measurement method seems primar-
ily designed to improve the extent of lands
under federal oil and gas lease authority,

Even though the isolated additional pock-
ets and enclaves of federal jurisdiction that
are created within state waters by such a
reading of the Submerged Lands Act indisput-
ably produce increased oil and gas revenues,
the countervailing costs are significant.

In the first place, the cost of original
litigation in the Supreme Court is consider-
able. All motions must be filed in the
nation's highest court or with a special mas-
ter who lives in California thousands of miles
from the disputed area. Even though the case
was filed nearly four years ago, it still
lingers, awaiting corspletion of necessary dis-
covery procedures regarding the government's
selection of the baseline measurement methods
for the Beaufort Sea and Arctic Ocean.

In the second place, the uncertainties
arising from extended litigation have been
further compounded because the local Inupiat
Eskimo community has registered its own claims
to the offshore seabed out to 60 miles from
the baseline. Their claims are based on the
same aboriginal rights that were extinguished
in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act for
the state. However, ANCSA did not address
Native rights to outer continental shelf
regions. Therefore, as a result of this omis-
sion, local residents have initiated their own
lawsuit to resolve Eskimo claims to the sea-
bed and water column above the outer continen-
tal shelf. Consequently, while the state seeks
to minimize federal offshore lands, local resi-
dents might profit by a contrary conclusion
maximizing the federal area.

The Inupiat case was filed in the U-ST
District Court for Alaska in Anchorage
t~Inu at C~eu t of th A t' ~Slo e v
United States, Civ. No. 8 I-OI 9 I
OctCo er 1, 19Bg ruling dismissed the act~on on
the grounds that outer continental shelf
claims are within the exclusive purview of the
federal government. An appeal has been filed
with the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.

Thus< while arctic litigation represents
a primer'y concern between federal and state
authorities, efforts designed to promote coop-
er«ive research and policy are subject to
postponement and inaction while thc property
claims are resolved.

3.9~ - ~ United States-Canada Boundary Claims

Boundary disputes between the United
tates and Canada are well known, as they have

arisen at Canada's southern boundaries at
~aine and Washington. However, a related
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dispute at the northern United States- . anadn
border, at Alaska, receives less publicity and
cei'tainly less attention from Department of
State officials. Nevertheless, like other
diaputeS, it cauaea unCertainties and endless
excuse for deferring arctic policy questions.

The dispute addresses whether the United
States-Canada border in the Arctic Ocean
follows a northerly extension of the 14l' W.
longitude l.ine or, instead, makes a sharp
northeasterly turn at the coastline to corre-
spond to a right angle drawn to the beach
tangent at 141'w,

Little progress is being made to resolve
this issue in spite of the fact that an ab-
sence of other conte~tious issues or resourr'e
enticements in the area would seem to facili-
tate timely resolution of the boundary problem
before it becomes embroiled in other pres-
sures.

The Bering Sea yields 1,300,000 metric
tons of fisheries products annually [12].
Host of this harvest is attributed to Japanese
and Soviet factory ships which dominate the
catch with Alaska pollock and yellowfin sole.
American fishermen seek out halibut, kine
crab, and Tanner crab in the vast expanse of
the shallow continental shelf of the Bering
Sea and inshore fi shermen target on five
SpeCiea Of PaCific Salmon and PacifiC herring
ripe with valuable roe. In addition, in
January 1983, witnesses at hearings regarding
processing operations by foreign fishing ves-
sels within the state's internal waters urder
section 1B56 cl of the Hagnuson Fishery
Conservation and Hanagement Act suggested
capelin, lamprey, and sea snails as candidate
for future i~tercet.

The influence of arctic conditions on
these fisheries is enormous. The winter ice
pack has advanced well into the commercially
productive area of the Berir.g Sea where it has
ripped away the surface buoys marking loca-
tions of large, seven-foot by seven-foot crab
pots that will never again be retrieved. Dam-
age done in January and February 1980 resu'ted
in compensatory payment of $3,018,945.57 to 57
fishermen for "arts of God" relat.ed to sea
ice. The Fishermen's Protective Act of 1967
�2 U.S.C. 177 et seq.! had been amended in
1978 to provide for such compensation but the
provisions were subsequently repealed ir. 1980
[13].

The Magnusan Fishery Conservatior. and
Management Act  HFC14A! of 1977 �6 U. S.c. IB0 1
et seq. ! has spawned a number of star e- federal
fisheries conflicts. The KFCMA is applauded
for its controls over foreign fishing ir. the
Fishery Conservation zone from 3 to 200 miles
seaward of the territorial sea basel.ines, but
the Act's primary role in the state-feder.al
arena is based on its est'ablishment of a
national fisheries management program isectior.
IB5li. The national program with its system
of regional fishery management counc i 1 s i s
most applicable in coordinating and super-
vising the management. of fish species ubgcct
to the jurisdictions of several states rather



than operating as a comprehensive subordina-
tice of traditional state fisheries authority
to an overriding federal scheme, In particu-
lar, Alaskan regulation of fisheries harvests
has been acknowledged judicially to extend
beyond the three-mila limit of the territorial
sea when the fishery evidences an appropriate
nexus to the state'e territorial resources and
aCtivities [16!.

Thus, in Alaska, where fishing grounds
are insulated from other states by the Pacific
COaet Of Canada, the HPCBA hae been gaining a
reputation for challenging the local manage-
ment benefits achieved by statehood. Hever-
theless, cooperative resolutions of conflicts
in several fisheries have been able to pre-
serve the integrity of traditional state
management authority while complying with
national. standards set forth in section 1851.

King crab. The Bering Sea king crab
fishery, ~w ere approximately one-third of the
fleet represents nonresident fishermen �5I,
was one of the first domestic fisheries to be
subjected to extensive federal review. Draft
fishery «urnagement plans for king crab have
been under review since Harch 1979 even though
federal and state courts have acknowledged the
validity of extraterritorial state management
programs beyond the three-mile limit in the
absence of conflicting federal regulations
�6] .

This intense interest seems to have aris-
en from the original NPCMA requirement in
section 1852 h! that "each council . . . pre-
pare and submit to the Secretary a fishery
management plan with respect to each fishery
within its geographical area of authority.'
Despite indications that strict compliance has
not been necessary [ 17J, the North pacif'ic
Fishery Management Council has fol.lowed the
requirement to adopt national plans for the
Baring Sea.

ht the same time, there has been an
admission that continued state management
responsibilities are essential for the conser-
vation and optimum yield of the resource.
Because of this reluctance to scrap the proven
state system and start again with new federal
managers, moce recent council proposals have
favored the formal federal adoption of exist-
ing state regulations or the development of a
framework plan with accompanying notices in
the Federal n~e deter tn enppt m t state
edai~n etrattre p ncednree reperding public
notice and extensive public hearings  IB].

These cumbersome maneuvers apparently
will not be necessary because new amendments
to section 1852 h! embodied in Public Law
97-453 �983I have limited the council's
responsibilities to preparing fisher'y manage-
ment plans only for fisheries 'that require
conservation and management. This important
reemphasis of the Act upon conservation con-
siderations should help assure the vitality of
the king crab resources by minimi,zing the
unnecessary waste and duplication that have
been caused by imposing federal management
plans on established domestic fisheries and
diverting management discussions to jurisdic-
tional questions.

Tanner crab. Federal-state give and take
has also been occurring in the Tanner crab
fishery. Initially, federal regulations,
modeled after existing state rules, presented
no conflict. The same regulatory program
applied to fishermen in the state's territori-
al sea and the outlying Fi shery Conservation

Zone. However, annual public hearings by the
Alaska Board of Fisheries have led to frequent
regulatory adjustments in response to changing
stock conditions and fishing operations,
Unfortunately, federal procedures require that
all regulatory changes be subjected to a
lengthy internal review process in washington,
D.C ~ , at least 6,000 miles from the fishing
areas. As as result, accompanying federal
approval has sometimes lagged so far behind
new state regulations that fishermen have had
to conduct their operations under conflicting
rules. For example, season openings have
varied � AAC 35.510�! vs. 50 CFR 671.26!r
has the permi.ssible configuration of the crab
pots � AAC 35.125, top-loading pots, vs. 50
CFR 671.26, side-loading pots! .

The HPCHA seems to resolve such conflicts
by indicating that states can regulate all
vessels "registered under the laws of the
state �6 U.S.C. 1856 al! but the Alaska
supreme court, in dicta, recently warned, "to
the extent that there may be a conflict be-
tween state fisheries regulations and federal
regulations . . . Alaska's authority to regu-
late fisheries . has been superseded"
[19]. This section of the NFCNA has not been
subjected to direct judicial review, so, as
might be expected, both federal and state
officials have been posturing in support of
their respective authorities. In the mean-
time, fishermen attempting to harvest the re-
source in a manner consistent with a sustained
yield ar'e tempted to select the most liberal
provision so they will not be penalized at the
marketplace by competition from less conserva-
tive operators.

Portunately, the January 1983 NPCNA
amendments will reduce the potential for such
conflicts in the future.

The first and most promising amendment
greatly abbreviates the extended federal re-
view period that has frequently delayed timely
approval by the Secretary of Comrserce of regu-
lations proposed in fishery management plans
submitted by the regional councils. Under the
new provision, section 1854 has been rewritten
to require "immediate" review of a fishery
management plan. In addition, "immediate'
publication in tne Federal ~Re inter nepine
75-day public review opportunity as soon as
possible. After completion of the public
review period, the secretary has 20 days to
reject or approve the plan> failure to act
signifies approval.

The other important amendment to the
 d FCHA regards the scope of emergency regula-
tions provided by section 1855�!. Formerly,
emergency actions were limited to a specific
resource emergency. The new language address-
es emergencies existing in "any fishery" as
that term is defined. in the NFCKE to include
the act of fishing as well as the stocks them-
selves as identified on the basis of geograph-
ical, scientific, technical, recreational,
economic characteristics in section 1802�!-

The conflicting Ta~ner crab regulations
were the first to be harmonized under the
secretary's expanded emergency powers. As
result, the 1983 Tanner crab season benefit«d
from an orderly start on February 10 and si»
lar gear was required in both the territorial
sea and the Fishery Conservation zone.

Berin sea herrin . A third arctic fish
eries dispute was averted without the help of
statutory amendments in January 1983 when
Alaska Board of Fisheries agreed to approve



reguegulat ion prov id ing f or con s ideration o f
offshore trawl fishery for herring in the
Bering Sea. The approval followed widespread
local opposition to offshore operations that
ertploited the same stocks sought for valuable
herring rae when they migrated to coastal
spawning bays and beaches each spring.

Initially, compromise did not appear
likely. Prior to the effective date of the
�FCNA in Karch 1977, foreign fleets had taken
up to 145a606 metric tons of Pacific herring
in the Bering Sea �0] ~ Accozdingly, in light
of a minimal domestic effort the North Pacific
Fishery 14anagement Council's proposed herring
smnagement plan in 1979 acknowledged the role
of foreign harvesters in being available to
utilize the surpltis not taken by U.S. fisher-
men. Under the �FCMA, section 1821 d!�!,
foreign fishing may be conducted on 'that
portion of the optimum yield of the fishery
that will not be harvested by vessels of the
United States."

H~ver sirree the local coastal fishery
was rapidly expanding, residents expzessed
fear that the offshore fleets could decimate
one or more of the many local herring stocks
that dispersed to the spawning grounds each
spring. The enormous size of the offshore
feeding populations -- in the hundreds of
thousands of metric tons -- made it difficult
to show that foreign fishing at past levels of
effort could result in the "overfishing" that
the first national standard of the �FCM
sought to avoid  section 1851 a!�!!. Never-
theless, the traditional subsistence harvest
in the coastal waters and the grawing commer-
cial importance of a catch that leaped from
2,506 metric tons in 1977 to 25,666 metric
tons in 1982 combined to prove the potential
of a fully utilized inshore fishery that did
not require a supplemental offshore fishing
effort' either by foreign boats or by joint
ventures using American fishing vessels and
foreign processing ships.

A zedrafted fishery management plan pro-
vided for the local needs and helped spur an
increase in the domestic fleet of seine and
gillnet vessels frora 65 to 335 boats between
1977 and 1962 �1! .

The final federal management plan pro-
tected a substantial spawning population of
some 115,606-260,066 metric tons of herring
during the time the various local stocks were
intermingled for feeding purposes in the off-
shore areas of the Bering Sea. Further, a lid
of 2,006-16,660 metric tons was put on any
offshore fishing that might be necessary in
the future to achieve full utilization of the
stocks.

Although the state originally assumed a
very protective role over the stocks during
their extraterritorial migrations, the new
management plan favored the inshore fishery
and allOWed the Alaska BOard Of Fieheries tO
provide for the possibility of an offshore
«fort if inshore harvests did not fully uti-
lize available stocks [22!

5. CONCLUSION

Both state and fed,eral governmen
involved in t.he ultimate resolutio"
policy issues. Unfortunately, state-
conflicts are most frequently decided by
consuming lit.igation in which
assume adversarial roles.
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stakes, both real and perceived, final ludg-
Iaents do not always erase the emotions of
lengthy litigation On the other har.d, more
cooperative approaches would allow both
parties to focus their undivided attention on
developing arctic policies and programs that
will promote comprehensive arctic planning
that reflects the true potential of the
Amezican arctic, instead of the present unco-
ordinated efforts so inadequate in comparison
to the unified programs in other countries
[23!.
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INTRODUCTIO'N

Dorm K. Haglund

Department o! Geography
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Milwaukee, 'lriscons in

Good morning. 'My name is Dorm llaglund and I am
chairman of the Department of Geography at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. My specialty is
cultural-economic geography of the Arctic snd Sub-
Arctic and on December 31st I completed a three year
stint as Chairman of the Hoard of Governors of the
Arctic Institute of North America. For the past.
eleven years I have offered what is believed to be
the only University-based Arctic Winter Field Course
in the western world, My presence have today how-
ever is in order to substitute for Professor Louis
Rey, President of Comite' Arctique International,
the world organization, multi-discipl.inary in
character, of Arctic. specialists. Louis has very
recently left his home in Switzerland to serve for
several weeks as Visiting Professor at the University
of Alaska and was unable to attend this conference
due to the prior commitments. He has asked me, in
my capacity as Vice-President of Coanite' Arctique
International, to fill in for him.

I aa sorry that Professor Rey could not be with
you, All of us would have benefitted from his parti-
cipation in this conference. But then, if he were
here I would not have this opportunity. Thank you,
Louis, for not heing able to fulfill this assign-
ment. Your loss is my gain.

On his behalf and say «n-n, we bring you greetings
from Coraite' Arctique lnt.ernational. We hope to
see all of you at one or more of the annual Arc.tic
oriented international confer'cnces that are con-
ducted or co-sponsored by our organization, Should
you have any questions concerning Comite Arctique
International and its activities, please contact me
some time during this conference.

Now to our speakers for this session.

Our first paper, nRegulatory and Environmental
Issues Associated with Arctic Marine Transportation"
was prepared by D. Hruchet and M. Robertson who are
associated with the Arcr.ic pilot pr'oject of petro-
Canada, headquartered in Calgary, Alberta. Thc paper
will be delivexed by Mr. P. Douglas Bruchet.

For those «ho may not be familiar with the
Arctic pilot project it is "designed to produce and
li quify 7.l million cubic meters of natural gas
per day in the Arctic and move it to Eastern
Canadian markets in ice-breaking ships. Arctic
pilot project proposes to test. the feasibility of
producing natural gas frora wells in the Arctic
Islands, transporting the gas by a 160 kilometer
buried pipeline, transforming thc gas into liquified
natural gas  I alG! and shippinP the I.NG by ice-
brcaking carrier to a regasification plant ir.
southern Canada � all on a year-round basis."

 Qotations from a I980 suasaary publishe<I hy aPI' !.
The proposal has not rect with univr-rsal accep-

tance i.n Canada and neighboring Greenland. Env'ron-
mentalists, Native  Tourt! leaders in both countries,
a number of Canadian goverttmental regulatory agencies,
legislative bodies and task force~ hava all ltad
diversity of "says" on t.he project and its proposrils.

Wc are fortunate to have a distingut shed spokes-
man for APP with us to describe the geograplri cai,
historical and sociological setting of the Proposal,
the r'ange of regulatory processes inpacting upon the
Praposal and the environmental issues that appt!
 the effects on whales, ringed seals, birds, rce, tire
possible problems associated with crossing icc dis-
turbed by ship tracks, the controversial issue of
underwater sound and others which will undoubt.edly
surface eventuallyl to the implcracnta'ion of th»
project. "That year-round transportatinn .n Arctic
waters is both t.echnically feasible and enriranrcntal
acceptable" is a conclusiot. ro which otrr speaker «ill
now direct us

As I.he aut.hor of tfrc study, "hlaritirse Tr ansperta-
tion tO Support Polar Resource Ilevelopmerlt" ra centi>
published by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences I
eagerly anticipate Mr. Bruclret's concurrcncc in min>
of the conclusions we asserted ir. that puhI 'to,it,'orr
from this side of the forty-trinth parsi 1 el� .

The secortd of our papers thi s morrrrtg is by lan
J. Jordaan, Head, Research and Development, Iret nnrske
Veritas  Canada! Ltd. After reCelVrng his baccalau-
reate and master's degrees in engtneerirtg at the
University of thc Witwatcrstrand, South Africa, Br.
Jordaan corrplctcd his Ph.U. at Ring's Collcgc of thc
Univeraity ot london in l 959. I or the tacit ' l,irt ten
year's Dr,,lordan was a member of the Deparrr.. rt oi
Civil F»girrccring at the Urriversity ot Calgar>, in
Alberta. Last year he left rl.e u» r Versi tV to accept
his present positior. «ith Uet norskc Veri t as at the ir
Canadian corporate headqriarters, also ir. Cal qari. Ur
.lordaan is the author oi over tort v publi cat icirs in
l.is chosen f teld.

'I'oday he speaks to us on the sublcct., "Ri~k arul
Safety Assessmenr for Arctic Offshore prolccts".
After defining risk and applying it to concipts c f
safety and decision-making Dr dorciaan wi l 1
us with risk analysis methodology and it= nppl'cation.
through exampJ.es, to Arcti; offshore proji.ct, .«Rgcst-
ing a number of scenaries. Lrriror.mental fa.tars are
considered anal probability theory appl ac -' to r -I s ir
ArCtiC operatiOna.  ruestionS at' risk ster.r ni
of proness to risk in utility theori- src; detelcpeil
as our speaker draws our attention to practic al
safety ohi acti yes before suggesting cora 1 u.-ra"
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1. IHTRODUCTIOH

The relationships between resource
development, tradi.tional land use and
conservation, and the course of
development - how much, how fast and
where, at times has set the stage for the
rather emotional debate on Arctic
Development. The Canadian North is
composed of the land and water areas
encompassed by the Yukon and Northwest
Territories and their associated offshore
areas, and constitutes almost 50% of
Canada's land mass. The area has many
regional differences, as shown in the
Northern fand Use Planning Policy, ill and
is one of several circumpolar regions
bOrderi.ng the Arctic Ocean. Accordingly,
certain international issues are also
discussed in this paper. The introductory
sections of this paper present a brief
background on: the Canadian North,
federal policies for northern development,
and the current regulatory controls over
arctic marine transportation in Canada.
Specific references are made to the Arctic
pi.lot Pro ject, a unique Canadian Arctic
venture, which is later described in more
detail.

Although most land in Canada ' s North
lies above the 60th paral lel, activities
in southern Canada and the rest of the
southern world can have significant
effects on the cnorth. Early encounters
between native people and Europeans
occurred mainly due to whaling, the fur
trade, and exploration of the Northwest
Passage . The nomadic 1 i f estyle s of the
northern natives began to change with the
appearance of fur trading posts, whaling
stations and missions. The establishment
of government healt.h and education
services in communities during the 1950s
and 1968s resulted in nearly all native
people adopting permanent residences in
the communities. Native people continue
their traditional harvest but now with the
aid of high-powered rifles, motorboats and
skidoos. 1961 statistics indicate that
the majority of the Canadian non-native
northern populations resides in the
capitals of Yellowknife and Whitehorse.
The majority of the native population
lives in 60 small communities scattered

throughout the North. The languages
spoken are either Inuktitut or
Athapaskan, together with English. The
northern wage economy now is based on the
export of minerals, limited quantities of
fur, fish and native arts and craft
products, and the existence of government
SerViCes, Large quantities of oil and
gas may be produced in the future and
will add significantly to the Worth's
economic base.

The evolution of Canadian political
boundaries, the transfers of Rupert's
Land in 1670 and the Arctic Archipelago
in 1860 from Great Britain are important
historic events. Of recent importance is
the report by C.M. Drury on
"Constitutional Development in the
NOrthWeet Territor iea, 1960'[2! and the
plebi.scite held by the Government of the
Northwest Terri. tories where the majority
of voters favoured division of the
Territories into t.wo parts. At present,
both the Yukon and Northwest territorial
governments have a Commissioner and a
fully elected legislative body. In the
case of the Northwest Territories, the
legislature consists of 22 members.

Because of the native northerners'
aboriginal occupancy of the land, many
native people are opposed to extensive

ineral exploration, and other
non-renewable resource-related
activities. This opposition has led to
the formation of strong native political
organizations with a central demand for
the settlement of their land claims.
Land cia ims, unt il resolved, wi1 1
continue to be a major issue to be faced
by any resource development pro ject in
the Northwest Territories.

Particularly in the last thirty
years, the issue of Canadian sovereignty
has been an important consideration. ln
the 1950's Canada moved Inuit into the
Arctic Ialande tO COnfirm assertions of
sovereignty over that area. Purther, the
Manhattan voyages of 1969 and 1970 served
as a catalyst in the development and
enactment of specif ic leg is 1 ation to
protect Canada's sovereignty over the
Arctic Islands, and to initiate
environmental protection over Canadian
waters .



Land claims and environmental
impact-related matters have also resulted
in the formation of the Inuit Circumpolar
Conference, an associ,ation of Inuit
pol it ical groups f rom Alaska, Canada and
Gree~land. Among other things, this group
is concerned with the Right of Innocent
Passage through Baffin Bay and Devi.s
Strait, and the control and routing of
vessels carrying hazardous cargoes. The
response from the Gzeenland Some Rule and
the Inuit circumpolar Conference has been
to oppose not only Canada's Arctic Pilot
project, but also other projects using tbe
route between Canada and Greenland. There
are two levels of negotiations on ship
rout ing cuz rently underway: one is the
Arct ic P ilot Pro ject Working GrouP r
comprised of Danish, Canadian, Greenlandic
and Petro-Canada membership, and the
second is the Marine Environmental
Cooperation Agreement [MBCAI between the
Governments of Canada and Denmark. There
are also various studies on arctic marine
transportation now underway which address
national, as well as international
implications of Arctic marine
transportation.

2. REGULATORY PROCESSES

The last two decades have been a
period of signf f i,cant social and
technological change in the Canadian
Arctic. Exploration for minerals and
hydrocarbons has been very active,
resulting in several discoveries of major
deposits. As well, modern resupply
progr arne for northern communities have
been developed. Two mines in the High
Arctic, Polaris and Nanisivik, are now in
production, shl.ppinq lead-zinc concentrate
on a seasonal basis by marine mode. The
s~mmer resupply of northern communities is
by ship, supported by Canadian Coast Guard
icebreakers. Nuch of the resupply of the
Arct ic I sTands dr i 1 1 ing ventures of
Panarctic Oils I td. also takes place by
ship. In 1982, approximately 39 500 tons
of resupply materials were delivered by
ship into the High Arctic. In addition,
the 1982 resupply of the Beaufort Bea saw
the first large hydrocarbon carrier move
into that area to support Dome Petroleum's
fleet of drillshipa and icebreaking
support vessels.

Nuch of the present marine transport
takes place in the open water periodj or
with icebreaker support. However, some
ships, such as the N.V. Arctic, an ice
class bulk carrier, and the K,V. Kigoriak,
an icebreaker used in the Beaufort Sea,
have significant.ly extended the
traditional arctic shipping season.

The requirement for more reliable
year-round transportation modes arose in
the early seventies with the delineation
of major oil and gas deposits in Canada's
Arctic Islands.

Subsequently, major hydrocarbon finds
in the Beaufort Sea have resulted in a
need for marine transportation from that
area. For example, since 1961, industry
 mainly through Panarctic Oils Ltd. ! has

spent approximately $947.0 rnil lion
Canadian dollars in energy exploration oX
the Canadian Arctic Islands. DiSCOVeriem
to date amount to is trillion cubic feet
of natural gas, and three-quarters of
billion barrels of crude oil�. These
reserves alone add 25% to Canada ' s gas
reserves, and 15% to Canada�' s
conventional oil reserves. [3] In the
Beaufort Sea, the Geological Survey of
Canada estimates oil reserves at 6.9 to
9.4 bi,llion barrels.

The use of ships rather than
pipeline to move arctic oil and gas is
advantageous because:
1 . areal le r scale reservoirs may

exploi.ted
2. there f.s flexibility in terms of

delivery point
3. the major investment needed for

pipeline systems is not required,
and
reserves can be developed and
marketed in a shorter time frame.
The goverrunent of Canada recognized.

the need to move Canada's arctic
resources to market at an early stage.
In 1970, the Honourable Jean Chretien,
then Minister of Northern Development,
discussed the Arctic Haters Pollution
Prevention Act Bi.ll  AWPPA! in the House
of Commons, and identified Canada's
northern interests as: Canadian
security, northern economic development
and the preservatio~ of the ecological
balance of the area. In passing the
AWPPA, the government expressed its
desire to develop northern technology in
a controlled manner, and to encourage
transportation through the Northwest
Passage. In his 1970 speech, Mr.
Chretien stated that the Canadian
Government wanted Arctic waters to be
opened up to commercial shipping.[4! By
passing the AWPPA, the Goverrunent
establl.shed shipping zones and mandatory
ship standards in order to ensure that
vessels operating in the Canadian Arctic
are sufficiently strong to withstand
expected ice conditions in their zones of
operation. At the sarae time, it was
recognized that Canada, one of the
largest. arctic countries in the world,
was falling severely behind both in the
technology of arctic transportation and
in the exploitation of arctic resources.
In 1971, 'fhe Science Council of Canada [sj
recommended that Canada turn its
attentions immediately to the problem of
navigation in the Arctic in order to
fully realize the development and
util ization of northern resources.

Again, in 1975 and 1979, the Science
Council of Canada identified the need for
Canadian development of arctic
transportation, particularly through
smaller scale pilot projects in the
North, with raeaningful evaluation of such
projects to obtain full value from the
knowledge gained.[6,7]

In 1977, a seminar on Natural Gas
fr'om the Arctic by marine Node was
sponsored by the Atlantic Provinces
Economic Council and the Science Council
of Canada[8]. This conference noted that



although the federal government had stated
in 1973 its intention to move into areas
of northern development and to achieve
world-recognized excellence in operating
on ice-covered waters, by 1978, in fact
very little had been done and rapid steps
needed to be taken to enhance Canadian
technological, scientific and industrial
capability in the north.[91

In spite of the Arctic Waters
Pollution Prevention Act, Science Council
studies, stated governrsent policy, and a
recognized need for Canada's northern
resources, little positive action has been
taken so far in the area of hydrocarbon
transportation.

The first specific proposal to use
the marine mode for Arctic hydrocarbon
extraction was made in 1977 by a
consortium led by Petro-Canada known as
the Arctic Pilot Project  APP!. The
Project involves drawing gas from the
large natural gas reserves at Drake Point
on Neiville Island, overland
transportation of the gas by pipeline
167 km southwards to a natural harbour at
Bridport Inlet, liquefaction at that site,
and removal of the gas to markets using
two Arctic Class 7 LNG carriers. The
process undergOne by the Arctic Pilot
Project since its inception well
illustrates the dilemma facing no~them
developers trying to operate within the
Canadian regulatory framework. Critical
to any investment decision, of course, is
the degree of risk involved, and the
question of how much a company must spend
befare reCeiVing approVal tO prOCeed. The
APP has spent about 60 million dollars in
developing and def ining the Pro ject over
the last six years. It is no longer
possible for companies to spend such sums
before an approval in principle is given.
The front-end costs and time frame must be
reduced to meet the requirements of the
highly competitive world in which we live.
It should also be remembered that Canada's
competitors in the area of gas exports are
countries such as Algeria, Australia,
Indonesia and the Soviet Union. In a
globally competitive business, any
hindrance or risk factor unique to a
single competitor puts that competitor at
a disadvantage. In Canada, duplicative,
lengthy public hearings have become a
competitive disadvantage.

The Canadian Northwest Territories is
an area of shared jurisdiction between the
federal and the territorial governments.
While the territorial government has
responsibility through an elected council
for such areas as social welfare, health,
community management, wildlife management,
etc., the federal government, largely
through the Department of Indian Affairs
and Northern Development, retains control
over moat non-renewable resource
management, including oil and gas
exploration and production. Since 19 72,
no firm northern development policy has
been enunciated. All projects are
required to proceed in a relatively ad hoc
way, depending upon the areas of
jurisdiction within which they fall. In
the case of the Arctic Pilot Project,

project was required to undergo a public
environmental and socio-economic review
under the Federal Environment assessment
and Review Process, although neither of
the two heavy rectal mines in the same
area had done so, nor had the
approximately one bil lion dol lars of
exploration activity in the Arctic
Islands. The Beaufort Sea exploration
activities did not undergo a public
review process, however, the development
proposals for that region currently are
i.n the early stages of such a review.
The Environmental Assessment and Review
'Process is required by cabinet policy
rather than by any piece of legislation
and results in a review panel being
formed, the issuance of a series of
guidelines for an environmental impact
statement, the production of an impact
statement by the proponent, a series of
public hearings to review the Project and
the publication of a report by the Panel.
In the case of the APP, this process took
approximately three yea.rs from start to
f in i ah. In October 1980, the
Environmental Assessment and Review Panel
on the APP recommended that the Project
was environmentally acceptable provided
certain conditions were metals] .

Notwithstand.ing such a wide review,
the Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development, which retains
general authority over northern
development, also took the initiative for
a regulatory review and referred the
Project to the National Energy Board
which recomraends to the federal minister
of Energy, Nines and Resources.
Traditionally, the NEB has dealt with
issues such as interprovincial pipeline
licenses, export to the United States,
rate base matters, etc. and has not been
involved in a major way with any High
Aict.ic proposals requiring marine
transportation. However, in the APP's
case, in addition to dealing with the
issue of gas export from Canada, the
Board was requested to hold a general
inquiry into the Project. This hearing
began in February 1982 and was adjourned
by the Board in August l982 due to
opposition to the fact that APP was
exploring the possibility of new markets.

An encouraging development during
1982 was 'the establishment of a Ninistry
of Transport Control Authority to
regulate al.l shipping in the Canadian
Arctic. This Authority is now advised by
an environmental committee, which
includes membership from industry and
government to allow for the development
of environmentally-compatible shipping
regulations for ships using canadian
~aters. In 1981, the federal government
also established the Canada Oil and Gas
E.ands ndministration as part of the
proposed Canada Oil and Gas Act. This
new body, referred to as COGL A, is
responsible for administering oil and gas
activity on Canadian lands, including
exploration and production, and to
coordinate the development of related
Canada benefits plans and the resolution
of environmental concerns .



Concurrent with these -other
activities, the Government of Canada
undertook a study known as the Lancaster
Sound Green Paper . This exercise was
designed to identify land use options for
the Lancaster Sound area, which serves as
the a~try and exit point of the Canadian
Northwest Passage. The Green Paper began
in l,979 and included a series of public
workshops to discuss and review the
present resource base, present land use
and future options. h 'draft Green Paper
for public discussion was produced in
December, 1980, and a final Green Paper
was released on July 30, 1982. li] The
final paper suggested two options for a
regional planning process, and the
government then started planning a further
series of public reviews to determine
which land use option vas most needed for
the area. The paper was unclear regarding
the significance of the early 1970m
policies, of the arctic waters Pollution
Prevention Act, or of the Bnvironmental
Assessment and Review Process report on
the Arctic Pilot Project which had
indicated that the Project could proceed.
At this time, the 1980 Bnvironmental
Assessment and Review Process report was
being considered by the National Energy
Board as another input to their process,
and all the issues aired at the BARP
hearings were being rai.sed and discussed
at length in the National Energy Board
hearing. The advice to the proponents of
the APP was that the Department of Indian
Affairs and Northern Development would
receive the reports of the National Energy
Board and the Environmental Assessment and
Review Process and would recommend to
Cabinet a position on approval or
disapproval of the project. To date the
App has spent approximately five years in
the regulatory process.

In October, 1982, the Department of
Indian Affairs and Northern Development
issued a new policy on land use Planning
in Northern Canada." This policy wae ~...
not intended to replace any existing
pl ann.ing mechanisms 1 rather, it is
designed to complement them. ' [1! This
plan identi,fi.es a process of establishing
Regional Planning Areas, Northern land use
Planning Committees, Northern I and use
Planning Commissions and hrea Planning
teams to produce land use plans for the
s is large regions and f ifty sub-regions
identif iecl. In this draf t, it ie
interesting to note that the Lancaster
Sound/Parry Channel region is divided down
the centre of that channel, and falls into
three regions and eight sub-regions.
Naturally, proponents wonder how this new
process wi1 1 af feet their interactions
with the regulatory process in the
Canadian North.

The abOVe clearly Shcve the
convoluted and overlapping structure of
the Canadian Regulatory Process. The
Environmental Assessment and Review
Process, National Energy Board, the
Department of Indian affairs and Northern
DeVelopment, the Canada Oil and Gas Lande
Administration., the Department of
Pisheries and Oceans, and the Department

of Bnvironment all identi fy environmental
issues under their mandatee. Therefore,
companies must constantl y determine who
is handling «hat to ensure that steps in
this process are not missed, and that
further delays do not occur.

This dilemma is exacerbated by the
perceived need of regulatory bodies to
review projects within a static
situation. It is typical of large
projects to evolve and change irom
concept to final design during the whole
development phase. Options must be kept
open to al low the best engineering,
economic and technological parameters to
be used when the proj ect i.s constructed.
Lengthy reviews therefore, must be
willing to accept that designs cannot be
fi~al, and that there may be changes both
during the revi.ew period and before
construction commences. It is
unrealistic to expect companies to move
large projects to a final design stage
before substantial assurances have
given that the project will proceed.

This paper will now discuss the
types of environmental issues that have
arisen as a result of the reviews held to
date on arctic marine transportation.
Specific references will be made to the
APP.

3 . ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUKS

It should be kept in mind that many
sh ips currently travel arctic wa te rs,
mainly in the June to November period.
These include oil tankers, general
freighters of several sizes, Coast Guard
icebreakers, and an ice class bulk
carrying freighter. None of this
shipping has undergone any review other
than being required to meet the
conditions of the Arctic waters Pol lution
Prevention Regulations. Howeve r,
hydrocarbon development proposal s are
being subjected to major public hearings
and regulatory review.

The Arctic pilot pro j ect ships w il !
carry liquef ied natural gas, a
non-polluting car'go which rapidly
vapourizea when placed in contact with
~ater. Consequently, there are none of
the risks inherent in oil transportation
«here cargo loss could lead to a major
environmental problem.

The majority of the concerns raised
in environmental reviews of the APP deal
with possible interactions between ships
and marine mammal s, although the i ssues
of ice regime changes and ship track
crossings also have been widely
discussed. The seven major issues can be
described as follows:

3.1 Vntrapment of Whales in Icebreaker
Tracks

Whales, particularly narwhal. and
beluga, tend to mill around the ice edge
in Lancaster Sound in the spring, waiting
for break-up to allow a westerly
migration to the summering areas. EarlY
arriving animals follow open leads into

7a
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the fast ice. Concerns were raised that
the whales may follow the icebreaker
tracks into Parry Channel at th is t ime,
and become trapped when the tracks
ref reeze. Observers were placed onboard
Canadian Coast Guard icebreakers in two
successive years to determine whether this
phenomenon occurred as the ships entered
the fast ice of Iancaster Sound in the
spring. Observations from the ships and
helicopter surveys of the icebreakers'
tracks revealed that no whales were
present in the track.[12[ The whales as
one might expect, seem to know the
d,ifference between an open lead and a ship
track filled with ice rubble.

3.2 Physical Interference with Ringed
Seals

Studies by the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans and the Canadian
wildlife Service[13! identify Barrow
Strait as an important area for ringed
seal. The ringed seal is a major hunting
item for the Inuit< and a major prey
species for polar bears. The potential
for year-round icebreaking to interfere
with ringed seal denning and pupping in
Barrow Strait was thus investiga.ted.
Initial calculations made for the
Environmental Assessment Review Process in
1980, estimated that 1.0% of the annual
recruitment could be effected assuming a
worst case scenario i.e . with the ships
taking a different course on each passage .
Subsequent considerations have indicated
that there may be fewer passages during
the pupping period than originally
predicted, that the ship will be able to
reuse the same track, and that the
pressure ridges, where most dens are
located, vill generally be crossed at a
90' angle. These developments lower the
estimate of annual recruitment potentially
effected to 0. 2%, a portion considered
biologically insignificant compared to the
40S mortality which occurs naturally
dur'ing the first year of life.

Ringed seals are al so being studied
in Baffin Bay. Some people have suggested
that the ringed seals which are harvested
inshore by the Greenland Inuit may
overwinter in the offshore areas of Baffin
Bay. Studies of appropriate ice habitat
conditions were undertaken using remote
sensing.[14] The results of these studies
were, in turn, used to develop a model of
the ringed seal population dynamics in the
Baffin Bay region.[15] Investigations of
the age structure of the inshore
population by aging of seal teeth, and of
possible migration routes by tagging, were
also undertake~. The results are not yet
sufficiently clear to provide a decisive
answer, but it does appear that there is
some population interchange between the
two areas.

The APP is not. expected to effect the
marine-associated birds which summer in
the High Arctic[16,10!. APP ships will,
of course, carry liquefied natural gas

which is a non-polluting cargo even in
the unlikely event of a spill. If
spill occurred, the gas would very
rapidly dissipate into the atmosphere,
The operational corridor of the proposed
carriers is located in the center of the
passage over 25 km from the coasts. No
impacts are anticipated f rom pas s a ge of
the ships. The ships will carry a
reserve of diesel fuel which, if spilled,
could threaten any seabirds in the
immediate vicin.ity. However, considering
the double hull of the carrier, the
location of the stoppage tank high above
the waterline, and the seasonal presence
of the birds, the probability of such a
spill is very low.

During the EARP hearings, attention
was drawn to the possibility that passage
of ships through the ice in Parry Channel
might alter freeze-up and brea.k-up
patterns. The APP conducted research
into the cecurring ice crack patterns,
ice crack morphology and behavioural
processes in Resol.ute Passage and Ba~ro~
Strait[17[. As testified before the
National Energy Board in 1962, evaluation
of this material indicates that the
forces involved with the ships' passage
are far too small, compared with those
naturally-occurri ng forces, to influence
the freeze-up and break-up of the
Lancaster Sound area.[18j This
conclusion is confirmed by review of
Landsat photographic images of a Canadian
Coast Guard icebreaker penetrating the
Lancaster Sound ice edge with no
detectable alterations to the fast
ice [19! .

3. 5 Ship Track Crossing

Hunters from Resolute Bay cross
Barrow Strait by skidoo to hunt mainly
caribou on Somerset and Prince of Wales
islands to the south, and polar bear in
Barrow Strait itself. The potential for
the icebreaker's track to interfere with
these travel patterns has thus been
studied . An initial theoretical analysis
predicted that refreezing rates would
allow safe crossing of the track within a
few hours during the winter period[201 .
To determine where and when hunting trips
across Barrow Strait occur, a resource
harvest study was initiated in January
19 81 in conjunction vith the Runters and
Trappers Association of Resolute. Three
actual ship track crossing trials have
been completed, using an icebreaker
stationed at KcKin}ey Hay in the wester~
Arct.ic. The tests were carried out in
november, March and June . In all three
tests, the ship track was safely crossed
by a skidoo and loaded komatik within 2.5
hours of the ship's passage. Zn an
attempt to summarize and interpret the
many investigations of the ship track
crossing question, the Arctic Pilot
Project prepared and submitted to the
National Energy Board a report entitled

Ship Track Crossings[2 I] This study



concluded that for the large majority of
the wi.nter season, the track vill be
filled with ice rubble that vill refreeze
very quickly and will not affect hunting
activities. Por 4 very short period at
spring break-up, there may he areas of
open water in the ship track that will not
refreeze. Such occurzences mill be
s imi 1 sr to the natural situation
encountered when trying to cross leads and
c~acks in the i.ce at this time of year.

3. 6 Integrated Ship Routing

One condition attached to the
Environmental Assessment and Review
Process Panel 's approval of the APP was

the integration of physical factors and
biolagical factors so as to minimize
adverse impact s on wild li f e. "An
Integrated Route Analysis' {IRA} haa been
developed, covering the 5200 km shipping
route, to del ineate an operational
corridor that ensures public and ship
safety with minimal environmental impact,
while maintaining economic feasibility.
The document is an evolving routing guide,
intended to incorporate new information as
it becomes available, which will result in
further refinements of the operational
corridor, The IRA was first published in
April 1981, and was then revised in
oecember 1981.

3.7 Underwater Sound

The impact, or lack of impact ot
ship-generated underwater sound on mari,ne
mammals has been a prominent «rea of
investigation for the Arctic Pilot
project. The issue was raised at the
public Environmental Assessment and Review
heari,ngs in 1980, and a recommendation was
then made that further work should be done
to better understand the possible
interactions between marine mammals and
shipping F10], 'fhis matter is not
exclusive to the Arctic Pilot Project as
all ships generate some noi,se and even
considerably smaller ships now operating
in the area produce comparable levels of
noise to that expected from the APP
carriers . Present shipping also takes
place during the time of year when most
marine mammals are in the area.
Notwithstanding these facts, little was
known of the interactions between marine
mammals and ships.

To develop a scientific> rather than
a speculative context for evaluating the
i ssue, the AP P convened a workshop of
recognized international experts to define
the parameters of the underwater sound
equation relative to the APP [il] .
Progressing from this workshop, subsequent
studies were undertaken to identify
critical areas for wintering marine
mammals [23I, and to determine noise levels
produced by APP ships[24]. A computerized
sound transmission model was developed to
predict the zone of influence of various
so~rem levels. The Pro ject also is
preparing a noise research plan to guide
research on underwater acoustics during
the pre-operational and operational
periods.

This issue has been focused on by
certain groups who predict large-scale
environmental problems due to ship noise
in arctic waters. Recent studies done by
the APP and others do not support this
view.

4 . CONC LUG IOHS

The main issues discussed above are
not unique to any particular shipping
project, but should be addressed by any
Arctic shipping operator, Hevertheless,
the onus see~s to have been placed
exclusively on year-round operators to
address these issues, even though arctic
shipping has been a reality for many
years. One reason given as possible
justification for this approach is the
fact that year-round shipping does not
yet exist. However, mast marine mammals
use the Lancaster Sound and Parry Channel
during the open water period, when most
shipping now takes place.

At this point it should be mentioned
that the Arctic Pilot Project has been
required to address environmental issues
and concerns south of 60o latitude as
well. The Project appeared before joint
federal/provincial environmental reviews
in the provin.ces of Quebec a.nd Rove
Scotia, both of which were being
considered as possible regasification
terminal sites. In addition, a review of
the southern shipping route and terminal
operations was conducted by the federal
Miniatry Of TranspOrt. AlOng with
environmental concerns, significant
emphasis was placed on economic and
i.ndustrial benefits during these revievs.
In all three review cases, the APP
received conditional approval.

Despite the time, money and effort
devoted by industry to the study of
arctic i.sauce, there are, of course,
areas in which some interests feel
information is lacking. The question to
be addressed, however, is not how much we
do not know, but whether we know enough
to allow year-round transportation to
commence. Apart fram the basic legal
issue of whether or not ships meeting the
Arctic Naters Pollution Prevention Act
requirements can in any way have their
right of innocent passage regulated by
Canada, there is a clear concensus
emerging that Canada does have the
information necessary to make the
informed decision that year-round
transportation in arctic waters is both
technically feasible and environmentally
acceptable. Recognizing that all the
answers to detailed envi.ronmental
questions raised by frontier developments
cannot be available before a project
begins to operate, the APP included, as
part of its management plan, a $22G
tail lion Research and Development program
to study northern environmental,
socio-economic, technical and operational
issues. These funds will be spent under
the direction of a comprehensive advisory
gro' up, including northerners, academics,
technical and government people, and will
work under a policy of northern studies



done by northern people in the north
This concept, and the inclusion of such a
large ReeearCh and DeyelOpment fund tO be
dedicated to northern studies, is a major
commitment by industry to Canada's
northern research efforts.

For many years environmental
interests were excluded from project
planning, now they are an integral part of
such planning in all northern development
activities. However, the cost of being in
the mainstream of decision-making is being
willing to make useful, constructive
decisions based on the i.nformation
available. Indecision, or a constant
search for turther information, will
ultimately relegate environmental issues
to the back rows of both government and
industry. Such a move would be extremely
destructive, but can only be prevented by
the generation of high levels of
accountability and responsibility by
academic, government and industr ial
environmental advi son s.

The matters rai.sed in this discussion
of northern marine transportation, f rom a
regulatory and environmental perspective,
are not necessar ily unique to the marine
mode. Several project review procedures
have been used in the past, and the
process continues to evolve, for example,
with the receipt creation of the Canada Oil
and Gas Lands Administration. The process
is, however, still so lengthy, slow and
poorly defined that it is considered a
major ri.sk factor in project development.

The point has been made that when a
project is the first to go through the
regulatory process, it will understandably
suffer from the learning curve that any
new procedure regui.res. However, it can
be sho~n that because the process is so
frequently adjusted, every new project
proposed has had to enter new regulatory
waters. The Rackenzie Valley Pipeline,
the Arctic Pilot Project and the Beaufort
Sea proposals are examples which support
this. The search for effective, yet more
efficient methods of regulator'y review is
encouraged and must be actively pursued to
produce a timely, yet comprehensive review
and approval process.

The environmental issues associated
with northern transportation are
well-defined. It is now time for a
concerted industry-government program to
be developed to expedite northern
transportation project,s by concentrating
on the few areas still in question to fine
tune the knowledge base. This will give
industry the necessary guidelines for any
operational constraints within the lead
time which can be accommodated in project
design. It is obvious to all that
industry has now generated the majority of
information in northern environmental
study over the last ten years, and that we
can be expected to behave in a responsible
manner. What is needed is less publ ic
review and supervision and a greater
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RISK AND SAFETY ASSESSMENT FOR ARCTIC DFFSHDRE PROJECTS

Ian J. Jordaan

Det norske Veritas  Canada! Ltd.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

2. klHAT IS RISK?

ITITRODUCTION

B1

Risk is defined in terms of both the probability,
genera'lly small, and the undesirability of an event.
Risk analysis is a systematic procedure requiring
estimation of probabilities and an analysis of the
co~sequences of the event. It ran be seen as part of
the decision-making procedure and is aimed at deter-
mining an optimal decision from a set of possible
actions, in addition to delineating levels of risk.
The methodology i s most suitable for problems i n fron-
tier areas of technology such as are invol ved in
Arctic projects. Some typical problems are discussed
in a general way, such as the choice between fixed and
mobile production systems in iceberg-infested waters.
Environmental loading and the pr obabilistic analysis
of pressure ridges as a Poisson process are discussed.
An example of application to the risk of scour of a
pipeline system is given. The use of util ity theory
for combining attributes is suggested as a fruitful
area for further development. Practical guides for
dealing with problems of risk are discussed.

It is the task of the engineer to plan and conduct
offshore projects with due regard for the protection of
human life and the environment, The questions that
arise with respect to such protection may be placed
under the single umbrella term "safety."

The development of Arctic areas poses challenoes
of a high order. Apart from the more obvious climatic
difficulties, such as the effect of low temperatures on
raetals, there are uncertainties with respect to the
environmental data which add a dimension to the problem
The river engineer may well have many years of records
of floods; the offshore engineer, likewise, will in all
likelihood be able to base his designs on records of
some length regarding wave heights. When considering
the frequency and size of multi-year pressure ridges in
the Arctic, there is no equivalent data bank.

'To ensure a certain level of safety requires,
inevitably, that the parameters in the ana lys i s of
offshore projects be quantified. Thus, numerical
criteria for design, for operational facilities, and so
on, need to be set. The motivation in the present
paper is to suqgest that an overall methodology exists
for approaching such problems and for developing policy.
The methodolooy may be adapted to the different areas
of decision-making and it wi 11 therefore be introduced
in a general way.

The term "risk" is defined in I4ebster's as "tl.e
chance of injury, damage or loss" or "a dangerous
chance." This involves two aspect~: first, probab-
ilities; and second, the consequences which will in-
c.lude possible fatalities, injuries, environmental
damage, loss of production, the installation, plant
and equipment. Risk is therefore related to undesir-
able events as well as the chance aspect. Occasionally
res% iscSeFined aS the probability of failure alone,
but I consider tha.t some raeasure of the consequences
should be included. There is more risk if 1OOO people
might die with a certain probability than if 10 might
die with the same probability. As emphasized by veit
LI! the important aspects are probability and undesir-
~abi lit .

3. RISK, SAFETY AND DECISIOii-MAKING

There are several levels upon which decisions are
made or influenced . For instance, gover nments and
regulatory authorities will issue and interpret regu-
lations aimed at controlling the level of safety. Such
regulations may contain a "zero-risk" type of reconmen-
dation [2], e.g . to the effect that structures should
be capab'le of resisting any "foreseeable" environmental
loading, etc. Such a regulation does not explicitly
account for risk. It is impossible  and quite unecon-
omical to attempt! to obtain a completely "safe"
structure or system. A more realistic approach is to
delegate responsibility for judging whether the risk
is excessive or not to a regulatory agency, As noted
by Starr and Nhipple, [2], the mandate might he to
provide aqainst "unreasonable" risks

The question of influencing decisions regarding
acceptability is a question of the interaction of tne
public and the regulatory author ities. Contr overs',al
areas can lead to extremely strong and motivated
pressure groups, such as in the question of nuclear
energy prograrmnes. Such issues will not be considered
further here, but the attainment of a public consensus
is an important consideration. The whole area of
levels of risk is a sensitive one deserving muc h atten-
tion.

The remaining part of the present work will add-
ress the analytical tools that an engineer might use in
evaluating risk and in making decisions. One tool
cormsonly mentioned in the literature is cost-benefit
analysis The intention is to weigh co~t~ against the
puss~hie benefits arising from implementation of a



project/proposal. However, the formal application of
this method involves some rather arbitrary assumptions,
for example, the fol 'lowing;

�! All consequences are converted to costs;
this raises some awkward questions~or
intangibles, value of hmean life, etc.

�! The usual formulation of the method does not
permit the inclusion of probabilistic
aspects, i.e. all costs are deterministic.

�! Cost-benefit ratios are not the best indic-
ators for making optimal decisions. A more
comprehensive and flexib'le analytical tool is
based on decision theory. This will be out-
lined in the next section.

4. RISK ANALYSIS METHOOOLOGY

The decision-making process can be easily under-
stood and visualized by means of a decision tree [3,43,
4 typical simple example of a decision tree is I'llus-
trated below in Figure l. The branches emanating from
the decision fork  cs! represent decisions whereas
those from the fork denoted {o! represent events in-
volving chance. The tree illustrated is a simple
example and the tree decided on for any particular
study would consist of a series of decision 4! and
chance  o! forks. The nuraber of' decisions or outcomes
is, in pri~ciple, unrestricted and continuous parameter
spaces can also be used. An example of the latter
would be "volumeofoil spill". Practical analysis
requires that a reasonable set be decided on,

To relate the tree of Figure 1 to the previous
discussion, one should make the following associations.

�! The chance events should relate to the key
possibi'lities in the risk/safety assessment.
For instance, one might consider various
possibilities such as blowouts. Pipeline
failure, tanker accide~ts or collisions
between ships and fixed or mobile platforms.
Other undesirable events are fires, explo-
sions and accidents in general. Some scen-
arios typical of the Arctic are illustrated
in Figure 2. Decision theory is not neces-
sarily linked to undesirable events-any random quantities can be considered. c
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Figure 1. Elementary Decision Tree

Here, we emphasize the point that r isk analysis is
associated with undesirable happenings, and is there-
fore a part of decision theory.

�! The "consequences" shown in Figure 1 would
involve quantities "at risk." These sHould
be quantifiable, and examples such as the
following will illustrate the kind of quant-
i ty  at tr ibu te ! to be me a su red.
 i! Cost. As far as risk analysis is cxxr-
cerned. this relates to economic risk and
includes allowance for possible loss of pro-
duction, etc.
 ii! Fatalities,
 iii! Injuries.
 iv! Measures of pollution, such as volam
of oil spill, area affected, etc.

If there is a single ~ttribute, it is possible to
calculate the expected value of the attribute i.e.,
the sum of the attribute values weighted by their
probabilities, at the co~elusion of the analysis. For
the various decisions under consideration, one can
obtain that decision which gives the smallest expected
cost, expected deaths and so on. However, the use of
expected values can lead to difficulties if certain
limitations of this approach are not appreciated.
These will be d.iscussed in section 6.

5. APPLICATION TO ARCTIC OFFSHORE PROJECTS

5.1 Overview

The methodology introduced above is quite general
and can, in principle, be applied to any project. 4
few examples will be outlined so as to clarify the
approach in practical problems.

A typical problem of decisi on regarding produc-
tion systems in iceberg-infested waters relates to the
choice between a gravity platform and a collection
system with mobile drilling and loading systems
 Figure 3!. In the latter case, the system will dis-
connect in the presence of the larger ice-features bu
might be expected to have some 1 imited capability to
operate in pack ice and to resist small icebergs ES!,
A complete risk analysis of the choice between the twa
systems would require considerable effort and sho-;ld
include consideration of attributes such as initial
cost, disconnection costs, repair, delay time, poss-
ible fatalities, injuries and pollution. It would be
necessary to develop probabilistic models of loadino,
using the rate of arrivals of icebergs, and possibly
statistical descriptions of their kinetic energies,
such as has been developed by Blenkarn and Knapp .r6!.
Other scenarios could also be incorporated, such as a
mobile gravity system [7] or a system with protective
berms to fender the larger icebergs.

4 myriad of subsi diary risk/decision problems
arise in consideration of the problem outlined above,
for example strategies for iceberg avoidance; whe Per
iceberg towing is an economical procedure for the
mobile gravi ty systems mentioned above; how pipeline
systems should be protected against possible iceberg
scour; what 'loading to use in the design of fixed o-
f'loating systems; and sa on.

Another area that might be mentioned as an intro-
ductory example is Arctic sh ipping. Here the probab-
ility of encountering hazardous ice is the essential
aspect. It is important to be able, in the first
instance, to define what is meant by "hazardous ice',
Thla cOuld be multiyear ridges with a keel greater
than a certain depth, or an iceberg/bergy bit of a c .-
tafn mass. Given an encounter with such a feature, txe
change of' various kinds of damage is estimated . T're
decision might relate to the installation of a detec-
tion System  Figure a!, HaVing dealt with Some



Figure 3. Possible Fixed and Mobile production System for Iceberg-Infested Haters. The Sketch of Fired System
is based on a Concept by IIorwegian Contractors; the Mobile System is discussed in Reference I 53.
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problems in a general way, more specific discussion
followed by an example problem will be introduced.

5.2 Environmental Loading of Structures and Ships

In the introduction, the fact that certain load-
ings on structures  wind. water! have long histories of
study was mentioned. Oufte sophisticated probabilistic
models have been developed and implemented in design.
The situation with regard to the Arctic environment is
not quite as advanced; in nmny ways the appropriate
models have yet to be tailored to a specific end-
purpose. In the present work, the modelling of ice
features will be addressed but it should be noted that
there are many other envirorvaental aspects, such as the
effect of temperature and other climatic variables.

The question of end-purpose amy be highlighted by
contrastino the requirements for ships and structures.
A structure is essentially fixed and has to resist
whatever forces are applied  more precise'ly, the force
should be related to sone risk level!. However, a ship
has the ability to detect and avoid certain features,
and, in addition, the ship does not have to resist the
kinetic energy of a moving piece of ice. One may
suranarise this briefly as follows.'

 I! A structure has to resist either the forces
imposed due to movements of landfast ice, or
the forces transmitted by moving ice masses.
In the latter case, the kinetic energy of the
ice mass is of interest  together with the
ice properties - not addressed in detail
here!. The kinetic energy is dissipated by
crushing/plastic flow of the ice. Fracture
of an ice sheet in to pieces is also possible.

Figure 4. Decision Tree regardino Installation of
Detection System in Arctic Shipping

�! In the case of shipping, it is the shape,
topology and properties of the ice masses
that is of importance.

A typical statistic that might be used in design
of a fixed installation is the k inet ic energy of ice-
bergs. Figure 5 shows a typica 1 histogram developed
at Dnv  Calgary!, based on statistics for the Davis
Strait [8j. Arrivals might be treated as a Poisson
process.

In other parts of the Arctic, icebergs are
comparatively rare. Pressure ridges, and in particu-
lar multiyear pressure ridges are of interest. A
striking analysis of pressure ridges has been condsct-
ed by Hibler and his associates Lg, 10 for example].
The analysis was based on both theoretical and empir-
ical considerations. The probability distribution of
depth of a ridge  below a certain fixed distance! was
derived by finding the most probable distribution.
Actually the method is essentially the same as the
maximura-entropy method which has received much atten-
tion in recent literature; see Tribus [II !, for
example. The resulting probability distribution,
found on the basis of Hibler's formulation and con-
straints, is the truncated Gaussian distribution

Hibler also obtained the probability distribu.ioa
of n ridges along a line segment of length L, n=0,1,2
...., which was the Poisson distribution. The conclu-
sion is that the occurrence of ridges may be model'ed
as a Poisson process, One may conclude, also, that
the probability density distribution of the distance
z to the kth pressure ridge i s given by the Erlamg
distribution . The probability distribution of n is

ptn! = �, n = 0,1,2..... >i!"
 I!

where k = rate of process, i .e . number of ri dges per
kilometer. A special case of the Erlang distribution
is the negative exponential distribution which gives
the probability density for the distance to the next
ridge. Excellent correlation with measurements wms
found by Hibler and his colleagues.

The Poisson process has a 'long history in appli-
cations of probability theory, early examples of whiclr
are the study of yeast particles in beer, the number
of men killed by the kick of a horse in Prussian
cavalry units, and radioactive disinteqration. The
rate ! of the process for ridges varies with geograph-
ical location [9, 10'j, and in [10j an analysis is
presented of optimal routing, such that the largest
ridges are avoided, The analysis required information
on ridge lengths. There is considerable potential to
be gained from extending this kind of approach.

Figure S. Histogram of Kinetic Energy of Icebergs
the Davis Strait



to be appropr iate for water depths of 26m. The pipe-
line is taken as 1DOkm ! ong with a lifetime of 25
years. This gives an expected number of gouges as
17,500; however, this has to be multiplied by the fac-
tor e-usl where sl is the depth to the top of pipe-
line. u was taken as 3m-1, based on data by Mellor.

The coSt aSSooiated with the burial was taken as
520,000 [s1 f d!c per km where d is the diameter of
the pipe in metres. this was based on reference [14].
The costs associated with a gouge are the sum of  I!
loss of production, �! repair costs and �! costs
associated with possible pollution, cleanup, including
"intangibles." Estimates were made of these quanti-
ties and two extreme allowances were made for the
intangibles - either 515 million and 5900 million.
The depths considered were 4.2, 4,4, .... and so on
 in metres!. The optimal depth  i.e. giving minimum
experted cost! was 4,4 and 4.8 respectively, for the
two extreme values regarding the intangibles.

Other strategies could be considered - construc-
ting two pipelines  Figure 7! or optimisinq the spac-
ing of block valves. Some of these have been consid-
ered during the present study.

From the ana'lysis above, it is a simple matter to
obtain new Poisson processes with different rates,
e.g. in considering ridges greater than 20m the rate
would be kq where q is the proportion of ridges great-
er than 20m. However, this approach cannot be used
in every case. In some Arctic zones' multiyear ridges
occur in floes and a modified model is necessary.

The models above should be most useful in studies
of ships in the Arctic; for fixed structures the kin-
etic energy of floes might be of interest. Indeed .
there are seasonal variations that must be considered.
The area of interest may be in the shear zone during
sunmrer and in pack ice during winter. An interestinq
analysis of these effects has been presented by
kiheeler II2].

Undersea installations, including pipelines and
cables, can be damaged by floating masses of ice, in
particular by the deeper keels of pressure ridges and
by icebergs, The particular problem to be addressed
here is that of protection of undersea pipelines by
placing them in trenches as described by Mellor L'13].
The ploughing of the seabed by pressure ridges will
be studied for the continental shelf of the 8eaufort
and Chukchi Seas. Mailer shows a convincing set of
data which gives an exponential probability distribu-
tion for the gouge depth s, i.e.

As noted previously, it is not entirely satisfac-
tory to use money alone as an attribute. Expected
values are useful indicators for decision-making but
they must be used with care. The main difficulties
relate to the fol!owing aspects:

f s! ue " , s>o �!

It can easily be deduced that the probability of a
gouge being greater than any specified value sl is
e-us1.

It is worth noting that the distribution above
for the gouge depth is for significant gouges defined
as those with depths greater than 0.3m. Also, the
distribution is somewhat different in form from the
truncated Gaussian distribution found for the depth of
pressure ridges; one might expect the distributions to
be similar, but the empirical evidence presented by
Mellor is accepted for the present work.

The formulation of the problem is shown in Figure
6. The qvestion to be decided is the optimal depth
f' or trenching; if too shallow, there is a high risk
of the pipeline being damaged whereas the trenching
itself is an expensive operation. In the present
analysis, the number of gouges is taken as. randora. and
will be modelled as a Poisson process using equation
 I!. The rate of arrivals" is taken at 7 per km-yr
based on the data in the paper by Mellor, considered

 I! These might be two different situations with
equa92 expected values, the first with a irigh
value  the value could be cost, or some
other attribute! and low probability, the
second with a lower cost and a higher prob-
abilityty. Although the expected values are
equal, we might prefer the second option.
This is essent.ially a question of risk
aversion I 3, 4j,

�! There is a dilenmra when one is confronted
with several attributes; how does one com-
pare one "mi xtu re " of expected values, say
of cost, fatalities and pollution damage,
with another "mixture"? Clearly the

5.3 Exaraple: Undersea Pipelines

Figure 6. How Deep Should the Trench Be ?
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different values have to be "weighted" in some aaanner
but it is not at all obvious how to do so.

On what basis can one resolve these difficulties7
The most promising area with potential for future
development appears to be utility theory [43. This
prov>des a detailed and logical methodology for
dealing with both of the difficulties noted above,
Some af the attractive and useful aspects of the
theory will be highlighted.

First, the question of risk aversion is dealt
with by having a non-linear relationship between the
attribute and utility. This has been dealt with ex-
tensively in the literature especia'lly with respect to
money, and does not need further elucidation. However,
the question of risk aversion in the case where
"number of fatalities" is the attribute does merit
Some diSCuSSiOn. It iS CIXmaan eaperienoe that large
accidents invol ving many casualties cause nore public
reaction and attract more media attention than do
small accidents. iahether this implies risk aversion
in society as a whole is doubtful  see also reference
�5j!. SOme autharS haVe even Suggeated riSk-prOne
or mixed pro~a and averse curves.

Whether one is risk-averse can be determined by
one's attitude to a lottery such as that shown in
Figure B a!. This sho~s a situation with risk
 lottery! involving a SG- 50 chance at 0 and 200 units
respectively. The "units" could be any attribute
and there is no reason why fatalities or Inguries
should not be considered� . 'What number of the units
 for sure! would one exchange for the lotteryT
Clearly, the expected va lue of the lottery is 100. If
we ~a~Id exchange 105 units for the lottery, this in-
dicates some risk-aversion since one would "sacrifice"
an additional 5 units  over the expected value! to
avoid the chance of obtaining 200 units. Similarly,
the exchange of 95 units for the lottery indicates
risk-proneness. In considering the lottery af Figure
8 a! One Sheuld think Of the maxiImun number Of unitS
that one would exchange for theo ery. In this way
one obtains an "equivale~ce" to the lottery.

Proneness to risk, if used in a decision~king
as a policy, will bias decisions towards those resu?t-
ing in larger accidents  even if other factors, such
as expected fatalities are kept constant!. I conside~
that a slightly I'iSk aVerse functiOn tO be mOSt reaS-
onable; in addition, iF one accepts the notion of
constant risk aversion [4], then a utility function of

ore

{3!u x! = b l-e !

results. If a is small, as one ~auld expect for the
case of slight risk-aversion, then eax=l f ax and

u x! =-  const.! x,

u x,y! = kI uI x! + k2 u2 y!

where u represents utility and kI and k2 are constants
Using equation �!, we can write

�!u x,y! -kl x f k2 u2 y!

The importance of this equation is that the criterion
of maximum expected utility can be shown to constitute
a logically satisfactory basis on which to choose be-
tween possible decisions.

i.e. a simple linear relationship results and the
number of fatalities is a measure of disutility.

A further illustration of the use of utility
theary relates to multi-attr ibute functions. beany
theOremS have been develOped [4j tO aid in the lagical
treatment of the case where there are several attri-
butes to be taken into account. Consider, for example,
the two attributes x, the number of fatalities and y,
cost. If we consider two sets of values  x, y! and
 x', y'!, and if we are indifferent between the twO
50-50 lotteries shown in Figure 4 b!. for all arbi-
trarily chosen  x', y'! then we have additive indep-
endence �3. The indifference noted seems to be
reasonable in the present case and consequent'ly we can
write the utility function as

 o!  x,y!

x',If' !

F i gure 8. Lotteries for Ut i 1 i ty Theory

7. COIIEHTS Ok PRACTICAL SAFETY OBJECTIVES

The first issue to be settled is a question of
averaiOn tO large accidents. FollOwing the argIxnents
of the preceding section, it is suggested that the
raedia attencion that follows large accidents is axare
a result of the news "industry' than an expression of
risk aversion in society as a whole.

A "target" value of probability of failure pf has
been suggested by some authors: for instance Flint and
Baker !.15] suggest.

pf = 10  T!
r

where Nd = design life in years, N�= number of people
at risk and Ks sacial criterion factor, varying fronI
5 far hazardous activities to .O5 for structures pro-
viding sanctuary. One sees that the socio-economic
factor has been addressed. The probability of failure
per veer averaged over Nd years is then

pf = 10  B!

The use of the factor Nr to express risk aversion
might be questioned on the basis of the coments
above. A value of Pf that is indePendent of Nr would
better express the r>sk neutrality  or very s!ight
aversion! advocated herein. Socio-economic factors
do, howevers have to be taken into account.

In order to obtain a better appreciation af poss-



ible target values, the following tables have been
compiled; the first on the basis of statistics Canada
1978 fig~res and the second based on reference [16].
A target cut-off probability of 10 4 per year, for
the total probability of situations which should be
disregarded in precertification reviews, has been
sUggested by Fjeld [17]. This appears to be very
reasonable in light of the values in Tables 1 and 2.

8. COMCLUDING REMARKS

The overall methodology outlined constitutes a
flexible tool for decision-making and should play a
major role in evaluatinq Arctic offshore projects.
lt does, however, have to be tailored to any specific
ersd-use, whether precertification of a project or a
comparison of competing systems. The techniques for
most applications need to be further developed, and
potentially offer a practical tool for rational deci-
sion-making in many novel areas,

Table 1. Risks for the Population as a Who'Ie

T
Hours of Exposure

per Person

8'
Risk per 10
Person-Hours,

Annual Risk
/10,000 PersonsCause or Activity

81 7Al 1 Causes 876071.6

All Causes-
aqe 20-24
age 40-44
age 60-64

8760
8760
8760

12.8
27,6

179.1

'11.2
24.2

156.9

28.0
18.0
4.0

Heart Disease
Camcer
Eumg Cancer

8760
8760
8760

24.5
15.8
3.5

8760
300*

7.8
73.3

E s time te

Table 2. Risks in Particular Activities or Occupations

*for persons exoosed
0 k, data

87

All accidents
tor vehicle accidents

ccidental falls
Accidental drowning
ccidents due to fire

6.85
2.20

.77

.28

.31
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ARCTIC TECHNOLOGY I

INTRODUCTIDH

P.P. Dunn

Shell Oil Crmrpany
Pouston, Texas

The Arctic environment presents as formidable a
challenge to our engineers and scientists as does deep
vater. Noreover, it is a totally new environtnent for
most of us. We are accustomed to dealing with the
problems confronting us in aver 1000 feet af warer--
wave forces, wave heights, currents, earthquakes,
dynamic response of structures, et.c. In the Arctic ve
encaunter most of these, but in addition we are faced
vith the avesatne fotces generated by ~oving ice--
forces sametimes more than an order of magnitude
greeter than vave forces imposed on s large Gulf of
Nexico structure. The Cognac structure, a permanent
drilling and production platform installed in 1025
feet of water in the Gulf of Hexico, vas designed fot
a total lateral load of 14,000 kips, including dynamic
amplification. A structure whose soLe purpose is to
drill one or tvo exploratory veils in less then 100
feet of water in the Beaufort Sea must be designed ta
resist as much es 200,000 kips--quite an increase.

The firsc offshore structures designed for ice
loads were those installed in Alaska's Cook Inlet,
nearly 20 years ago. These vere designed to resist
four-font thick sheet ice. The design ice pressure
used for most of them vas 300 psi. pourteen struc-
tures were installed, and they are all still there.

Nore recently, our Canadian neighbors have led
the vay in Arctic developtnent. ~ starting vitb graveL
islands ten years ago in the NacKenzie River Delta
area. As they moved into deeper water, t.he haul
distances and the volumes of dredged fill required
made islands prahibitively expensive. Economics thus
dictated steel and concrete strucrures set on prepared
subsea herms. Both types have already been built..
The Canadians have also pioneered in the use of drill
ships for exploratory wells, using ice breakers for
support. They are nov building a conical fleeting
drilling vessel, to be held in place with 12 anchors,
supported by ice breakers,

On the American side of the Beaufort, we are
following the Canadian lead, using gravel islands out
to about 50-60 feet, then probably switching to steel
or concrete structures, set either on prepared berms
or designed ta be set on the sea botttnn like the
Iforth Sea structures. Ien years from now, when
several of such structures have been insralled  hope-
fully also sotne production platforms!, we will still
be arguing the merits af steel vs, cancrete for the
Arcric

These structures must be designed to resist
multi-year pressure ridges, which can generate local
forces es high as 1000 psi, depending an the area and
shape considered, and global forces of 500 kips per
horizontal foot of structure exposed to the ridges,
Several different cottcepts exist.: some hare vertical
faces, others are of conical shape; some are

segmented, others monolithic; some rely on piles for
lateral resistance, others rely solely an bor tom fric-
tion. The next few years will provide the test period
far such concepts.

I ndght mention in passing that the exploration
structures ve are building and vill build in the next
fev years present an excellent opportrnity to learn
much about che Arctic envirotnnent, sa thar. ve can be
better pt'epared to design the larger production plat-
forms and structures in even deeper water--to 200 feet
at least, We will learn mare about ice forces and
movement from sensors itnbedded in the st.ruat ures ar.d in
the ice surrounding the structures. We will learn tc
quantify the benefits of purposely built rubble piles
surrounding the structures. Ve vill learn a lot about
the merits of different types of slope protect.ion on
our gravel islands. Instrumentatian of such prototype
structut'ss over a period af years will prove far more
b ene f i ci al to the indus t ry than bui lding inn t, tume n t e d
test structures and then waiting. I'e tney weir far
years before we learn something of consequence, simply
because the statistical probability of gct.tirg any-
thing close to the design ice load on anv one struc-
ture per year is something less than 10'.

Let me touch upon the other area' of the Arct 'c
where we' ll be operating in the next. few years.

In the Bering Sea, wc will not be faced with the
large ice forces ve'll. encounter in the Beaufort Sea.
As a rnatter of fact, the Southern Bering Sea will
present no tnare structural challenges than we have
already faced and solved in rhe North Sca. As wc
move further north into the Havarin Basin, ve will
have to take ice floes into acconnt, but these should
present no insurmountable problems. The major pro-
blem in this area is going to be one of transporter ion
economics � how much it is going ta cost to t.rane par t
rhe gas and oil. Norton Sound will nat be nearly as
formidable as the Beaufort Sea, though we da have
significant atnounts of first year i ca to contend with,
The big probieun here, again, is oil snd gas transport-
t.ation. The Chukciti Sea vill present the sara pro-
blerns as the Beaufort Sea, wit.'h the additional campli-
caticn of extremely castlv transportation.

ln summary, ve face a number of significant.
technical problems in the Arctic, and ve certainly do
not have all the answers yet.. I arn conf f dent, howev'.r,
that as vc have shovn before in other areas t.imc ..f ter
time, our engineers will solve problems, grven the
opportunity. They von't solve t.hem overnight, and
t'hey, will make some wrong turns; but. th; »ri l. 1~us
wLLL be solved, and, if there's enouyh oil and gas up
there to varrant development, t.h-n ve'll t ir.d ways
develop the reserves safely and, fiopcful ly, cc. uon.i-
cally.





STEEL STRUCTURES IN ICE
COVERED ARCTIC WATERS

Robert E. Smith
Director, Civil Engineering
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l. INTRODUCTION
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The title of this conference is
'Arctic Technology and Policy: An Assess-
ment and Review for the Next Decade". Two
major questions are to be aodressed: what
knowledge do we have today for working in
the Arctic? What are the challenges in
science, engineering and policy making dur-
ing the decade ahead?

The majority of papers and lectures
deal with offshore arctic issues. There-
fore; this is essentially a marine con-
ference dealing with arctic science and
technology and with arct.ic policy of local,
national and international scope.

The offshore arctic resourc~ which we
will be exploring for and hopefully produc-
ing in the next decade is petroleum. Other
resources may come into the picture, but
for the next decade, petroleum will be the
focal point..

The organizers asked that discussion
from the participants be encouraged. The
presentation by Mr. Maxwell immediately
following these remarks deals basically
with the same subject. Therefore, this
presentation will be brief. The status and
potential of steel structures for petroleum
activities in offshore Arctic will be re-
viewed. Several critical environmental
work areas will be suggested.

A reliable prediction of steel struc-
tures in the Arctic in the next decade is
not possible. Steel structures will be
competing against concrete, frozen earth,
ice and hybrid structures. In addition,
the timing of construction of exploratory
and production structures depend on many
things including timing of lease sales,
oeveloping economic and safe desigrs,
satisfying regulations and the corcerns of
private citizen groups and the price of
oil.. Last, but surely not least, con-
struction of structures will depend greatly
on what we discover in terms oi petroleum
reserves. Neverthe3.ess, we will speculate
on what is in store for steel structures
offshore Arctic in the next decade or so.

During preparation of this discussion
a story attributed to the late Professor J.
Frank Dobie, historian and humorist of the
southwest United States, came to mind.
Prof Dobie remarked, during a graduation
address in a half serious half humorous
tone, that "most dissertations were simply
the digging up of dry bones from several
graves and burying them irto a deeper
grave". Granted, there has been repetition
in the literature; but there also has been
some appropriate burying of bones. Wise
development of the Arctic requi res much
debate and airinq of cri tical issues, The
critical issues, important data needs and
viable approaches are being brought to the
attention of all concerned groups. An ob-
jective of this conference is to assist in
this focusing

2. ASSESSMENT OF ARCTIC OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGy

Ice conditions offshore Alaska north
ot the Arctic Circle are a principal en-
vironmental constraint Arctic i ce makes
these areas truly frontier for petroleum
exploration and development. Frontier in
the sense that the industry had not oper-
ated in these extreme ice conditions prior
to the 1970' s. There still remain many
"firsts" in terms ot structures and opera-
tions. An illustration of this is the fact
that as of 1982 there is not a permanent
petroleum platform in the Arctic offshore
North America, Soviet Union or Scandinavia.

The hlational Petroleum Council in
their report, U.S. Arctic Oil and Gas,
December l98l, advised the Secretary of
Energy that.... "the basic technology is
avail. able to safely explore for, produce,
and transport oil and gas in most of the
U.S. Arctic". This report. correctly places
some qualifications on this conclusion.
Regarding petroleum deve'opment offshore
U.S. Arctic, the qualifiers has~cally are
four;

Econon;ics. Re; requirements are
large reserves ard sufficient market
price for oil and gas. Explorat'or.,
production, and transportation of petro-
leum in the arctic offshore are very



expensive because o f both reraoteness and
environraent.

Time. Primary lease terms should be
at least 10 years with an automatic 'sus-
pension of production provision' for margi-
nal reserves. Considerable time is needed
after leasing to explore and define re-
serves, to design, permit and construct
production and transportation systems and
to drill development wells. The time be-
tween leasing and delivering oil to a tran-
sportation system could be 9 years for
shallow wat.er locations close to the exist-
ing oil fields and pipelines on the North
Slope af Alaska. For deeper water and re-
mote locations in the Chukchi and Beaufort
Seas, this time couLd be 15 years.

Re ulations and polic . Regulatory
systems need some redesi.gn. Agencies need
to be staffed adequately. Local, state and
federal regulatory systems are complex,
overlap and need more coordination. Federal
energy policy is not clear. Leasing needs
to be kept on schedule to allov efficient
planni.ng and timely exploration of these
virgin areas.

Research and Develo ent. Establish-
ing safe and efficient aci ties and ope-
rations will require considerable effort by
industry, concerned private groups and the
government. This effort should be continu-
ous and coordinated ae much as practical.

The "can do' statement of the National
Petroleum Council is based in part on the
industry's experience on the Horth Slope,
the Trans Alaska Pipeline, Cook Inlet, Gulf
of Alaska, Beaufort Sea and North Sea. In
particular, the experience gained from ex-
ploration activities offshore Alaska and
Canada contributes to this "can do'
opinion. This experience, technology
development and future study needs are
summarized in several statue reports and
proceedinqs of technical conferences and
workshops. [1,2,3,4,51 Hr. Maxwell's paper
will illustrate the knawledqe and ex-
perience gained thus far in the Canadian
Beau f ort.

The author has been involved in most
of these frontier activities and shares
this optimism, but with perhaps a slightly
more guarded posture. Even though industry
has been studying and operating offshore
Arctic for ten years, we very probably have
not yet experienced an extreme ice event"
or the more severe maximurs credible ice
event". Yet, this exploration phase af-
fords us an opportur.ity to 'test the water'
before more costly permanent structures
are built. Industry are taking advantage
of this opportunity. iwe simply must not
become overly confident and think the
Arctic will be like she hae been during our
seasonal visits. Reliably predicting the
extremes of the Arctic at a specific site
is one of our most difficult problems.

As a general guideline permanent
structures will need to survive a raaximure
credible ice event of a recurrence interval
of possibly 500 years or more with predict-

able but severe damage. A permanent
st.ructurs should function reliably for
tventy plus years with only seasoral
ma.intenance and minirrruru down time f or an
ice event of return intervals of L09
years or less.

It appears that economic structures
for these environmental criteria are feas-
ible. Designs will require considerabl.e
scientific and engineering studies of bath
environmental and structural systems. Risk
taking is urravoidable regardless of the
quality and amount of study.

3. APPLICABILITY OF STEEL STikUCTURES IN
ARCTIC WATERS

3.1. Exploration Structures

Chief competitiorr tor steel structure
in the shorefast ice zone and shallow
waters �O ft or less! will be temporary
earth islands, earth f i lied caissons,
mobile concrete drilling structures and
open water floating drilling vessels with
adequate ice forecasting and ice management
support vessels. Some candidate steel
structures for these conditions are cones,
vertical siaed gravity structures and mono-
pod jackups. Figures 1,2 and 3 are example
sketches of t.hase steel structures. St.eel
structures vill be hard pressed to win out
over earth isla~de in the shallow water
depths and even in deeper waters given an
economic borrow source and a suitabLe
marine dredge.

Chief competition for steel structures
in the shear zone and beyond in deeper
waters �0 to 200 ft.! will be mobil.e con-
crete conical drilling structures, earth
filled caissons placed on below water berms
and floating drilling vessels during the
ice free season. This list is basically
the same as for the shorefast ice zone ex-
cept that earth islands probably will not
be competitive. A candidate for year rourd
operations is the conical shape structure
shown in Figure 1. For less severe ice
exposure or during a restricted drilling
season, the steel monopod, steel piled
barge {Figure 4! or rnonopod jackup are
candidates.

The ice free season in the southern
part of the Chukchi Sea is significantly
longer than in the northern part. With
reliable ice forecasting, conventional
exploratory drilling vessels or jackups
are co~sidered possible in the southern
Chukchi Sea.

For areas beyond 200 ft water depth
it. appear s that conical shaped struc-
tures resting on earthen berms are
possibility. Experience gained ln
shallow waters in the next 10 to
years will aid us in designing explor-
atory structures for these depths.
Design ice events for 20D ft water ani
deeper probably will not be any more
severe than for 150 feet depth. Tbe
cost. differential will be the berm or
submerged steel raft on the sea fioat'
Another possibility would be to use



vertical sides on a monolithic steel or
concrete structure below the depth of
significant ice strength. This depth may
be less than L50 ft. Ice studies are
needed to confirm this possibility.

3. 2 Production Structures

Similarly, present ice force predic-
tion formulae do not account for the ef-
fects of shallow water. The basic question
is "What are the effects of bottom contact
and resistance on ice wasting around a
structure and the ice force on the struc-
ture" 7

The operational life of a production
structure at one site is 20 to 30 year' s.

The size, complexity and cost of. a
permanent drilling and producing structure
are several times that or a exploration
system. The cost of a production facility
could exceed I billion dollars. A produc-
tion structure i.n the Arctic may support 20
to 60 producing wells, production facili-
ties, two drill rigs and crevs totalling
over 100 personnel. Therefore, for the
serac location, environmental design
criteria for production structures will be
more severe than an exploratory structure.

For shallow water � to 90 feet! and
I.ocations wel,l within the normal shorefast
ice, earth filled islands with substantial
slope protection probably vill be chosen
over steel or concrete structures. Produc-
tion and drilling facilities will be con-
structed on barges or in modular form and
transported to these islands.

For 50 to 200 feet water depth and
beyond the shorefast ice, conical struc-
tures are the probable structuxal approach.
Steel will compete with concrete. Hybrid
structures such as an earth berm and cais-
son or combination steel and concrete may
be a better approach than a pure steel or
concrete structure.

Designs of production structures will
evolve from exploration structures. The
knowledge gained during exploration will
influence the design of permanent struc-
tures.

4. SELECTED STUDY ITEMS FOR THE 19SD-90's

While much research and engineering
studies have been made to develop struc-
tural designs for offshore arctic struc-
tures, there remains a myriad of tasks for
the next decade or two. These tasks range
from collecting environmental data, to
monitoring performance of first generation
structures, to developing design criteria,
to building fabrication yards, to final
design.

The literature contains many papers
and reports from which one can obtain list-
ings of research and development needs and
necessary design studies. Two topics are
suggested here as critical to the design of
permanent structures in the Arctic. These
topics have not received enough emphasis to
date.

4. 1 . Influence of water Depth on Ice
Wasting and Force

Past modelling efforts of ice action
against and around structures have not ac-
counted for the effects of shallow water.

Some predicted ext reme ann maximum
credible ice events involve ice thicknesses
approaching or equalling the water depth.
This being the case, the seafloor will
teract with the moving ice as it breaks
against or moves up on the structure. This
interaction between the ice and the sea-
floor could cause the resultant ice force
on the structure to be somewhat larger and
the rideup to be higher than for the case
of no seafloor interaction Figure 5 is a
simplified illustration of this problem.

Even if we find that ice rideup and
ice force are not influenced greatly by the
ratio of water depth to ice thickness,
surely t.he amount of ice rubble formed
around a structure will be more if this
ratio or water depth to ice thickness i s
near one then when it is two or more. In a
situation of large ard co~tin~cue ice rnove-
ment and a water depth to icc thickness
ratio of one, considerable rubble will form
which may cause serious logistic-access
problems. Also, this large rubble dam may
cause high bottora scour from currents and
thus expose pipelines and structural
foundations.

4 .2. Extreme and Maximum credible Ice
Events and Design Approach for
These Events

Permanent production and drilling
platforms traditionally have been designed
to withstand extreme environmentaL events
with considerable safety margin. In the
Gulf of Bexico and North Sea a steel plat-
form will resist the "100 year storm" and
wave loading within the elastic stress
range. Present design of platforms for
earthquakes are similar. Platforms are de-
sign to resist a "l00 year earthquake"
wi.thin the elastic or linear range. These
are called "extreme events" .

In the past fev years design con-
siderations for more severe, less frequent.
events have been made. The best example is
in earthquake design. Platforms are de-
signed to survive a 'maximum credible
event" with substantial damage. Under a
maximum credible earthquake the platform
vould suffer plastic yielding perhaps,
visible distortions and complete loss of.
some structural members, but the structure
vould have a high probability of surviving
with no loss of life and no loss of wells
fluids. The structure may be renuerec
useless by the maximum credible event, yet
the probable loss vould be only investmen:
and income.

I.n the design of permanent -rctic
structures, a similar design, approach will
be required. Clearly, we will need to pre-
dict these extreme and maximum credible
events and t.hen to design and construct
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structures to vithstand these events within
predictable, acceptable damage 1 imits.
Figure 6 illustrates this design problem.

Acceptable "happenings' under maximum
credible events could be severe local rup-
turing of the structure, a rubble pile of
extra ordinary extent or even a movement of
the structure off location with breakage of
wells above their safety values. These
possibilities may first appear unaccept-
able, but this type design approach is con-
sidered prudent, We nov have the computer
capacity to model progressive failure of
complex structural systems. The stakes are
high in the Arctic. The environment is
obviously very severe. It is difficult to
see any other design approach.

The offshore Arctic is truly a fron-
tier area. Our best technology will be re-
quired to evaluate its potential and wisely
develop its resource. Social and environ-
mental impacts are unavoidable. To mini-
mize these impacts and to make them accept-
able will require much thought and open
debate between all concerned groups,

During the past decade Or mere the
ability and willingness of all concerned
groups to constructively discuss and to
reach reasonable conclusions have improved.
The author wises to acknowledge this pro-
gressive move and to encouraqe its conti,nu-
ance. This conference is an illustration
of this willingness to discuss these issues
upfront and with candor. We should con-
tinue our eiforts to reach informed, wise
decisions.

The structures illustrated in this
brief discussi.on are examples of many pro-
posed structures for the offshore A.rctic.
The conical structure shown in Figure 1 is
the Arctic Cone Exploration Structure-ACES.
The ACES and the steel pile barge, Figure
4, are deaigne Of arian Watt and AesOCi-
ates. While the ACES structure is con-
crete, a similar design could be made for
steel.

Figures 2 and 3 are structures pro-
posed by Global marine Development Company.
The vertical sided structure in Fiqure 2 is
a concrete structure and is named Concrete
Island Drilling System or CIDS. A similar
steel structure design is possible.
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>his paper presents a brief history of the evo-
lut ton af artifictel islands and caisson structures
for oil explot'ation in rhe Beaufort Ses. Following
a brief sumssry of the oceanographic envirorusent and
seaf ion r geology of the Beaufort, the factors influ-
encfeg design and construction of structures at'e
diecvseed with examples from oil industry experience
in the north. Next, several case histortee of
islands and caiseons ere described. The current
planning philosophy for the building of production
platforms is also discussed, snd finally the areas
vhere new developments sre needed are outlined.

I'he search for nev sources of hydrocarbon energy
has carried the petroleum industry into increasingly
hostile offshore cnviroaments. Recent exploration
hes canf trmed the presence of me3or hydrocarban ac-
cumulatione on the continental shelf of the Canadian
Beaufort Sea vhich extends scree IZOkm from shore to
~ster depths of approxisarely 180m as shown in
Figure l. Patent ial recoverable reserves for the
area have been estirsated at I. 3 million cu/m  8.0
billion bbl.! of oil and I.S trtllton cu/m �5
trillion culft! of gas.

hs a southern extension of the Arctic Ocean,
this ares is characterized by a seasonal ice cover
which presents forrsidable challenges to the design
and operation of explorst ton and product ton sys-
tems. Since ice covers the eea for at least nine
menthe of the year most offshore conetructfoa
activi.ty, with a few exceptions, hes taken place tn
the short open water seasan, while drilling from
islands has been done tn vinter and sumrser.

In the shallow vaters of this area, exploratory
drilling fram artificial islands has been carried
out since 1973. The deepest island to date,
Isaungnak, vae bui.lt in 1978 and 1979 in a vater
depth of 19m. Since 1976, explorat inn has extended
into the deeper waters  up to 70m! using ice reirz-
forced drill-ships. In the summer of 1981 the first
concrete caisson retained island vas constructed at
the 'Tarsiut location �3m!. h steel est sean struc-
ture built from a supertanker was placed on the
Uviluk location �0m! In the summer of 1982.

Plans for the next several years call for sn
escalation of exploration activity, and s concurrent
detailed evsluatian of production struccures and
systems to bring Beaufort Sea oil economically to
market. The exploration effort util involve the
building of additional artificial islands In shallow
erat sr  up to IOm! and the increasing use of tnnova-
tit e concrete and steel structures in the inter-
ne.diets vater depths �0-40m!. Demonstrational

product ton structures may be seen in the Beaufort
Sea by the late 1980's. These structures must
safely vithstsnd the harsh environment, and at the
same time must be cost-effective. Since the costs
are so high, this is an area vhere considerable HAD
effort vill be focused tn the next fev years,

2. KNIIIROIgtEN TAL COND IT IONS

The Beaufort Sea environment has been described
ss ane of the most hostile in the vorld with opera-
tional constraints ranging f roa the extremel y lov
temperatures and darkness of vtnter to subsea perma-
frost  Heat tuk, 1976!, However, sea lce is t.he most
significant constraint. In this area.

The southeastern Beaufort Sea is usuall.y ice
covered nine rsonths of the year. Figure 2 illus-
trates the natural division in vinter into 3 zones
I.e. a stable landfast zone and the moving polar
pact and r.rsnsit ion zones. With the onset of vt ster
in early October, freeze~p commences snd progresses
seaward vitb the growth of landfaet Ics. Thts tce
may be subdivided Into tvo zones, a smooth area
extending 25km of f shore to about the 9m water depth
and beyond that a rough pressure � ridged area a~tend-
ing tn the 18 � 33m water depth range vhc re the land
fast ics stabilizes in early January. The undis-
turbed vinter ice wtthtn the landfast r.one reaches s
t h I c kr ess o f 2m by May. Mu1 t I-yea r i ca floes a nd
small glacial tce Islands may occasionally be incor-
porated into the landfast ice some years. A recur-
ring open water lead exists along the outer edge of
the landfast ice which opens and closes under the
iafluence of offshore and onshore winds respectively.
At its outer edpe, the landfast ice i.s characterized
by dense pressure ridging whtch Is part tally grounded
on the sea-bed. The ridges have an average thick-
ness I.o the Order of gs, Figure 3 shows a view of
the edge of the landfast tce.

Beyoad the landf ant ice ls a transt t ion or
seasonal pack ice zone. Here, the tre ca..opy ir in
sporadic notion whi,ch creates changes in ice type,
floe size snd ice thickness distri but iona. 'Thi s
area is also characterized by first yeat pressure
t'idges vhich are produced by the motion and
resulting defutmat ton of thts sea ice. Most pres-
sure t'idges in chis area have sails in the I-2m
range, hovever, occasionally they may exceed hm
above sea level and have keels exceeding 30m.
Multi-year tce floes ~ 4 � grt in thickness, multiyear
pressure ridges, and gin~tel ice islands up to 30m
thick may also be incorporated in to the ice cov.r,
'These features which sometimes drift into the zone
of operations pose the main hazards ro structures
 Flgu res 4 and 5! .
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Beyond the seasonal pac'k ice zone exists the
point paclt vhtch fs comprised prfmarily of old
multi-year ice. The overall movement of the ice fn
the seasonal and polar pack ice zones is fn a cloc'o-
vine ro tat ton in the Beaufort Ses. Yearly tce move-
ments on the outer edge of this gyre average undet
lkm per day but in apt ing can reach 24ka per day.

Breakup occurs in late Juae ur early July.
Sutmser ice condf t.iona sre variable depending on the
directton af the prevailing vinds. Figure 6 shows
the number of days of open water by year at a
typical drill site in the Beaufort Ses fn �0m! of
vster. Some years no open water exfsted, vhile
other years there have been 120 days, This graph
does not tnclude those periods of thfn fce durfng,
which drtlling vessels can also operate with tce-
breaker support.

Waves sre genes'ally minor because of reduced
fetches and the presence of sea ice, Stgnificant
vaves however can reach 5m. Currents at'e generally
Less than 50cmlsec. Total darkness ta winter,
extended perfods af extreme cold, drifting snov snd
fog hesper operations in the Beaufort Sea.

3. SgftFLOOR CONDITIONS

a sfmplif fed srratigrephy af the region fa that
the eastern Beaufort Shelf consists of thick sand
beds overlain in pert by a veneer af saft sflty clay
and that the vestern portion consists of very stiff
clays and silts overlafn by a veneer of very sof t to
f iris Clays. TO unde@Stand the natute and variabtl-
ity of the foundation sails, the geolagic process
contributing these soils is very brtefly described,
The soils within IOOs of the present seabed sre of
Pleistocene age. Durfng that period there were
several cy.clos of glacially related changes in rhe
eealevel and sedimeat load fn the ancestral
%sckenzfe River vhtch profoundly affected the
nature, distribution and characteristtcs of the
eurficfal sediments and permafrost.

During an early Wisconsin glacial retreat, «hen
sealevel may have been 6 ke below present, the prede-
cessot of the ttackenzfe Rf ver flowed tata the
eastern portion of the Beaufort Ses. A large
deltaic plain canetsting of sands developed on the
eastern Beaufort Shelf, while pro-delta aude were
deposited in the west. Subsequently, the sea level
was depressed to about 100m below present., exposing
a broad esture deltaic plain wfth meandering chan-
nels. Ifost of the Beaufort Shelf wes exposed to
subserfal erosfon and sub-freezing temperatures.
Below the surface, ground ice bonding developed
permafrost to a depth of several hundreds af meters
aad the neer surface sedimenrs vere extensively
teworked and irregularly modffied.

When the late Wisconsin glacier receded about
10,000 years ago, the Nsckenzie River carried away
rhe meltwater of a third of the continent. Several
deep chaaael.s were scoured into the deltsfc sands
 eastern Beaufort! and pro-deltaic muds, to depths
of 50m to EOm below present eea level. These deep
channels have been fnfilled and generally hidden by
more recent deltaic sediments consisting of soft
eilts and clays. As the sea level slovly recovered
to its present level, the shoreline moved across the
region, revotking the near seabed sediments.
Sediments deposited during the recent period,
consisting, of pro-delta slits and clays subsequently
cavered the sutface. These recent sediments are
thfckest fn the vestern Beaufort and thin to the
east where they are carried by 1 i t coral dr t f t.
These soft sf its are being, actively temoulded ta
depths rangfng from lm to 5a by ice scaur. The
present seabed topography does nor. gfve much

evidence of the older seabed surface and hence the
complex foundation condtt.tons.

hs the eealevel rose the permaf rust vh feb had
developed in exposed areas would inf t'al ly have been
melted in the shallow warmer f resh water area, hs
the meter recovered further, the colder more saline
vater retarded and tn many areas stopped the thermal
decay of the permaforst. Beneath much of the
Beaufort area, continuous permafrost exists f rom
50-100m below the seabed to depths as great as
500m. In the upper 100m of soil the permaf rust ts
dfsconttnuous, occurring in isolated f elands, and is
generally assactsted vfth sandier soils and/or
decreased salinity. toast of the petaaf roe t samples
recovered to date have negligible excess tce
contents. Ground temperature ranges bs tveen 0 C
and -3. SoC and will be very senef t ive to t he
long-tens thermal dtsturbances vhfch will result
from productian of warm oil,

In susueary, the western area consist s of Ztn-10m
of very soft to fire silty clays overlying st if f to
hard sf its snd clays, the eastern regtons consists
of Om-6m of soft sf.lty clays overlyfng dense fine
graf nad sand, snd t.he central area consf sts of
2m-10m af soft silty clays overlying dense sand.
Several deeply scoured meltwater channels have 'hccn
infilled vith 10m to 30m of soft to ftrm silty
clays. This, hovever, f s a genera I i sat f an, because
moat e'tt'stigraphic contacts are by nature of t he
described depositinn, irregular.

The Beaufort Sea fs clarsed as a Sefsmtc Zone 3
under the National Building Code. This is tl.e most
severe rating and wfll iufluence design philoso-
phies, The majnrf ty of offshore events in the i.ast
50 years have occurred in whet ts known as the
Beaufort Sea Seismicity Cluster, in deeper waters
 approx. 200m! and to the north of 70 30'.

The Beaufort contfnental shelf fs coveted 'by
long shallow troughlike features caused by grounding
of large ice formatf one such as pressure ridges. In
the 15-30m depth range, the scour intensity is quite
high vf th mean frequencfes uf 6-12 scours per km and
mean depths of roughly I-2m. Scours of up to 4-Sm
have been encountered in areas with tl.ick snf t seab-
edd sad fments. Ifhf fe scour is a concern for suhsea
pipelines and veil complettans, it will not affect
the operational safety of a structure.

4, IIESIGN CONS IDERATIOMS

Ia general, for islands and caisson designs t.hc
fol lowing interrelated parameters govern the overs l I
effectfveness and costs of a design:

Rater Depth
Space Requirements
Ice Effects
itave Effects
Foundation Condtttons
Geatec.hnfcal Stability
Structure Response
hvsflabflfty of Coastruction Materials
AvafIsbfli.ty of Suitable Construction
Equipment and Techniques
Length of Construction Season for Various

Construction Operations

For steel ar concrete structures built in the
south snd transported into the Beaufort. the druf'
and stability in the fleeting mode also becomes
important, as does the set-down operat ton. Super-
structure icing ts another sfgnif leant consideratfon.

4.1. Water Depth

hrttffctal islands appear to be economical for
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exploration out to about the 15m wstet depth.
Beyond that, the volumes of fill required, the
df stance of the site to granular botrov, and the
multiple season construct fon schedules make islands
prohibftively expensfve. For a production scenario,
however, this msy change ciependlng on oil reserves
and other factors. The mfd range ~ster depths
  IS-4fks! provided the challenge whfch resulred in
the caisson-berm types of sr.ructure being built.
Ilare a subsaa berm of moderate volume can provide a
hase far a water~netratfng caf saon. The deeper
vaters �0-200m! are the explorat fan territory for
drillahips at this time; however, s lucrattve
reservoir in this water depth suey be produced from
either a huge island, s caisson-barm, or a gravity
type of structure. Ffgure 7 compares structures
v'hfcb have been used or proposed fn different water
depths to fllustrate this factor. Another impot'tant
consequence of increasing water depth f s the
increased rfsk of fepact by thick multiyear ice
floes and thus the potential for increased ice
forces. 'fhfs is discussed more ln the section on
Ice gffects below.

4.2. Space Requireaents

The normal explot'ation well f rom an artf ficial
island requires a 100m dferseter working surface
area. This can ba augmented in a steel caisson by
building, in extra storage space belov deck. For a
productfon island or structure the space rsqufrments
will be consider'ably greater, corresponding ta the
area of a 250m disaster island. If sn island fs the
chosen platform then the valance of Fill requt red
become very large and costly. For some applicati-
onsns, therefore, it may be cheaper to consfder
stacking the constructfon facflftles atop a steel or
caner'ete structul'e.

4,3. Ice Effects

The major effect of ice which influence design
and operation of structures are global fce forces
 horfzontai and vertfcal!, hfgh local fce pressures,
rubble formation, and fce pile-up and ride-up.

For artffical fslands and caisaons one of the
chief concerns is the lateral. force exerted by a
moving ice sheet or multi-year floe. Design fce
forces vary vith the geometry of the structure, the
mode of fce/structure interaction, and vfth voter
depth, since thicker fce is able to contact the
structure in deeps~ voter. Detst led discussions of
force calculatfon methods appear fn Kry, 19BD, and
Croasdale and ltarceflus, 1981. It is beyond the
scope of this paper ta discuss the theory Simply
expressecl, the curtent phfloeophy ls that loads
should be calculated by comparing the results of the
"Limit Stress* and "l.fmlt Force" calculations, and
choosfng the lesser of these forces. The *Ifmit
stress" approach has traditionally been used at
arri ffcfal islands ln shallow vater up to 20m snd
landfast ice. Here ~ the design load  y! ds
generated by a 2m thfck fully developed fce sheet
c ruehfng vfth a stress,g, against the entire width
 Dr! of the island plus its surt'ounding rubble
field. Thus:

F oHDr

This condition is fllusrrated in Figure 8,

In the past, the actfon af thick ice and a
limit-force" approach has not been applfcable since

the island slopes are so extensive that large floes
would ground out and expend their energy at some

distance from shore, The more recent designs for
cafsaons and deeper water structures can achieve
less conservatism snd more economy i f t.he "limi t-
force' approach applies. This approach, i llust.rated
ln Figure 9, assumes that a large, thick feature
impacts the structure and i s brought to rest
 Stage I!. Subsequently, the combined force of the
pack ice in a ridge-building mode pushing agafnst
the floe plus the vlnd and cu~rent drag force over
the floe is transferred to the structure  Stage 2l.
Finally  Stage I!, the situation develops such that
the force of pack ice drag is added to the Stage 2
force. Thusr

Stage 2

CICP V 7L2 +  ij.5!C P V 2L2 WL

where L is the length and width of the ice feature;
Pa is the air density; P� fs the ~ster densfty;
CIP and Cc are drag, co-ef firfents; Vw is the
wind speed; Vc is the current speed and tt f s the
average ridge bulldlng force over width l..

Stage 3

FLP L2 l + 0.25 tang!  CIPpaVw2 + 0.5 Ccpwvc2! +
 I + u tang!   >!

where g ls the angle of a rubble field behind the
ice feature and u is the frtctfon co-efficient
o pe rating a t t he rubble bounds r y.

An integral part of the limft force approach has
been the consideration nf the init lal fmpact during
which the large feature la brought t.o rest. Thi s
happens ei ther by indentation of the structure into
the ice floe, or, if the ice is thick enough, by
arresting action of a soft berm, The sulxaerged
slopes of islands and subsea harms vl..fch support
caf sauna have served thfs purpose. being one of a
number of methods, it is possible to calculate the
size of berm necessary to absorb this fnf tial
impact. It is a function of the energy of the
fmpactfof, floe  speed and mass!, the foe thickness,
the allovable load that can be transmitted  o t he
caissons and the chorac.teri sties of energy
absorption by plowing wf.t.hfn the bere. For a
specific analysis such as the Gulf Hobile Are t.ic
Caisson, many combinat.ious of ice loading scenarf.os
are considered fncluding different. ice thicknesses,
floe sizes, rubble formation, and angles of attack.
Results showed that beyond a moderate ice thickness
the limit force method would apply, vhile for
average and thinner ice fl oes, the limit stress
tact bod would govern.

The field of ice � structure interaction and ice
forces is a developinf one. There are other methods
v'hich are less conservative anci by which even
greater sconocafes could be realized, hovever, these
r'equire further research and verf f ication before
they would be employed.

Local ice pressures up to 20,009 kpa  several
thousand psf! must be designed for caisson
structures to avoid the prospect of revere
puncturing or buckling of the plates and ribs of a
steel structure, or spallfng of a concrete
structure. The estimation of these local loads i s
one of the most difficult problems facing rhe
designer, klhile ice breaker hull pressures can be
used as a guide, they cannot be compared directly to
fixed structures. This ls an area where ongoing
research may enable greater economies in terms of
steel veig'ht to be realized.
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Rubble formation around strnct urea has the
multiple e facts of increasing the area aver which
force i,s applied ~ ss discussed in the section an ica
forces, ~bile st the same time offering increased
resistance to sliding, and also some protection/
energy sbsarption capability against thick ice.
Here is another area where continuing research may
land to a less canservative approach ta the design
of I eland s. Araund produr. cion st rue tures, rubble
could prove to be s problem of ice management for
year-round shipping.

Ice t'ide-up and pile � up snd subsequent
inundatfon of vorking surfaces fs a potential
problem at arr.fficfal fsl.ands snd cafsson-berm
structures. Island beaches are usually designed
vith a change in slaps to fnitists pile-up at a safe
df stance from the facflf cies  Figure 10!. Caf aeons
must be designed with suff fcient freeboard to
pt'event overtopping in ice pile-up  Figure 11!.

Other potential fce effecrs at steel and
concrete structures sre adf teeae which can result in
vettfcal forces snd augmented hori.rental forces, and
ice scouring, of barmn vhich is a msfntensnce rather
Chan a design problem. At a narrov stt'ucture svch
ss a cone  Figure 7!, the clearing forces can be of
the same order of magnf tude as the inf tial bt'eeking
forces.

4.4. Wave Effects

Wave forces, wave erosion, spray and wave
overtoppirrg ere the key effects, psrtfcularly duting
the late-summer storms which typically generate 3-4a
waves.

Wave forces, vhile low compared to fce farces,
cauld prove to be a significant design consideration
for caf saon structures because af cyclical loadfng
and the fmpact effects. Lieve forces are nat a
concern in ths clesign of srtiffcial islands because
the waves break an the beaches.

Wave er'oaion can be a serious problem during the
const ruct ion of artificial islands fn the topping-
of f stage of construction vhen large waves duri.ng a
late-seasan storm carr sometimes prevent attempts to
brfng the island sur'face above the level of the
sea. Thfs may cause constructfan to be prc langed
into thin ice condf t fans. Once the island has been
campleted, ffll can also be wave-eroded from the
beaches, To combat this, Essa has used ef t.her a
sacrf final beach vhea fill materfal is plenciful, or
a slape~rotectfon system such ss sand-filled bags,
soil-cement, or concrete mate laid in the vave
tone. Caisson-berm structures could potentially
suf fer quite damaging erosion vhfch would undermine
the base of the caisson. At Tsrsiut, a protective
rock layer   riprap! was placed to prevent this
problem.

frtave spray has not been s concern at artificfal
islands due to the brea'kfng of the waves at a safe
distance from drilling activity. 'Hovever ~ signffi-
canr. wave spray occurted at the two vertical walled
caisson structures, Tarsiut and Uviluk, vhen storm
vaves slammed directly against the caisson and their
energy vas deflected upvards. Wave spray 50m in the
air directly above Tarsiur. restricted helfcopter
tref f ic on some occasions. Wave sptay can also
tesult in supetstt'ucture icing. Future designs wi ll
take precautions to lessen this effect by the use af
inc ressed f reeboard and vsve deflection bar rie rs
 which also serve as ice rubble def lectern! .

Wave interactiona at ahallov submerged berms can
result fo an ovartoppfng tandancy if the freeboard
is tao Low. Artfffcial islands have typically been
desfgned vfth a 5m freeboarci. Both the Gulf bfabile
Arctic Caisson and tha Esso Caisson have over ym of

freeboard to the working surfsc e and wave de flee.tora
which add another 4-5m of f reeboard. This reflects
s more thorough understanding of the extreme wave
height expectancy snd the wave-interaction problems
at Caiaaan-berra Structurea. The 100-year design
vsve is in the order of gm.

4. 5 Foundatfan Cand itions

Foundatfan CandiCIOna are fmportant in deter-
mf ning stability agafnst canvencfonsl gravity
loading, stsbilfty vith respect to vatfous raodcs oi
ice pressures, determf nation of short and long-tern
consolidation sett lasrents, and thav set t1ement's
where froren sof1 exists. The soil condftfons have
been described prevfously in this paper under the
heading Seaf loot COaditions, BecauSe the SOil
conditions are sa varf able, it is esaeni isl to carry
out detailed site investfgatfons with representative
insitu and laboratory tests at each sfte.

The required foundst fan condiC iona are s
function of the type of structure snd the loading
transfers fo the sail. The following general
comments on foundation condi.tions and design j
canatructfon tr'estments are most pertinent. ta Che
island and herrr-caisson structures errplayed to date.

The area east of 133. 5o longitude has 0-Faa of
soft sflty clays overlying dense fine-grained sand,
Where possible, locatfons vith thin overburden and
mfnfmaf foundation preparation would be selecred,
For sites with deeper overburden stripping would be
necessary; hovever, sand f f.ll borrov material is
within s short haul distance.

The ares vest of 135a longftude has 2-10m of
very soft to firm silty clays overlyfng stiff to
hard sflts and clays. 1'or the design of Gulf's
Noble Arctic Caisson  MAC!, it is considered nec-
essary to strip soft soils down ta a depth where the
undrafned shear rt rength exceeds 70kpa. Within the
Tarsiut blOCk, Site inVeatigatiOna Shav ihia tn vary
from Za to 5m below the seabed. The arsiut N-44
sf te, where a caisson retained i.eland vas built ~
required stripping of 2m to 3m. The thickness of
soft soils increases further vest and are bm to IOm
nearer the Msckenafe Trough, In excess of 10m of
soft soils are encountered in same locations becween
135a and 136 longitude, where scoured glacial
meltwater channels have been inf flied wf ih recent
soft sediments. Although na bottom � founded
structures have been used in areas vith aa excess of
5m of soft soils, stripping and replacement with
f reported sand fill I.s consfdered the nosr viable
foundation treatment. Ffultf-season stage loadfag
and vertical which d rains to accelerate consoli-
dation  and fncresse soil shear strength! are
several of the passible alternatives where deep
stripping or lang borrow rssterial hsu' di stances are
too costly or impractical wfth available construc-
t i on equipment .

The c.antral ar'ea, between 134 and 135
longi tude, consf st s of dense sand with 5m-IQm of
sof t silty clay overburden. Although *i tes vi th
thinner overburden ate avsflable, they may not be
situated near the dasfred drilling lo~ation.
Cranular borrov materfals are less than 25km
dfstant; therefore, stripping of soft soils and
replacement. rvith sand is probably t.he most viable
option. Znffllfng of a vide glacial meltwater
scoured channel, recently named the Kugmallet
Channel, has resulted in lj!m � 20m of very soft to
firm silty clays aver dense sand i n rhe 133. 5o�
134 langf tude area. Excellent sand barrov
sources exist less than 15km eastwatd. Site
specific stratigraphy, type of drilling structure,
avaf lable lead time, economics and the capability of



avaf labia construction equipmeat mould be several of
many factors in the decision process of whether to
etrfp and replace vith asad, or to stage load and/or
install vertical vich draias in the existing soft
soil Co accelerate consolidation,

4.6 Geotechnfcaf Stability

Loadfng Nechaafsms: Forces exerted on or by the
structure must be resisted by the shear atreegth of
tbe soil ia order to prevent island failure. Coa-
ventfonal gravity forces include the veight of tha
sand fill, cafssoas mnd operetfoaal equipeeat.
Large horisomtal forces are exerted by the ice,
vhich may act oa ths i ~ laud/structure through ice
sheet coatact, ice rubble contact, grouadad ice
rubble contact or impact of large multi~ac ice
floes. Cyclic forces caa result from earthquakes.
Horisoatal acceleration of Zesa thea LO percent
gravity fs used ia desfga, depending oa che location
and design life. Figure ll showa poteatial loading
cases for a shallow caiasoa fa winter. Pulsating
loads from vaves and monotonically repetitive ice
loads have also been aaalyaed ia the deeiga of
caisson structures. Probabilistic studies are
carried out to determine vhst percentage of each
design loading mechanism may act simultaneously
duriag tha life of the ~ tructure.

Effect of Foundation Soi 1st Caisson structurea
at'e generally dsefgaed to be fouaded oa a subaea
sand berm, partially to imptove bearing cotufftiona
in clay areas aad to allov a fixed caisson height to
be matched with various vates depths. The berm
takes tha shape of a subaee islaod, Barmn and
islands have slide slopes between 68:fv and 20ff:LV;
therefore, the leagth of potential shear failure
planes increase efgnfficantly ssftb depth ia the
fill, Zn regions with sand foundations, tl» berm
fill ia generally weaker tham the dense foundation
sand. Consequently, the critical shear failure
planes at'e ia tha upper portions nf the bere or
island f fll, where the failure surface ~ ere short
and of fat least resistance.

Previous sectfona of this paper aoted that the
soft weak clays vere removed im locations vfth clay
fouttdations. Soft mat ~ rials provide a prefereatiel
shear failure surface below the beta/clay contact.
Even when soft matsrfal ~ are removed, critical shear
failure surfaces are often ia the if re to stiff clay
along the base of the sand berm ot' island.

Effect ~ of Fill 1haterials ffoat of the islaads
and bares are constructed of hydraulically placed,
unfform, fine grafaed saad �.35 me v D50 >
0.15am!. Pill densities have been measured as. 50E
to 6DE average gelatf ve Densi ty awrage over the
fill depth; however, manes ~ s Loose aa 20' to 40E
Relative Density occur. The soils of !ov density
exhibft lovet shear strength, require higher defor
matins ro mobilfxe the f r strength and have a higher
potential for liquificatfoa and cyclic mobility
under earthquake loading Kxperfmeutatfon vfth
placement methods snd extensive issitu testing are
carried out fn order to determfae tbe lateral and
vertical exteat of looser roses, aud to improve
design and coastructfon practices ~ Caution must be
exercfsed to re]ect silty materials or clay lumps
f rnm being included la the berm, as these can result
in lover strength, poor drainage aad detrimental
differential settleaeats. Clay luspa have been a
problem vhere borrow areas are this or contain clay
layers wf thfa the sand.

hrtf f ical Island Stability: although felsnds
sre more difficult to construct through the wave
zone, sad are susceptible to wave erosion damage
during operatfon, they are generally safer than

csfssnn structures with respect to general geo-
technical failure. The Larger surface area and flat
side slopes of islands result fn less concentrated
gravity and ice loading and longer shear failure
surfaces. Potential failure mechaufsms are shosrn is
Figure 10.

Slope faf lure under gravity loading is possible
hut ualfkely, as a result of the very flat hydraulic
fill slope. Soft vesk clay foundation soils would
be necessary for the fsf lure mechanism. Failure
vould be most critical dutfng and immediately after
constructfon, vhen the soils have not had tfme to
coasolidate and gain strength. Design concepts
using gravel or rock bunds to steepen the side
slopes sad t'educe fill quent f ries have been coa-
sfdered. Slopes of 3B: lv are envfsagsd fnr thea
design. Slope faf lures for these concepts would
becoma sore critical snd stiff foundatfon clays
vould be essential. Local slope failures vfthfa the
island fill itself could occur ff etosfon under
cutting significantly steepened the slopes.

Sidealopee cause the attsckfng fce sheet to
break fn flexure. RubbLs ffelds form around tbe
island early. 1'hey remsfn grounded on the slopes
and tend to act as a protective buffer. Decapi-
tation under the horf runts 1 ice loads is more
critical than passfvs vedge failures. The sheet
fsf lure surface tries to form as high as possible,
vhere the faf lure surface is shortest snd the
frictional resistance the least. After the rubble
consolfdates and acts more as a self.d block, it
drives potential failure surfaces deeper iato. the
f eland vhere they are less crf tical .

As discussed earlier fn thfs paper, large
multi~sar ice floes nay f epact 1 slsnda during tbte
sumesr. They have conafderable kfnetic energy.
energy fs dissipated as the ice plows into the
island slopes. Studies show that the fee could be
arrested before doing damage to the fsland creat
vorkfng surface. Although some maintenance vould be
requf red ~ the slopes vould generally he sufficfsutly
self-healing once the fce feature thews or moves
~ v&y,

Settlement as a result of consolidation of
seabed sofia has not been a signif feast problem for
exploration islands; hovever, islands have not been
constructed fn those areas havfng, considerable
thfckness of sof t comp res sf ble f oundatf on soil.

Settlemeata resulting from thaw consolidation of
underlying psrmsf rost are not a problem for explor-
ation islands. These settlements must be considered
in the desfga of production islands where sana flow
through aultiple production strings for long dura-
tions could thaw the entire depth of permaf rout
beneath the island. Permafrost wfll be more crfti-
cal to drfllfng and complet iona than structure
aettleaent,

Caisson Structure Stabilfty: Caisson structures
provide a vater penetratfon systee snd reduce the
rsqufred ffll volume. They are generally placed ou
a granular berm, the thickness of vhfch fs s func-
tfoa of caisson draft and ~ster depth. Bere crest
depths  below water! for systems employed or under
construction vary free 5e for Tarsiut to 22m for
rotlf's ffobile Arctic Cafsson. Deeper caissons apply
more concent rated gravfty load to the seabed and
accept sore horisontal load from non grounded fry
aad are therefore more critical vith respect to
geotechnfcal. stability.

Pailute mechanisms f or gravf ty load tng, hs«
scatal loading from free fce sheets or non-groun«d
rubble and horixontal loading from grounded rabble
are shown fa Pigures 12 to '!a respectively.
previously anted ~ areas with dense sand founda«nae
have critical failute shear surfaces within the be"
only.



Failure under gravfty loading vould be a conven-
tional bearing capacity failure. Preferential
failure shear surfaces vauld be in the weaker clay
just below the f ill; hovever, deep-seated failures
are possfble, Depending upon ffll propertfes, the
factot's of safety cauld decrease during earthquake
loading,

The horfzautal force froa an ice sheer or nan-
grounded rubble could cause passive faf lure withla
the caisson fill, decapitatfon !ust below the
caiasons where the shear surface is shortest, ot
eliding Just belov the weak sand fill/clay founda-
tion contact, as shown in Figure 13, In addition,
potential failure modes vhicb must be analyzed sre
rotation at tha base and overturning for tal 1
structures such as the NAC and dovnstreaa lce
p f uckf ng ot pal 1 f ng a f ca f s sons f a r Ta ra Iut vhe re
cafssons are not connected.

Figure 14 detaonst rates a situation where rubble
i s grounded on the berm slopes. Should the berm
crest be narrov, a passfvs faf lure of the hera and
caisson could occur. Another potential failure
mechanf.sm ls the entire berm and caf sean structure
slidfng along a weak clay seabed concact. Ifhere
sbsllaw water depths permft, the geounded rubble may
~ ccumulate sufficiently to ground into the seabed
beyond the berm. This can serve to reduce the
horfzoatal loads un the berm and cafssans. Tbe
grouaded rubble pratects the structure.

The softer, veaker, more compressible soils are
resmved in order ta improve eliding resistance
against ice ptessut'es. This effectively reduces the
consolidation settlement. Uniform stripped founda-
tion conditions and pLecement densities af the
hydraulic f fll are necessat'y to avaid detriaental
differentfa 1 settlement below the caf sean struct-
uree. Sat t l erne nt s f rom the thawing of pe rma f ro st
have been dfacussed previously I n tbfs ssc.tlon.

4. 7 Structure Response to Laedings

This is important for aperstfanal procedures and
settfng safety litsfto far shut-davns or evacuations
ss vali ee for design. Therefore, force snd deflect-
ionn measurfng devices have ta date been i acorpor-
ated in the construct fan phase and/ar the operation-
al phase. These measurement systems become more aod
more complex far the new designs.

Artificfal fslands, for example, have been
instrumented ln winter wtth fce-force panels fraaen
into the surrounding fce and rubble, geaterhnf eel
tnclinomerers through the j.eland sand, thensf star
strings in the ice rubble to monitor consolidation
freezing, sad vfreline lre motion devices and survey
markers to measure lateral motion of the ice rela-
tive ta the seabed. The fastruments have been
monttared continuously vf th telemetering capability
betveen the Beaufort and Calgary. The Syatem haa
been used as a varaing of iapending high fee farces
so chat various fce defense strategies aey be
implemented.

In the case of the vertical walled csi aeons
which have been built, mimi lar installations have
been or wi ll be placed in the fce surround fng the
structure, i.e. pressure paaels, thermf store,
mavement stations. with cafssons, there Is the
advantage of a vertical wall for mounting large
force panels at the water/fce level and internal
members for strsfnmeters Geatechnfcaf pressure
sensors fa the berne and foundatians, and lacllno-
metere through the cat aeons and sand core inta t' he
bere have bees emplaced. As with the artfficial
islands, these instruments have been continuously
aoaltored for operational safety indications and all
data telemetered to e base and back to Calgary. Lt

f s salient to note that fn the case of the Teratut
Island winter mouitotfng pro/act, the measured force
levels never' approached the design levels, nor dfd
che deflections end soll pressures exceed the design
predictions.

Future genet'atfoas af structure will presumably
have sfmilar systems vfth perhaps more parameters
befng measured if an unusual shape varrants lt.

4,8 avaf labia Construction Nateriafs

Islands and harms are constructed by hydraulic
placement of sand f ill. The sand f s generally
uniform fine grained snd has less than 8 percent
fines. The gealagfcal hf.story described under the
heading "Seaflaor Conditf one" demonstrates that
there are large sand deposits east of L35a long-
itude. The most favorable borrov saurces are east
o f I 33. 5o 1 aug f t ude, vhe re areas wf t h negl i g I b le
overburden are common. Localized areas with this
overburden, such as a borrow pit at lsserk, da occur
infrequently between 134 snd L35o longitude.
Mesc of 135o the foundation sofia are geoe rally
clay Small deposits of granular materfal, probably
beach deposits lef t during che sea level rise do
exist, but are diff I cult to find Sand and gravel
were taken frees such a locatfan. named Issigak, to
construct pert af the Tarsfut berm.

Sand deposits are reasonably clase to explore-
tfon sites in the eastern Beaufort. In order to
construct islands and benas ln the western areas,
sand must be barged up to LOOkm. In addition, mare
barrow msteriaL ls required to replace the layer of
sof t foundstioa soil vhlch f s removed. The cost of
constructing a berm in the vest may be 3 ta 5 times
the cast neat the borrav sources l.n the east. The
use of caisson structures ta reduce borrow quanti-
ties is attractive.

Another method of reducing borrov valuraea is ta
steepen the side slopes. Sand has been placed
hyd raulically wi th. s I des lopes between hH: LV and
208:LV, whereas gravel could be placed at 38:LV.
Subsea gravel borrow is very rare. Sources are
thought to exist near Hersrhel Island, further vest,
havever, quantlt tea have not been substantiated.
Pill from some of the Esso Resources earlier islands
consisted of gravel trucked aver the vinter ice f ros
inland barrow pits.

ltfptap materials have consfsted of quarry rock
from inland pits near Inuvfk. pracessf ng, trsnspor-
tatfon and placement of this aaterial la very
expensive. Alternatively, Essa has used large sand
filled hogs to provide erosfon protection for
exploration structures of short life. Because of
the srarcfty af gravel and riprap, concept desigos
for laager lite product.fon structures have minimized
thefr usage vitb cafssons, or cansfdered aan made
alternatives such as cement blacks ~ sand asphalt, or
reinforced sand

4.9 Availabilicy of Equipment and Techniques

An obvious but signif I cant fact «baut t.he 'North
American Arctic. is Chat there are na facilitiaa far
the building af steel or concrete structures in the
area- These types of components must be built ia
the south. Construction of artf ffcial islands,
berne, and foundations f s, hovever, something that
is done an-si.te and with local materials. Con-
siderable cast savings may be realf sad fn the future
through the development of high powered drcdgfng
fleets and through techniques to mfntmlxe material
requi tement s.

ln shallow vater it ts possible to construct an
island in one season «ith available equfpmeut. As



construe tfon extends to deeper water it will.
necessary to use dredges of increased «aper ity which
have the reach to operate in deeper ~ster. Clearl.y,
if construction time of a berm can be reduced to one
season f rom two seasons, t: he cost savings can be
enormous and schcelules more reliabl.e. Anather way
to save time in an area where i~eel materials are
not anat labia ~auld be to uae large capacity dumping
barges with e f'afrly high speed, ta minimize travel
times from borrow sources. These ftems ef equipment
do not yet exist in the Beaufort; however ~ they ate
cour.emplated for the near future.

Nev techniques of ronstrur'.tios could vield
similar savf.ngs of cost and time. Bteepenfng of
el fdeslopes of hydraulically pl.aced sand berne to
lif: I V from the note usual 15H:KV 'have been achieved
by controlled placment of dredged sat'erial This
cuts the required volume signif irantly. Greater
side-slope eteepenlng may ba achieved by bend-
constructian vhfch is fllustrated in yigure lg.
Guff Canada has pioneered the development of elope
strengthening by a polymer cell construction
technique which could steepen side slopes to 2ffrlv,

5. ART I p IC I.AL lgLAHftg

Thef frat off shots drflling in the. 'Beaufort Se:t
was undertaken in 1973 from a dredged Bra~el
attit'fciel fsland constructed in 3s of vntet over a
period of two summer' s. To date, 24 wel,ls have been
drf 1 led from 2l at'ttficfal islands, three of the
wells having been drilled directf anally. The
srtf fictaL islands have been constructed by various
techniques, with water depths increasing, with time,
an.d constructfnn techniques becoming more
efficient. The island building techniques have
f nc luded:

I! ftredgfng through floatfng pipe and pipe
mounted on vooden piles.

2! A sandbag dylre, later filled with sf I tend
g ravel.

3! Gravel trucked from land over the ice.
4! A barge-mounted drflling rfg sunk within a

dyke.
5! Sand hauled by dump snows frort a dred'ge.
6! Stat fonary suction dredge andi floating line.
7! StatLonary cutter suction rlredge.
8! Mabfle succion happer rl tedge.

Capubil.ity has increased fr'om lm water dlepth ar
lrzserk, the Ifirsr. island, to L9m at the Issuognak
off ttiscovery. All islands vere bui.lt in landfast
lce. Nest. of the islands used sandbag protection as
shown ln pfgure 15 tri prevent summer vase erosion.
Soma earlier ames vere 'bui lt only ca provide s
platform for vinter exploratory drilling and sere
then allowed to self-destruct. Tbe side slopes of
dredged art f ficfel fslands have been fn the order of
I >if' IV. At islands for which sand had to be hauled
long df.stances, there was a greet ecenomi.c incentive
to reduce the f eland volumes rlhrough steeper
slopes. Steeper slopes have now been achfeved
through "rontro fled placement of t' he sand through
st fsgers or dredge arms. Another reason for the
hfgh cost of ar'tif trial islands has been difficulty
fr, completing the sbovu-voter portfon wf thout ttm
crown being washed away by waves and swell. Some-
tImes this crown or cap could not be achieved until
commencement of f reexeup, leaving little time to
move drilling equipment onto the site. The use of
sane-filled caissons on subsea ber..s both reduces
the volume of sand requf red anal solves the problem
of thm c.rovn washing away.

CAIS SDN ISLAbIDS

6. I Ttre Iut -Ca lsson I!t ta n»d,', Innrl
The first cais. on Island ln rh, beaufort gee was

built. for r'ulf Canarla ard Ir 8, rto rs us a drf ill ug
piatforn for the gulf et el .ar:,iui b-44 del.inaction
well. The site vas oxcavatr rl ro a depth of 2-3m�
end construction commenced fn«ilia fall of 1980.
Carefully contr'oiled plsc;m, ot of thc sand enabled
berm slopes oi' 5HrLV ro be achieved compared to the
LSHrLV common at prev!ous art if fetal islands, The
t'ea: ous tor choo- I.ng tl's, a i.- u over the a ctif! ci a 1
island were to reduce rhe amruar. of till which had,
to be hauled some IGOkm, aed to eliminate the
ptoblems encountered fn pLac'Ing the final cap an
artificfaL i.elands. Th* underwater berm was
comple.ted fn the summer of 1981, gravelled and
cat'efully levelled. It was buflt in 22m of water
and reached to ~ithin 9m of the water surface.

The concrete eaf.aeons vere buf.lt on t' he west
coast of Canada and moved to the Beaufort Sea om a
specially built barge. This submersible barge vas-
sunk, th» concrete caissons floated onto the barge
ertd then the barge was raised and towed t.o the
Beaut'art gea. Each of the four concrete caissans
shown in Figure Id was llm high, BDm long aruf 15rs
vide, and wefghed 5 ~ 30if tons. The floatable
calaeons vere compartnentalized so that cells could
be filled with water for ballasting and later filled
vf rh sand an sf.te. lhe caissons were not fastanerf
together when placed, but the gapa at tbe corners
were closed with steel doors and filter cloth to
prevent the sand from leakfug out of the core. The
weight of the saod-filled caf aeons and the sand core
prevents the structure from sliding when sub!ected
ta severe ice loads. The core vas built up 2.5m
above tbe caiesons, levelled to recefvc e. spe-
cter ly built drilling rig ~ and the slopes were pro-
tected vfth sandbags. Thfs provided a freeboard ef
7.5m. It became evident during the storres that.
occurt'ed near t' he end of the open water season tha t
weve avertopping and spray would be a problem the
following sueseer.

In winter, as planned, the sea ice graunded on.
the underwater berm aud formed an annular rubble
pile araund the caf saon protect fog it from direct
impact end extreme ice forces. In the case of
Ter slut, the regulatory agencies requit'ed reL'fef
mell capability before penetratfng hy'drocarbon
'bearing zones. This requfred flooding of the ice
r'ubble pile to bufld a grounded ice. island L59n
fr'ors the wall and lODn in diameter, large enough
to accept a helicopter-transportable drl Lling rig
and supplies. Zhfs pad was built. with an gn: free-
board to prevent sl.iding under lateral ice loading.
Zigure 17 shove the island fn winter with surround~
rubble end the artifictal ice island in the back-
gt'ound.

The concrete cafssans, the sand fill and the
surtoundlng ice were exteasively instrumented to
monitor pressures and movements. This monitoring
served ta assure the safety of the operation as wel'.
as to col.lect valuable information for applfcaticn
to future drilling and production platforms.

The wall was drilled from late December 3.981
until mfd-April 1982, after which extensive flow
testiag was carried out. In preparation for the
open~ster season, upgrading of the surface of the
island was undertaken, cosnsencing fn April 1982.
Qne thausand twa-ton gabf.ons or rock filled vire
baskets, vere airlifted to the island by helicopters
snd set on the caissons in place of the sandbags.
At the corners, sheet piling and pipe piling vore
driven to prevent waves from washing sand r.hrough
the daors between caissons. This work was couplet.ed
by Ifay 31, on schedule. As soon as the ice had
broken up and cleared, snorher thousand gabions '--: re
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barged to the site and placedl ta increase the
free.bostd by another three meters for s total.
freeboard of ten meters. Also, additional pipe
piles vere driven, and runic. up to 1.%m in diameter
was placed in the water around the toe of the
caisson. The caisson has bema hit by savers storms
snd has vf.thstood the 3 5e sfgniff,cant waves
although the island was, on tvo oc.casfona, evacuated
to ensure the safety of personnel.

6, 2 Dvf Ink Steel Qril1itag Caisson

f!cxae Petraleum fs operating far Gaaff aruf, othet
partners a caisson called the Sfngle Steel fyrfllfng
Caisson  SSDC! which vas placed on an underwater
bere fa a 30m voter' depth in the sasaeer of 1,982 at
Vvilulc site. The steel caisson in thf s case is half
of a supertanker aa shown in Ffgure 18. It has been
refnforced to resist ice pressure. It 'hss a
c.oncrete-filled double hull. It is ballssted vfth
water snd not filled wfCh sand as al'e. the Other'
cafssons. It, too, is re-usable at ether sftes; in
fact a secondl barm vas started f' or ft fn susuaer l982
at fferlerk. The Vviluk berm requfred only about
500,000cu/m of sand, The caisson fs abduct ll,60m
lang, 50m vidle and is about 2 "m high. It fs set on
a berm 9m belov vater surface. The high freeboard
pratects against wave overtopping, spr~y and ice
ride-up. Should a relfet well be recfuired, a
helicopter-tranaportab!e drilling rfg could be
placard at the opposite end. af the ggffC. This
caisson vill be used in that. portian of. th* Beaufort
Sea beyond landfsst fce. as were the concrete Tatsfut
oaf SSOna. In. t'his l'egiOO, path fee ie fn eatfOn
most of the winter.

6. 3 Esso Caisson-Retained Island

The Esso steel caisson arrived in rhe Beaufart
Sea during the summer of 1982, although it vil,l not
be pieced fn position untf I suauuer 1983, It. con;
slats af eight steel segments eath weighing l,ffDD
toes and measuring 43e lang. The eight aegaoents
vf.ll be held together by 16 steel cables, 76nsa
thick, ta form a lurge doughnut IQDn in dfamater,
Th» steel caf saon hsa ca height of 12 2m and walls
13m chick at the base calid Bal thfe.k at the t.op. The
555 csillfoa csieaola will bs assembled in calm waters
and then towc.d to the Kadfuk site in 14e af water
an.d bal fasted down onto a aubsea burrs as shawn f,n
Figure 19. Soma RD,QOOcule of dredged sand will be
placed into the interior of the caisson ta provide
the sliding resfstance against the ice forces whfch
may develop. Thfs caisson can be ref lasted and used.
st Other locationS. Other beneffta Of the Syatem
are th» reduced volume requf.red far the island snd
the abflfty ta pierce the vater vith a platform
which vill not vash away during construct.ion. Bsso,
as a pfoneer in island buf fdfng, has advanced the
technology consider'ably over the psst ten years.

6.4 Gulf bfobfle Arette Caisson

As the first ms/or component of Gulf's new
Beaufort Sea Drilling System, a large steel
floatable caisson shown in Figure 20, is befog built
for use in the Beaufort Sea.

It will arrive coeplete vith drilling equfpment
ready to drill in 1984. It vill lfkely be used in
water depths of 20m to 40m beyond t' he landfast ice.
A berm will first be 'built to within 22m of sea
level using dredged sand. After careful le~ailing
of the baric ~ the caissoa wfll be ballasted cfown onto
the berm surface snd the central core of the caisson
filled wf th 115,000cul'm of dredged sard. It f s
primarily the weight of sand within the caisson

which will prevent f,t from slid fog under the eactreaoe
forces exerted by large pressure rfdges and multi»
yeat' ice. The caf aeon itse t f wetghs 33,0f70 coos..
The hull will be fnsulatecl to prevent the sand co us
from freezing during the lonp c old winters. The
shape of the caisson vas chosen based on model teqts
to prevent fc:e or waves from reaching the declt an!
to minfmfze spray fram waves. The diameters of the
caisson ste lllrn at the bottom and ffym at the top.
The height is 29m aad the freeboard, excluding tbe
wave deflectnr, Tm as shown fn the cross-section i.n
Figure 21.

The ffobf le Arctic Caisson  NAC! vfll only be
eovec} during the summer, It should drfll snd fml!y
test one well per year and if the weil vere s
discovery, a second dfrectional delineation veil
could be cirflled wf thaut re-supplyfng the caisscn
arith drilling supplies. The HAC ran be reposit gored
ta another site quickly because the drilling
equfpment need nat be moved off and bern volumes
wfll not be large.

Use of the yfAC will further extend the
technology and will provide val nable data for t.he
productive phase.

7. PRODUCTION STRUCTURES

The ultimate chai ca vf a st ruc ture for a
apecf.ffc site will be based prfmarfly oa safety and
cost-effectiveness. These fn turn are dependetat om
the dssfgn requia'ements whose influences were cfes-
cribed earlier, as well as fabrication, construc-
tion, installation, operation, and maintenance
costs. It is also evfdent that the size and
pt'operties of the oil reservoir will, partially
dictate the characteristfca of a structure or groaafa
of structures. The selection of a structure nuoc
strike an acceptable balance between th* cast-
etfectfveness and the humaa, envf.ronmental and
financial risks.

Many different types of production structur'ee
have been proposed including artificial islands,,
steel gravfty cones, and massive conc~ate cafsscos.
Figures 22-25 show examples of some concepts. carte
is a method of converting a caisson isIand such am
Tarsfut to a product foe fsland by erecting a
boundary of caf.aeons and filling it with dredgec
sancl. Anather is the massive Arctic Productive." azaci
Loading Atol  APNEA! which I s o pair of dredged
islands fn deep water with a tanker harbor in
between. T'lasts is the *rct.fc feonocone sufcable
deep water snd able to vit.hstand deep fce features.
Theta is a shallow~ster gravi.ty platform which ia
less robust because of reduced hazards. These
many athet' concepts are under consfderat.fon for taaae
f n the pra due t I on phase .

8. ARES FOR ftF.SEARCH AffD DEVELOPNERT

ln the ptevious sections on design, the
influence of multiple factors was dfscussed ahe
following summarizes the areas whete addi.tional
research snd development could have sf gnf f icant
bene f its and co st sa vings .

l, Ice/Structure Interaction and fce/Berm
Interactian

less conservatism tn tce failure pressures
would lower requirements and cost.s
understand fng of aha orpt Ion of ice f orce s' S n
winter by rubble formation
more data on summer fmpacts of mufti-year
bere scour research to optimize berm desigr
local fce pressures
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2. Structure Response to Ice Loadisg
continue on-going research programs to refine
safety lisfts

3. Bern Construction Technitiues t,o Decrease Cost
snd to Mfnftsise Maintenance

slope strengthening
slope stabilizing/protectfon
erosion protection methods

4. Seismicity Levels ia the Beaufort and their
Influence on Soil Stability

Thsv Settlement
analysis of multiple vali ~ peastratiag
peraaf tost

6, Conetruction E2fufpnent
deep vater dredging
soil placement methods
large volume hauling capability
increasing length of construction season by
ice breaking, fce strengthening

7. Weve Intersctfons at beets/Caisson gtructuree and
Optimization of Shape to Accouat for Spray,
Superstrvcture Icing, snd Ice Effects.

The suthotnvould lite to theat the officers of
Gulf Canada Resources Ioc. for pstaission to publish
this paper, sod the numerous vorkers in the fields
Of AretiC eCienCe andi engineering epsn vhoee
published efforts much of this paper is based.
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ln thie SeaeiOn twO impartant technological
aspects of arctic engineering were addressed namely
that af arctic Cancrete Structures and that of Ice
Breaking. ~ The subject of Concrete Structures in
the Arctic was addressed by Professor Gerwick.
1'rafeeSOr GerviCk in his paper wOn COnCrete Structures
For The Arctic" gives a comprehensive review af the
important aspects of technology involved in the
design and construction of concrete structures far the
Arctic. Be shows haw the material characteristics
of prestressed and reinforced concrete structures can
be selected ea that they can vithstand successfully
the aCtiana af the arCtiC enviraruaent He alSO
demonstrates how the ice conditions pose distinct
requireeents on the selection af suitable structures
that can resist  or absorb! the imposed loading.
It is of interest to add to professor Gerwick.'s
discussion a brief suneuary af the concrete technolagy
in the shipbuilding technology because it helps
strengthen some of the important points that prafessor
Gsrwick makes in his gaper,

Early construction of reinforced concrete vessels
during the two WOrld War' periOdS demonstrated the
mein advantages and limitations of concrete in
shipbuilding. Iow construction costs and excellent
durability was achieved, while the deadweight to
displacement ratio was significantly lower corepared
with steel ships and there was a size limitation.
Reinforced concrete vessels eisa exhi.bited superior
impact strength and resistance against brittle
fracture qualities.

During the World War II prestressed cancrste
vas introduced for the construction of simple box
shaped barges. Prestressed concrete allowed larger
size construction with thinner sections. This way
the resistance to cracking was improved. Barge type
construction took place after the war, which due
its simple form further reduced construction time.

During the seventies a number of feasibility
studies were undertaken far large prestressed
concrete tankers, The work by teoe flg74l indicated
that. the construction cost is expected to be lower
for concrete than for steel. Rowever, the estimate
of cargo transportation cost was faund somewhat
higher for the concrete alternative due to the heavy
structural weight. The study concluded that pre-
stressed co~crete appears to be more competitive far
stationary or semi-stationary floating tanks. A
technical feasibility and safety study by Gerwick,
et al �976!, for a 300m long prestressed concrete
vessel carrying liquefied petroleum gas  LPG! in
free-standing tanks concluded that the proposed
co~crete design had adequate safety and concrete

imposed no limitation in the ship's length.
lilhen the main leads on the hull are due to wave-

action a relatively heavy concrete structural weight
results. This is so since an adequate level of pre-
stressing is needed to maintain a doninant compressive
stress field in the hull despite the cyclic hogging
and sagging deformation of tite girder. Wher. a
stationary or semi-stationer'y functional usage is
intended, simpler barge type shapes ran be employed
since hydrodynamic resistance and maneuverability
cOnSideratiOns beCame lees importart. This allowa
an optimized canst. ruction with simple geometrical
shapes and as a consequence hull wesraht reductions.
If in addition a volume limited design is considered,
as in the case of carrying a low density cargo, then
the heavier hull weight is not a limitation any store.
Finally, the favorable concrete properties at
cryogenic temperatures increase the concrete's
COmpetitive advantage far floating LWG and :pt'
processing and storage plants. In the recent past a
growing interest has been demonstrated for this class
of applications.

The two main areas for present and frture
researc'h and development for concrete shipbuildino
applicatians are in the direction af materials
selection and structural design. Fiber rcirforced
concrete i.s protsising improved tensile propertie
Multiaxial prestressing and appropriate shaping of
shell elements can further increase deadweight tc
displacement ratios. A very comprehensive litera-
ture review for concrete as a shipbuilding material
can be found in the relevant cosunittee rcport. cf the
latest International Ship Structures Congress  Ig &il .

When the main loads on the hull are due to
ice action reinforced ard prestressed ccncrete
structures appear to gain definite competitive
advantages for stationary or semi-stationary applic-
actions The conference paper by professor Gerwiok
explains ver'y clearly why this is so.

l. Noe, J., A Passibility Study of Prestressed
Concrete Tanker Ships, ACI Journal, vol. 71,
pp 617-626, lg74.

2. Gerwick, Jr,, B.C., Niansour, A.E,, Fr~ca,E,
and Thayamballi, A., "Feasibility and Comparative
Studies for the tree of Prestressed Concrete ir
Iarge Storage/Processing Vessels", StVPE
Transactions, Vol,86, pp.163-136, 1978.



3. 6th International Ship Structures Congress,
Report of Coesnittee ill. 2, Nonferrous and
Composite Materials, Gdansk, 1982.

The second topic to be addressed in this session
was given by Dr. Vance who gave a comprehensive
historical review of the important aspects of ice-
breaking technology. It provides a thorough assess-
ment of the state of the art on methods to predict
the resistance of ships and forces on aff shore
steel and concrete structures and gravel islands
in the Arctic. The paper eisa defi.nes the main
directions for future mark.

The understanding of the process of breaking ice
is stro~gly dependant upon constantly isgmuving
our knawledge af che bearing capacity of floating
ice plates. The critical survey article by Kerr,
A. �976! provides important information on the
failure of floating ace plates under static or quasi-
static loading. Information is eisa needed in the
case of impact or impulsive loading.

This brief subject overview «ill supplement
Dr. Vance's presentation by focusing on the latter
type of loading on floating ice plates, This summery
will discuss consecutively the appll,cati.ons, the
classification of impacts and ice plates, the ica
de formations and failure cri.teria, the ice plate
perforation mechanisms, the classification of
penetrators and the importance of fluid-interaction
effects, On the basis af' tbia dlacussiOn the deelgn
problem will be defined, A very cosgnehenaive
review article was reported by Sackman, H.E . and
Goldsmith, w. �978! an the mechanics of penetration
of pro!ectiles into targets.

lnformatian in needed in the Came Of iznpact or
impulsive loading to describe the processes and inter-
actions involved during submarine surfacing through
ica, dynamic wheel loading during aiZCzaf t aver ics
landing operations and explosive demolition of ice
sheets. The ramming through ice of icebrealcers ls
another important application. In the latter casa
significant horizontal force components are developed
in addition to the lateral loads.

The variaus types of impacts can be described
according to the angle of incidence of the impact,
the configuration and material characteristics of
the ice plate and/or penetrator and the range of
initial velocities. one of the most important
variable rs the magnitude of the initial vel.ocity.

The ice plates can be conveniently categorized
by their thickness. Ice plates can be considered
thin when it can be assumed that plane cross-sections
remain plane after deformation. Thick ice plates
are obtained when the rear surface significantly
influences the response only after a substantial
penetration depth is reached. Intermediate plates
have a thickness in between the range bounded by
th in and thick plates.

Far very low impact velocities, elastic ice
deformations can be assumed. permanent deformations
 most prabably localized! must be cansidered for
intermediate impact velocities. Finally, a
hydrodynamic dcscrrptuon is needed for
hypervelocity impacts. jsore data are needed foz'
the development of suitable ice constitutive relations
under impact loading. In particular snore work is
necessary to describe the effects of viscosity in
such conditions. Finally, more data are needed
especially on multi-axial ice failure criteria and
their dependence on strain and/or temperature.

Two basic ice pl.ate perforation mechanisms
have been observed. Flexual cracking, for
relatrvely low impacts and thinner plates, which
consists of a number of zadial cracks followed

by a circumferential crack. The second nechmise
ie the formation of a cylindrical or cylindricml-
canical plug for higher impacts and thicker pl.mtmm-
The salinity and temperature of ice strongly isrf Essence
the resulting perforation mechanism The angle of
incidence of the impact is another important variable.

There are kinetic energy penetrators, explosives
and combinations of these two types. Dspendirng cen
their shape, penetrators range from sharp to blurt<
categories. Finally, it is important to know, Xrr
each particular application, ~bather or not the
penetratar can be assumed to behave as a rigid

Fluid-interaction effects are expected to be
of importance when impulsive loads are exerted
is especially so, when flexural cracking occurs.
compressibilrty of the water must be considered Lazing
the early stages of deformation. The incompremeiknle
fluid modeL can be used for the latter part of the
response, h fundasmntal review article was rmpo~
by Xrajcinovic, D. �977! on transient response
considerations of submerged elasto-plastic strmcturea-

The design prablem can be defined, in a mimgnle
way, as the determination of the boundary curves
separating the various ice plate perforation  or
partial penetration! mechanisms in a plot of the
magnitude of initial impact velocity versus the ratio
of ice plate thickness to penetrator diameter.
Clearly, other important variables such ae icm
temperature and salinity are parameters of the
problem.

This brief overview on the subject of icm
breaking technology was mainly focused on the
failure of floating ice plates subjected to ~ or
impulsive loading. This is an important area
future research due to its practical significamoe-
The conference paper by Dr. vance further subatarn
ti.ates this argument. In additi.on it deals Lsn m very
comprehensive manner with other important aspects of
ice breaking technalogy,

1. Kerr, A.D., The Searing Capacity of FLoatimg Icm
Plates Subjected to static or guasi-static
J. of Glaciolo, vol. 17, No, 76, pp.229-268,
1976.

2. Backman, N.E. and Goldsmith, W., The Nechmszicm
of penetration of projectiles into Targetsa
Int. J. En . Sci., Vol. 16, pp. 1-99, 1978.

3, Xrajcinovic, D., Some Transient Problems of
Subnmrgad Elasto-Plastic structures, Mock and
vibrati Di est, pp. L5-19. 1977,
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Responding to the current intense inter-
est in the explorati.on for and develooment. of
petroleum resources in of fshore Arctic and sub-
Arctic areas, considerable design and develop-
ment efforts have recently been directed to
prestressed concrete caisson.s. The successful
uee of concrete offshore platforms in the
BOrth Sea and COnCrete lighthOuaee in the
Baltic Sea and Eastern Canada have encouraged
consideration of concrete for structures in
the extremely hostile environment of the
Arctic where ice is a dominant desi.gn force.

Prestressed and reinforced concrete ex-
hibits ductile behavior under impact at low
temperatures. Properly designed and. con-
structed, it is highly durable under the multi-
ple attack phenomena of saline water, freeze-
thaw cycling, ice abrasion, and thermal
strains.

Thick shell or slab elements are typical-
ly employed as the peripheral ice wall. With
substantial quantities of reinforcing and pre-
stressing steel, including through wall stir-
rupsn high resistance to local concentrated
loads  " punching shear"! and a ductile behav-
ior under overload can be attained.

While early attention has focussed pri-
marily on the configuration of the ice wall.,
the internal structural configuration must be
designed to distribute and transfer the in-
ten.se loads to the base and into the founda-
tion soils. Co~crete shear walls, diaphragras,
and biaxially-prestressed slabs are structur-
ally effective for this purpose.

Structural lightweight concrete can be
employed to reduce the draft of structures in
the shallow waters of the Beaufort Sea and has
been successfully used on the caissons for the
Tarsiut island in Canada

Some areas for future development are in-
dicated, including use of silica fumes to in-
crease strength, steel-concrete composite
sandwich construction, utilization of multi-
axial stress conditions, and coatings to re-
duce friction and abrasion.

Concrete structures utilizing shell and
slab elements are inherently economical solu-
tions for structures in th* Arctic environ-
ment. It is believed that their concomitant
properties will enlarg e their utilization for
both sea-ice and iceberg resistant structures

The rapidly-growing interest in the
Arctic offshore as a potential major pet.ro-
leum pz'ovince has intensified the develop-
ment of concepts for exploratory and produc-
tion platforms suitable to the unique environ-
inental conditions. Sea ice dominates the de-
sign in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas while
icebergs are a principal design concern of f-
shore Labrador and Newfoundland.

The successful use of prestressed concrete
offshore platforms in the hiorth sea and for
lighthouses in sub-Arctic conditions in
Eastern Canada and the Baltic Sea has !ed to
their consideration as offshore platforms ir.
the Arctic. The basic considerations of duc-
tile behavior under impact at low temperatures,
ice abrasion resistance and durability,
fatigue endurance, and overall economy ap-
pear well-suited to ineet the requirements.
On the other hand, their inherently heavy
weight, hence draf t, is a constraint. on de-
ployment in the shallow coastal waters typi-
cal of the Beaufort Sea and on their initial
delivery around Point Barro~, where the
Arctic ice pack limits the available ice-free
waterway.

Lightweight concrete caissons were ern-
ployed on the Tarsiut caisson-retained island
in the Canadian Beaufort Sea. Short test sec-
tions of concrete seawall, crib, and slope
protection units have been installed on t.he
graVel iel.anda Off Prudhce Bay. A Small pre-
stressed concrete tidal power plant was in-
stalled at Kislogybusk in the Barents Sea by
Soviet engineers in 196 B. Concrete pillar s
have been used to support quays in harbors in
Greenland. These, plus the lighthouses refer-
red to earlier, constitute our experience with
concrete sea structures under Arcti~ condi-
tions. Thus a major effort is being carried
out currently to augment this relative pau-
city of data by laboratory and field tests,
and by examination and evaluation of relevant
experience from sub-Arctic and temperate en-
vironrnents.

For many of the offshore concepts now
u~der study, the determining structural con-
sideration i.s that of the so-called "punching
shear", due to the impact from a multi-year
icc floe or iceberg on a local sane of the
periphery, where forces of 600 to 1.000 tons/in



or more may be developed over a limited area
Intense local loads such as these and

global ice loads must be transmitted back
through the structure and eventually into the
foundation. Experience with icebreakers
 steel hulls! has shown that. although the hull

plating is usually not punctured, it is the
stiff supporting members, such as the frames,
which buckle under the high local loads.

2. RELEVANT PROPERTIES OF PRESTRESSED AND
REINFORCED CONCRETE,

a! Low temperature ductility under impact.

Reinforced concrete has long been used
for river bridge piers subject to dyna-
mic ice loading during breakup. The con-
crete itself grows stronger  and stiffer!
as the water in the pores freezes. The
reinforcing steel is subjected only to
longitudinal stress. The massiveness and
stiffness of typical concrete structures
tends to limit dynamic amplification and
lengthen the period of contact with an
ice feature so that the load is primarily
a quasi-static one.

prestressing tendons made of cold-drawn
wire have relatively constant properties
over a wide range of temperatures down
to that of LNG. This includes strength,
duccility, and fatigue endurance. Thus
prestressed and reinforced concrete
structures can be considered to be free
from problems of brittle fracture under
impact at low temperatures.

b! Durability.

Pr'operly designed and constructed con-
crete structures develop high resistance
to corrosion of the reinforcement. The
concrete mix must be r'elatively imper-
meable and must ensure an alkaline envi-
ronment for the embedded steel. Exces-
sive microcracking of the surface u~der
thermal gradients or freeze-thaw attack
must be prevented. In order to limit
cracking and spa.lling while still keeping
an adequate barrier of concrete, the
cover should be care fully chosen, neither
too little not too great. Typical values
are SOmm, +10m, -Omm!, with a reduction up
to 12.5mm for stirrups.

One area of potential corrosion needs to
be addressed and that is the deck, where
spray plus evaporation and the intention-
al application of chlorides to prevent
glare ice may lead to high concentrations
of chloride similar to those found in
bridge decks in the Eastern U.S. For
these conditions, the deck should have
adequate drai nage. Epoxy-coated rein-
forcement meeting ASTM specifications
should be considered .

The freeze-thaw resistance of properly
air-entrained concrete has been widely
attested in the Northern U.S. and Canada.
In the Arctic the number of cycles of
freeze-thaw for the superstructure con-
crete are very limited. After a few
cycles in September, the exposed concrete
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is below freezing for the winter. Belov
water level the temperature stays at
about -I C, generally insufficient to
cause any deep freezing of the pore waar
in the concreted

However, in a zone extending from water-
line up 1 to 2 meters, the concrete is
potentially subject to a significant
numbers of cycles each fall, freezing
when exposed to air, thawing when covered
by the still warm seawater waves and
storm surges. This concrete is poten-
tially saturated to a high degree, since
in most cases there will be water bailee'.
on the inside: hence freeze-thaw re sist-
ance is of special concern.

This is also the zone of potential ice
abrasion-er'osion. Investigation of con.-
crete ships from World War II moored
northern Norwegian waters and in Cook
Inlet, Alaska, show two cases of degra-
dation near the waterline, bei~g attri-
buted to a combination of freeze-thaw
cycles of saturated concrete and ice
abrasion . It should be noted that
number of concrete vessels and struc-
tures exposed in a similar manner show
no such problems, and hence a prelizninary
conclusion is that the surf icial daznage
is due to the permeable, non-air err-
tra ined concrete employed in these par-
ticular vessels. Nevertheless, the se
cases of damage indicate that the expo-
sure is not just conjectural but is real,
Nenoe SpeCial Care is warranted fOr these
areas. Inclusion of 5-6% air entr airz-
ment, design of the mix for low perrema-
bility, and using non-saturated aggre-
gates at time of mixing, are advisable.
Three relevant proprietary studies are
underway at this time, involving both
laboratory and field tests.

Table 1 Recommended mix design for typical
Arctic f4ari ne S t ruc ture s.

Normal wei ht concrete

Coarse aggregate: 3/4" max. crushed rock or
natural gravel.

Natural sand: about 40-4 5% of total aggregate

Cement ASTH Type II, 650 lbs: pozzolan,
ASTM Type N or F, 1OO lbs.

Water - to give W/C ratio about 0.40
Water-re duc in g admix t u re
Air entrainment 6a
 Air void spacing not greater than 0.2mra!

For structural lightweicht concrete, use 5/B"
or 4" max. coat'se aggregate. Sand may be all
natural, or part natural and part lightweicrht,
or al.l lightweight.

Only sealed surface lightweight aggregates,
coarse and f ine should be used. Lightweight
aggregates shoul.d not. be saturated prior ta
mixing,



Thermal gradients.dl

Durability must also consider the pre-
stressing system, Ducts must be com-
pletely grouted, not only to prevent
corrosion but to prevent freezing of
voids which have become w'ster-filled.
protection of post-tensioning anchorages
must be assured.

The Treat Island tests of the U.S. Corps
of Engineers have not only demonstrated
the need for air entrainrsent but also
the care required for post-tensioned
anchors. Recessed pockets, concrete-
filled but without the use of epoxy bond-
ing, have proven to be the most durable.

A concern has been expressed over the
effects of cracks  thermal, shrinkage
or structural! in the severe freeze-thaw
environment. This appears to be a matter
of reinforcement percentage: if the steel
percentage is too low, the freezing water
in the crack will. both widen and extend
it, whereas if the reinforcement percent-
age across the initial crack is sufficient
to exert a closing force equal to the
tensile strength of concrete, then the
freezing water extrudes in the crack
without any cumulative effect. The
above is based on field observations,
including investigation of the Tarsiut
caissons where structural cracking had
occurred in the walls of some caissons
due to unequal supports however, the
high percentage of reinforcing had pre-
vented any rseasurable further deteriora-
tion from freeze-thaw action.

c! The resistance of thick-walled slabs and
shells to intense local loading, whether
from collision by boats or impact of ice,
has been the subject of nurserous labora-
tory and analytical investigations.
Because of the low span-to-depth ratio
of the shell, and the presence of high
percentages of reinforcing and/or pre-
stressing steel, both in-plane and
through-wall, the behavior of the shell
or slab is significantly hetter than
given by conventional building codes,
which are relevant to high span-to-depth
ratios and low steel percentages.

The behavior of such a shell  slab! under
high concentrated loading is influenced
to a high degree by the support condi-
tions. The more rigid the supports, the
more effective will be the internal arch
or dorse which forms within the shell
thickness.

The term "punching shear" is really im-
proper for such a case. In reality, the
initial effect is priraarily flexure,
with severe cracking forming opposite
the load. As the reinforcing steel
reaches yield, the moments aze transfer-
red to the supports. Inclined diagonal
struts form within the shell. The high
intensity of load on them leads to dia-
gonal laminar cracking within the strut,
just as in a column. Ultimate failure
vill then take place by punching shear
along rather flat diagonals or, if the
struts have been sufficiently confined

by stirrupsv by crushing at the inner
face of the haunch. In some slab tests,
failure has also occurred in crushing
under the load.

This indicates the need for high percent.�
ages of shear steel  stirrups! ancl for
confinement of the compression zones.
Closed stirrups often fail to develop
yield strength prior to laminar cracking
failure: there is insufficient room to
properly bond them. Use of headed stir-
rups or specially-fabricated stirrups,
which mechanically are fixed to the in-
plane steel, are therefore much rsore
efficient. If stirrups are used the ir
lap should occur in the confined-section
rather than at the face. As in column
confinersent, raechanical splicing or
closure is most effective.

The nominal shear strengths so developed
are significantly greater than those
predicted by simple application of code
formulae. Since the concrete, near
ultimate, will have high through-wall
tension., it seems advisable to rely
entirely on the through-wall steel to
resist the transverse tension.

The problem of thermal cradients in
service have already been successfully
addressed in the cnorth Sea where the
delta T between the warm stored oil and
Ccld Water is uSually taken aS �9'C-6'C|
or 294C. In the case of exploratory
c a i s son s in the Arct ic, tempe r at u re d i f-
ferentials between "warmed" water inside
and cold water outside will be negligible.
Above sea level, however, the tempera-
ture difference between warmed" water
inside and air outside may reach 40'C,
sufficient to cause cracking on the cold
face, This in turn could aggravate the
attacks by freeze-thaw and ice abrasion.
This problem can be successfully con-
tained by providing a minimum of about
1% reinforcing steel, both directions,
using closely-spaced bars, over the
entire exposed face. The CEB/FIP HodeI.
Code defines this "tensile zone" over
which the percentage of steel is to be
computed, as de = C + 8 0 where C is the
cover and rfr is the bar diameter. rabat
this steel does is ensure a constant
closure stress acting across the crack,
thus preventing the crack from growing
under freeze-thaw attack. Careful ob-
servation of the Tarsiut caissons has
shown this to be effective,

The prevention of microcracks in the
externally exposed surface is also of
importance during construction. Proper
control of the mix and curing will help
to reduce microcracking due to shrinkage,
but the effects of heat of hydration
need special attention. The thick peri-
pheral walls wil? see a significant
increase in temperature to about 6S C
due to heat of hydratio~, and this will
not cool to ambient temperature for 2
to 3 weeks. Insulation must be applied
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to the forms and concrete surfaces after
stripping the forms until the differen-
ti» temperature has lowered to about
204C.

Global temperature differentials will
also arise, tending to create circumfer-
ential tensio~ in the peripheral wall.
These stresses should be considered in
design, especially since the shear ca-
pacity is reduced by a membrane tensile
stress. Prestressinq has been success-
fully employed at Tarsiut to maintain a
net compression in the external wall.

3. APPLICABLE STANDARDS AWD GUIDELINES.

A. number of recent publications plus
several currently in preparation form an ade-
quate basis for the design and construction
of prestressed concrete structures for the
Arctic. These include:

API - Bulletin 2N, on
Planning, Designing, and Construct-
ing Fixed Offshore Structures in
Ice Environments.

ACI - 357, currently under revision to
include Arctic applications.

FIP - Recoremendations for Concrete Sea
Structures, 4th edition in prepa-
ratio~, to include Arctic applica-
tions.

ABS � Rules for Fixed Offshore Structures
currently under revisi.on to in-
clude the Arctic.

Other standards, such as the DWV Rules,
while primarily directed to teraperate zones,
are nevertheless highly relevant to the design
and construction af such structures for the
Arctic.

As in all new developments, there are
also a number of very important aspects being
promulgated in technical journals and pre-
sented at technical conferences. Some of the
most important of these are li.sted in the
"references" at the end of this paper.

4 . LI GHTWE IGHT CONC RETE

The principal constraint to the use of
concrete structures in the Beaufort Sea is
their inherent heavy weight which increases
the draft, thus making i.t difficult to pass
Paint Barrow and placing a limit on their
ability to be used at shallow water drilling
sitee. This has led to an interest in the
use of structural lightweight aggregate,
which enables a reduction in weight and draft
of about 20%. Other properties of high qual-
ity lightweight concrete are also attractive:
lower modulus, greater impermeability, prob-
ably improved freeze-thaw behavior, better
thermal compatibility with the embedded steel,
and lees microcracking.

Recent research at the University of
California at Berkeley hae shown that pre-
stressed lightweight concrete possesses excel-
lent structural properties under cycli.c and

repeated loads, even under extreme thermal
strains such as those induced by an LWG spill-

Light~eight coarse aggregates were uti-
lized in the Tarsiut caissons and an inspec-
tion after one year showed their condition to
be highly satisfactory. There was no evidemxe
of freeze-thaw attack or ice abrasion and
structural cracks had not propagated or
widened. Some spalling had occurred due
impact from barges, etc Lightweight concrete
tends to spall as thin, flat slabs, as con-
trasted to normal concrete, where the spalla
are deeper but cover less extent. In areas
subject ta such impact, use of fenders or
provision of wire mesh near the surface are
indicated.

A number of proprietary research projects
are currently verifying the properties of
structural lightweight concrete for Arctic use.

The use of structural lightweight aggre-
gate for these shallow water Arctic caissons
facilitates construction as well as deploy-
ment and hence proves economical for these
structures.

A principal concern in any structure sub-
ject to possible overload, especially dynamic
or impact loads, is to ensure a ductile mode
of failure. While concrete per se is a brittle
material, heavily reinforced and confined corr-
crete behaves in a pseudo-ductile manner Irr
the case of the typical peripheral ice walls
of concrete, having relatively high percent-
ages of steel in both in-plane directions as
well as heavy stirrups through the wall, the
effect of high overload will be to produce
cracking and yield in the tensile steel, fol-
lowed eventually by spalling of the cover and
eventually crushing, If heavy confinement has
been provided, this will not be a br itt.le
fracture, but will produce a raajor reduction
in stiffness. Rotation will ensue and the
wall between the supports will tend to act
like a catenary, in membrane tension. Based
on experience from the hull plates of ice-
breakers, we wo~ld expect the ice load to pro-
gressively transfer to the supporting dia-
phragms ar bulkhead frames.

Thus by proper reinforcing of the exteri-
oz walls and its supporting structure, a duct-

mode of failure can be assured.

The ice wall problem is very similar to
the boat/barge collision problera on shafts of
the North Sea concrete plat forras, where simil-

approaches to design have proven effec-
tive .

One of the very attractive features of
cOnCrete far ArctiC Offshore structuree iS ite
ability to be economically molded and conf ig-
ured into complex shell shapes. Of f shore
structures may be constructed as cast-in-place
concrete or as an asserablage of precast ele-
ments, joined after erection by concreted
joints and/or past-tensioning. The first
method has been characteristic of the Condeep



structur.es in the North Sea, whereas the
Hinian Central Platform ut.ilized precast con-
crete shel.l elements extensively.

For the current applications in the
Alaskan Bceuf ort Sea, conf igurati one be ing
studied range from rectangular box-like
structures to highly sophisticated doubly-
curved conical shells, designed to cause the
ice to fail in tension.

Floating structures in prestressed con-
crete have been studied and appear equally
attractive for deeper water applications in
the Arctic. One of these, the Exxon Floating
Caisson Spar  ref. 1! was described at PQAC 79
Conference in Trondheim. Other potential
configurations might resemble Gulf Canada's
steel floating drilling structure, currently
being fabricated. Prestressed concrete hulls
have even been considered for Arctic trans-
port, both as submarine pressure hulls and as
surface ice-breaking ta~ker hulls.l2!

While early attention of engineers has
been directed primarily to the design of the
peripheral ice wall, it is important to also
address the internal configuration by which
intense loads are transmitted through the
structure and into the foundation. The pri-
mary means is typically through vertical
shear walls but horizontal diaphragm slabs
and circumferential wall.s help to distribute
the load throughout the structure. When
these high loads  often of the order of
1DD,BOO tons or more! reach the base, they
must be transmitted into the foundation.
detailed description of this critical inter-
face problem is beyond the scope of this pa-
per. However, whether this is accomplished
by skirts, spuds, or ribs, etc., the base
slab also becomes a highly-loaded complex
structural element, for which multi-axial
post-tensioning has proven very efficacious
in similar applications in temperate climates
and in preliminary designs for the Arctic .

7. FUTURE DEVELOPKENTS .

The current development of silica-fume
additives  microsilica particles! offers the
potential for significant increase in concrete
strength, both normal weight and lightweight,
as well as an increase in impermeability.

However, such higher compressive stzengts
must be properly confined if brittle behavior
is to be prevented. Ductility can be at-
tained by confinement with stirrups and also
by the inclusion of randomly-oriented steel
fibres.

The actual behavior of the thick-walled
concrete elements is highly dependent on the
multi-axial stress conditions existing. While
the current nuclear code permits minor advan-
tage to be take~ of favorable multi-axial
stresses, tests and three-dimensional analyses
indicate that their effect may be very signi-
ficant and enable more efficient des igns to
be developed for the concentrated loads in-
flicted by ice. The FIP is currently under-
taking an in-depth study of these phenomena,

For many structural conf igurations,espe-

cially cones, the ice load on the structure
is determined to a high degree by the friction
between iCe and the surface. Use of Coatings
to reduce this friction and to minimize abra-
sion is currently under investigation in seer-
al proprietary research projects.

Coat.ings should not only have low fric-
tion. high bond, elasticity, toughness, and
abrasion resistance, but should not cause
freeze-thaw damage due to trapping of water
vapor beneath them. The water vapor in the
concrete will migrate to the cold face, and
tend to congeal under an impermeable coating,
possibly leading to spalling when it freezes.
The ideal coating, then would appea r to be
one which is permeable to water vapor.

While there will continue to be a healthy
competition between concrete structures and
steel structures, the optimal solution in some
cases may well. turn out to be a hybrid or
sandwich structure, in which steel plates of
moderate thickness enclose a concrete wall,
with which they are constrained to act in
composite behavior thz'ough the use of shear
connectors such as welded studs Tests in
Japan and the U.K. have shown that such a
hybrid design is extremely ef f icient in resist-
ing high concentrated load. �!

The use of concrete in composite action
to stiffen a steel hull has recently been ap-
plied by DOme Petrcleum On their SSDC-l, a
converted VLCC mid-body being utilized as an
exploratory drilling platform in the Canadian
Beaufort Sea.

B. EVALUATION.

steel-hulled ice breakers have given sa-
tisfactory performance over a number of years.
What is the justification for the use of con-
crete for Arctic offshore structures?

First, it is generally believed that con-
crete structures will give satisfactory long�
term service with minimum maintenance due to
their inherent durability

Secondly, is the ductility even at low
temperatures and the redundancy which can be
incorporated into concrete structures by proo-
er design and constructio~.

Thirdly, is the ability to resist high
local concentrated loads in shell aetio~.

Finally and perhaps the most important
practical reaso~ is the lower cost. Although
i~dividual structures will vary considerably,
when caisson-type structures are designed to
equal performance criteria, prestressed con-
crete caissons will usually be found to cost
only 50 to 70% as much as the comparable steel
caissons.

This latter tact may be inherent irr the
environmental loading pattern which prevents
the use of steel in its most favorable forms
as framed meznbers subject to axial tension
and compression. Ln the Arctic, the caisson
size and configuration is largely determined
by the ice features and the foundation soils,
hence is independent of the structural mate-



PE F E PBNC FSrial employed. Prestressed and reinforced
concrete is especial.ly well suited to ,hell
confiqurations.

As experience grows with the use of con-
crete structures in the Arctic, it. is be-
lievedd that in addit.ion to economic justifi-
catior, its many concomitant advantages will
enlartie itS utiliaatien fOr Sea ice and ice-
berg resistant. structures.
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This paper traces the history of ice-
breaking technology from its early stages of
educated guesses by ship designers to the
sophisticated computer techniques utilized by
current day Naval Architects and Structural
Engineers. The paper covers the broad
spectrum from the analytical techniques util-
ized to predict ship resistance to the methods
used to predict the forces on offshore steel
and concrete structures and gravel is'lands.

The first documented attempt to analyze
the process of breaking ice was presented by
Runeburg �! in l888. In 1921 Kari �! and
in 1936 Simonson �! published equatrons re-
lated to the downward force developed by the
bow of an icebreaker. In 1938 Shimansky �!
attempted to incorporate the complete fore
body shape of the vessel. The current
evolution of icebreaking technology began with
the work of Vinogradov �! in 1958 when he
attempted to employ the approach of conserva-
tion of energy to determine the resistance
encountered by a vessel. White �! in 1965
synthesized these past effor'ts to determine
a more effective bow shape. In 1968 the
Russian team of Kashteljan, Poznjak and Ryvlin
�! published an extensive work that described
their efforts in combining theoretical and
empirical attempts to accurately predict the
resistance of a vessel in ice. In 1970 Lewis
and Edwazds  8! improved upon these techniques.
ln 1972 Enkvist  9! presented the results of
the work carried out in Finland. That same
year Nilano �0! reinvistigated the energy
approach to the problera and published a com-
puter algorithm that incorporated all of the
parameters of the bow shape. In 1974 Vance  ll!
published an improved empirical equation that
incorporated the length of the ship. In 1978
a technique was derived,but not published, by
Arctec and Mitsui, the program was entitled
ICEREr4, The latest effort in predicting ice-
breaking resistance was published by Naegle in
1980 �2! in which he examines the equations
of motion involved in the icebreaking process.

The history of ice forces on structures
is not as defined as that of vessel icebreaking.
The problem is more diversified and varies

from the determination of the vibration char-
acteristics of slender structures in thin ice
sheets to that of impact of large icebergs
with large structures. In addition, the
efforts in determining ice forces on struct-
ures is more recent and are still in the de-
velopment stage.

Some of the earlier efforts were conduct-
by Peyton�3! in the 1960's in relation to
ice forces on oil production platforms in
Cook Inlet, Alaska. In the 1970's Michell
and Toussaint �4! published information on
the forces involved in the penetration of an
ice sheet by various shaped structures. In
1980 Crosdale �5! published the intial eff-
orts conducted to determine the forces gen-
erated by pressure ridges interacting with a
structure. ln 1977 Ralston �6! published
equations to determine the limiting forces
involved with an ice sheet interacting with
a cone shaped structure.

Although proprretary work is being con-
ducted in such projects as Dome's Hans Island
project and Gulf's Tarsiut Island project, very
little has been published related to impact
forces on structures. A simplified approach
to the problem was published by Cammaret �7!
in 1981. Additional work was also published
in 1981 on pressure ridges by Prodanvic �8!
and Gerwick �9! . Very little has been pub-
lished on the interaction of single and
multiple leg structures with br'oken ice. This
problem becomes important when investigating
the problem of floating structures in a broken
ice field.

In summary the ice forces on a structure
can be broken down into the following broad
categoriesr

Penetration of a solid ice sheet by a
vertical sided structure

Penetrattion of a solid ice sheet by a
cone shaped structure

Impact of a large ice mass with a struc-
ture

interaction of a pressure ridge with a
stucture

Interaction of a multi leg structure with
broken ice.

The following sections will discuss some
of the techniques mentioned above and provide
some insight into their utility, however, the
details of their application can be found in
the authors original publication.



to Arctec and f43.tsul. Comparison of the
various techniques are presented in figures
1 through 4.
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2. ICEBREAKING RESISTANCE

The methods discussed here are those that
relate to icebreaking resistance in a homo-
genous ice field. The work conducted in a
broken ice field and in pressure ridges, al-
though just as important in the overall scheme
of icebreaking resistance, has not been ad-
equately verified with full scale data to
have any particular technique accepted.

In level ice resistance prediction, the
presently accepted analytical techniques
are those proposed by Kashtelj an �!, Lewis
and Edwards  8!, �ilano � !!, Vance �1! and
Naegle �2! i.n addition to the proprietary
technique available through Arctec and Mitsui.
The governing equations and some typical re-
sults are presented here.

The Kashteljan �! equation is given as:

R = ED. oo~8s O~. + 3-65 If h Ao +

o.aber 'kV p~ + R~ �!

total resistance
maximum waterline beam
ice thickness
ice flexual strength
hull efficiency= 1 + 1/Pj
icebreaking coefficient'   see �!!
icecutting coefficient  see �!!
specific weight of ice
ship speed
open water resistance

In 1970 Lewis and Edwards  8! published5
the fallowing equation:

g = o <46<4 + 6.64 � Cj cap~

Z q65S~ BhV

where:
R. � ace resistance

2Qt-mass density of ice

and the remaining parameters are as defined
previously.

In 1972 Edwards and Lewis � !! published
a purely empirical equation that included the
effect of snow cover, however, that equation
will not be presented here.

In 1974 Vance �1! presented an equation
that included the effect of length:

R-.SC,edge C,'+ C>G-ag ~
C»  ,VZL 4' 6 '

where:
-length between perpendiculars

�~ � density difference between ice and
water

C -submergence coefficient
sCb-breaking coefficient

C -velocity coefficient
v

the remaining parameters are as defined
previously. The coefficients for various
ships are presented in the basic reference.

The algorithms of Milano �0! and Naegle
�2! are to complicated to present in this
paper and are available in the basic ref-
erence. The details of ICEREM are proprietary
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3. FORCES ON A STRUCTURE � ZIIDE>ITATIOII

The most comprehensive work on ice in-
dentation was reported by Nichel �1! and
Toussaint �4! . They presented the equation:

4 ~ i
e

~ s
LeF = I III E ir, t w

se

~ ee

>4 can be taken as 1 for a flat surface and
0.9 for a cylinder and 0.85  sine/2!~swhere

~ f is the included angle in a wedge shaped
structure. I,K and 0 are functions of the
strain rate. For narrow structures such as
columns and pier heads the strain rate is
taken as: s e e e ~

4, Ifs a s e
~ %

Q e V/4w �!

where V is the velocity of indentation,i.e.
the ice velocity. For wider structures such
as gravel islands Ralston �2! recommends
that the strain rate be set equal to:

E, e V/2w �!

For 10  e C 5x10 I can be taken as 2.97
and    as 0.6 and

 > 7.5 10   K /5x10 !
�!

-4 -2
For 5xlO   E.   10 l can be taken as 2.97
and I as 0.26 and

d = 7.5xl0 �/5xlo !  9>

For E P 10 1 can be taken as 1.57 and
K as 0.5 with Ec e5.176xl05 pascals.

4. FORCES ON A STRUCTURE - COl4ES

ln 1977 Ralston �6! published his
plastic analysis of an ice sheet interacting
with a conical surface. Re presents the
solution in the form of the following agation

 Ai Tj t +A299 t D+2 2

A3 ggt D � D >! A42 2  9!

�0!R Bl R + B2  f gt Q � D !2 2

I m 8 I ~

The values of A,A,A~,A�,B, and B~ are given
in figure 5. The firedic%iohs provided by
these equations have been compared to madel
test results and show good agreement as shown
in figure 6.

where:
F-
I-
M-
K-

t-

where:

Dv
DT
I

t
9
e

ice crushing force
indentation factor
shape factor
contact factor
uniaxial compressive strength of ice
ice thickness
ice-structure contact wi.dth

horizontal force
vertical force
waterline diameter of cone
top diameter of cone
flexual strength of ice
coe f f icient of f ri cti on ice/cone
thickness of the ice sheet
gravitational acceleration
mass density of water
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5. FORCES ON A STRUCTURE � IMPACT

The irrrpact of an ice mass with a struct-
ure involves many parameters that will effect
the maximum force generated upon impact. Such
factors as the shape of the ice mass, the
shape of the structure, the ccmpressive
strength of the ice as well as the total
mass and velocity of the ice will have an
effect on the force generated. Carmaert �7!
presented a simple approach that equated the
kinetic energy of the ice to the energy diss-
ipated. during crushing of the ice. Under the
assumption that only one half of the kinetic
energy of the ice mass is available for crush-
ing and that the ice mass is tabular and of
greater width than the cylindrical structure
and utilizing an added mass coefficient of
1.$, he arrives at a maximum force of:

F ~ 2Ddc �RX X

where:
F
D
R

maximum impact force
the total depth af the ice mass
the radius of the cylindrical sturc-
ture
the uniaxi.al crushing strength of ice
the wieght of the ice mass
the velocity of the ice mass
gravitational acceleration

  ! 198 w V /D R g!

 f-
w
V

Very little model testing has been undertaken
to verify this approach. Considerable work
must he undertaken to examine the pherromenia
in more data i 1 .

6. FORCES ON A STRUCTURE - PRESSURE RIDGES

where:

F S
F-
P

maximum force on the column
sail height of the ridge
shear strength of the ridge
porosity of the ridge

A more sophisticated model, utilizing
a finite difference technique was presented
by Gerwick �9! . This method takes into
consideration various stages of failure
of the ice sheet as well as the ridge fail-
ure itself. There are many other references
relating to ridge forces on structur'es, how-
ever, there is little full scale or model
scale verification of these various tech-
niques. The properties of the pressure
ridge itself must be better understood before
any model can be developed and veri fied.

7. FORCES ON A STRUCTURE � BRQKEN IcE

The problem of farces generated by press-
ure ridges interacting with a str~cture is
significantly more complex that that of a
homogeneous ice shee t. Vari ous so 1 uti on s
have been presented in the literature but
none have been truely verified. Vaudr ey   23!
pr.esented a simple shear model where the
maximum force on a column is generated by
double shearing of the ice ridge by the
column such that the force is given by=

F = 50 S  rn �-P!
2 �2!

The area of ice forces on a structure
from broken ice is even less developed than
that of the pressure ridge. There have been
presentations using the soil mechar,ics fail-
ure plane approach, an ice on fce friction
approach and a shear failure approach, how-
ever, none have been developed to any great
degree ror have they been verified by model
or field test. The work is in the early
stages of development and no comprehensive
work has bean published to date.

8. coNci. !SION

I have attempted to present a very brief
historical review, along with some insight,
into the development of icebreaking tech-
nology fr'om its early begining with ship
resistance to its current application to
offshore structures. It is a fascinating
and complex area of study. Although the
techniques that I have presented are being
used in the f ield today, they are by no means
the final answer or for that matter, the
correct answer. There are questions related
to interaction effects, added mass effects,
scale ef fects and hydrodynamic ef f ec ts that
have to be investigated in much mare detail.
The field is wide open in many areas, par-
ticularly in the development of analytical
models and their verification by model and
full scale testing. Much of this work is
currently being carried out by the oil
industry within their internal research and
development programs in order to assure a
safe and cost ef fective development of this
countries arctic rratura1 resources, However
it will take the combined effort of industry,
government and academia to answer all the
ques tions that remain to be answered

The a~thor would like to express his
appreciation to Mobil Oil Corporation for
their. cooperation in the publication of thi s
paper and would like to point out that the
opinions expressed in the paper are those
of the author and do not r.ecessari ly reflect
those of lKobil. Oil Corporatio~.
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One of the key questions in unders~ the
crleepbere and its effect on both weather and. long
term Climate Variability in polar and sub-polar
regions is what process<ca! control s! the geographic
position of the adage of the ice. Certainly the
ice edge is governed by response to winds, currents
and vertical and horizontal heat fluxes to form a
coupled system. At present, no acceptable theory
exists to describe this coupled system, including
the annual and interannuaL variations of the ice
cover and their relation to atmospheric and ~
graphic ci.rculations, The HIZEX international
sf fart aa preaented by Dr. Jchanrxaaaen, et al is
designed to address this nmplex question. The region
of stmiy has been fertile ground for Sosndinavian
ocearxxgraphers/meteorologists since the late
eighteen hundreds and it ia therefore appropriate
that Dr. Dla Jchannessen be the lead scientist as a
continuation of this tradition.

looking back in tine the follauing leaders in
physirm1 ocesmography and meteorology have worked in
the Norweg~eenland Seas ard formed the "Scandina-
vian School":

Norwegiens:
H. Mohn <1835-1916!: Derivation of current field

in Norwegian Sea by mathmsatical calculations
of tsmperature/salinity fields.

F, Nansen �861-1930!: explorer, scientpt, humanist.
First roticed that sea ice drifted 45 to right
of wind direction and reasoned that ice might
make the upper layer of water move even sore
trxsard right  Ekman spiral! . Wi.th Hel land-Hansen,
published the classic work on descriptive ~
gsslsry in the Norwegian/Greenland Ses..

V. Bjerknes �862-1951!: Developed circulation
theorem {also used in oceanrxlrephy! and made great
crsrtrlbution bo modern weather forecasting
[�oeby, 1.983! .

B. Helland-Hansen �877-1957!: ~tions to
cczspute the relative field of currents fran the
cheered field of mass - if ewe neglects friction-
currents cen be calculated at any depth if density
distribution is known.

B. v. sverd~ �888-1957! i Leader of Naud
expedition in the Arctic Ocean, developed the
basis for jmx!em wind mrrrent theory.

J. E. Fjeldstand �985 - !: Several theories,
primarily for internal waves and heat transfer.

H. Itasby �903- !:Research in the Antarctic and Arctic
especially bottcm water formation.

Dani sh:
M. Knudsen �871-1949!: Determination of sea-water

oonstants, "Knudsen's Tables".

Swedish:
V. W. Ekman �874-1954! i Zkman'S Current meter.

Basic theory for ocean circulation taking into
acrxxmt the earth rotation  Ekman Spiral! .

J. W. Sandstrcm �874-1947!: Ocean dynamics theory
devel~ with Hel land-Hansen.

C. G. Rossby �898-1957!: Rossby waves.

It is hoped that 14IZEX will provide the irrpetus
for a renaissanoe in Arctic and sub-Arctic ~
graphy/meteorology to carry on the classic works of
the late 1800's and early 1900's.

'lhe second ma3or area of interest in the Arctic
is in paleoclimatology, paleoommx!~ and climate.
The role of the Arctic Ocean on world cl.imate is
~ and is likely of major significance. Key
questicns include~ What was the role of this ocean
on global climate in Nesozoic and early Cenozoic
time? When was glaciation irutiated in the Arctic
Ocean mxi was it contenporaneom with the Antarctic?
%m Arctic Ocean, with its deep basins and sluggish
bottcm water and surface currents may have an
undisturbed long geologic record of polar events which
is not the case around Antarctica  Jackson, pere.
orxrar, 1983! .

Fuowledge of the geologic structure and history
of the Arctic is of rore than regronal interest, in
that its plate tectxxric evolut.i.on is closely tied to
the North Atlantic and pacific as well as ta the
continents that surrourd it. Arctic marine gmlogy
is at least. an arrear of magnitude less known than
any other arm  R~ and Falconer 1978! and the
emnimic potential is high. The paper by Lawver et al
reviews the current hypotheses of the orrgin of the
Arctic. As the authors point out there art a
number of first order geologic prciblmm in the Arctic
including the sation or LaW thereof along the
Nares Strait and the genesis of the Canada Basin,



especialLy the noxthern section including Alpha
Hopefully the upccxaing Canadian Field

effort  CESAR! will provide scans aneexs  ~y,
1983! .

The Arctic requires innovative broaches to
mrk within the ~ envizcaanental mnstzaints. Dr.
Baggezoer's presentation vill describe the cutting
edge of ~ical techniques.

In my opiniojn major areas of interest in the
next decade will be scientific drilling. Valuable
information that drilling could provide to the
hectcnic frmaaaozk is dating. Jung mntirruam
sediment cores arrl bedrock saxaples axe desperately
~ to provide timing constrainte. No dates are
available for the fornation of the lrnonoeov or
Alpha Ridges. A date is badly neecM to aid in plate
reconstruct&one that involve the geology of Alaska
and the  !ueen Elizabeth Islands as is apparent in
the article by 4mwez et al. Drilling aaJLd
pxcNLde information of the ~ti<m and facies
of the ~c and Mesozoic deposits and crustal
structure of the ridges. Drill core samples along
the polar shelf would provide data on ~t
thidmess, and age diatzibutions, history of margin
vertical sotions, pze-Jiptian history, hietozy of
the Beaufort Shelf, Locatiun and facies of the
Paleoeoic mntinental margin  ~, 1981! .

Another area whi.ch I feel hae a large growth
~ztunity will be the uee of urmannsd intelligent
veh ,cles to perfoxxa a ~ of tasks fzcm engixaaering
sezvices to sci~tific n~ beneath the ice.

Historical data weze kindly supplied by
E. A. S. Svenisen and A. Foldvik, University of
Sezgan. Special thanks are due DOnna Pazker for
manuscript typing.
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ABSTRACT

1 . INTRODUCTION

2.1. Arct ic Navigation

The margi.nal ice zones  MIZ! are regions
where temperate and polar climate systems
interact, resulting in strong horizontal and
vertical gradients in the atmosphere and the
OCean. Theee gradiente lead ta mesoScale prO-
Cesses. which af feCt the heat, salt, and mo-
mentum fluxes at the ice mar gin. It is there-
fore important to increase our understanding
of these processes in order to model the air-
ice-ocean system in the MIZ, and to build
up a predictive capability of the ice margin.
Parameterization of these processes is also
necessary in large scale modeling of the sea
ice influence on the global climate system.
This paper will review our knowledge of
physical processes occuring in the marginal
ice zones, point out problem areas and des-
cribe Etarginal Ice Zone Program   MIZEX ! to be
init iated in 1983.

Several important phenomena i.n air -ice-
oceanography interaction werc first discovered
in the Arctic Ocean at. the end of the last
century. For example during Fritjof Nansers
FRAM Expediti.on across the Polar Ocean in t.he
years 1893-1896, t ansen discovered that t.he
ice was drifting some 3O to the right. of the
SurfaCe Wind, After Nangen ~S Suggestion Ekman
�982! invest.igated this problem from a theo-
retical point of view and developed t,he Ekn an
wind driven theory which predicted that. the
current turned to the right with depth de-
creasing expotentially, resulting in the so-
called Ekman spiral. The spiral was also f irst
quantitatively verif ied from observation ir the
Arctic Ocean, Hunkins �966 ! some 60 years
af ter the theory had been forrnulat.ed. Another
intere st.ing phenomenon, important for the deep
circulation in the Atlantic Ocean was Nansen's
theory of bottom water formation, in the
Greenland Sea, published in the cl ass ical work
by Man san �906 ! and Nansen and Hel land Hansen
  1909 ! .

In more recent time during the last two
decades a series of large pro]eats culirainar ~ nrr
in the Arct ic Ice Dynamics Joint f xper i ment
  AIDJEX!, Pritchard  1980 I yielded considerable
understanding of the growth, motion and decay
o f Sea in the in t.erior of the Arct. i<-. Ocean .
With t.hese experiments concluded, and success-
f ul non-linear sea ice dynamic models in hand

 Hibler 1979, Coon 1980!, attention shifted
to the problem of understanding the processes
which occur near the apen ocean boundaries of
pol ar icef ields   the marginal ice zone ! ar.d
which determine the advance ana retreat of t.he
sea ice edge

A workshop in Monterey iri 1979, Andersen
ct. al! 1980!, sunmarized the extent of the pro-
blerns and the paucity of our knowledge in the
Seasonal Sea Ice Zones, Ot her rev' ews which
are dealing wi th physical oceanography in both
the western and eastern Arctic and Subarct rc
Seas are reported by Coachman and Aagaard
�974! and recently by Rey �982!,

In this paper we have selected to deal
with the signif icance of the marginal ice
zones  MIZ!, a description af air � ice-ocean
interactive MIZ processes and models and a
brief overview af a multinational Marainal
Ice Zone Program  MIZEX ! to be initi at.eel n
1983, in the Fram Strait r'Green I and Sea,
Johannesser, et.al. �983 I.

2. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE MARGINAI. ICE ZONE

The marginal ice zone is a significant.
region in two senses. f irst ly as a locat i or.
for mar; 's activities and secondly as ar, im-
portant geophysical boundary zo .e invol vinq
energy exchanges which require parameteri-
zat ion in larger-scale ocean-atmnspnero medals,

The MIZ is subject to fluctuations due to
f arcing te,g. cyclone pas' ages, eddy

generation! and to longer-term factors
sonal and interannual! . Successful model nq
and predict.ion of. variations in icc cage po-
sit iori and ice concentra riot: would be of groat
value ir, f urt.hering man ' s act.ivit' c = in t he
reqion. There are several areas of special
irttprest.

Present and future developn cot.s iri cf f-
shore Arct.ic oil exploration, ir, seaborne
tr anspor t of Arctic resour<:es I e.g. liquef ted
natural gas, iron ore!. and in the suppliing
by sea of rapidly growi rg Arc t i c commun i t i vs
all required a much better pret!ict ive
bility for ice conditions. Ne need the ability
to predict. the blockage or oper.ina of port s
and channels, the opening or c I osure of shore
le~ds or large leads wi thin r he pack, <-.t-,ana..s
in the mot.ion and concent rat ion f t.he ice,
and the development. of any i e cage anomalies�.



Typical ice-strengthened cargo vessels, for
instance, can proceed even in multi-year ice
so long as the ice field is open, but en-
counter difficulties in consolidated pack of
any age. The richest f isheries in the North
Atlantic lie close to the ice margin, and the
development of Antarctic krill harvesting will
produce an increase in ship activ~ty close to
the Antarctic ice edge; in both cases a pre-
dictivee capability for the ice margin is highly
desirable.

2.2. Biology

The biological regime in the BIZ is
scarcely assessed at all, and a knowledge
of the impact of ice ~argin processes of bio-
logical productivity would be of great value
to the development of fisheries.

2.3. Naval Operations

The upper ocean in the BIZ is a region
of extreme acoustic variability as well as
having a high ambient noise level due to ice
floe collisions. These effects interfere with
the propagation of underwater sound.

2.4. Climate

An indication of the variability of the
MIZ in the Greenland Sea, both from month to
month and from year to year, is given by
Figur~ l,which shows mean and extreme limits
for winter and summer over a 10-year period.

As a geophysical boundary ton* the BIZ
is unique in the complexity of the vertical
and horisontaL air-sea-ice energy interaction
which take place there. In response to these
the ice edge moves hundreds of kilometers
north and south on a seasonal cycle. If the
physical processes which occur on the meso-
scale in the NIZ can be parameterized and
included in large-scale models such that the
ice edge motion can be understood, the results
will be valuable not only to man's immediate
activities but also to the study of the hypo-
that icaL response of the ice-covered oceans
to major global disturbances. ate would then
be able to answer the question: tthere would
the ice «dge lie if significant changes in
certain energy f!uxes occurred  e.g. effect
of a dust veil due to volcanic eruption or
meteoric impact. effect ot a major increase
in CO, or other atmospheric pollutants7!

There have a lready been some empi ri ca l
studies which demonstrate a strong corre-
lation bet~can ice eargin variations and
interannual atmospheric variability  Nalsh
and Jahnson 1980, Kukla and Gavin 1981.
Vinnikov et al. 1981!, and CD, sensitivity
simultations by Bryan et al. �982 ! and Hanabe
and Stouffer �979! which indicate how
strongly the insulating effect of sea ice
affects the polar regions' climatic sensitivity
To proceed further in these important areas
of research, it is essential to have a better
grasp of the physical processes which govern
the ice edg e position .

3. MIZ PRQCEssEs

3. 1, Ice Dynamics And Thermodynaeics

In the ice-covered oceans the growt.h,
drif t and decay of sea ice signif icantly modi-
fy the atmosphere-ocean interaction. The main
ef feet.s are:

i ! modif ication of the thermal fluxes et
the air/sea interface

ii ! modification of the buoyancy  salt!
fluxes at the ocean surface

iii! ~odification of the surface albedo
iv! moriif ication of the air-sea momentum ex-

change due to the ice interaction..
These modifications are particularly !rrstotsiaed
near the ice edge where the transition from
ice to no ice occurs, and are further enhanced
by the fact that the ice edge is in dynamic
rather then static equilibrium. Specifically,
in the presence of a free ice edge, advective
effects can transfer ice to the MIZ to be
rapidly melted.

The nature of the ice in the MIZ is
different f corn the interior pack, because of
its greater freedom of movement and also be-
Cause it is broken up by incident waves and
sweLL into discrete floes which are small
 about 30 m diam! close to the ice edge arid
which are larger at deeper penetrat iona where
the wave fie1d has been attenuated. These
floes contain f ragments of the original prtmtsure
ridges which traversed them when they were iri
the interior of the pack, but it appears frost
submarine sonar profiles that considerable
erosion of the ridge keels has occured. The
combination of less ridging with a greater
number of floe edges produces air-ice and ice-
~ster drag coefficients which are different
from the interior pack and which seem, from
the slender evidence available, to be some-
what higher   Johannessen 1970, Smith et al.
1970!. The characteristic floe size distribu-
tion also affects the ice dynamics by deter-
mining the rate of the floe collisions by which
kinetic energy is redistributed within the
icef ield, and affect.s the thermodynamics by
enhancing the melt rate in summer  through
lateral melt.ing around floe edges! and the
growth rate in winter  through the incessant
opening and closing of new open wat.er areas! .
Figure 2 shows a typical scene at a compact
ice edge composed of small floes broken up
by wave action.

3.2. Oceanography

Oceanographic conditions in the BIZ are
dominated by permanent and transient frontal
systems, by eddies, and by upwelling events
along the ice edge. vertical fine structure
 LO m ! and mesoscale �00 m ! structures
formed by interleaving of polar and Atlantic
water intrusions are also frequent:ly observed
in the Greenland Sea BIZ. These phenomena
int.erect wi th the ice pack and the atmosphere.
For example, salinity fronts off the ice edge
develop strongly during summer due. to melt.�
water input; eddies along the ice edge shed
ice off into warmer water, thereby providing
an ice export mechanism; surf ace boundaries
af ocean f tonts wil] limit ice extension par-
ticularly during winter because the ice will
melt when forced across the boundary into
warmer water by wind. Kind-driven upwelling
along the ice edge is dependent on the ice
roughness, the stability of the atmospheric
sur'face boundary layer, and the ice inter-
action. Furthermore, there is a st.rang coup-
lingg between the ice pack and the oceanic
mixed l.eyer below it.

Fronts may be strong and permanent, such
as the East Greenland Polar Front. which sepa-
rates the cold, low-salinity, southward-flow�



ing East Greenland Current f rom the more saline
water in the Greenland Sea, Fiq, 3 more tr an-
sient, such as ice edge meltwater fronts ob-
served north of Svalbard,Fig, 4. The wave
length of meanders observed on the meltwater
Eront is in the order of 20-40 km  Johannessen
et al. l983!, while the ~sander scale of the
East Greenland Polar Front is longer �0-l00
km! . Several investigators, e.g. Perdue  l 982 !
have established that. the location of this
front is correlated with the continental slope
in the Greenland Sea, thereby implying batihy-
metric steering .

hlong the f ronts and the ice edge, eddies
have been observed which develop from frontal
meanders. In the MIZ region north of Svalbard
'the horizontal scale is approximately the
Rossby internal radius of deformation of 10
km   Johannessen e t al . 198 3, NORSEX Gt oup
19�3!. Figure 5 and airborne SAR image ob-
tained in this area during the Norwegian Re-
mote Sensing Experiments  NoRsEx Group l983!,
sho~s eddies of this type being shed from the
ice edge. The image, obtained on a cloudy day,
demonst.rates the capabi 1 ity of ai rcr aft radars
in collecting sequential mesoscale synoptic
information in the MIZ. Further down-stream in
Fram Stt ait and the Greenland Sea, larger
eddies of diameter 50 km or imore are observed
 Vin je l977, Wadhams and Squire 1983! ivhich
appear to be generated through baroclinic in-
stability of the polar front. Our present
knowledge of the space and time scales of
these high-latitude eddies, and their gener-
ation, energetics and role in lateral heat
and mass exchange in the MIZ, is very sparse.

Transient wind-driven upwelling along
the ice edge has been observed nor th of Sval-
bard: in winter by Buckley et al. �979! and

the fall by Johannessen et al. �983! . In
the winter, Fig. 6, water was upwelled from
150 m depth to the surf ace in a lO-km-wide
zone along the ice edge, thereby generating
two fronts, one coinciding with the edge and
the other parallel to the edge and 10 km. off,
During the fall upweLL ing event, where the
vertical statif ication across the pycnocl inc
 located at 20 m! was very strong, only a
slight rise of the pycnocline, on the order
of a few me[ers, took place during a 2 l /2-
ctay 10 m-s wind events, Fig 7. The up-
~ailing is believed to be caused by changes
in the wind stress across the ice edge due
to the variation of the air drag coefficient
between open water, broken ice floes and
smoother ice, and to stabilit.y variations in
the atmospheric surface boundary layer .

The planetary boundary 1 ayer and mixed
layer u~der pack ice have been the subject of
several studies, such as those of Hunkins
�966!, Mcphee and Smith �976 !, Maykut   1977 !,
Morison �980! and Morison and Smit.h  !.981! .
AL1. of these have taken place in the interior
pack, and it is expected that the boundary
layer and imixed layer in the MIZ may behave
guite differently. For instance, the few mea-
surements of air and water drag coefficients
for BIZ ice suggest that they are greater
than over the interior pack or open water
 Johannessen 1970, Smith et al. 1970 !, while
recent theoretical work by McPhee �981!
suggest that in summer the water drag coef f i-
cient is very low because of the effect of
meltwater on the boundary layer�. In the imixed
layer it is possible that one � dimensional mo-
dels of behavior are no longer appropiate be�

cause of the Large hor i zont a I dens i t y g radients
which may introduce vert ical velocity shears,
eddies or disruptions in the int.ernal wave
f ield .

3 . 3. Meteor ology

The principal atmospt;er ic processes t hat
are impoi tant in the MIZ are t hose which con-
trol the exchanges of momentum, heat, moisture
and radiatiye energy between the atmosphere
and tihe ocean or ice surf ace,

Wind stress is the atmospheric momentum
flux at the surf ace. It cont t.ibutes to ice
drift., wave and current generation, and
mixing in the upper ocean. The magnitude and
direction of the stress are determined mainly
by the gradient of sea level pressure and the
stratification and shear in the atmospheric
surface layer and planetary boundary layer.
Many features of the sea level pressure dis-
t ribut ion ai'e controlled by synopt ic-scale
and planetary-scale dynamics. Other f eatures,
however, are dependent on boundary layer ex-
change processes and mesoscale c.ircul at ion
features, thus creating a feedback between
the pressure field and the stress field, Wind
stress may also be coupled t,o changing sur-
f ace roughness, notably in the case of wind-
generated wave~. Critical MIZ problems involve
determining the wind stress under a vari ety of
synoptic conditions, stratif icat iona and
t oughness char ac ter is t ice .

The sensible heat flux to and fron the
atmosphere strongly influence ice growth, the
tempe r at ure of the ocean sur, f ace, and con-
vection in the upper ocean. Its magnitude and
direction are a function of the temperature
dif ference between the atimosphere and the sur-
f ace, and, as in the case of stress the de-
tails of the turbulent transfer are depender, t.
upon atratif ication and shear in the surf ace
layer and planetary boundary layer. In some
cases, however, as when deep convection is
generated during air mass modification, there
may be strong vertical coupling between t he
surf ace and the mid-troposphere. Feedback may
be involved if this convection further influ-
ences synoptic development. Relevant MIZ pro-
blems involve relating the sensible heat flux
c.o the ambient synoptic conditior,s and bound-
ary layer characteristics.

The physics of water vapor tr ansi er  eva-
poration and condensation ! are analogous +o
t hose of sensibl e heat, and all t.he pret'eding
remarks apply. Precipitat ion, usually rain or
snow, enters MIZ problems in several ways
Precipitat loil over the ocean decreases the
saliniiy of t.he mixed layer and af facts t her-
mohaline convection, and over ice may cause
melting or a change in surface wetness. Snow
over ice surfaces usually causes an albedr,
change, and strongly influence t.he heat t ran =�
fer by conduction; it may also slight.ly alter
the surface roughness.

The solar and infrareil radiative flu xes
are large terms in the energy balance of bot.n
the ocean and the ice . Botl. quantities are
critically dependent on cloudiness, and to
somewhat lesser degrece on atmospheric con-
stituents, especially water vapor, carbon
dioxide and aerosols. albedo variations, es-
pecially over heterogeneous snow-i ce-water
surf acees, influence the short-wave f luxes,
while variations of inf t ared emissivity af feet
the long-wave balance. The MIZ red iat ive nro-
blems is chiefly one of monitoring the flexes



at the surf ace together with the ambient cloud
and moisture conditions.

There are numerous topographic consider-
ations, ma~nly involving the Gree~land land
mass. These involve all scales, ranging from
katabatic effects in coastal regions to large-
scale, oroqraphically induced cyclogenesis.

No s t of t he at m os p he r ic proc e s se s 1 i st ed
above are coupled to one another through a
variety of complicated mechanisms.

MODELS

A coupled mesoscale ice-ocean simulation
of the MIZ has not yet been carried Out. SOme
ice model. simulations have been done for the
Greenland Sea using Hibler ~ s �979! dynamic
thermodynamic sea ice model to predict sea-
sonal and interannual variations in the ice
edge position  Hibler and Welsh 1982!, and to
predict week-to-week variations in ice drift
and compactness  Tucker and Hibler 1982! . The
large-scale simulati.ons  Hibler and  r!alsh
1982! yielded a seasonal cycle «ith excessive
amounts of ice in the worth Atlantic during
winter and with some~hat. excessive amounts of
open water in the central Arctic during
summer. The poor fit to the Atlantic ice mar-
gin in winter is likely partially due to the
neglect of lateral oceanic heat transport,
since the ocean portion of the model consisted
of only a fixed depth, motionless mixed layer
together with an upward oceanic heat flux.
However, a similar model has successf ully
simulated the seasonal cycle of  r!edeil Sea
paCk iCe  Hibler and ACkley 1981 ! indicating
that there may be considerable asymmetry be-
tween the oceanographic characteristics in
the different hemispheres. In general these
results emphasize the need for carrying out
more fully coupled ice-ocean simulations in
the marginal ice zone regions.

To model ice drift, growth and decay it
is important to understand the nature of the
ice rheology. In the MIZ the ice cover is
more f ragmented t.han ice in the central pack,
with substantial variations in compactness.
These MIZ characteristics have an unknown
ef feet on the ice dynamics. Of particular
interest is the role of internal ice stress
as compared to wind and water stresses on
the ice drift. On the large scale the internal
ice stress has a rectifying effect on motion
in the marginal ice zone, In part.icular, under
on-ice-winds, this stress tends to reduce
further convergence af ter the ice has been
suf f iciently compacted. Of f-ice winds, on the
other hand, can cause motion wrth little ice
resistance. Such features are characteristic
of the plastic rheologies used in large-scale
models  e.g. Mibler 1979, Coon 1980! . However,
superimposed on such a rectifying effect, ran-
dom bumping or rotation of floes may produce
an ef f ective pressure term. Reed and O' Brien
�9BL ! speculate that such an unconf ined
pressure may be a mechanism causing a jet-
lnke motion at the ice edge. In addition,
mesoscale simultations by Hibler et al. �982!
show the presence of wave effects during ice
building To methodica! ly examine the role
and effect of these rheology features on ice
edge growth, drift and decay further numerical
simulations are needed. Such studies can be
c ar ried out us ing the vi soous pl a st ic model
developed by Hibler   19 79 ! . This numer ical
model provides for the simulation of a highlynonlinear ice interaction employing ar arbi- T35

trary shear to compressive strengt,h ratio, and
an unconstrained pressure te rm of ad justable
magnitude.

The specif ic problem of t.he ocean re-
sponse to wind forcing in t he HIZ has been
approached through analytical work invoking a
stationary and inactive ice cover, which r'ead-
ily allows ice edge upwelling  Gammelsrrad e.
al. 1975, Clark 1978! . Mowe ver, direct obser-
vation of the MIZ reveals a highly mobile
rather than inactive ice cover, and emphasizes
the need fOr a coupled ice-ocean madel.a!eso-
scale numerical models, coupling sea ice and
ocean   Rrrred and 0 ' Brien 1 983 ! and including
thermodynamic processes, arc under clevelopment,
They will be used in studying the influence
of a moving ice cover on the oceanic circu-
lation in the MIZ on short t rme scales of a
few days to a few weeks.

There is also a need for more complete
models of the atmospheric winds. One approach.
in this regard is to study the mesoscale wind
and surface flux fields employing planetary
boundary layer  PBt,! model~. Models for ob-
taining the surface flow, stress and heat
fluxes with respect to large-scale parameters
of pressure and temperature f ields were deve-
loped during AIDJEX  Brown 1974, 19B1! . The
model developed by Brown adapted to the ocean
in connection with GOASEX and JASIN for remote
sensing surface truth studies  Brown and Liu
1981!, In these experiments, model f ields were
sho~n tro agree with point measuremer.ts to

+ 0+ 2 m s and � 20 . These surface truth com-
parisons are discussed by Brown et al �981}
The geostrophic flow  derived from the sur-
face pressure field! is corrected for curva-
ture effects and thermal wind. It is used as
the boundary condit.ion on a two-layer similar-
ity solution for the PBL flow. Corrections are
included for st rat if icat ion ef facts in bott=
layers, secondary flow in the outer layer,
variable surface roughness and humidity
effects

The rnesoscale eddies which occur along
the ice edge have already been subjected to
laboratory modeling   Gri f f i ths and I,inden
1981 a,b!, but further numerical modeling is
reguired in order to understand this pheno-
menon We plan first to examine the dyna.rnics
of irolated rnesoscale eddies f ound in the BIZ
region through the use of an existing two-
1 ayer dynamical numerical model   Sm it h and
O' Brien 1982!. The roles of topography, ver-
tical eddy structure, variab!e friction and
lateral boundaries can al 1 be addressed with
the model, and there is the possibi L.ity of
incorporating thermodynam:cs. More complete
studies wil! likely involve the coupling of
a nonlinear dynamic � thermodynamic sea ice
model to an eddy resolving baroclinic ocean
mode 1,

On a smaller scale, ocean waves are n-
portant in breaking up the ice in the MIZ,and
long swell may be ef f ect ive up to 50 � 6 ! kn
inside the ice edge, Pre.sent models of the
interaction of waves with an array of d~scre~e
ice floes  wadharns 1982 ! are based. on scat ter-
ing mechanisms and are successful in predic-
ting the wave decay rate so long as the pack
is not consolidated. They cannot, as yet, pre-
dict wave refraction within the pack or the
form of the energy spect.rum reflected back
out into the open water The flexural respon e
of floes to waves can also be modeled success-
fully  Goodman et al. 19BO ! and used to pre-



5 . 4 . Me t eo r o 1 og y

5 SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS

6. MARGINAL ICE ZONK PROGRAM  MIZEX!

As a result of a workshop in Voss,Norway,
in 1980, and subsequent meetings, a progr am
emerged which has two complement ary aspec t s.
The overall problem of under st.ending the
annual and interannual variability of the
polar ice margins, and of relet.ing these to
the large-scale behavior ot the atmospheric
and ocean circulations, is tc be addressed by
a long � term monitoring and modeling progr an
described in an aSsociated document Iarr-Sea-
Ice Research Programs for the 1980 ' s, Unter-
steiner 1982 3. Nested wt thrn this program will
be a mesoscale ex per irxental program t o st ur3y
speci f ic physical processes occur ing within
the MIZ and to develop models of these pro-
cesses, This is known as the Mar 9 thai Ir e
Zone Experiment.  MIZEX!, Wadhams ct al. 1981,
Jahannessen et al, 1983. Essentially, MIZEX
is related to the large-scale aspects ot the
Air -Sea-Ice  ASI I Programs as GA'l'F was re-
lated to FGGE.

The vast extertt cf the Artarcttc rce
edge, its great son~3 and seasons' variation,
and the absence of land boundartes all make
the Ant.arctic the ideal area for a MIZEX ex-
perimentt. However, its remotenes s increases
greatly the cost. of mult.iship exper>ments
with airer'af t. remote sensing support., so in
the first instance it was decided tt:at MIZEX
should take place in the Arct ic area ot
greatest irxpor t ance thermodynamically, i . e,
the region nor t.h and west of sva3 bard. Fr ~m
Strai t handles most of the heat and water
change bet.ween the Arctic Ocean and the rest
of the world and therefore is a cr ucial area
f or studying energy int.eractions across the
ice margin. The shallow Per ing Sea, which
a MIZ of quite different characr er without
large velocity shear, is to be studied ir.
par allel program beginning in ear y 1983
  Mart in et al . 1982 ! and haring n any per sor.�
nel, instrument.s and experrrrerrtal concept .
with the Fram straint. rGreenl and Sea Mlztx

5 . 2. Ice Topography

5 .3, Oceanography

What is the three-dimensianal structure
of the fronts  East Greenland polar
front and meltwater fronts! in the Fram
Strait and Greenland Sea marginal ice
zones? What is their temporal and spa-
tial variability over a period of days?
What is the relationship betwee~ the
fronts, the ice edge and the bathymetry?
How do instabilities, eddies and f ine-
structure occur in relation to fronts?
What are the characteristics of t.he eddy
field in the MIZ with respect to space
and time sCales, energies, generation
mechanisms, propagat ion and role in
lateral heat and rxass exchange?
How prevalent is upwelling along the ice
edge'? How does it relate to the wind-
stress variation across the edge and !s
it important to the dynamics and thermo-
dynamics of the ice edge region '?
How do the momentum , buoyancy, and heat
flexes in the oceanic mixed layer vary
with varying ice conditions  melting
rate, concentration, floe srze, etc. I?
How does meltwater input af fects str at.i-
f ication and the upper layer circulat ion
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dict the maximum floe size that can occur at
different penetrations into the ice pack under
a speci f ied inc ident wave spectrum. The actual
nature of the flow size distribution within
thiS maximum SiZe limit is not predictable as
yet, but has been measured empirically,

To summarize, several of the mesoscale
MIZ processes are poorly described theoreti-
cally. Regional models exist which will
couple a uniform depth mixed layer both to the
ice and to the deep ocean but have not. been
numerically investigated. In addition there is
a need for development of a model for the
Greenland/Norwegian Seas, employing a more
complete treatment of the mixed layer. Such
studies, will help in the understanding of
the physical processes which control the East
Greenland and West Spitzbergen Currents and
the ice edge position.

The foregoing discussions of processes
and models suggest that the following scien-
tifio questions are of major importance and
need to be addressed in the MIZEX experiment.

5.1. Ice Dynamics And Thermodynamics

What are the roles of the internal ice
stress. floe-floe interaction, wind and
water stresses, inertial-tidal forces,
and wave forces in MIZ ice-dynamics?
Are lateral variations in vertical heat
fluxes more important than lateral oce-
anic heat fluxes in determining the ice
ret reat?
How does ice advection caused by general
ci.rculat ion such as the East Greenlancl
Current, by eddies, ice bands and stream-
ers, influence the retreat af the ice
edge?

How does the ice thickness distribution
vary with distance from the ice edge?
'What is the role of waves tn the distri-
butions of floe size and icc roughness?

in the MIZ? Does the me l t ~ster, f or e x-
ample, generate a let.� like current along
the ice edge by analogy with coastal
cur tents, with fresh water inp»r s r rom
f jords and estuaries?
How does the internal wave field dif fer
under pack ice and in the open ocean '?
What is the role of vertical f ine-struc-
t.ur e rn the tr ansfer of pr aper ties across
the f ront?

* How do the bulk aerodynamic coef f rc rents
change with the ice conditions and atmos-
pheric surface layer stability in the
MI Z?

* Is there a strong coupling between t he
ocean mixed layer and the atmospher ic
boundary layer in the MIZ?
What is the hor t zontal r3istr but ion of
the surface wind stress and heat flux
and how are they inf 3.uenced by the ice
pack, broken ice, open wate. and the sta-
bt lity in the atmospheric surf ace 3.eyer?

* What is the relationship between synoptir.
scale meteorological pat terna and wind
flow adjacent to t he MIZ?

* Are there jet-like structures in the
surface winds near the ice margins and
haw are they driven ?



Physical processes in the MIZ are diffe-
rent in winter than in sualmer, and experiments
in both seasons are needed. The f irst ma jor
experiment is ta take place during a six-week
period from mid-June to the end of July 1984,
and is to be preceded by,a shar ter study in
1983. The dates are chosen to cover the melt
period and the transition to sufamer ice dy-
namics, and the 83 study is designed to test
wheter the scales for the experimental
arrays, and the cooperative measurement pro-
cedures, are appropriate for yielding the
maximum amount of information. The winter
experiment will fallow in 1987.

The experiment is designed as a drifting
one in which an area some 20 ! km square en-
closing the ice edge is selected for inten-
sive investigation. The center of the area
is a ship moored to the ice some 3 !-50 km
inside the ice edge and serving as the base
for an array of transponders to measure ice
deformation as well as for experiments on
ice properties, the atmospheric boundary
layer and the upper ocean . Other ships are
dedica'ted to studies deeper inside the pack
 requiring a heavy icebreaker!, at the ice
edge itself  where fronts, eddies and ice
edge features will be mapped ! and in the open
water outside the ice ede, The work of these
ships will be coordinated by a coordinator
aboard one of the vessels, and the concept
of following the downstream development of
the MIZ ice will be combined with a fixed
geographical grid for cTD measurements of
acean structure.

Regular remote sensing flights will map
the "moving box" with synthetic aperture
radar, passive microwave sensors and cameras,
and will transmit imagery of the ice edge
either directly to the ships by downlink or
indirectly via the Tromse! Batell ite St ation
in northern Nor~ay, which will be the commu-
nication base for the experiment. Ae well as
being a tool to assist in the experimental
scheme, the remote sensing program is de-
signed to increase our knowledge of the ac-
tive and passive microwave signatures of sea
ice in summer. The focus of the remote
sensing experiments is on use of microwave
sensors since they permit observation of
ocean and ice surfaces through clouds. In
spite of much research conducted in respect
to micro~ave detection of sea tce during the
last decade, i.e . BESEX, Glaersen et al.
�975!, AIDJEX, Campbell et al.  l979!, and
NORSKX Group  l983!, very little work has
been done during the summer season. Many am-
biguity problems are known to exist at this
time of year due to snow melt and cont.inual
refreezing of ice surfaces. F' or example,
passive microwave techniques yield good esti-
mates of ice concentration when the ice is
frozen  Svendsen et al 1983!, but we are not
sure how well. this technique will work for
wet ice. Another example is the SAR obser-
vationsns . This technique present I y provides
information about the ice edge and structure,
as well as surface and internal waves in the
ocean. However, we have not yet shown how
useful the BAH is for estimating ice concen-
tration and ice floe distribution during
summer, and for locati.ng f ronts and eddies in
the open ocean off the ice edge in cold water,

The scales of the arrays employed, and
the set of measurements to be made, will be
governed by the needs and results of MIZ mod-

del ing studies which are already being co-
ordinated through a MIZEX Modeling Group,
Figure 8 shows a possible area that will be
traced out by the ships and arrays during
six-week period of the experiment, assuming
initial deployment northwest of Svalbard. The
initial region, area 1, is a zone of rela-
tively low ice advection with normally a
compact and well-defined ice edge, while once
Fram Strait is encountered  area 2! the ice
drift in the MIZ becomes much mare rapid arid
the ice edge is Likely to be more irregular
and corn pie x in f orm .

At every stage MIZEX is planned to be
closely coordinated with other experiments
in the regiOn. As the ASI program deVelapS.
MIZKX will be able to def ine the major energy
interactions which must be par ameterized f or
use within largersca le grid of the ASI program.
A Fram strait. Monitoring program has been
proposed, sponsored by the comite Arctique and
funded by industry, whiCh, if SucCeaaful. era lL
begin in 1984 With a large number of fixed
moorings and remote sensing flights acr.oss
Fram Strait. MIZEX will cooperate closely
this program to achieve maximum scientific
value and avoid duplication of facilities.
Eastly, the ships of MIZEX can provide a urri-
que platform for important biological and ac-
oustical studies in the MIZ region, and pl.aixs
for such programs are being submitted in am-
sociated documents by Dyer �982!  acoustics!
and Dunbar �982 !  bi ology ! .

7. AcovsTICS AND MIZEX

PortionS Of the researth prOgram relate
directly to goals of MIZEx, are described
here. The overall acoustics research effort
is described in a separate document  Dyer
1982 ! .

The advent of powerful array and other
signal processing technology via the mtcrot-
processor has revolutioni zed acoustics re-
search. Of part icular value to MIZ researc h
is t.he potential of tomographic sensing of the
mesoscale eddy f ield and the poten.tial of
wide-area mapping of ice-cover roughness. Bath
are synoptic in character, and can be repeated
either' con tinuosly or on a schedule governed
by the temporal scale of each process.

Acoustic tomography was f irst suggested
by Hunk and wunsch  l 978!, and the first pilot
experiment was carried forward by them and
their collaborators in 1981. Preliminary re-
sults  Spindel 1980! have high promises of
mesoscale eddy delineation in the open ocean.
In the MIZ eddy scales are expected ta be
considerably less than those at lower lati-
tudes and acoustic paths are expec teel to be
of considerably different character than
those encountered in the f irst tomography ex-
peri. ment. For these reasons acoustic research
in the MIZ will focus upon path identif i-
cation, signal stability and coherence, ancl
signal degradation associated with ice-related
noise and rough surface scattering. Such
knowledge is essential to reasoned deployment
of a MLZ tomographic system  Spiesberger et
al.. 198, Spindel 1980 !, and will begin to he
acquired in the 1983 experiment. A preliaxin arm
tomographic experiment may well be sensible
for the 1984 Greenland Sea MIZEX, but more
likely further work will be required on path
identif ication, and on environment al parfum'ters



affecting system desigr.. We can reasonably
expect depl cyme n t of a tornog r aphic sy s tern f or
the follow-an MIZEx winter experiment, and
useful but partia! data on eddy structure for
the 1984 summer experiment.

Wide-area mapping of ice roughness was
first proposed by Dyer �981!, based on acous-
tic backscatter results of 1978 and l980 Arctic
experiments. Such datq delineate areas af ice
cover in excess of 10 krn2, and a similar
technique coyld readily cover the planned MIZ
cell   4 x 10 km | . The experiment in 198 3
would be used to test a new drifting sensor
technology required for array processing, to
compare preliminary roughness synopses with
direct measurements of ice roughness in a few
localities, and to optimize system configu-
ration based on environmental effects such as
ice-related noise and rough bottom scattering.
Be do not know how well such a system can dis-
criminate rough open water from rough ice, and
ultimately doppler processing may have to be
used to do so, We do believe, however, that
smooth open water, such as in large leads and
polynyas, can be discriminated. These quest-
ions could be addressed in the 1983 experiment,
but more likely would be in the 1984 summer
MIEEX. when a larger array with more useful
resolving po~e~ would be deployed. We can
reasonably expect the summer 1984 MIZEX to
result in ice roughness synopses in coordi-
nation with aircraf t-acquired imagery and
direct ice measurements.

Ice roughness backscatter mioht yield
estimates of rms roughness depth, correlation
radius and/or number of rougness elements per
unit area, depending upon the model applied
to the data, Thus the 1984 MIzEX includes an
appropriate ice backseat ter model ing ef f ort
whioh, in CallabOration with other MIZEX re-
searches, would lead to a validated model.

Recent research also points to the po-
tential of ice-cover forward scatter as a
different way tO eXtract roughness  Medwin
et al. 1979 >. In certain regimes the forward
scatter Bint boundary wave can be measured to
extract the roughness-volume unit area. while
not a synoptic technique, forward scatter
experiments along a single line would serve
as a valuable check or adjunct to the back-
scatter results. Such forward scatter experi-
ments are planned for the 1984 MIZEX.
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Fig, l. Yean and extreme sea ice limits at the end
of F'ebruary and July f or rhe years 1966 f1974  'v> n je 1 977 !,
The extreme range for 3/8 sea ace s bounded by tn-
dotted areas. whale the thick black Lane ts the
median limit for the decade and the dashed line is
the 1975 1>mat.

<ig, 2. A tyvxca' compact ice. edge, showznc sma11 floes
about i'0 � 40 m zn diameter,
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Fzq. 4. Surf aCe temperature and Salinity mapped by R/V pOlars1rkel On
1 October r . Than lanes xndicate shzp track.aod hatched areas xndxcate
grease tCe. Crossea XndZcate the frontal boundary interpreted from the
sAR image the same day  f rom Johannessen et a 1. 1983 ! .
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IlgTItODUCTION

Tec.tonic Models

Numerous theories concerning the tectonic
evolution of the Arccic Ocean have been proposed.
The nearly constant and continuous ice cover makes
earine geological and geophysical reconnaisance of
the Arctic extremely dif f icol r.. Aeromagnetic data
collected by the Naval Research Laboratory and by
Ruserfan scientists have allowed us to understand the
recent tectonic evolution af the Eurasian Basin. The
Amerseian Basin has not produced unambiguous magnetic
enomaly date and is still open to much speculation
-concerning its age and mode of evolution.

review most af the current tectanic inter-
pretations for tbe evolution af the Arctic. The
three separate classes of models proposed for the
Arctic include: oceanization of continental crust;
entrapment of aceanic crust by the motions of the
cantinents surrounding the Arctic; and production of
oceanic cruet in situ. While most tectonaphysicists
support the theory af creation of oceanic cruet in
situ in the Arctic they propose different directions
and ages fot the occurrence of seafloor spreading dn
the arctic particularly in the Ameraeian Basin.

Unlike the other oceanic regions of the earth, the
Arctic ocean does nat yet have a generally accepted
tectonic history. In the north Atlantic regfon between
the equator and 50 N, the plate motions of the Norrh
American, Eurasian and African plates have been
determined fram magnetic anomaly correlations  Pitman

Taiwani, 1972!. We know with a reasonable degree
of certainty that North America has been moving away
from Eurasia at 0.231 degrees/million years about a
pale at 65.85 'N, 132.44 E and from Africa at 0.25g
deg/m.y. about a pole at 80.43 N, 56.36 E  Minster and
Jordan, 1978!. These rates and directions for the
three plates can be determined or estimated far the
last l50 ffa and the spreading center has always been
along, the ltid-Atlantic Ridge since the megacontinent
Eaurasia began to break up approximately lgD Pfa.

Deterreini.ng the past and present motions of
-continents snd the age of oceanic crust has generally
relied an the identif ication of rearine magnetic
anomalies ~ the trend of fracture zones that cross the
spreading centers at a high angle, fault plane
solutions for earthquakes along plate boundaries and
information obtained by boles drilled inta oceanic
crust and sediments by the Deep Sea Drilling project.
Since it is continually covered with ice, no boles have
green drilled in the deep basins of the Arctic Ocean.

Consequently, em have no direct determination of the
age of the initial sedirrents deposited an oceanic
crust I.'ntil the aeramagnetic data reported by Naval
Research Laboratory personnel  Taylor et al., 1981;
Vagt et al., 1982; Vogt et al., 1979; Vagt and Ostenso,
1970; Vogt et al., 1981l and by Karasik �973, 1974!,
we have had na magnetic anomaly framework from which to
build a tectonic model for the Arctic. Unfortunately,
as will be discussed later, only ane section of the
Arctic can be tectonically resolved with the available
aerorssgnetic data.

Ear thquake epi.centers largely outline present day
plate boundaries and since the establishment of the
Worldwide Standardired Seismagraph Network  WVSSN!,
the present<ay ecr.ive plate boundary between Eurasia
and North America is now abvious. The bathymetry oi
the Arctic is still poorly known but the major features
have probably been determined. Submrarines and manned
ice islands have contributed substantially to our
knowledge of the bathymetry of the Arctic Ocean.

The most striking bathymetric fearure of tire
Arctic Ocean is the Lomonosav Ridge which runs tror.,
close to the north end of Ellesmere Island nearly
tht'augh the geographical north pole and ernie near tire
Novosibirsk Islands. The naia bathymetric features of
the Arct ic Ocean are shown in f igure l. I'he Lononasov
Ridge divides rhe Arctic Ocean into the Eurasian Basin
and r.he Anerasian Basin. The Eurasian Basin conr.ai:rs
the northern extension of the Hid-Atlantic Ridge
spreading center. The ridge section in t.he Eurasian
grain is known as the Arctic Mid Ocean Ridge, the
Nansen Kdge, the Gakkai Ridge or the Nansen-Gakkr l
Ridge. The Nausea-Gakkel Ridge splits the Eurasian
Resin into the Nansen Basin along the Eurasian nargir.
and the Pram or Amundsen Basin between the Nanseo-
Gakkel Ridge and the Lomonosov Ridge.

The Amerasian 'Hasfn is bounded by the Lornonasov
Ridge an the north, the Queen fl.izabeth islands of
Arctic Canada on the East, the yiacKenzie Delta and t.lre
North Slope of Alaska on the south and the Easr
Siberian. Sea shelf an the west. The Alpha-Hendeleev
Ridge divides the Amerasian Basin into the Canada
Basin to the south and the Makarov Basin between the
Alpha snd Mendeleev Ridges and t.hc Lomaaosov Ridge to
the north.

The«have been three different classes of medals
proposed far the tectonic evolution of the Arctic
Basin; oceanisation of continentalcrust, entrapmerlt or
old oceanic crust and the formation of oceanic crust. in
situ. As recently as 1976, Pagrebitskiy �976! aod
pushcharovskiy �976! have reiterated the Kussiar. hell
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pig. 1. Arctic seaf loor. Bathymetric contour interval 1 km.
Also shown is SOD m contour. Hodified from Fig, 1 of
sweeney, 1981.

Fig. 2. Spreading half-t'ate  lower curves! amd total opening rate
 upper <urves! as a function of time for segment of Eurasia Basin
reported here. Curves ware derived Q graphically differentiating
age versus distance curves fitted visually to identified magnetic
1 inset lans and their distance from axis. Approximate plate rotat ton
rares  Jef t scale, in radians per 1Go years, assume canstant interplate
 rotat ton! latitude of b2 9 for center of survey area. Note persist-
ently slower spreading on north  Lomonosov Ridge! flank of Nansen
cordillera.. Rate history  average fot' both flanks! deduced by karasik
�976!, shvwn by stepped curve, is in general agreement. Hodified
from vogt et el, 1979.



view popularised in this country by Beloussov �970! of
oceanisation of continental crust to explain the
transformation of continent.al into oceanic crust.

The Lomonosov Rid e

Escept for those people who wish to explain all of
the Arctic Ocean as having resulted from subsidence and
transformation of continental crust, moat othet'
researchers in Arctic tectonics agree about certain
things. The first is that the Lomonasov Ridge is a
comtinental f ragment, Hair and Porsyth �982! recently
presented persuasive aeimaic refraction results that
shaw the Lomonosov Ridge to be seismically similar to
the Kara Bea and Barents Sea shelf region. The idea
that the Lomonoaov Ridge waa rig ted from the Barents
shelf was originally proposed by Heeeen and Ewing
�961.!. Even earlier,Ostenso �960! had suggested that
the Lomonoaov Ridge was continental because it lacked
the strong magnetic anomaly found over other oceanic
tfdgee. Wilson �963, 1963!, Uemenitskaya and Karasik
�969! ~ Vogt and Oatenso �970!, Ostenso and Wold
�971!, Pitman and Talwani �972! and Ostenso �972!
have all added geophysical evidence to reinforce this

irlea. Ostenso �972! presented a seismic prot i le
obtained from the drifting ice island ARLJS-TJ, which
showed the obvious differences between the J.amonosov
Ridge snd a normal seafloor spreading ridge. Tire
elevated topography and the thick sediment cover orr
the ridge are much too shallo~ to be normal oceanir
crust when Judged with re.spect to the l'arsons nnd
Sclater ',1977! age-versus-depth relationship for
cooling oceanic crust.

Hany authors have reiterated the idea that. tire
Lomonosov Ridge is a continental fragmenr because
reversing the spreadi.ng an the Wansen-Gakkel Ridge
would close up the Eurasian Basin and f ir the Lomono-
sov Ridge against the Barents-Kara shelf. Savostin
amd Karasik �981! have recently suggested the presence
of a third plate, the Spitsbergen place, whose relative
motions produce an even better closure of the Eurasian
Basin. They calculated a presenr. day pole af rotation
fu" North America with respect to Eurasia to be
59.48 N, 140.83 E and s rate of opening ta be .189
deg/m.y. This pole is 6 south of that found by
Hinater artd dordan �978! and the rate of opening is
182 slower. Savostin and Karasik �981! calculated
the rate by fitting identified magnetic lineatians
along the Wan sea-Gakkai Ridge,
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Fig. 3. Identif ied magnetic 1 inca tions in ttorwegian-Greenland Sea. Taken from
Talwani nnd EJdhols, 1977 with petnrission from the Genic ical Societv
of Amet'ica Bulletin.



The Eurasian Basin

Vogt et al., �979! posicively identified anomaly 24
�5 aha! in the Eurasian Basin but stated that it is
diff icult to make any correlations between Anosaaly 24
and the shelf edge or r.he Lomonoeov Ridge. They did
f ind the Nansen-Gakkai Ridge to be remarkably uncam-
plicated with only a very few short ttensform faults
and no evidence of Lumped spreadicag centers, In
addition, r.hey found the spreading rate on tha north
flank of the Menses-Gakkai Ridge to be consistently
sloamr than that on the Eurasian side of the ridge.
Figure 2 taken from Vogt et sl.,  l979! shows the
variation in spreading rate on the Ãansen~kkel Ridge
with time and the difference in spreading rate on the
two sides ot the ridge. As can be seen from t.heir
f igure, theit results are very close to those found by
Karasfk �974! although Karaefk attecapted to extra-
polate the spreading history beck to 70 Ha wlaile Vogt
et al. �979! stopped it at Anomaly 24 time or $5 Ns.

Savastin and Ksraeik �981! detail much of the
geophysical evidence concerning the opening of the
Eurasian Basin snd the wey that the opening ie related
to extension along the Hid-Atlantic Ridge in the Green-
land and Norwegian Seas. Talwani end Eldholm  I.977!
identified the magnetic anomalies found in the
Norwegian&reenland Sea and suggested that the oldest
identified anomaly ie anocaaly 24 �5 Na!, Unfortun-
ately, north of the Greenland and Sen]a fracture
zones,  see figure 3 taken from Talwsni and Kldholm.
1977! there are no identified magnetic anomal lee
and the trend af the spreading ridge changes abruptly.
Eldholm and Talwani �977! suggest that motion along
the Greenland-San!a Fractut'e Esne wss transform
until 38 Ms vhen seafloor spreading began along the
Knipovich Ridge. Savastin and Karasik �981! explain
off axis earthquakes along the Xnipovich Ridge cs
being indicative of a boundary of the Bpitabergen
microplate. Figure 4 shows the geometry of three
variants of their Spitsbergen microplste. lt is can-

ceivable ~ particularly since Srivastava �978! c1ahss
that seaflaor epreadi,ng in Raff in Bay did not cossaesace
until Anomaly 25 time  see Figure 5 taken from
Srivastsvs, 1978! that rif ting between Eurasia and
North America at anomaly 24-23 t ime was extremely
complicated. Rif ting along the Hid-Atlantic Ridge
not'th of the Greenland-Senla fracture zones might
have consisted of extension on the Barents shelf much
like Savostin and Karasik �981! suggest is currmntl.y
happening an the eastern boundary of their Spftsbergera
microplate in two of their models. Motion at that t tame
on the Barents shelf might have opened the North Cape
Basin which Eldholm end Talamni �977! discuss. At
the same ticae, seafloor spreading in the Labrador
extended into Raff fn Bay and must have been translated
along Nares Strait into the Eurasian pasin from the
west ~ The Labrador Sea and Baf t in Bay extension
died out at about anomaly 20 time �8 cta! and sesflcaor
spreading may have shifted from the. suggested extenmion
on the Barents shelf in the North Cape Basin to the
Knipovich Ridge. The Nausea-Gakkel Ridge appears tca
have spread in a reasonably cohezent manner during
the period from anomaly 24 to anomaly 2p  Savostin mnd
Kazaaik, 1981 and Vogt et al., 1979! as did the ffid-
Atlantic Ridge in the Norwegian-Greenland Sea  Talwmni
and Eldholm, 1977!. After anacaaly 20, the Lomonosov
Ridge moved away from Eurasia at the serac rate as
Greenland. Prior to onomaly 2I! time, Greenland and
Spitsbergen may have formed a small plate that moved
independently of bath North America and Eurasia, Am
will be discussed later, if Greenland is not moved beck
towards Narth America, in effect. closing up Baff in gay
between anomalies 25 and 20, there is an unacceptable
overlap of Greenland vith Eurasia when the Eurasian
Basin is closed.

The Acaerasian Basin

While the Eurasian Basin appears to fit most
plate tectonic models concerning the creation of
oceanic crust at a seafloor spreading center, the

pig. 4. Variants of the Bpitsbergen microplste. Arrows show slip direction at plate boundaries,
Taken freon Savostin and Karssik, l981 with permission from Elsevier Scientific
publishing Co.
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Pig. 5. Aeromagnetic profiles plotted along flight
path across Baffin Bay and Davis Strait. Synthetic
isoeht'ans show the correl.ation of anomalies between
tracks, Synthetic profile generated along a flow
line through the northetn Raff i.n Bny is shown by
dotted li.ne together with the rate of spreadinp in
millimeters per year The thick st ppled area in
the south marks the position of a linear feature
sdtose direction coincides with the direrr.ion nf
the plate notions in this region. Taken from
Srivastava, 1978 with permission from Blackwell
Scientifir: Publications. Ltd.

origin of the Amerasian Basin remains uncertain.
There are three classes of scenarios for the creation
of the oceanic. crust found in the Araeraslan Ba~in.
The first, already mentioned, is tile view held by a
few Russian oceanographers that the oceanic crust of
the Amerasian Basin was oceanized in situ from
continental crust. The second class of scenarios
holds that the oceanic crust of the basin originated
in the Pacific and wss trapped in its present posi.ti.on
by continental plate movements. 'The last idea is that
the oceanic crust formed in situ sometime between the
middle Paleozoic and the Tertiary.

The second model, which assumes that the oceanic
crust fn the Amerasian Basin was trapped there, has
been most often expounded by Churkin  L969, 1973;
Churkin and Trexler, 1980, L9BI!. Pi.gure 6 shows one
of Churkin and Tr'exler 's �980! paleogeographic
reconstructions, according to which, what is now the
Amerasian Basin consists of the Proto-Pacific  Kola!
plate. The Kolyms block of Sibetfa is postulated to
have been ref ted into the region and to have docked
with Siberia during the EarLy Cretaceous. Subse-
quently the Atlantic opened in Lat» Cretaceous tires,
and North America including the Brooks Range and i.ts
etttension into northeastern Siberia, the Chukotsk
Peninsula, moved northwest and sutured against the
Kolyms Back. This collision isolated an old piece of
the gula plate shown as  I! in f igure 6 and theteby

formed the Arctic Basin. Other pieces of the Kula
plate, trapped later south af the Arctic would include
the Vukon&oyukuk region of west central Alaska �!
and the Bering Sea �! . While magnetic anomaly
identif ications in the Bering Sea are held to support.
the entrapment idea  Cooper et al., 1976!, tangscth cr.
al., �980! argue that heat flow in the Bering Sea
necessitates rif ting in that basin after initi:etion of
subduction along the Aleutian trench  Grow sttd Atwat.er
1970! and consequently that most of the Bering sea is,
in fact, a back-arc basin and not trapped gula plate.

The third class of models concerning the
formation of the Amerasisn Basin considers that it is
underlain by oceanic crust formed in situ. 'I'wo m,tjor
features af the Arserasian Basin are pertinent to any
of these models. The I irst feature is the Alpha-
Hsndeleev Ridge. The Al pha Ridge nearly interser. s
the homonosov Ridge near rhe northern coast of
Ellesmere isl,and while the Hendeleev Ridge is most
prominent north of Wrangell Island. The two features
are us~ally contoured as a cont inuous ridge  Johnson
et al., 1979! but there are insufficient data between
80%5 N along the 180 meridian to ascertain whether
they constitute a continuous prominent feature or if
t'Itere is a saddle between them as shown on most charts.
Near the Canadian and Siberian oar gina these ridges are
as shallow as l200 meters while tlte saddle may be as
deep as 2200 lneterS. The Other prOminent bathymetric
feature in r.he Amerasian Basin is the flat topped
Chukchi Continental Borderland which is as shallow as
273 mecers  Johnson et al., 1978! on Chukchi Cap.

Fig. 6. Paleogeograpbfc reconstruct iona or t.he
At'ctic showing northward drift, collision, and
accretion. project.ion is flat polar, and shel t
areas are not shown so that the lated areas t.an
recognized. These maps are not intended to show
rigorous geographic locations but rather rhe process
of terrene accretion and Kula plate capture. Taken
from Churkin and Tr.exler, l 980 with permisoiou f rom
Elsevier Sci entif ic P tblishioo r' n.



Recent work by Grantz et al. �979! on the Chukchi.
shelf suggest that. the Chukchi Borderland nay have
rlfted army ftom the mainland after the opening of the
Canada Basin and as such should not be considered ss a
hinderance to most tectonic reconstructions.

The proposed sesfloor spreading histories of tbe
Amerasian basin depend heavily on the interpretation
of the Alpha~ndeleev Ridge. Of the forrr differe~t
modes of rif ting suggested for the Aserasian Basin,
the first utilized the ridge as a spreading centet
while another utilized it as a subduction zone island
arc. Vogt and Ostenso �970! surrrmarize the early
evidence suggesting the Alpha Cordillera as an inactive
branch of the global midwcean ridge system. This
hypothesis wme originally suggested independently by
Johnson snd Beezen �967!, Baal �968! snd Vogt snd
Ostenso  no reference! according to Vogt and Ostenso
�970!. These workers cite magnetic snrsnalies with
wavelengths of 5 to 30 km, amplitudes exceeding 10DO
gammas, snd a reasonable degree of mutual correlation
and biaxiel symmetry as well as gravity and seismic
refraction data to support their contention. Vogt
and Ostenso �970! postulated acti~a spreading on the
Alpha Ridge foz the period 60%0 Na with the spreading
ceasing abruptly at 40 1 s. A recent paper by Taylor
et sl., �981! reports that additional aeromagnetic
lines flown perpendicular to the Alpha Ridge also show
anomalies of high arrrplitude. These anomalies overlie
much of the Alpha-Hendeleev Ridge and parts of the
adjacent basins. Tbe large amplitudes of the magnetic
anomalies snd the comparatively shallow depths of the

AIpha&endeleev Ridge sugrested to Her ron et al.,
�974! that t.he ridge cannot bw an ancient spreading
cerrtor, and support the hypothesis that it is a
conpressional feature.

Hagnetic anomalies over the Nakarov Basin, which
lies between the Alphs&endeleev Ridge and the
Lomonosov Ridge are tentatively identified by Taylor
et nl., �981! to indicate that spreading ther'e began
in the Late Cretaceous at anomaly 34  80 Ms! and cozt-
tinucd until. rnid-Eocene  Anomaly 21; 53 Ma!. Vogt et
al., �982! show the same snonal les and say they msy
be late Cretaceous spreading 1ineat iona  Anomaly 33T
to Anomaly 28?! from 78 Ha to 65 Na. Sweeney et al
�982! report heat flow in the Nakarov Basin as 60-70
mWm 2 which is somewhat less than the 90 mgrs2 reports
by Pushcharovskiy �976! for the west slope of the
Hakarov basin. The Russian value ~ assursing the site
of the measurement has not been disturbed, suggests
that the basin is underlain by oceanic crust as young
as 25 Ns, if one uses the Parsons and Sclater �977!
heat flow-versus-age relationship. Even the Canadian
values give an uncorrected sge of 42 to 60 Ha. These
are rsinimrnz ages but they agree in a general wsy with
the age of the Makarov Basin suggested by Taylor st al.
�979!. Seafloor spreading in the Nakarov Basin
betweerr 80 Na and 53 Na would have to have been
connected to the spreading, documented by Srivastavs
�978! in the Labrador See. Srivastavs's rotational
poles for the opening of the Labrador Sea between
anomaly 33 �8 Ha! time to anomaly 21 �3 Bts! do not
preclude opening of the Haksrov Basin, but there is rzo
presently recognized structural link between the

pig.7. polar projection of Arctic with major magnetic lineatjons from this study and Stivastava �978!g
phi! lips et al. �981!, and Vogt et al. �979a!. Bathymetric base from Johnson et al. �979!. Dash<:d
] ines represent inferred axes of ses-floor spreading. Taken from Taylor er. al., 1981.
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Fig, g. Schematic model for ear ly history of Amerasian Basirr. Heavv dashed lines with arrow = mal nr
plate boundaries and direction of movement relet.ive. tn Narth America. A, r1 nacre oi proto~imerastun
Basin in early Paleozoic t.ime. This motion culminated with m d-Pa'eozoic foldtng of Franki in=an
 Parry Island and Ellesmere! geaclinal sediments and sheddiry. of c'aerie rocks onto Canadian Arct. ic
Archipelago, Brooks Range area of Alaska, and Wtangel lslanri north or Chukotskiy  e'sternmost rip oi
Siberia!. B, our model for opening of Amerasian Basir during .lurassic rnugnetic quie. period, as
Kalymskf broke annny from North America. Taken fra r Merron et al,, 1974 with permission iron: ~Gcalo v-

spreading centers in the Labrador gea and in the
Makarov Basin. Possibly subsequent plate motion has
obliterated rhe necessary transform faults that might
have connected t.he two basins.

lf the Makarov Basin is underlain by late
Cretaceous to early Tertiary seafloor and the ALpha
Ridge is not an extinct spreading center, then the
Carnada Basin is the only other area of oceanic crust
im the Amerasian basin. Taylor et al., �981! report
that e fan shaped set of low amplitude eerornagnetic
anomalies over the Canada Basin  Figure 7! support
the earlier idea of Carey �958! thar. the Canada Basin
opened about a pole near' the Gulf of Alaska based on
the hend in the gealogy of the North American
Cordillera in Alaska, the so-called Alaska Orocline.
Tailleur �969!, Tailleur and Brosgd �970!, and
Rickwoad �970! elaborated on the idea, based on the
need for a northern source land for the C~rboniferous
to Triassic clastic sedimentary strata of Alask~'s
norrh slope. These workers variously placed the
pole in east central Alaska ar the Mackenzie delta.
Taylor et al., �981! acknowledge that the line*tions
in. the Canada Basin are very low amplitude and
difficult to correlate but nevertheless identify the
oldest anamaly as M25 �53 Ms! nnd the youngest which
is the extinct spreading center nsM
 �27 tta! . The
early geological papers such as Tailleur and Brosgd
�970! ~ Brosge and '1'ailleur �970! and Tailleur �973!
would agree with this or an older Jrrrassic age, while
Ricknsaad �970! and more recent marine geophysical
papers by Grantz et al, �979, 1981!, Grantz and May
 in prese! and lawver and Baggeroer  in press! would
support a similar model but with most of the rotation
occurring between L25 Ha and 80 Ma. Vagt et al.,
�982! have recently written a lengthy paper that
details a number of different scenarios for the Canada
Basin Thefr final model, which involves a ridge-
ridge-ridge triple junction at 79 N, 140 h' is much too
cotnplicated to discuss here but they do acknowLedge
that the paucity of good data does not rule out other

models nnd leaves the question o[ the tectonic
evolution of the Canada Basin unresolved.

There are at least three other models tor the
evolution of the Canada Basin besides the orocl inal
bending suggested by Carey �958! and Tv,il lear �9e9!
and the elaborate madel suggested hy rngt et al .,
�982!. Herron et al ., �974!, after Pitman and
Talwani �972! had determined a late Mesozoic pole oi
rotation for Not'th America and Eurasia that Lay near
the north end of Greenland, realized rhat t.he tenets
of plate tectonics requited concurrent compression in
the Arctic basin an the other side of the pol.e, lhe ir
scenario begins with paleoroic subduction oi the
Arctic Ocean along Arctic Canada, and the boundary
beCwsen the Alaska-Chukotka continental region and
the Arctic Basin having been a right lateraI trans-
form fault as shown in figure 8 taken from Hereon et
al. �972!, The Kolyma block eventually collided wi rh
Arctic Canada during the early Palcozaic. Ouring the
Jurassic magnetic quiet period  L80-150 Ma!, the
Kalyrna block wae moved away from Arctic Canada and
the Canada Basin was reopened. Concurrently the
boundary between the north slope af Alaska and the
Arctic Basin operated as a left-lareral transform
fault. Opening during the Jurassic ~agnatic quiet
period wns held to explain the law-amplitude magnetic
anomali.es af the Canada Basin. Then whar. the Atlantic
opened about a pole in northern Greenland in l,ar.e
Cretaceous time, the Canada Basin was put under
carnpression and the Alpha&endeleev Ridge was formed
as an incipient island arc-subductian zone complex.

Compression on the ALphaWendelecv Ridge in late
Cretaceous time is incompatible with the suggestion < f
Taylor et al., �981! that there was spreading in the
adjacent Mekarav Basin during the Late Cretaceous and
Paleocene. It is possible, however, that l.ate
Cretaceous opening af the North Atlantic about a pole
in northern Greenland. raay not have required
compression in the Arctic. Basin, since present day
spreading in the Eurasian Basin does nat seem to be



Fig. 9. !fodel for the evolution of the Amerasfan Basin
and associated displaceeents alang Tintina and Kalta
faults. Taken from Jones, 1980 «5th permission jroelature,

producing compression oa the opposite side of l.te
pole, in northeast Siberia and ths northwest pacific
Basin. ln addition, Srivastave's �978! work in the
l.abrader Sea indicates that the opening of the Ãoxth
Atlantic. wes geometrically fsr more complicated than
Pitman and Talwsni �972! modeled it to bm,

Jones �980! presented s «oda1 for the openiag of
the Canada Basin that wss similar to garron et al.
�974! but the direction of opening ie at right angles
to their model. Jones' model shown in figure 9,
requires tbe Alphe~ndeleev Ridge to have been a
JursssfcWretaceous spreading center with the southern
Canada Basin being unspecif ied psleoaoic oceanic cruet.
Hie model requires a great deal of motion along the
Kaltag Fault of northern Alaska. There is no evidence
however that motioo along the Ksltsg Fault can hs
connected through the Yukon  Brosgk, personal
communication, 1983! and r.hen along the Arctic Canada
continental margin as a transform fault.

The last model for the evolution of the Canada
Basin is that proposed by !fair and Forayth �982! and
is a variatiaa on the model first suggested by Carey
�958!. Tbe Canada Basin first opened about pole 1
shown in figure 10 and then the Chukchi Continental
Border}and rotated away from northern Alaska about
pole 2.

By usfng pale 1 af Hsiz and Forsytb �982!  a
modif ication by Grants et al., �979! of a suggestioa

f irst made by Rickwood �970! !we tested the hathyssetric
fit of the oppasite sides of the Canada Basin. O'war
computer fit for plate rotations using, the 1000 sumter
bsthysetric contours taken from the Heezen and Tfusrp
�975! chart of the Arctic region gave a good match-
up betveen Arctic Canada and the Siberian shelf am
far east as the AlphaWendeleev Ridge. We also used
Savostin and Karasik's �981! poles to "close-up" tbe
Eurasian basin. The most striking problem with ciosfag
up the Arctic as we did, mrs the unacceptable overlap
of Greenland vith Eurasia mentioned previously. If
Srivastiva's �978! pole oi opening for the Labractor
Sea-Baf fin Bay is used, ve feel that we vill get a
much better match between Greenland and Eurasia,
Indicating that Greenland must have meed away frofs
North America along Nares Strait.

While our simple plate rotations based on batlsy-
metry do not resolve the age of the Canada Baeinithey
certaialy support Carey �958! and his model for the
rotational rifting of norther~ A! asks asmy from the
Canadian Arctic Islands. If the Alpha Ridge im not a
spreading center, which seems reasonably certain
because its depth is inconsistent with the agemnrmus-
depth curves of parsons and Scloter �977!, then we
must sugge.st another explanation for it. lf the Alphs-
Hendeleev Ridge formed when the Hakarov Basin f iree
began to spread and the Lomonosov Ridge wss still
attached to Eurasia, the AIphaWendeieev Ridge may Im s
continental fragment that partially foundered and
othet'wise deformed prior to rifting of tbe ffsksrov
Basis. When actual ssafloor spreading began in the



Fig 10. Bathymetry is in meters. Pole 1 in the Mackenzie
Delta is initial pole of opening of the Canada Basin while
pole 2 is a subsequent pole of opening for che rotation of
the Chukchi Csp away from the Vorth Slope of Alaska. Taken
from Mair and Forsyth, 19B2 «th permission from Elseyier Scientific Publishing Co.
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Mskarov Basin it may have i.solated the Alpha~ndeleev
Ridge as a semi continental fragment.

An alternative explanation might exist if the
Canada Basin tectonic province includes the Alpha Rise
and the Amerseian aide of the Makarov Basin. As the
Caaada Basin opened there may have been s hot spot
that et.arted near the ridge crest on the Siberian side
and which produced an anomalous volcanic mass of
material similar to the Rio Grande and calvin Rises
in the South Atlantic  Rsbinowitz and La Breque, 1979!.
Tbe hot spot slowly migrated across the ridge and
ended near Arctic Canada. These last two suggestions
for the origin of the AlphsWendelaev Ridge are highly
speculative.

Most tectonophyaicists would agree that tbe
Kansan-Gakkai Ridge in the Eurasian Basin is the
presently active plate boundary between Eurasia and
5orth America. They would also agree that the bomono-
aov Ridge is a continental frafpsent that has been
rifted away from the Barents and Kara Sea sheLves by
spreading on the Naneen-Gakkai Ridge. The early
evolution of the Dances-Gakkai Ridge and how it
connected to the Nid&tlantic Ridge is still contro-
versial particularly concerning transform motion
along the Bares Strait  Daven and Kerr, 1982!. The
tectonic origin of the Alpha-Mendeleev Ridge, and
tbe age and mode of origin of the Canada Basin are
unlrsown.
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SEISMIC EXPLORATION IN THE ARCTIC OCEAN

Arthur 8. Baggeroer and Gregory L. Duckworth
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l. INTRODUCI1ON

Because of its harsh environment, the Arctic still
remains one of thc hast explored areas of the world,
Research beginning in the carly ]950's, including the pas-
sage of thc submarine ftfaurilus beneath the ice cap, began
to dcfinc the bathymetry and major features af the Arctic
Ocean. Thc occupation of several lang-lasting ice islands
in the 1950's, 60's, and 70's started the accutnulation of
seismic data through refIection and limited refraction sur-
veys, along with thc acquisition of spot gravity, bathy-
metry, shallow core, and extensive physical oceanographic
data, Aerornagnetic surveys in the mid and late 1970's ser.
the tectonic framework for many major features of the re-
Iptwt, Frotn the late 70's to the present the estahlishtncnt
of several short term camps on the icc floes has greatly ex-
panded thc wealth af seismic reflection and refraction
data available from the central Arctic. For these expcri-
tacnts seismic sources such as airguns and helicopter de-
pksytneut of explasive charges at large offsets were re-
ceived on multi-channel hydrophone arrays and ocean
bottom seismomcters. Recent advances in digital
hardware and processing technology have allowed much
more detailed analyses of these data on a routine basis
than were possible in the past, Finally, the recent
discovery of oil in sxsntincntal margin regions has led to
tbe beginning of what promises to be extensive explora-
tion of thc shelf areas by the ail industry. The large ex-
perimental and research rcsourccs of these companies wig
certainly contribute greatly to our knowledge of Arctic
crustal structure. In this survey we hope to sutntnarixe
some of th.c considerations and methods involved is Arc-
tic geophysics, focusing tnainly on s ismic technology.

Thc Arctic is one of the least known regions of the
world's oceans. Major questions still remain concerning
its origins and thc processes that led to its tectonic evolu-
tioss. The principal reason for this state is the paucity of
SCiamiC data aVailable fram the Arctic. WILIle this can in
part be attributed to the harshness of the cold environ-
ment upon tnen asd their tnachines, it is the ice cover that
is principal limiting factor. It is not stable or contiguous
enough to reliably support the use of land techniques, yct
only the roost sturdy of icc breakers can maneuver within
it, thcrcby preventing thc usc of routine marine pro-

cedurcs. As a result, seismic exploration in the Arctic has
been a peculiar mix of techniques used in both land and
marine environments.

Early explorcrs of the Arctic took soundings which
indicated that the Arctic was not a shallow sca, but a fug
fledged ocean. It was, however, the accurate bathymetric
records over long track lengths taken hy nuclear subma-
rine travctscs that started to delineate its major physio-
graphic features [Bcal, l968I While data from ice sta-
tions and spot soundings have become available in grcatcr
quantity through several scietstific research programs, the
submarine data still provide the principa synoptic bathy-
metric information about the deep Arctic !Johnson, ct al.,
1979]. These research programs have, howcvcr, deter-
mined a great deal about the tectonic structure of the Arc-
tic through scisruic, gravity, magnetic, heat-f!otv, and cor-
ing data. Thc quest for ail and gas has led to extensive
exploration of the continental margins [ Business Weel-,
1983j, ln the winter crews push offshore a few tens of ki-
lorneters oo the shorefast ice, while in the summer marine
surveys opcratc when the ice rccedcs. Nevertheless, long
cxploranoa lines across the margin and down thc shelf-
break arc sparse fEittreim and Grantz, 1979; Svndvor and
Eldholm, 1979],

Before discussing the seismic exploration tcchoiques
used in the Arctic it is useful to examine its major features
IVogt and Avery, I974j. Figure 1 indicates the Arctic
and its adjacent continental margins. Tectonically, it can
be divided into two basins - thc Amerasian Basin bound-
ed by western Siberia, Alaska and the Canadian archi-
pelago, and the Eurasian Basin bounded hy Greenland,
Svalbard, European Russia and eastern Siberia. Thcsc
basins are separated by thc Lomonosov Ridge. The Eu-
rasian Basin is relatively well understood and is hy-
pothesized to hc the result of seafloor spreading initiated
60 m.y.b.p. along the Gakkel  Nansen, Arctic Mid-
Ocean! Ridge separating the Pole Abyssal Plain  Fram
Basin! and thc Barents Abyssal Plain  Nanscn Basin!
fyackson, ct al., 1982; Kristoffers n, ct al., J982, Kristof-
fcrsen, 1982!. This is the northern extensio~ of thc Mid-
Atlantic Ridge, The continental margin north of Green-
land and Svalbard is relatively narrow. It is, however, ex-
tended in each of these locations by thc Morris Jesup Risc
and the Ycrmak Plateau respectively. These arc conjec-
tured to have originated as a "hot spot" of thickened crust
similar to Iceland that formed at the ridge and rifted apart
about 35 m.y b.p. !Fcden, et al. 1979; Kovacs and Vogt,



Fig. I! Bathymetric and geographical feature map of thc Arctic Ocean and adjacent con-
tinental m argins.

1982], Thc margin of thc Barents, Kara and Laptev Seas
is one of the widest in the world [Vogt and Ostcnso,
1973] and is thc site of significant Soviet oil and gas ex-
ploration,

The Amerasian Basin is much more Nsmplex tectoni-
cally [Hall, 1973; Vogt and Avery, 1974; Clark, 1981].
North of Alaska and Canada is the Canada Basin, an oce-
anic basin with heavy {over 4 km! sedimentation. This
basin is hypothesized to have been formed between 80
and 135 rn.y.b p. [Johnson and Vogt, 1981; Baggcroer
and Falconer, 1982; Lawver and Baggcrocr, 1982; Vogt,
ct al., 1982; Sweeney, 1982; Swecncy, to appear]. Furth-
er to the north are thc Alpha Ridge v hich is still of unc-
ertain origin, and the Makarov Basin, protruding from
thc continental margin of Siberia are the Northwind
Ridge, the Chukchi Plates~ aud the Mcndelcev Ridge.
The Alaskan and Canadian continental margins, now the
site of intense seismic exploration for oil, are average in
their extent, while the Siberian margin is extremely wide.
Thc entire tectonic structure for the Amerasian basin is
still conjectural with much of the debate resting upon the
acquisition of seismic data [Graatz, et al., 1981; Herrou,

et al,, 1974]. The Lornonosov Ridge which crosses the
central Arctic divides the Eurasian and Arnerasian BasiuL
It is generally felt to be a continental fragment ausnciah:d
with thc early riftine of the Eurasian Basin; howcvcr, ils
juxtaposition to the lvIakarov Basin is a part of thc tec-
tonic uncertainty of the Amerasian Basin [Swcency, et aI.,
1982; M air and Forsyth, 1982].

Figure 2 illustrates the tracks of a series of driftiug
buoys iu the Arctic over a 7-8 month period [ICEX,
1979]. The prevailing current in the eastern Arctic sweeps
from Siberia to the Fram Straits bctwecn %albard aud
Greenland. Thc western Arctic is dominated by the
Circutn-polar Current and the Beaufort Gyre [Coaclunaa
and Aagaard, 1974]. While there are exceptions, the im
conditions in the eastern Arctic arc much more dynauur
than those in thc western Arctic. This has impacted the
seismic exploration at several ice camps when thc ice fhls
upon which thc camps werc sitA brake up during the
course of the experiments [Hunkins, et al., 1979; Bag-
geroer and Dyer, 1982].

Figure 3 indicates the average maximum
minitnum ice cover [Central Intelligence Agency, 197~;



Pif!. 2! Map of ice drift patterns in the central Arctic from the ICEX buoys showing initial
and final locations from 7 month drift [from Thorndike, ICEX report, l979]. Genera!
drift systems shown by large arrows from CIA Polar Reg!ons Atlas, 1976.

Wadhanss, f981]. Pack ice in various states of unrest cov-
ers the central Arctic year round; hosvever, its seasonal re-
treat docs permit open water exploration methods near
sotsse continental margins. There is wide variation in the
extetN of open water both from year to year and from one
!ocaie to aaother. Moreover, it is now not predictable
enough so that advance preparations can be made to ex-
ploit an unusually good season [Pritchard. 1980; Coon, ct
~ I,, 1977]. The maximum retreat of the ice edge essential-
ly defines the areas where conventional taarine seismic ex-
p!orafiott can be done.

Seismic exp!oration within the ice pack of the Arctic
@oman has been both difficult and sparse when compared
to that done ia the rest of the wor!d's oceans. Most of the
research has been done from enanned ice stations. Figure
4 Indicates the location of most of the U.S. aad Canadian
iee Statiana Where SOIne fOrrn Of SeismiC CXploratiOn haS
hcess performed [Central Intelligence Agency, 1975]. Thc
methods used have included seismic reflection and refrac-
tiots with varying degrees of sophisticalion. In addition,
spot bathymetric soundings have heen made. [e.g. Kris-
toResaen, 1982] By far the most extensive set of geophysi-

ca! data has been a series of airborne magnetometer sur-
veys [Vogt, et al., !979]. These have been used to identi-
fy magnetic anomalies in the Eurasian Basin of the
eastern Arctic and suggest tectonic eoaslraints for the
Arnerasian Basin of the western Arctic. In addition, heat
flow and gravity measurcmcnts as well as shallow coring
have been made at several ice stations ]Ostcnso and
Wo!d, l977; Lachenruch and h4arsha!!, 1969; Kutscha!e,
1966].

Seismic exploratio~ on the continental margins in the
Arctic is dependent upon the characteristics of thc icc cov-
er. In addition to the seasonal coverage, landfasl ice and
shaBow water often prevent thc usc of the tmved arrays
usually emp!oycd ia marine seismic surveys. Permafrost
and unusually !arge surface wave noise introduce un!one
problems in lnoccss!ng seismic data, Finally, much of the
seismic csploratio|s in the Arctic is done near Esiumo set-
t!erne»ts and their hunting areas, 1 his has !cd to the iro-
position of constraints upon the seismic sources used.

In this paper the. techno!ogy of seismic exploration in
lhC ArCtie iS SILrVeyed. The discussIOn haS beetI divi«Cd
into SeiamI'c explnratiOn fOr i! the deep oCCan Of the cen-
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Fig. 31 Seasonal absolute minimum, avcragc minimum, and avcragc maximum ice cover-
age in the Arctic Ocean, Thc absolute minimum curve delineates the regions of explora-
tion possible by conventional marine techniques.

tral Arctic which has primarily been thc concern of thc
oceanographic research community aad ii! the adjacent
continental margins which have bcca the focus of the oH
exploration industry. It examines jmt thc Arctic Ocean
where thc ice cover is a major factor iu exploration and
not to ore southerly regions that are seasonally completely
ice free and easily accessible, Land seismic exploration in
cold regions also is not covered [see Roethlisberger,
1972j. In tbe nature of a survey paper aud due to space
constrainta, the details of cqw'prnent and the supporting
mathematics used in the various exploration methods arc
not included. Tbc authors have attempted to review the
open hterature rdcvant to seismic exploration in the Arc-
tic. Much of it is scattcrcd in a large aumbcr of journals
aud even larger number of rcporls. We have attcmptcd
to cite a representative sampling of this literature, but it is
by no meam complete. Thc au.thors are aware that a
large proprietary literature as well as some relevant dassi-
fied information exists, particularly ia the oil exploration
companies; consequently, we are stiH left with the pcrccp-
tion that much more remains unpublished and unnoticed,
FinaHy, tbe authors admit to biases instigcd by their own

experiences in the Arctic.

2. DEEP OCEAN SEISMIC EXPLORATION

Ahnost aH the seismic exploratioa in the central Arc.
tic bas been done from either ice islands or icc fhe
camps. Thc ia: islands are actuaHy icebergs that am
thought to have calved from glaciers near EHesmerc is-
land, These include the Hetcher  T-3! aod Arhs pro-
grams of the U.S. as weH as several Soviet prograsuL
Typicagy, they have been occupied for several years.
These isbsnds have often been several kilometers in cxseut
and 10's of meters thick. This has permitted the isndisg
of heavy, long range aircraft such as tbc C-130 Hercules.
thc most practical means of supplying camps in the central
Arctic, Due to the thin ice and extensive ridging eucotm-
tered on ice floe camps, smaller aircraft, such as the DC-3
or Twin Otter, that can land on refrozen leads of 1-2 year
old ice must bc used, and the Hercules employed for ais
droppable supplies only. Surprisingly, ice islands are rch-
tively rare in the Arctic, with a recent inventory identify.



Fig. 4a! Drift track map of Russian icc stations aod U.S. ice islands. Single channel reflec-
tion experiments have been carried out on most of thc U,S. efforts.

ing orsly 17 suitable for long terra occupancy [Brewer
Research, New London, CT, personal cornrounicationj
They tend to circubrtc ln the Beaufort Gyre before bein.g
caught in the Transpolar Drift where they then exit into
the North Atlantic.  T-3, occupied intermittently since
l952, is predicted to exit sornctime in early 1983 [op,
clt.!!

Camps on ic» floes have been established for short
tenn experiments, usually during the season from early
March when the daylight necessary for aircraft operations
flrut appears to late May when the ice conditions
deteriorate and runway problems are encountered. In
mid hlay ice fog becomes common and can limit opera-
tions up to 50% of the time as wc0, ice floe camps have
itsdttdcd the AIDJEX, CANBARX, LOREX and Fram
I-TV Series fTrowbridge, 1976; Dyer, et al., 1982; Swc»-
ney, 1982; Hunklns, ct al., 1979; Baggeroer and Dyer,
1982; Manley, ct al., 1982; Kristoffersen, 1982J. These
camps arc seasonal and drift with the ice pack 100-2DD km
Cutring their 2 month hfetimes, The drift has an average
trersd govcrncd by tbc currents; however, locally it is very
»rratic and not very adaptable to the constant course lines
tssrsally shot in scisrnic operations.

Both ice islands and icc floe camps impose constraints
tspon traditional seismic exploration methods. Thc drifts
ar». both random in direction and slow, so the coverage is
both uncvcn and sparse. Ice floe camps usually have lim-
iscd local power �2-25 kW! which restricts the available
sourc»s for normal incidcncc reflection experiments, The
deployment of charges at large offsets from the receivers
ftsr refraction experiments requires a hegcopter or smail
orred wing aircraft and is much more tedious than thc
steam-away technique tised in temperate waters. Finally,

thcrc arc problems with 6D Hz burn from seawater
ground loops which arc more pervasive than that encoun-
tcrcd in shipboard operations due to thc distributed na-
ture of the camp, 30 Hz pickup due to mechanical vibra-
tion of the dicseb'electric generator, and low frequency  <
20 Hz! strumming created by vortex shedding of the water
flowing past. suspended hydrophone cables.

2.1. Seismic Reflection

Seismic reflection experiments have been done on a
sporadic basis in thc central Arctic [e.g. Kutschale, 1966;
Ostenso and Wold, 1977J, Figure 4 indicates the tracks of
some of the ice islands and camps which have gathered se-
isrnic reflection data. Until recently these have been sin-
gle channel operations. Sources for these have included
sparkers, boorner, airguos and small explosives ranging
from blasting caps to 1 kg SUS charges. All the non-
explosive sources work reasonably well in an cncloscd hut,
although the extreme cold can cause airguns to be very
ternpcrmental if they are not properly maintained. In ad-
dition, camp power limitations often set the rnaxirnum re-
petition rate [Kristoffcrsen, 1982]. The receivers have
been been either suspended hydrophones or ice inounted
geophones. Each have problems unique to Arctic opera-
tions. The hydropboncs are prone to strum oscillations
which can dorniuatc thc obsc.rvations at frequencies below
20 Hz. This has led to extraordinary applications of cable
fairing and compliant suspension systems borrowed from
sonobuoy technology. ln addition, turbulence duc ur
currents interacting with ice keels generates a substantial
amount of rtoisc at very low frequencics  c 1 Hz! [Hurr-
kins, 1981J. The geophoaes are very prone to vibrational
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Fig. S! Single channel seistnic reflection profi!c using a 40 cubic inch airgun from Fram l.
 profile courtesy H.R. Jackson, Redford lnsntute of Oceanography!

p!ckup from the camp power generator and man made
camp noise, e.g. winches used in other experiments,
suuwmobi!es, helicopters, and portable heating units,
Th!s has required efforts to decouple these two for noise
free observations, such as isolation mounting af the gen-
erator units. Until recently, data have been recorded us-
ing analog methods, With thc high levels of strum and/or
hum prevalent in drifting ice experiments the litnited
dynamic range of analog recording is a serious limitation.
This !s particularly unfortunate since both noise sources
have signatures that are very amenab!c to suppression us-
ing signal processing techniques if the dynamic range of
the recording system is adequate.

Single channe! systems have produced seismic records
of lirnitcd quality. They arc often not powerful enough to
penetrate the structure s!gnificant!y [e g. Ostenso and
Wold, l977j. Except when thc seditnent cover is very
thin. such as near thc rnid-ocean ridge, they are sc!dom
adequate to dcfinc the basement structure, especially in
the Canada Basin where scdimcnt thicknesses can exceed
4 hm. Figurc 5 shows a successful example from Fram I
sang a 40 cubic inch airgun which pcnetratcd to basement
aud is typical of a single channel profi!e from au ice sta-
tion �ackson, et al., 1982]. These systems have been
used extensively on the icc is!ands T-3 aud Arlis which
were occupied for long drift tracks within the central Arc-
tic.

Multi-channel systems with digits! recording have
heeu used only recently for seistnic exploration in the
Central Arctic tprads, et al., 19SI; Kristoffcrsen, 1982I.
The direction of drift is seldom cithcr !inear or constant,
so t!sc txmtmon!y used  CDP! shooting procedure is awk-
ward at best. Fortunately, most of thc operations have

been in deep water where the constraints of the CDP
shooting are !cast rcstrictivc. The slow drift rates, howev-
er, lead to very hmited coverage compared to open water
profiling. During the Fram II experiment a mu!hchanncl
array of hydrophoncs recorded seismic reflection data
from l kg SUS charges as it ddfted in the Pole Abyssal
P!ain. While these charges were certainly powcrfu!
enough, the shooting interval of approximately 4 hours
corresponding to a distance of a kilometer at a nominal
drift rate of 3 nrn per day was not sufficient tn pmduce a
profile that could be easily interpreted [Marshall, 39S2!.
In addition, since coverage is at the whim of the ice
movement, any cquiptnent down-time for tnaintenancc
can !eave extensive gapa in the profiles. During the Fram
IV cxperimcnt two arrays of hydrophone, one with 22
hard-wired phones and the other with IS sonobuoys using
an RF link, recorded data from a 120 cubic inch airgun
firing every 4 to 60 minutes, corresponding to a 50 meter
shot spacing at thc variable drift rates encountered. This
produced a profile that defines the basement structure
very we!! in this region of relatively thin sediment cover
even with very limited signal processing [Kristoffcrsen,
1982].

The signal processing associated with deep water Arc-
tic is not significantly different from that used for open
water, Thc major difference ls that the hydrophones arc
typically dep!oyed at 60 to 93 m depths instead of just
under the surface, For acoustic propagation experiments
shallower depths increase the transmission losses signifi-
cantly in the S-80 Hz band of interest because nf the
Lloyd's mirror reflection from thc  effectively! free sur-
face. In additioo, the spectral peak of an explosive charge
is dependent upon its weight and depth of detonation.
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Fig. 6! Rcfrsctioa shootiag geometry for Arctic icc covered operatioas.

Since thc charge size is set by the power needed for ade-
quate crustal penetration and loglsbcs considerations, the
depth is fixed by thc spectral characteristics desired. For
the large charges   25+ kg! used in ccatral Arctic crustal
studies, a depth of approxiraatcly 250 rn is required for a
15 Hz spectral peak. This iacreased source and receiver
depth requires thc usc of source dcconvolutioa algorithms
With lang OpCrators ta SuppreSS the tranaient Surface
ghosts. Beyond deconvohtion operations, stacking has
bcea also been done oa tbc multi-cbaancl data, Both
commoa source aad common depth poiat stacks have
been dose; however, tbning the shootiag interval ap-
propriate for tbe group length is awkward because of the
random icc motion. Generally, aoraiaal stadung velocity
models have boca used siacC the water depths have been
large compared to the array lengths. Velocity spectral esti-
rnalioa from reflection data bas aot been dane due to the
poor resolutioa inherent in thc use of short array apcr-
tuteS. WOrk is nOW bang carried Out to increase praCtiCal
allay axes,

An alternative to detailed seismic reflection for recon-
naieancc is to measure thc backscattcrlng frora large ex-
plosions as a fuaction of two way travel time and aaglc
with an array. This bas proves to be an expedient
racthod for identifying regions of high bathymetric rclicf
both in the Arctic and ia more temperate waters [Dyer, et
aL, 1982j. Unfortunately, it docs aot yield detailed
bathymetry.

The important points to emphasize about seismic ex-
ploration in the ceatral Arctic are i! it bss been very limit-
ed in quality since it is only rcccntly that array and digital
technologies comraoaplsce in opea water for maay years
have boca used and ii! tbc coverage bss been very sparse,

The implications of these points are that traditional ex-
plOration rnctbode arC simply nOt going to acquire fhe
data about the central Arctic that are needed to resolve
the scientific issues. Consequently, some major technolo-
gy developments, particularly those using rernotc scaebg
syetcms and/or submarine mounted systcsus, raust be con-
sidered for future seisrrric exploration [Franeois, 19TIj-

Seismic refraction experiments have been pcrfosuted
during the scientific programs ou several of the icc isbsrads
and icc floe camps in the Central Arctic [Forsyth, 1978;
Hunkins, ct al., 1962; Milne, 1966; Sander snd Ovcrton,
1965; Vogt and Ostcnso, 1973; lvlair and Lyons, 1981;
Baggeroer aad Falconer, 1982; Jacksoa, ct al., 1982;
Duckworth, et al., 1982I. Figurc 4 indicates thc sites of
most of the recent refraction shooting programs. 'IMs
type of seismic exploration has rcceivcd some degrCC of
crnphasis by rnarinc geophysicists because of its iruportnnt
role in defining the deep crustal structure required to
reconstruct thc tectonic cvolutioa of thc Arctic.

Thc presence Of tbc icC pack introrfuceS Tnajor COn-
straiats oa thc acquisition of seismic refraction data. The
availability of open water for source charge deployment
limits the source/receiver offsets; consequently, deum, unl-
forrn shooting coverage is seldom passible. lvforcover,
the sbobI or sensors roust be deployed by light aircraft or
hcgcopter which have limited payloads. A sigaificaat
amount of tirnC iS alsO Consumed derring the shooting of a
bnC in searching for open water, landing the aircraft, rig-
grug tbc charges, sad deployment of the shot break
recorder for shot instant and bathymetry data. Thc nct



effect is that a very good seismic refraction line in thc
Arctic has approximately fifteen source/rcccivcr offsets
ever 60+ krn, whereas a good line in open water shot
between two boats or a boat and a sonobuoy has one
hundred or morc shots with essentially continuous cover-
ag» of 100 to 300 m spacing [Staffs, ct al., 1981; Detrick
and Purdy, 1981].

Refraction shooting on thc ioc pack has usually been
done by deploying shots on a line from a fixed rccciver
tscatlon as indicated in Figure 6. The shots are typically
2$-100 kg of TNT detonated at 93 or 243 m by depth ac-
tivated BUS charges. Shot instants are obtained by a port-
able a shot break recorder simultaneously recording a
tiuic code synchronized to the data acquisition time base.
'Ole receivers have included hydrop'hoocs, iee mounted
gcOphoncs, geophonc arrays, ocean bottom scismomcters
[HcfBer and Barrett, 1979] and hydrophone arrays. Vir-
tually all the data have been recorded by analog means
with the exception of the hydrophone arrays which have
used gaia ranging, digital recording [Prada, ct al�1981;

fferscn, 1982]. An alternative shooting procedure is
to inovc the receiver instead of the source Jhfair and
Lyons, 1982]. For icc inounted geophoncs this is con-
venient if there are a fcw elements in the receiver; howev-
er, it is awkward for inore than one hydrophone and im-
possible for ocean bottoin seismomctcrs,

Most refraction wort io the Arctic has used single
source/single receiver and first arrival analysis as the pri-
mary method for structural dctcrinination [Jackson, ct al.,
1982; Kristofferscn, ct aL, 1982]. R~nt expcrimcnts,
ho&ever, have used multi-channel arrays with high
dytsamic range digital recording, This permits the use of
mstcb more sophisticated signal nrocessinit which can ex-
ploit both thc ffrst arrivals and the subsequent inultiple
paths previously rclcgated to rcverbcration in deducing a
velocity model for the seismic structure [Baggeroer and
Fakoncr, 1982; Baggcroer and Duckworth, 1982; Duck-
worth, ct al., 1982],

Vhc sparseness of source/receiver offsets in Arctic rc-
fracnon profiles makes the theoretical inversion of the
first arrival function using the time-distance Herglotz-
Wiccbert formulae practicaHy impossible [ Ati and
Richards, 1980; Dicbold, et al., 1981]. This is further
complicated by uncertain bathymetric iaforroation along
the line. The impact of this is that the signal processing
inust extract as many constraints on the scr'srnie model
throtsgh secondary arrivals as possible. interpretation of
the secondary amvals is feasible only when array data
permitting velocity analysis are obtained. Fvcn then it is
subject to a significant ainount of uncertainty, Fortunate-
ly, the accfnisition of high quality, digital data and the ap-
plication af recently developed sigaal processing methods
haa advanced the interpretation of Arctic seismic refrac-
bon data significantly.

Figures 7a-7c are indicative of the state of the art in
deep ocean seismic data acquisitioo and interpretation.
Figures 7a show the waveforms recorded on two array
channels separated by 600 m from a Fram fl refraction
shot at 27.2 km. The array was a 24 channel 8$I m x 800
m cross with hydrophoncs suspeoded at 93 m beneath the
ice Thc data were recorded in an SEG-Y format ou a
multi-channel, gain ranging, digital acquisition system
with a 120 dB dynamic range. The acquisition sistern
used a gc.acral purpose roinieoinputer which also allowed
limited data aaalysis and review during the experiment
when data were not being taken. ln Figures 7a some of
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the prominent events have been labeled for reference and
arc described in the captions. lt should bc noted that thr,
data are exccptionaHy coherent and noise free for refrac.
tion data, This can he attributed to the quiet platform
provided hy the icc, the high dynamic range of the ac-
quisitioa system, and thc relatively large charge sizes em-
ployed �5 kg of TNT!. The differences between the two
traces in Figs. 7a-1 through 7a-5 are real variatioas due to
differential propagation paths for the sensors.

Along with the waveforms in Figures 7a is the high
resolutioa velocity spcctrura dcterinincd from ag the array
channels [Baggcroer and Falconer, l982; Duckworth, et
al� 1982], One can ohscrve that the important events
stand oot much inore clearly than on the wavcforms
thcmselvcs. The high phase velocity deep crustal events
from the Moho and layer 3 appear as the first arrivaLs,
'Oicse are followed by events associated with layer 2 ai
approximately 18. seconds after the shot. There are also
high phase velocity inultiples of the earlier deep events
present. T1sc direct water wave and sediment multiple
events follow with progressively increasing phase veloci-
ncs. Oae can also identify arrivals with shear wave pro-
pagation paths intcrsperscd among these events. The irn-
portant point is that the multi-channel data and the veloci-
ty spectra identify many more events m the data from a
single source/receiver offset than just the first arrival
detection customarily done in refraction analysis, ln addi-
tion, the phase velocity, or its inverse, horizontal slow-
ness, arc directly estimated froin thc data when arrays are
used. These identifications are especially useful in filling
in the gaps in thc offset coverage imposed by the ice cov-
er.

The velocity spectra can be used to estimate a
velocity/depth section by first transforming to tau-
slou aess spectra and theo raigration of this pararnctcrim-
tion to a velocity model, Figure 7b iHustratcs the tau-
slowaess spcctruru obtained by rotating the coordinates of
thc data ia Fig, 7a. The same events noted in Fig. 7a are
labeled in Fig 7b. In thc tau-slowncss domain several
"stacking" operations can be done to fiH in the gaps in the
section. First, the velocity spectra are produced in 4 Hz
analysis bands. M dispersion phcnomcna are neglected,
the spectra from the different frequency bands can be
cornposited. The. events from the shots at different offsets
can can abo be ~mpositcd an the tau-slowness spectrum
since the offset dependence is removed by the tau-
slowness iransforroation [McMcchan and Ottolini, 1980].
Finally, multiple events for which travel paths can be ac-
curately identified can bc converted to "pseudo primary
events" by appropriate reduction in their travel time and
offset and added to the primary rau-slowness spectrum.

The stacked tau-slowness spectrum can be inverted
for crustal velocity structure in several ways [e.g. Kennctt,
1981; Baggcroer and Duckworth, 1982], ln this example,
the spectrum is thc input to an iterative migradon algo-
rithrn which geoeratcs a velocity-depth section JClayton
aod Mclvfcchan, 1981]. The section derived from the data
in Figure 7a as well as other data on the same linc is indi-
cated in Figurc 7c. Error bou~ds on the section are aLso
noted io suggest the degree of confidence that can be as
sociatcd with the model. This was done using the method
of Bcssonova, et al. []974]. As one can observe, the deep
crustal scctioa is weU identified using juta this 6 shot re-
fraction line, While. thcrc are many ways to the interpret
seismic refraction data, aad Arciic data arc no exception.
the previous sequence of figures is indicative of the
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Fig. 7a-3! Waveforrn and veloaty spectrum of Fig 7a-7 continued. The
waveforms are plotted with a gain of 0.5 in amplitude. Event [ is thc
direct water arrival. Nate that at 27.2 km the offset is exactly half the dis-
tance to thc first convergence anne and the arrival is relatively weak. Ar-
rival J is the primary refraction from the upper sedirricnts, Event K is the
cornpressional arrival from the deeper sediments, and L is a shear multiple
from layer 3. Complex M is the second free surface multiple from a sedi-
ment refraction path, A high scdiincnt veto'.ty gradient causes the rise in
phase velocity as the near source!receiver free surface ghosts arrive. Event
M' is au upper layer 2 shear path, converted to shear above the sedirnent-
hiyer 2 transition.
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LKLOC11Y  KI1/53Pig. 7b! Tau-slowneas spectrum at 6 Hz of the shot in Fig Ta. Tau-slowness curves from a
possible model obtained from this and other shots is shown superposed on the spectrum.
Solid lines are curves for the compressaooal model, dotted lines are curves for thc shear
rnodeb The events indicated in Figs. 7a are labeled.

current level of sophistication possible with high quality
enulti-chaanel array data obtained from an iee floe camp.

In addition to refraction methods, seismic exploration
has eneoropassed several other techniques. Conventional
aelxrtsic refraction data often do not lead to good estirnatcs
of the upper sedimentary section because they are sparsely
shot over the offsets where the sedimentary arrivais ap-
pear and are simultaneous with the onset of the very high
intcnsnty direct water arrivals. Ocean bottoro seismornc-
ters can mitigate this to a degree, but they have not been
used extensively enough to obtain good sediment velocity
modeh. However, the near bottom sediments also have a
doininant influence on long range, low frequency acoustic
propagation in the water coluron, These effects can be
explrsited to produce useful models of the upper part of
the seismic section [Kutschale, 1982; Baggeroer and Duck-
worth. $982]. The major limitation of this approach is
that most of the supporting propagation models are un-
derpinned by thc assumption of horizontal homogeneity,
This is reasonable For sources and receivers simultaneously
1ocated within an abyssal plain, hut is not appropriate
when sigmficant bathymetric relief intervenes,

For seismic sections extending beyond the Moho the
charge weights of up to 200 kg used in refracdou experi-
rtscutn are seldom adequate. Teleseisruic events from

3.1. Data Acquisition
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earthquakes can be used for this purpose, with both body
wave and surface wave events being used to infer deep
crustal and mantle seismic structure [Stewart, !980I.

3. CONTINENTAL MARGFN EXPLORATlON

Seismic exploration on the Arctic continental margin
has been very extensive. The preferred method of ex-
ploration is seismic reflection using conventional ioarinc
techniques when the ice retreats during the summer.
Some seismic refracliou data using sonobuoys and a single
ship have also been acquired. Extensive work has heen
done oo the Beaufort Sea off Alaska and Canada, in the
Canadian Arctupelago in thc Amcrasian Arctic, and off
Svalbard and io the Barents Sea of the Eurasian Arctic.

Marine seismic data are generally of much higher
quality, and the cost per mile of survey much lower, than
that of hnes shot on thc icc pack. Nevertheless, cornen-
ti.onal marine seismic exploration has several problems
unique to the Arctic environment. For instance, ihc rca-
sonal hvo to three roonths of ice retreat is not predictable
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3.2. Sgnal processing

either in time or extent so planning is utuxrtain at best.
ln spite of these problems a significant number of liars
have been shot on the Arctic continental marguts. Most
arc proprietary data; however, several have bccn pub-
lished in the open literature.

The marine surveys are shot in essentially thc same
manner as in tempcratc zones bnt with an alert watch for
drifting icc, garveys as far as 200 km offshore have been
obtained. While the receiver spreads are the same, explo-
sive sources have been prohibited because of their poten-
tial environrncntal impact on marine mammals hunted by
the Eskimos.

There is a band separating land seismic exploration,
where dynamite and/or vibrators can be used, and
offshore regions where marine exploration is feasible on a
seasonal basis. This b caused both by very shaUow water,
which is a problem not unique to the Arctic, and muRi-
scason shorcfast ice, which is. This narrow gap in cover-
age can pose several problems in tying thc offshore pro-
filcs to onshore hoes and w'cll logs. Thc approach to this
problem hss been to use vibrators and gcophours on
landfast and seasonal ice out to water depths overlapping,
the offshore marine lines. Line gcometrics with 24M per-
cent split spreads with 220 ft group intervals and 4800 per-
cent with 110 ft group intervals have been shot with four

vibrator sources at a 6 mile pcr day rate [Mertz, ct d.,
19811. ice roughness, particularly the prtssure ridges, are
a major impediment to high production. This has stuas-
latcd inventive application of diverse transport systems ia-
eiuding hovercraft for mobihty about the rough ice. Vs-
fortunately, shorefast ice is also typically very rongb.
Another factor is the presence of leads of open water, cr
thin ice covering recently opened leads. By their nature,
vibrators concentrate a large mass in a small area. ft is
rumored that more than one has faHen through thin ice,
Airguns have been used and mmpared to vibrator records
using, the same receiving array Thc records are sirailar
and relative comparisons are subjective [Merts, ct ai,
1981j. An alternative, but far less desirable approach i
to use "tnud guns", airguns specially modified to operate
in shaHow water or mud. Thc time required to dept
this source and the degradation in record quality hst
made it far less popular than than the vibrator or airgas.
fn addition, it is useful to maintain a common souroe sig-
nature throughout a linc so artifacts arc not introduced.

The Arctic environment introduces several uniqse
problems in processing seismic records. permafrost xs-
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Fig. 8! Labels show the regions in thc Arctic currently undergoing exploration for oil and
natural gas.
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dorhes cstensivc offshore regions of the Arctic. Soroe of
the permafrost is a relic of scalcvel subsidence occurring
26',000 to 40.000 years ago to a depth approximately 100m
below thc current level. Ncarshorc permafrost can extend
to depths of 600 m, Offshore, the permafrost is warmer
atsd thinner duc to thc warmer boundary condition of the
-2.55 degree Celsius seawater [LeweHen, 'l973; 1974; 1975;
Rcrgers, ct al,, 1975], In addition, the upper section has
seasonal variations as weH as long term trends of regres-
sinn or advance. Permafrost has a compressional wave
speed between 2400 and 4000 m/s, It usuaHy is not an
easily identifiable and distinct layer, but it has its own
irsternal velocity structure. Its occurrence can be very re-
gionaI, so strong horizontal variations in the velocity
trtructure are common, These changes create a number of
irroblems in the signal processing for making static correc-
tirrns and/or determining stacking velocities.

Ice floe operations using vibrators introduce flexural
wave noise that can be exceptionaHy strong because of tbe
direct couphng of the source to the ice, instead of thc wa-
ter The propagated ice wave interference can bc 40 dB
greater than the reflected signals on a single trace, which

imposes some strong demands on the noise cancegation or
velocity filtering algorithms [Crary, 1954; Ewing, ct al.,
1957]. This seems to be suppressed to some extent if
there is an open water lead or thin ice between thc source
and receiver to decouple this motion. The flexural wave
noise can, be suppressed to an extent by velocity filtering;
however, significant residuals remain in many cases be-
cause of their intensity and the local variability of the ire
thickness which affects surface wave propagation speeds.

An additional complication arises when the ice keels
are deep enough to contact the bottorrt [%adhams, 1981].
This provides a direct, high velocity coupling to thc
seabed when compared to that when an intervening water
layer is present. This introduces additional horirmntal in-
homogeneities into the data.

Subsea permafrost with its high velocities can lead to
the presence of an exceptional'ly efficient wavcguidc pro-
ducing strong reflected and/or refracted reverberation.
The permafrost. depth and its sound s~ed grad<cut influ-
ence the refraction paths significantly, so care must be
taken in deconvolution aud muting algorithms.

FinaHy, there appear to be numerous locales of shal-
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Iow gas-bearing layers in several exploration areas. These
introduce a highly reflective honzon foUowed by a low
velocity layer [Boucher, ct al., 1981; Grants, et al,, 19791,
This can lead to strong rcverbcration as well as shallower
penetration of thc underlying structure due to thc lowered
transmission coefficient.

Seismic exploration in thc Arctic which had just be-
gun 30 years ago is now proceeding with great vigor. An
intense amouat of activity is aow underway in thc quest
for oil aad gas, and thc development of array processing
and computer technology has made this, and snore
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sivc mimic data nccdcd to develop the resources of the
Arctic, and to understand its origins and cvolutiau,
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Sea ice is a unique geophysical material, consis-
ting of an enseable of pieces ranging from gravel-
sited fragments to unbroken plates many kilometers in
diameter. In seemingly random patterns, the indivi-
dual pieces, or "floes", are separated by lanes of
open ~ster, or joined in ridges where thin ice was
crushed and compressed to form welts of thick ice ex-
tending both upward, and downward into the water.

To describe the mechanical and thermodynamic
behavior of such a chaotic material in terms of a
manageable number of parameters requires a statistical
treatment. The desired statistical parameters can
only be derived from a very large number of observa-
tions. The technical means of acquiring such data
became available about 2 decades ago: the upward
looking sonar mounted on a submarine ~ and the satel-
lite-borne passive microwave imaging device, The fol-
lowing, two papers' "Antic Sea ice Morphology and lts
Measurement" by P. Wadhams and "Aspects of Arctic Sea
Ice Observable by Sequential Passive Microwave Obser-
vations f'rom the Nimbus-5 Satellite" by N. J. Campbell,
P. Gloersen, and H. J. Zwal!y, are informative by them-
~elves as well as in their juxtaposition.

Fxcept for a small amount of ice thickness data
laboriousLy obtained by drilling holes in the ice,
virtually all available information about the statis-
tics of ice thickness and ridge keels and their
regional differences has come from the 28,OOO km of
published sonar profiles. There are two difficulties
with the interpretation of sonar data: one is the
definition of undeformed or level ice based on a some-
what arbitrarily chosen slope angle, and the other is
the distinction bet~can open water and thin ice. Even
so, the sonar method per se is physically straightfor-
ward and whatever ambiguities exist in the data arc
known. The most severe limitation of these data is
their scarcity and the fact that nuclear-powered
submarines are rarely available for unclassified
missions.

In contrast, passi.ve mi crowave observations from
smtellit.es have been taken, nearly ~itho~t interrup-
tion, for over a decade and cover both arctic and
atntarctic sea ice fields. At the chosen wavelength of

1.55 cm, the ratio of emissivities for ~ster, first-
year  FY! and multiyear  MY! ice is about LO:l9;ZL.
Owing to the large difference in brightness tempera-
ture between open water and ice of any kind, passive
aicrowave data have provided an impressive time series
of data on the global extent of sea ice. Ice of dif-
ferent thickness and age radiates with emissivities
within. a range of only IOK, making the more subtle
task of distinguishing between ice of different types
far more difficult. Perhaps the greatest problem--and
one that is also being encountered with certain other
types of satel lite data--lies in the average view that
a satellite takes over a sizable element of the
earth's surface. It is difficult to estimate the
real, small-scale variations on thc ground from which
the average is composed, and thus to relate "ground
truth" to its appearance frost the height of a sarel-
lit.e.

Visual observations from aircraft gathered
during many years, as well as considerations of the
overall ice budget of the Arctic Basin, indicate that
the basin should contain a higher. HY fraction than
that derived from microwave data, but such information
is hardly reliable. Observers on the ice surface can
clearly make the ldY-FY distinction, but their svrvcys
are necessarily small scale and cannot cover the 2S km
pixels of a satellite image. Data that could help
calibrate the MY/FY fractions from microwave data are
the sonar profiles of ice ciraft.

Both the GVRNARG cruise  April 1976! and the
SOVEREIGN cruise  October 19T6! occurred at a time
when ESMR on Nimbus-5 was in operation. While the
sonar-derived ice thi ckness alone is not necessari!y
a measure of the age of the ice, a comparison and
analysis of apparent brightness temperatures and ice
draft along identical profiles might be of great heip
toward resolving existing uncertainties.
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l INTRODUCTION

At present there is no reliable air-
borne technique for the measurement of sea
ice thickness, although impulse radar has
yielded promising results over fresh-water
ice and over undeformed sea-ice sheets r li,
and we shall also show in this review that
airborne l.aser profi.lometer data can be
interpreted to yield a reasonable estimate of
the pressure ridge depth distribution in sea
ice . Traditional techniques of hole drilling
can yield a reasonable estimate of the mean
ice draft over a region with a few hundred
randoraly sited holes f23 but an impossibly
large number of holes is required to yield
useful information about the distribution of
ice thickness. The only reliable method for
the synoptic measurement of ice thickness
distribution and bottom topography is still
the submerged upward-looking sonar.

An upward-looking sonar can be mounted
on the sea bed I3l, allowi.ng ice to pass
overhead and thus generating a time series of
ice draft at a point. This is especially
useful for site-specific surveys in sheila~
areas subject to scouring where a tirae series
measured over,say, a year can be analysed
using extreme value techniques to predict the
deepest ice keel that will pass that location
in a longer interval. To obtain the geo-
graphical variation in ice morphology,
however, one must use a mobile sonar..
Successful measurements have been made from
sonars mounted in unmanned vehi.cles L4,5,6l
and small submersiblese but such vehicles are
only really useful for local surveys, and the
only means of' obtaining data over a large
area is the full-sized submarine. For the
central Arctic this implies a nuclear
submarine, although conventional submarines
have been used to obtain local data near the
ice edge, e.g. during wave surveys f71.

Since the fi.rst voyage of U.S.S.
Nautilus to the North Pole in l958 there have
Seen than 30 e~totete~ t 3. te tt
the Arctic ice by U,S. nuclear submarines and
three by Royal Navy submarines. These have
cOVered mOSt partS Of the ArCtic Basin and
peripheral seas such as the Greenland Sea,
aaf fin Bay and the Northwest Passage, in most
cases with winter and summer profiles. Table
I is a list of cruises where the data have
been released and analysed; the total

analysed track length now exceeds 2S,OOO km.
These datasets provide a wealth of

statistical information. Among the
parameters which we shall discuss in this
review are: � mean ice draft, ice draft
distributiorr, the distribution of level ice,
pressure ridge spacings and frequencies, and
the occurrence and width distribution af
leads. These are the parameters of major
geop'.rysical interest. In addition, the
spectral characteristics of the ice bottom
are of imoortance in calculatrng t-.he hack-
scattering of sound by an ice cover.

2. INSTRUMENTS

Initially, most D.S. surveys were
carried out with a siraple fathometer mounted
on the upper casing of the submarine, and
operating a standard electrically-sensitive
paper chart recorder. Tge beamwidth of the
fathameter was large �C3 � 30 ! and

0

therefore the ice bottom prof i le was
smoothed such that fine detail of the
topography was lost. The chart record has
to be digitised; normally in this orocess
the envelope of the sonar record is traced
by the curve follower, i.e. the point on the
ice bottom which is first encourtered by the
beam footprint. This causes troughs betwccr.
closely spaced ridge crests to be lost. The
overall effects of a finite beamwidth are
thus:-

a! over-estimate of mean ice draft r

b! under-estimate of pressure ridge numbers;

c! under-estimate of the slope of a pressure
ridge, and distortion of its shape,
especially rounding of the crest. I 17'1 i

d! correct estimate of the absolute draft. of
a pressure ridge, so long as it is not
' lost' by merging with a deeper one;

e! loss of information on fine scale spatial
roughness.

Having been digitised, the record has to be
corrected for the varying speed of the
submarine, and alsO in many Cases for t3're
fact that a circular rotating stylus arm is
used in the sonar recorder. T. no
independent measurement of sea level is
avai.lable, this has to be removed from the



Tab1e I, Data from under-ice submarine cruises
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record by reference to open leads; these have
to be frequent enough to permit the zero
correction to be valid. Even when a zero
correction has been made, the porpoising of
the submarine adds a random error to every
depth value.

14ore recent U.S. cruises have solved
most of these problems by using a narrow-
beam  about. 3 ! sonar, with digital
recording of depth and a zero reference
provided automatically by a coupled pressure
transducer. Recor'ds from this type of sonar
can be regarded for all practical needs as
perfect representations of the ice ~nderside,
failing only in the resolution of very fine
scale topographic variations  since the beam
footprint is about 4 m in diameter!.

Xt would be very desirable if on every
cruise a sidescan sonar profile were recorded
concurrently with the upward-looking profile.
This would give information on the orientation
and structure of pressure ridges as the
submarine crosses them, which otherwise are
unknown, An experimental deployment of
sid *c n soner d from Xnn ~Soverei n
in 1976 f 19, 19>. The instrument was a
normal lOO kHz sidescan towfish mounted on
the upper casing, and figure I shows some
typical imagery from one channel only  the
second channe l f a i led! with concur rent
records from an upward looking sonar. The
individual ice blocks in pressure ridges
can be seen, and it is clear that pressure
ridges, which may appear on the top surface
to be narrow linear features, are far more
irregular and wide when seen from below,
covering much or most of the ice bottom with
roughness elements, while some quantitative
estimates can be made frora ordinary sidescan
imagery  e,g. the relief of ice blocks f rom
the length of their shadows, typically 2-3 m
on fig. I, or the percentage of thin ice in
leads! the most desirable form of sonar would
be a sector scanning instrument which combines
the quantitative ability of the upward-looking
sonar with the plan view afforded by sidescan.
Such instruments exist commercially  e.g.
'Bosun' f20!! but have never been fitted to a
submarine. They would yield valuable
information on the two-dimensional spectral
caaracteristics of the ice bottom.

FIGURE 2. Geometry of a wide-beam upward-
looking sonar.

3. BEAM'NrIDTH CORRECTION

Where a sonar beam is wide in the
fore-and-aft plane only, a correction for the
effect of beamwidth can be made using
reconstruction equations, such as those of
Harrison f213. In the notation o figure 2,
the digitised ice profile envelope is given
by  s,H-r s!!, i.f the digitisation of sea
level is assumed correct, while the
corresponding corrected depth point is
 x,H-y x!!. The parameters x and y are
related to s and r by

These equations are valid so long as dr/ds is
single-Valued, i.e. is not a cuSp between twri
overl. aoping hype rbo lee. When the equations
are invalid a corrected point cannot be
generated�- this occurs most f requently at the
trough between two close peaks. The equations
are also inapplicable if the reconstruction
involves an angle greater than the beamwidth
if the transducer, i,e. if y/r < cos
In these cases the reconstructed point is
placed on the edge of the beam, i.c.

r' cos 0,

x w s + r sino if drjds < Or

s � r sing if drjds > 0,

a major drawback of profile
reconstruction, or deconvolution, is that
it cannot regenerate the full deptn of a
trough between two peaks when that t.rough
is obscured by two overlapping hyperbolae.
A possible, although exceedingly time-
consuming, technique would be to digitise
each of the two hyperbolae rather than the
envelope of the profile; even so the bottom

PI"-URE 3. "esult of apply ' ng a s' mulated
wide bearr to 50 km sections of a narriw-
bearr. ice profile: effect on the oercent-
ages of ice occurring in four dif ferent
draft ranges  after EI5!!
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FIGURE 4. Result of applying a simulated wide beam to 50 km sections of a narrow-beam
iCe oryyfilen effeCt On mean draft  after [15!!.

4. NEA t  ICE DRAFT

0. 840 hn W

of the trough is lost, although the
reconstruct .on can proceed further down the
slopes,

A second method of correction for
beamwidth effects, which avoids the problem
of 'lost troughs' is to proceed in the
reverse direction, that is, to take a
narrow-beam ice profile and to simulate the
effect of passing a wide beam over it.
Calibration curves for the various
statistical parameters can be drawn by
applying the simulation to profi le sections
with widely differing ice characteristics!
the corrected values for the parameters are
then read off the curves. This was done for
the 1976 Soverei n cruise to the Eurasian
Basin   IS! y us ng narrow-beam data
collected by U.S.S, Gurnard in the Beauiort
S lle 3. Flp res 3 sana sh th fleet
of applying slmulatee ~so eral n oner beam
�2 overall beamwidth, run at a depth of
74.7 m! to the Gurnard profile analysed in
lo km sectlo .tsu res lt were o latent
enough to enable the soverei n data to be
corrected - in particu ar, t e effect on
mean ice dr'aft appeared to be quite simple,
the narrow-beam mean draft h� being related
to t,he wide-beam mean draft n by

W

It must be emphasised that such a simulation.
should be run afresh for every cruise
analysed since the combinati.on of beannridth
and subm~rine depth will be different each
time, so the results of fi gs 3 and 4 should
not be regarded as universal.

In all the interpretations of sea ice
profiles whi ch follow, the limitations imposed
by sonar beamwfdth and the inadequate
possibilities for its correction should
always be borne in mind.

The simplest statistic to be derived from
iCe prOfilee ia the mean draft  h! . Even so,
ite calculation is not straightforward, and
when comparing mean drafts from different
cruises several factors must be considered.
Firstly, there are the beamwidth effects
discussed above. Next there is the problem of
statist .cal reliability. The mean draft must
be measured over a suf ficient length  L! of
profile to generate a statistically valid
value, but a length that is not so great that
it runs from one ice regime into a qui te
different one. Typically lengths of 50 !tm cr
100 km are used to compute h, and if a 'spot
value' is required, e.g. for purposes of
contouring, the position ot the 'spot' is
taken to be the centre o f gravi ty of the
submarine's path within that section. In
coastal zones of the Arctic the mean draft
varies rapidly with distance from shore,
especially where shear is occurring  e.g.
BeaufOrt Sea< nOrth Greenland! . Here even a
50 km section fails to resolve the rapid
variation in mean draft, but if shorter
sections are used the problem of sample size
becomes acute, since as L decreases the
aCCuracy Of an h eetimate becomeS lcwer. We
can find the accuracy of h by examininq



4. 2 Eurasian Basin and noi'th Greenland

4 ~ 1 Beaufort Sea in spring.

The April 1976 cruise of Gurnard [14]
yielded the high lue of 5.09~or a 50 1
section running northward from the 100 m
isobath off Barter Island. The 17 km that
lay nearest to shore reached 5.58 m. The
second 50 km gave h - 4.22 m, and northward
of this the statistically homogeneous region
described. abOVe waa reaChed. At the end Of
its cruise the submarine again approached the
shear xone north oi' Point Barrow �00 m
isobath! where an h of 4.61 m was recorded.
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EIGy& g. <k oan ice draft in ' Clurc Strait as a function of lonaftude {after .9'> .sect or s
1, y ano lo were obtained on the northern side of the Strait, the other sections were
approximately along the mid-line.

1B3

repeated samples taken over a zegion of the
Arctic wheze ice conditions vary extremely
slowly. Two zones have been studied where
these conditions apply n the central Beaufort
Sea  Gurnard sections 3-25 L' 14! !, which gave
h - {~< + 006!m foz L 50 km; and the
Eurasian Basin  Soverei n sections 14-31 1 153!
which gave h �. 1 + 005!m for L re 1MI km.
We assun<e that these standard devi.ations are
typical of the respective track lengths, and
therefore 0.05-0e06 m is the magnitude of
error involved when we quate a mean draft for
a. 50-100 km section.

We now briefly revie~ mean drafts as
observed in various regions o f the Arcti c.

The Octo ber 1976 o.. S~eel
sampled much of the western Eurasian Basin
and the heavily ridged offshore zone north <5f
Greenland and Ellesmere Island  l5, $2 , ghc
greatest observed h was 7.49 m at 85 N, 7o w,
north Of Ellexmere Island, althaugh the
entire track across t.he north oi Green!and
had high values in the range 5. 1 � 6 7 m.
According to numerical models i 231 this is
the xone of heaviest ridging in the Arctic
Ocean, si.nce the wind and current stresses
both tend to pile up ice from the Trans ><>lar
Drift Stream against the downstream land
boundaries. Roving north on the 7o w y<eridian
towards the North Pole the mean ice draft
remained high out to 400 km from the coast o-
Ellesmeze Is land, after which a very rapid
transi.tion occurred to a statistically
homogeneous regime which extended across the
re s t o f the we s te rn Sures i an Bas i n. The mean
draft dropped to 4.51 m, with variations from
section to section which were small enough foz
a run test to demonstrate that the sections
came from the same population. The dif ference
of OB84 m between the Gurnard mean drafts in
the central Beaufort S~ea th 5o erc
mean draftS in the Euzaaian Basin is lighly



4,3 N'Clure Strait.

4.4 Fram Strait.

O'E

FIGURE 6. Contours of mean ice draft in Fram Strait during April-.'4ay 1979 derived from50 km sections profiled by H�S "Sovereign"  after fl6]! .

significant, and indicates a clear tendency
towards higher mean ice thicknesses in the
Eurasian than in the Canada Sasf.n.

Twc CruiSes thrOugh H'Clure Strait were
car'ried out in 1960, by U.S.S. ~Sar o in
February and U. S.S. Seadra o~nn August
[9j. Figure 5 shows the mean ce draft as a
function of longitude, using a 50 km section
length. The very highest. value of 7.77 m
 the highest mean draft yet observed in the
Arctic! was obtained off the southwest tip of
Prince Patrick Island gust within the mouth
oi the Strait in winter. This zone is
already known from airborne surveys to be one
of heavy ridging, and is the source area for
'multi-year hummock fields'  R, Hudson,
personal comm.,!, l~rge coherent ice masses
composed of continuous ridging, which
eventually break out and drift i.nto the
southern Beaufort Sea. The accumulation of
ridging is local, not widespread like that
across the north of Greenland, but it is
excepfionally intense and the reason for its
generation is not known, The rest of the
winter profile shows a change in fi across the
Beaufort Sea shear zone  secti.ons 10-14!
which resembles the Gurnard observations

north of Alaska. The mean ice draft within
�' Clure Strait i.n winter lies in the range
4-5 m. In the following summer h within the
Strait was very similar, only 22 cm less on
average, implying ice which is melting in situ
There is a rapid decline towards the open
water ico edge in viscount melville Sound, and
also out. into the Beaufort Sea, where the
Spring break-up of the coastal zone has
generated a large amount of open water.

Although the 1976 Soverei n cruise
sampled Fram Strait, a muc more complete
survey of the ice conditions there was
carried out by the same submarine in April-
!Say 1979:16j, Figure 6 shows spot values
of mean ice draft for 50 km sections, which
are sufficiently well distributed to permit
contouring, The most obvious feature is the
very rapid decline of h in the marginal ioe
zone  BIZ  as tho ice edge is approached.
Further, h is low on the eastern side of Fram
Strait relative to the western side, implying
a different ice composition � in fact ice
approaching Fram Strait from the north-east
comes from north of Franz ,Tosef Land and
Siberia and tends to be younger than ice
approaching from the north and north-west



4.5 Dentoark Strait..
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which has crossed the entire Arctic Basin.
Note the high h values close to north
dreenlnnd, reinfnr Inn tn riier ~so ei
data.

A profile obtained in fiarch 1971
between 67 and 70 N was reported by bozo and
Tucker f133. They found that the mcda 1 ice
draft <which we expect to be slightly lower
than h! varied from 0. 8 m at the ice edge to
2.9 m some 2oo km inside. These valises are
significantly lower than those observed at
79 N in fig. 6, indicating considerable
melting and/or diverge~ca of the ice cover
during its south~ard passage i.n the East
Greenland Current.

LeSchack and Chang L24] produced a
contour map of r.m.s ice draft over much of
the Arctic Basin, which was reproduced in
Hibler L'233. Apart from the difficulty of
corsparing r.m.s. with mean values, this chart
possesses some curious features which
probably derive from the fact that it was
based on a mixture of winter and sursmer data.
For instance, it shows no shear zone in the
Beaufort Sea, ln other respects, however,
it agrees reasonably well with the results
described above.

F!ean ice draft can be converted
approximately to mean ice thickness by
multiplying by the ratio l.l2, assumin.g a
water density of 1020 and an ice clensity of
910 kg m 3. Ackley et al f253 describe more
complex procedures w&c&allow for i.ce
density variation with depth and for a
contribution f rom snow covert they must be
applied to the whole ice prOfile. r4ean iCe
draftd hOweVer, is a useful cOnCept tO
ret.ain, since it is a direct measure of the
mass of ice per unit area of sea surface.

5 ICE DRAFT DISTRIBUTION

The probabi.lity density function P h!
of ice draft is defined such that P h! dh
the probability that a random point on the

ice underside has a draft between h and
 h+dh!. P hl again has to be defined over a
length male L; a longer track length gives
greater reliability to the shape of the
distribution but may mask a real t.ransition
betWeen ice regimes. P  h! alsO Varies with
time, the roost rapid variation being in the
percentage of thin ice present, since the
ice cover can change in days or hours from a
state of net divergence to one of net
convergence. Since thin ice also tends to be
contained in a rel.atively small number of
polynyas, its contribution to a measured P Ih!
involves a sampling problem which is greater
than that for other ypes of ice. The
i.mpOrtanCe Of P  h!, Or rather of g h!, the
i.ce thickness distribut.ion function r 26!, is
that it is both an input and an output to
models of Arctic ice dynamics and
thermodynamics f27, 233 r in oarticular, the
concentration of ice less than 1 m thick i.s
the chie f determinant of ocean-atmosphere
heat flow �83.

Figure 7 shows a typical set of P h!
functions obtained from 100 km track sectionsorunning northward from 85 N 70 W  section 11!
to the North Pole  section 16! in October
1976 f153. Each distribution shows a peak
at less than 1 m draft due to young ice in
recently opened leads and pclynyas, There
is then a gap with relatively little ice,
followed by a major peak at about 3 m due
to undeformed first- and multi-year ice,
followed by a tail which contains ice from
the sides and bottoms of pressure ridges.
The reason for the gap after the young icc
peak is that any ice less than 1 m thi.ck
found in an otherwise mature icefield exists
only in leads and polynyas, and is easily
crushed during periods of convergence to fornr
pressure ridges. Host young ice is therefore
transported straight to the 'tail' of the
distribution rather than being allowed to
evolve pea.cefully to add to the undeformed
ice peak, The majcr peak itself may appear
split into two or more closely spaced peaks
due to the s lightly different preferred
depths of first-year and rrulti-year ice. !n
many cases, however, the peak is broad and
the two categori.es are not resolved.

When averages of many such distributions
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from the Arctic Basin are made, it is found
that the tail gives a close fit to a negative
exponential distribution. Figure 8 Shows
this for Soverei n data f153 and it. was also
found for Gurnar [143 and M'Clure strait  9l
data. The reason for the draft distribution of
deformed ice being a negative exponential is
unknown. We shall see, however, that the
pressure ridge draft distribution also fits
a negative exponenti.al and that the two
results can be tied together on the
assumption that ridges tend to take the shape
of an isosceles triangle in cross-section.
The two results there fore in.volve only a
single mystery.

The cumulative probabil.ity G h!, defined

is also a useful concept> it was employed in
the AXDJBX model �7!, Figure 9 showa a
typical form for G h!, obtained from two
intersecting 2GO km sections in the southern
Beaufort sea   143, From this type of curve
we can see, for instance, that the median

0 0 4 lO e
IMMIT e

FlGURE 9. I cumulative probability distri-
bu'ion of ice draft for two intersecting 200
km profiles from the Beaufort Sea  after L142!.

r IGURF. 8. Semi logarithrsic pXof
of P  h! for a lQQ km section
and for 2900 km of ice profile
from the Eurasian Basirz
 after r 151! ~

depth  G h! - 0.5! is reached at 3.2 ra and
that 99% of the ice is less than 12.2 m thick

We saw from fig. 7 that the major peak
in P h! is usually smoothed out to the point
where the relative contributions of undeforrze
first-year and multi-year  second-year or
older! ice to the overall cover cannot be
resolved. Xt is important to attempt a
separation of these ice types, since an ice
cover with extensive multi-year ice ie raore o
a hazard to navigation and to offshore
structures than an ice cover of similar mean
draft but composed entirely of first-year ice,
The obvious prooerty of undeformed ice is its
comparative flatness, and by trial and error
Williams et al �23 found that if 'level ice'
were defined as ice wi.th a local gradient of
less than 1 in 40, then statistically
generated level ice percentages agreed we11
with the results of visual estimates. The
idea is that by isolati.ng 'level ice' we can
find the preferred drafts of undeformed fi.rst-
and multi-year ice and the relative contrib-
utions of each to the ice cover.

The 1 in 40 criterion can be applied in
different ways. on one definition  Dl, say!,
a point  x, h x! ! is defi.ned as a level ice
point if its draft differs from that of a
point 10 m away to either side by less than
25 an. This has the disadvantage that it
includes ice on opposite flanks of a pressure

ridge at a depth where the ridge width is
10 In, or ice on the same flank of successive
ridges separated by 10 m. A more restrictive
de finition D2, suggested by a. s. Thorndike
 personal comm,! is that no point within �
of a level ice point may differ in draft by
more than 25 cm from that of the level ice
point. The two definitions are thus

Dl ] h  x+lg-h x! I g O. 25 or ~ h   x- 10! -h  x! ~ Sw Q. 25,

D2 Ih x+d!-h x!~aw.0,25, d~o to 10 m  B'~



|4adhama and HOrne f143 fcund that D2 waS SO
restrictive that it found very little ice�
since normal undu1ations in undeformed ice
exceed 25 cm within a 20 m gauge length. It
is effective, however, in picking out. the
preferred drafts of level ice, si.nce although
it does not see all the level ice, all that
it sees is level ice. DI is more effective
in assessing the relative contributions of
different undeformed ice types to the overall
ice cover

:IGURE 10. Probability
density function of
level ice draft from
the "Gurnard' profile
'n th 8 Port se
 after CL4]! .

d
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Figure 10 shows a probability density
function of level ice draft using defini.tion
D2 and taken from the whole 1400 km Gurnard
profile rid!. Th t ch ique h p~t
both the young ice peak and the undeformed ice
peak into two components. The two thin ice
peaks are at 0. 3-0,4 m and O. 8-0.9 m drafts
 representing two separate episodes of
divergence i.n the recent past!, while the main
peak is split into 2.1-2.2 m and 2. 7-2.8 m
categories, It is reasonable to assign the
2 l. m and 2.7 m peaks to first-year and multi-
year ice respectively. Estimates of
thermodynamic growth rate by Thorndike et aL
L263 suggest that first-year ice which Forms
on l October will reach a thickness of only
l. B m by 10 April  date of the Gur'nard
profile!, hut 2.! n corresponds qqq 11 to
their estimates and those of Maykut and
Untersteiner f293 for the equilibrium
thickness of multi-year ice in April. It is
interesting to note that wadhams f153 found
only a single peak in the level ice draft
distribution from Soverei n data in late
October, since the ce cover at that time of
year would not contain first-year ice.

|4e expect the percentage of the sea
surface occupied by level ice to vary
inversely with the nman ice draft, sin.ce a
high mean draft implies a large amount of
deformation. This can be used as a means of
separating ice regimes, analogous to the use
of  I',S! diagrams to separate water masses.
Figure ll shows mean ice draft plotted
against level ice percentage fusing
d finition Dl fro 5~1 n d I. 1151!, Th
overall data show a negative linear
correlation, and there is a clear separation
between ice regimes. The 'outer offshore
zone' comprises the region further from shore
�00-400 km! than the 'Greenland offshore
xone' itself, which is the part. of the track
traversing the northern coasts of Greenland
and Ellesmere Island.

7. PRESSURE RIDGES

In an ice profile obtained by upward-
look ing son a r i t is imposs i b le to identify
every ice feature without additional
information. For instance, a single ridge
keel may have a complex ice block structure
which gives it an appearance indistrnguishable
from that of two independent keels which
happen to cross one another above the
submarine track. Nevertheless, as it is
undeniable that pressure ridges exi~t and are
an important component of the ice cover, it
is necessary to adopt an arbitrary cri terion
for counting independent keels. Ideally, the
same cri terion should be used for all
analyses since this permits comparison of
results. The most common definition is that
an i~dependent keel is one in which the
troughs  points of minimum draftj on either
side of the keel crest  point of maximum
draft! each rise at least half way towards
the local level ice bottom before beginning
to descent again. The ' local level ice
bottom' is difficult to find in heavily
ridged areas, so it i.s defined arbitrarily
as being at a draft of 2.5 m. This is
similar to the Rayleigh criterion for
resolving spectral lines. It has been used
in analyses of sonar and laser profiles by
LseppBranta I 301; MCLaren et al L9 j; Ldrwry and
Wadhams L313, Tucker et a L 323, Wadhams ."15,
l7, 22, 33'., Wadhams and Lowry L 34] 4:Necks
et al L 363 and �illiams et al L 123. Earlier
TefTnitions, such as that oWHibler et al
f36!, involved troughs which descend a Fixed
distance from the peak; Hibler L 373 and
Rothrock and Thorndike L 38! have dis cussed
the problems involved in this type of
definition.

Hibler et al f391 showed that if ridges
occur at ranWom along a track, the
distribution of spacings between then is
given by

P  x! dx u exp Ij- x! dx  9!

where g is the mean mumber of ridges per unit
Length of track and P  x! dx is the.rprobability that a given spacing lies between
x and  x + dx!. Mock et al I40. found good
agreement with this reTatron for surface sails,
OXCept far an excess at Small spacings. More
recently, Lowry and 'Hadhams [31: derrved a
modified relation which allows for the
possibility of ridges overlapping so that the
trough between two crests disappears. The
shallower of the two closely spaced ridges is
thus lost from the statistics. This is the
so-called 'ridge-shadowing effect'. If
ridges have reliefs h,,h'  h>h'! and are taken to
be triangular in cross section with slope
in the along-track direction, then the closest
approach x . t of the two ridges that still, critpermits h' to be independent is

xcrit h cot a   LO!

A relation based on this idea was found to
give better agreement with the obser ved
spacing distribution.

Fiaure 12 shows keel spacing
distributions from the southern Beaufort Sea
L l43. At moderate spacings �0-250 m! the
distributions agree well with  9 I. At small
spacings the keel shadowing effect reduces
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the number of occurrences, while at very
large spacings the number of occurrences is
greater than predicted by  9! . This is
because of the presence of leads and
polynyas, which interpose additi.onal smooth
stretches of ice in.to th* formerly random
icefield and thus generate an anomalous
number of large keel spacings.

In many independe~t sets of observatio~s
it has been found that the distribution of
keel drafts fits a negative exponential
distribution, i.e.

n h! dh B exp  - b h! dh �1!
where n h! is the number of keels per km of
track per m of draft increment, and B,b are
parameters that, can be derived in terms of
the experimentally observed mean keel draft
h, mean number of keels per km u, and low-
value cut-off draft ho

b  }1 � h !  l2!
o

B ~ ub exp  b h ! �3!o

This relationship fits keel drafts observed
by narrow-beam sonar in the Beaufort Sea f 14]
and �'Clure strait  '9> as well as sail heights
observed by laser profiling f15, 22, 30< 32,
33, 353.

Given the validity of the empirical
result �1!, two important consequences

stacwG e
12.  !istribution of keel spacings
km profile in Beaufort Sea, plotted
deeper than 5m and 9 m  after f 143!.

FIGvRE 11. Relation.
between mean ice draft ln a
100 km profile and the
percentage of level ice
in the profile  after f153!-

follow. Firstl.y, we can relate keel draft
distribution to ice draf t distribution. P  h! .
Beyond the maximum draft which can be
attained by undeformed ice h say, the
whole of P  h! is due to contH'butions fror.
ice keels. If keels tend to the shape of
isosceles triangles with a mean along-track
slope angle ~, then it is easy to show that

P h! dh hh 2B cot»   bh!dh
max b

The obsergations of '0adhams and Horne 114!
gave 11. 3 as the best value for - to enable
�1! and  l4! to agree. This appears low in
relation to observed slope angles, but the
random angle of encounter between the
submarine and the ridge is sufficient to sake
« approximately half of the real ridge
slope f173.

The second important consequence is hat
�1! makes it easy to predict extreme keel
depths, If S km is the distance drifted par
year by the ice cover which passes over a
given location, then the total number of
keels per year of depth D or greater which
will drift past that point is

ND S J n h! dh - Su exp - D � h
� h-h o

T I/N is the return period in years for a
keel of kraft D or greater at the point
concerned. The chief problem, then, in
predicting extreme depths is the measuresaat
or estimation of S. Extreme depth
prediction is discussed further in sectior 9

Some observations of keel drafts,
especially those made with wide-beam sons'�
have fitted a distribution proposed by
Hibler et al f393, of form

n h! ~ exp  -Ah !
2 ilt-

This distribution was proposed on
theoretical grounds by assuming that keels
are randomly oriented linear features whick
are geometrically congruent in cross-sectisc
 i.e. cross-sectional area is proportior.al
to the square of their relief!, ard that
their depth distribution can be obtained 4
a variational calculation holding the vol~



FIGURE 13. Relation between mean
keel draft and number of keels
per kilometree for keels deeper
than gm, Numb e red no i nts re f e r
to 100 km sections from the
Soverei n profile, black spots
to O m sections from the Gurnard
oroll 1 co vol ed lth i 3e
hearn  a f ter L 15 3! .
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of deformed ice as constant. The Soverei n
rlata f151 fitted �6!, but. the relat ons ip
appears to hold mainly for wide-beam results,
suggesting that the wide beam 'smooths out '
the complex topography of keels so as to
yield deformation elements which resemble the
simple congruent features assumed in the
theory.

Some datasets obtained from the Arctic
show a positive correlation between the mean
keel draft and the keel frequency. Figure 13
shows this relation for the Soverei@ data,
and also shows that the Gurnari~aa, when
con dived lth a 'd h ~ot rl.nt o a
tO nrimiC the Soyerei n'S SOnar, alSO giveS
poin.ts which lie on t e same curve. Many
other data sets show only a weak correlation,
howe ver.

The deepest keel ever observed in the
Arctic had a draft of 47 m  lyon quoted in
f 413!, while a 43 m keel was observed by
Sovereiign �5 j. Wadharns �7! analysed the
~strlrnution of keels deeper than 30 m in
the region profiled by Soverei n and found,
as expected from �5! e t at t ey were
concentrated in areas of high ridge frequency.
A significant clustering in groups was also
found, however, suggesting that very deep
keels are formed by singular events of ma jor
deformation, and that they subsequently split
i n to a numbe r o f kee 1 linkages wh i ch dr i f t
downstream in f ai rly close company.

Although the function Pih! gives
information about thin ice occurrence which
is vital to heat flow calculations, there
ar.e other applications for which it is
desirable to know how the thin ice is
distributed in leads and polynyas. One set

applicatiorts cOncernS Sea ice meChani CS,
since each lead is a potential pressure ridge,
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and the distributicn of leads is a measure or
the ice cover' s capacity to sustain deforrr.�
ation through convergence or shear. Other
appli cat ions are practical � leads and
polynyas offer a submarine the ability to
surface and also are possible landing sites
for aircraft which support ice operations.

The definition of a lead adopted for
the computer analysis of ice profiles 9, l4,
15! is that it i.s a continuous stretch of ice
at least 5 rn in length, within which no point
has a draft. of more than 1 m. A polynya
containing an ice floe more than 1 m deep
is thus counted as two polynyas. i4e must use
the terms ' lead' and 'polynya' interchangeably,
since an upward-looking sonar alone gives no
information about the shape of the thin ice
region which is passing overhead.

The distribution of lead widths has not
been found to fit any simple function.
Soverei Cn ndata f151 fitted a relationship
w~ere ~e frequency of leads was proportional
to  diameter! 2, but this has not been found
to be of general validity. The normal way
to represent leads has therefore been by
means of a trafficability diagram such as
figure 14, where the ordinate represents the
average distance between encounters with a
lead of minimum width given. by the abaci.ssa.
From this it is possible to see at a glance
the average spacing of leads which exceed
he critical width for some operational

requirement, e.g, the surfacing of a
subma r in e.

Nadhams . 15 3 found that i n october leads
occupied. 1-54 of the ice cover in the western
Eurasian Basin< with the percentage rising to
10-20 in the marginal ice zone and also in
the heavily ridged zone north of Greenland,
This association of heavy ridging with large
amounts of thin ice was ascribed l 423 to the
acc'eleration of already deformed ice as it
moved around the northeas t coast o f
Greenland to approach Fram Strait. Typi ca '
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9. EXTREME DEPTH PREDICTION

FIGURE 15. Definition
of the deoth crossing
statistic X h! .
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lead frequencies were D.2 - 0.9 per km, with
90% or more of leads being less than 50 e
wide. Figure 14 shows the difference between
the lead distributions in winter and summer
in I4'Clure Strait and the neighbouring
Beaufort, Sea shelf. Leads are almost a
factor of 10 more frequent at all widths in
s umme r

An important application of upward-
looking sonar profiles is their use in the
prediction of the deepest keel that will be

encountered in a time interval or a length of
track greater than that observed. This is
similar to the use of wave measurements at a
site to predict a '100-year wave'. In shelf
areas, the need for such predictions is
concerned with the recurrence period for
scouring of the sea bed by deep keels. In
the central Arctic, the relevance is to the
safety of submarine operations and to
scientific problems such as the water depth
to which stirring and internal wave
generatiqn by deep keels takes olace,

The simplest extreme value problem is
one-dimensional, i,e. what is the deepest
keel that will cross a given spot i.n a given
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 where D is water depth! that scour the
bOttOm, tieing the existing ObSerVatiOr. f457
that the depth d of scouring below the
undisturbed seabed follows a negative
exponential distribution exp  -k d!, 'g!adhams
derived the prediction formula

where d is the max~mum depth of scour
achieved per km in a recurrence interval
yrs, and f R/2E, where 9 is meaSured over
the same regi.on as the submarine profile.
Vat.ues for d of 4-8 m were predicted for 1OO
year recurrence at deoths of 15-65 m in the
Canadian Beaufort Sea coastal zone,
necessitating deco burial of any pipeline.

The results from Gurnard fit a straight
line Iiieure lal,~nr 6 we ca
infer the return distance for extremely
low probabilities. This differs from a
technique proposed by T~cker et al L'32j
using normal probabi l.ity pape r, wKich
was found not to give a straight line.

Predictions from these three techniques agreed
well, and i.n the Beaufort Sea coastal zone
gave a depth of 40 m for a return period of
lO years, and of 55 m for lOOO years.

A more difficult two-dimensional
prediction problem concerns the return period
for the exceedence of a given depth anywhere
along a line of unit length drawn at right
angles to the mean ice drift. The
application here is to the frequency of
scouring of a seabed pipeline laid to shore
at right angles to the net ice drift in the
shear zone. Wadhams f433 showed that a
parasmter which must be measured to solve
this pr'oblem is ra the mean length of a kee!.

km, measured along its crest, which
continuously exceeds a depth D. Tro such
parameter can be derived from upward-looking
sonar profi les, but the distribution of this
statistic is identical to the distribution of
t.he widths of ice scours themselves, since it
is only the sections of keel deeper t.han
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val of time? wadharns L 433 proposed
techniques for tackli.ng this problem.

are 0-
Use of the r05gative ~tiaI distributiona
049ere it has been shc00n to be the frlaqrxm5cy
distribution followed by the keel drafts. This
~ has already been discussed in section
7  equation 15!,
 !se of a depth crossing technique.
A statistic X h! is defined  figure
15!, which is the set of di.stances
between the upward crossing of depth
horizon h by the ice profile, and the
subsequent downward crossi.ng. XEh!
is computed, and for the Gurnard data
was found to fit a positive
exponential distribution as a function
Of h. EXtrapOlation to sorse greater
depth D tells us that the return oeriod
T for keels of depth D or greater is
!Est

Tn AXED! / S �7!
where S is defined as in   15!. Although
in the example studied, XEh! fitted a
simple distribution, the advantage of
this technique in general is that there
is no need to define or count
independent pressure ridges.

T!ee of a probability plotting technique.
The record is divided into uniform
sampling intervals  say 50 km! and the
deepest ice point in each interval
found. The resulting points are
ranked in order of depth and plotted
on exponential extreme-value
probability paper f443 using the
Weibull plotting formula

F ~ ae �B!

where E return distance in units of
50 km

n - nuraber of depth values ranked
m rank of a given depth point,

m 1 being deepest of all.

16 I I I0 n ri n gll w I 5 16 i0 i0
MAXIMUM KEEL DEPTHS m

l ln S T f exp � D � h

h-hl
0

10. SPECTRAL CHARACTERTBaTICS OF THE 1 CE
SL:RFACF.

The spectral characteristics of ice
surfaces were investigated in studies by
Hitler L46l and Hibler and Legchack L47!,
Rib ler discussed the two-dime us ional spect ra l
analysis of airborne laser profiles obtained
by a star-shaped pattern of flights, i.e.
intersecting tracks over the same area
differing in orientatiOn by equal ir creiments.
He showed that it is possible to determine
the anisotropy of ridge structure and of
hi gher- f requen cy roughness e lemen ts
 interpreted as dr iftinq snow! . !Ie defined
a 'roughness tensor' which is a measure of
the degree and orientation of the anisotropy
and which also indicates the sense in which
convergence has occurred in the icefield.
sonar data of comparable quality are nct
avai lable, but Hibler and LeSchack  ' 47l
found that two tracks crossing at right
angles each displayed a single significant
soectral peak at different wavelengths,
enabling the presumed orientation of
local array of aligned pressure ridges o
be deterrgined.

Y~ore recently Rothrock and Thorndike
638J proposed a fractal approach to the
geometric oroperties of the ice underside.
They found that one-dimensional soectral
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11. UNDERSIDE- TOPs I DE CQHPARI s ONs

FIGURE 17, Power spectrum of bottom
roughness of a 6O km ice profi.le from
the Beaufort Sea, k is wave number
 after L 363! .

-3
ampli.tudes of ice roughness vary as k, where
k is wave number, in the limit of high wave
numbers <figure 17!. An exponent of -3
separates surfaces which are 'rough'
 continuous but not differentiable! from those

which are 'smooth'  continuous and
differentiab?e!, and in addition a k
relation implies that there is no natural
length scale to the ice roughness, i.e. that
an ice surface looks the same when vi.ewed
under any degree of rsagnification,

The fractal approach is a prorsising
route towards ice surface eirsulation. It
would be very useful to be able to numerically
simulate ice surfaces such that the shapes and
roughness scales of ridges, hummocks, level
ice and leads are correctly represented.
These simulations could then be used to
examine the scat.tering of sound by the ice
bottom surface, or the scattering of
microwaves by the upper surface on a
statistical basis. An application of the
latter is to the interpretation of return
pulses from airborne or spaceborne radar
altimet.ers over sea ice.

navigational control. Even a few rsetres of
error between the submarine track and tha
aircraft track yield top and bottom profiles
which cannot be adequately correlated, and
even the use of transponders and beacons
cannot guarantee a sufficient degree of
superimposition. The only reliable point:�
for-point technique is hole drilling, anc3
by the aid of this laborious method Acklsry
et al f25} were able to test models of
top-Bottom transformations whereby the
surface topographic variations were
rsultiplied by a factor to take account of the
buoyancy effect and then subjected to a
smoothi~g filter to allow for the observed
fact that roughness elements are longer on
the underside than on the topside.

A statistical comparison is a rsore
promising method, since ice conditions vary
SIOWly enough that an errOr of a km Or SLo
in space and of a fsw hours in time is not.
crucial to the interpretation of lc30 km
sectio~ lengths. This experiment was
carried out by HIS Soverei~n and a Canadian
Argus aircraft in 1Y7F~f H, 17, 18, 22, 31,
343. Significant correlations were found
both for draft/elevation and for keels/sails.

0.4

s 4*a~ c ~ VAI ID II Da 4
ee14 D14FT I al

In this review we have concentrated on
ice morphology as rseasured from below, since
this offers the only reliable means of
determining the ice thickness distribution.
The chi.ef drawback of under-ice profiling is
that the instrument platform, a nuclear
submarine, ie not available where and when
wanted. The airborne laser profilometer,
however, is an instrument which can be
cheaply flown in a light aircraft and which
can profile the top surface of the ice with
high accuracy. It would be very valuable,
then, if we could develop algorithms which
give valid information about ice thickness
distribution from the results of laser
profiles alone.

Attempts at direct point-for-point
comparison between freeboard and draft using
submarines and aircraft have not been very
successful, because of the difficulty of

FIGURE 18. Mean draft versus mean
elevation for corresponding lpp km
sonar and laser sections  after f153I .

Figure 18 shows that t'h e mean draft IhdI o-
lpp km sonar section was positively
correlated with the mean elevation  htl
the corresoonding laser section by

h ~ 6.35h + 3.04  r 0.79! �O I
d t

In the analysis of laser profiles it is
necessary to remove aircraft porpoising, and
except in regions of extensive open water
this can only be done to give a 'zero level'
which is the mean freeboard of undeformed rm,
not sea level. Therefore �0! implies that
the intercept at h - 0 represents the mean
draft of undeformed floes �,04 m! while the
gradient is the rat.io of added draft to
added elevation when pressure ridges are



Pi sails 1 ~w I i keels

yie lds f - O. 915. Both this and 3.Oa nre
reasonable numbers for a polar icefield,
suggesting that �0! is a valid relation for
inferring mean ice draft from mean 'elevation'
as derived from a corrected laser profile.

For sails and keels, two linear
correlations were found, of form

hk 9. 509 h � 1, 834  r O. 85> �1!
and

0 2421 u + 1 688  r 0 76! �2!s

Here h is the mean keel draft relative to a
9 m cut-off, nk is the number of keels per

again with a 9 m cut-off, h is the mean
sail height above the undeforme8 ice surface
relative to a 1 m cut-off, and u is the
corresponding mean number of sails per km.
It should be noted that the mean ice draft
h> has been corrected for the effect of
b5amwidth, while the keel numbers and mean
keel drafts have not, since there is no
valid technique for doing so; the keel
parameters in �1! and �2! are therefore
relative to a wide-beam sounder record.

Using �1! and �2! it is possible to
convert a distribution of sails into a
distributiOn of keels, Wadhams .'483 went
further in suggesting that having generated
a keel distributio~ from a sail distribution

is even possible to generate the form of
the thick end of the ice draft distribution
by using  l4>. Fventually this process of
successive inference causes unacceptable
errors, but in principle it is now possible
to make reasonable statements about ice
keels and ice drafts from laser measurements
alone. It is hoped that future experiments
of the same kind will improve the
correlations further.

12. FLOE slzE DISTRIBUTIQNS

We end this review by mentioning the
problem of measuring sea ice morphology in
regions where ice characteristics are quite
different from the central Arcti~. In the
marginal ice zone  �iz! near an open ocean
boundary the standard techniques described
so far will yield large amounts of thin ice
and large numbere Of ' leads'. This is
simply because wave penetration from the
open ocean has broken up the icefiel.d into
discrete floes, There is an extensive
literature on the processes of wave
attennration and wave-induced breakup
 SummariSed in �, 427! . The Overall
conclusions are that wave-induced fracture is
important in the outermost 100 km of an
iCefieldl and that in any Sea State there ie
a maximum floe diameter which is typically
40-80 rs in the outermost parts of the
icefield but greater at deeper penetrations,
At any given penetration the number density
of floes as a function of diameter has been
found to fit a negative exponential
distributio~ but it has not yet been possible
to relate the parameters of the distribution
to other physical factors.

A second type of icefield is one far from
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any ocean boundary but subject to the
throttling effect of a passage through a
strait  Bering Strait, Nares Strait! or
equivalent barri.er, e.g. the narrowing of
the ice drift in the Trans Polar Drift Stream
as it approaches Fram Strait wi.th the barrier
of northeast Greenland on its right hand. In
these situations an arcuate fracture pattern
develops in the ice cover generating a
distribution of very large floes  tens of km
in diameter> which also follow a negative
exponential distribution of diameter .49, 501.

The measurement of floe size
distributions in the NIz is best carried
out by vertical aerial photography from a
helicopter or low-flying aircraft, although
infra-red line scan has also been used
SuCCees fully and SAR iS Valuable far surveys
where fog or cloud obstruct visibility. The
distribution of very large floes is best.
studied from satellite imagery, of which
NOAA imagery is especially useful because
of the high northern latitude to which it
reaches. The relationship of floe size
distribution to physical forcing, and the
effect of floe size distribution upon the
large-scale rheology and dynamics of an ice
cover, are important subjects of current
research.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Observations made frrmr 1972 to 1976 with the
ElectrIcal ly ScannIng Microwave Radionmter on board
the Irlimbus-5 satellite provide sequential synoptic
infonvmation of the Arctic sea ice cover. This four-
year data set wes used to construct 4 fairly contin-
uous series of three-day average Ig-GHt passive
mi crcarave images which has become a valuable source
of polar infornmtion, yielding many anticipated and
unanticipated discoveries of the sea ice canopy
observed in its entirety throu+ the clouds and
duri mg the polar night. Short-term, seasonal' and
annual variations of key sea ice paranmters, such
as ice edge position, ice types, m1xtures of ice
types, ice concentration, and snow nelt on the ice,
are presented for various parts of the Arctic.

The first synoptic view of the Arctic and
Antarrctic sea ice covers and ice sheets nms obtained
by t*e Electrical ly Scanning Microwave Radiometer
 ESMR-5! on the Nimbus-5 satellite. From the tine of
i ts launch in Decenber 1972, 19-GHz passive microwave
data was acqu1red and used to construct images of
the polar regions on a fairly continuous basis for
four years. The series of images has yielded many
d1scoveries of the polar Ice as observed in its
entirety through clouds and during the polar nights.
The combinatfon of complete spatial coverage, provided
by the scanning ndcrowave sensors, and the temporal
detail, provided by sequent1al coverage at short-time
scales, has yielded unique infornmtion on the cryo-
sphere that can not be obtained by surface or aircraft
rrmas ur enmn t s.

During the 197Os an extensive series of sea ire
renxrte sensing experinmnts were conducted to gain an
understanding of the micrrwave properties of sea ice
and provide an accurate interpretation of the complex
satel'lfte m1crtwave images. The exper iments invol ved
r camo-te sensing a1rcraf't, icebreakers, nmnned and
unmanned sea ice drifting stations--a	 operating in
vari ous comb1ned modes coupled when possible adth
satel lite observations.

The pr1ncipal instrument used for most of the
sturgies is the ESMR-5. Before the ESMR-5 instrurrent
vnas used in space, an airborne version was flown on
the NASA CV-900 Airborne Laboratory extensively over
the Arctic Ocean in 197O, 71 ~ and 72. The 1979 data
 NIT hei t et al., l972! showed that it was possible to
distiniarish sea ice from the open ocean both through
the clouds and in the dark. The obser ved brightness
temperatures of sea ice ranged between 210 and

25O K, whereas the brightness temperature of open
sea water range between 130 and 160 K. This great
di fference in brightness temperature between water
and ice readily all owed their discrimination in
the imagery, and pointed the way to the ability to
observe the fractional area covered by leads and
polynyas, even when the individual leads or polynyas
are not resolved 1n the imagery. The early data
also showed that strong microwave ernissivity
di fferences occur on the ice surface itself. The
ground-truth measurements and mesoscale microwave
mosa.ic maps  ID,OOO km2! acquired during the 1971
experiments alloved Gloersen et al. �973j to show
that. the observed emissivity di fferences of sea
ice at a wavelength of 1.55 cm are associated with
the age of the ice. Multiyear Ice had 1 ower ernis-
sivities  cold brightness temperature of approxi-
mately 210 K! and first-year ice had higher emis-
sivities  warm brightness temperature of approx-
imately 235 K!. This inportant result suggested
that passive mi crt»rave imagery could provide an
all-tIme capability of distinguishing between old
 thick ! and new  thin! ice as well as determining
the area of open leads and polynyas within the ice
pack.

Additional research was conducted during the
joint 05/USSR Bering Sea Exper inerrt  BESEX!, per-
formed in February-March 1973, and dur1ng the most
extensive sea ice exper inmnt ever mounted, the
Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment  AIDJEX!,
leading to a series of papers on various aspects
of the variations of the microwave emissivi ties.
Information on extent, concentration, type, and
mot1on of Arctic sea ice has since been deduced
from ESMR-5 imagery, aircraft observations, and
surface-truth experiments  e.g. Gloersen et al.,
1974a. 1974b, 1975a, 1975b, 1975c, 1978; Raaseier
et a!., 1974; Campbell et al., 1974, 1975a, Ig�b,
1975c, 1977, 197B, I9BO, 1981; Ramseier et al.,
1974, 1975; Vant 1976; 2wally and Gloersen, 1977;
Carsey ~ 1982; and Crane et al., IBB2!.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss our
present understand1ng of the phys1cal basis for the
measurement of ice parameters by the ESMR 5 sensor
and to discuss the significance of sore of the sea
ice observations. Sequences of ESMR-5 images are
used to describe several of the observed sea ice
phenomena. Such observations include repeatabi 1 ity
of the radiances from one annual cyr.le to the next,
variations in type and extent., interpretation of
1 ow radiance areas within the pack, conpari son with
in situ and airborne observat i or s, large-scale ice
dynaiaics infer red '.rom variation of 1ce concentra-
tions during as annual cycle, differences in such



dynamics from one annual cycle to the next, and
inference of ice vmlt patterns from the ESMR-5
radiances durfng the smnmer.

2. SEA ICE MICRONAVE PROPERTIES

2,1, Equat ions and AssLanpt tons.

Both the surface of the earth and tts atmo-
sphere radiate tn the mfcrmvave region  I m11li-
mater to I/2 aeter!. In the microwave wavelength
regf on and for the phystcal tmsperatures encoun-
tered, the Rayletgh-Jeans approxffmtfon to the
Planck radt ation law pertains, and the radiated
power  usually expressed as brffpttness tenperature,
TB ! ts therefore propert,tonal to the physfca'I
temperature, T. However, most real objects matt
only a fraction of the radiation that a perfect
emItter would emit at the smne phystcal temperature.
This fraction defines the end ss fvtty, ~, of the
object, so that the brightness temperature is,

TB ~ x T.

TB �-C! �T�+ C c I Tl �!

Sea tce concentraf.ton ts defined as C ~ and the frac-
tional area covered by sea water ts, therefore,
  I-C!, lf' the end as fvt tt as and physical tenperatures
are knmvn or estimated, sea tce concentration is
deternrlned by Equation �! as a functfon of the
observed brightness temperature,

T8-'w T
C

Tl -xw Tw
�!

Equation �! ts plotted fn Figure I for the value of
cw Tw 130K, two values of vl, and several
values af TI  labeled T In Ffgure 1!. Oncertatnttes
in TI and cl both contribute to unCertainttea tn
the ice concentration calculated from Equation �!.

The full radiative-transfer aquatfon applicable
to passive microwave observations at a given wave-
length within the sea ice canopy fncludes terms that
account for the attenuatfon of the radiation fn the
atmosphere, atmospheric. emfssion, and reflection of
background radiation from space  Gloersen, et al.,
1918!. The principal effect of the additional terna,
which tend to be small tn polar reqt ons, ts included
in Equation {3! by interpreting ew Tw to be the
brfghtness tenperature of sea water as observed
through a typical polar atmosphere. Varfatfans in the
atmosphere, as mll as variations tn t.he ocean amis-
s ivtty due to surface roughness. produce variations
of the observed c Tw, with a standard devfation
of about 5 K. SuLstantf ally larger devfations,
however, are caused by the presence of rainfall tn

YarIatfons fn the brightness tangferature ob-
served over the surface of the earth are primarily
due to variations tn the amf astvtty of the surface
amterfal and secondarily to variatIons tn physical
temperature. For example, the mntsstvtty of sea
voter at the 1.55 cm wavelength of ESMR-5 ts about
0.44 compared to 0.92 for first-year sea tce and
0.84 for multtyear sea ice.

If the field-af-view of the sensor on the satel-
lite includes a mixture of tfef materfals, for example,
sea rater and sea tce wfth emtssivittes ew and el
and physical tenperatures of T�and TI, respectively,
then the ObServed brfghtneSS tenaferature IS apprOXt-
mately a linear combfnatfon of the respectIve brtght-
ness teaperatures according to the fract1onal area,
C, of the ocean covered by sea tce,

TB i F c IM TIM +  I-F! c I TI, �!

and soIvfng for F gives

TB-ci TI

F sIM TIM -'I I �!

where f fs defined as the fraction of fce cover
that ts multiyear ice. If open water is also
present, the observed brightness teaperature is

TH *  I-C! cw T
�!

C  F c IM TIM +  I-F! ~ I TII
As can be seen in Equation 7, the values of both
sea ice cancentratfon  C! and mul tfyear fractfon
 F! cannot be obtafned from only the single wave-
length Tn obtaIned by the ESMR-5. In Ffgure 4 of
Section 0.4, nomograms are presented for the three
variables, C, F, and TB ~ and for varIous seasonal
values of the tce temperatures and emissivities
to assist tn the interpretation of the micr owave
images.

2.2. Sea Ice Types and Emissivt ties.

In the previaus section. we nentioned differ-
ences tn the amfssfvfty of sea ice. The emissivity
of sea ice depends on its type, varying from abamt.
0.84 for multiyear  MY! sea ice to about 0.92 for
first-year  FY! ice in the months when no melting
occurs. These sea ice emfssivttfes are at 1.55 cm
wavelength and nadir viewing angle consistent with
fteld nmasurements  Gloersen et al., 1973; Meeks
et al., l9741 Campbell et al., 1978! and model
calculations  Gloersen and Larabee, 1961!, within
the uncertainty of the actual radiating tenperatfare.
Thus, the average emissivity in a given field-of-
vlew contaTnnng a mixture of ire types assumes an
intermediate value depending on t.he composition of
the mixture.

lihen the freeboard partion of the sea tce nears
the melting point, the distinguishing features of

the sensor field-of-view. In the absence af
atmospheric effects, variations of x�Tw are
negligtble because T� tends to be nearly constarvt at
27l. K in the presence of sea ice, and c�at 1.55 cm
is inversely proportional to T�, with a praportton-
alfty constant of approximately 130 K,

Over consolidated sea iced the atmosphere ts
usually very dry, wfth cl oudiness generally consist-
ing underlyIng stratus contaInfng mostly ire crystals
Such clouds have low opacICy tn the mIcrowave region
and cauld be neglected except for their influence oe
the sea ice canopy surface tenperature, Tl, Local
variations in TI on thts account have been observed
to be as much as 7 K  Gloersen et al., 1973!. Aavnual
variations in TI are typical ly 30 K.

If the sea ice pack consists only of first-year
ice  FY! and open water, the sea ice concentration
 C! can be determfned by equation �! to about + 19'
using estimated ice physIcal temperatures  Tl!
 Comfso and 2wal ly, 1982; lwal ly et al., 1985!. In
estimatfng TI, the appropriate value iS the tfmqkera-
Cure af the radiating layer, which for first-year
sea ice ts the saline ice just belmv the snow-fce
fnterface. Consequently, TI is usually somewhat
warner than the air tenperature Tat�, except near
the smiting pofnt, and is approximately given by TI
~ Tat + 0.75  T - Tai ! e  ' Ibid! ~

ff the sea ice pack consists only of a mtxture
of ftrst-year  FY! and multf-yaar fce  MY! with
emIssfvtty c IM and temperature T IM, then the
observed brightness tenperature fs



first-year  FY! and nultfyear  MY! ice disappear
 see next sectfan!, and the emissavitfes become
uniformly high. At the melting point. melt ponds
appear on the surface of the ice, especial ly under
cloudy conditions, again lowertng the average-
end sstvt ty in a given ff el d-of-vf ew to values
depending on the area of the melt ponds and whether
the rm,'lt ponds are ice-free or fce-covered  Gloersen
et al., 1978!.

l model accounting for the differences fn the
mmlSSfvttfeS Of the twa princtpal fCe types haS
been described in detaf1 elsewhere  Gloersen and
Iarabee, 1981!, but the results are srznnertzed
here Stnoe they are uSeful in the fnterpretation of
the TB images. Four principal factors enter into
the observed TB's: 1! the vertical temperature
proftle fn the ice, 2! the surface ref lectfvi ty,
3! the optical depth, and 4! the volume scattering
cross-section. These considerations have also been
d1scussed in detail for the deep snow cover on
Greenland and Antarctica  Chang et' al., 1979!; the
basic elermnts of that d1scussion also pertain
here.

The optical depth and the surface ref 1 ectivity
are deteredned by the complex fndex of refraction
tn the freeboard portion of the ice, the scattering
cross-section, and the density of the snow cover.
physfcally, the principal difference between first-
year  Ff ! and multtyear  MY! ice is that in raY the
freebaard portion is devoid of any liquid component
 at below freezing teeperatures!. since the brine
has drained out of the brine cells during the
precedtng melt period. Thus. the imaginary part
of the index of refractfon of the freeboard port.ton
af the MY fs similar to that of fresh water ice,
which is the order of 0.0003 at 250 K  Cummfrags,
1952!. As a consequence, the apti eel depth, although
eodt fied by the contrfbutian to the ext1nction co-
efficient by volume scattering from the empty brine
cells, is rmrch greater than the elevation of the tce
above sea level. Below sea level, the brine cells
do contain brine, the imagfnary part of the f ndex is
at least 0. I, and the optical depth becomes the
order of L cm. Therefore the resultant optical
depth tn MY ts approximately the thickness of the
freeboard layer. In FY the brfne conponent in the
freeboard portion of the ice  present at temperatures
darer to at least 230 K; cf. A. Assur. 1960! re-
stricts the optical depth to about I wavelength
bel av the ice surface.

2.3, Repeatabt lity of Nimbus-5 ESMR Observations

Recognizing that the microwave properties of sea
ice depend on the fce temperature, as fndicated
above, wa have exandned the tine history of two
specffic fce types tn the Arctic basin util izing the
three-day averaged images of ESMR data over the
thr ee-year period. In order to circumvent effects
of varyfng concentration in our first-year   FY ! ice
srmrrple, we have selected the maximum radiance for
each t'hree-day ESMR-5 image fn the area of the
Chukchi Sea  Ffgure 2!, known to be largely first-
year ice. For the multiyear  MY! fce sample, the
area chosen is north of Greenland and Ellesmere
Island  Figure 2!; here the minimus radfance in the
area 1s chosen fn order to avoid including effects
of any ffrst-year ice that might have been produced
in leads and on the reasonable premise that the ice
concentration in that area fs generally close to
unt ty.

The results are sunmarized in Figure 3. It
should be kept in mind that the br tifrtness tenpera-
tures tn these images are represented by a color
scale with 5 K steps; therefore, the points 1 n

Figure 3 are artificially btmodal and their true
values lfe betrmen the plotted points. lfevertheless,
the points fn Figure 3 shovr an remarkable repeat-
abt1fty 1n each of the seasons for the three year s
studied. In the January-February period, FY sea
ice appears to have a brfghtness teaperature of 237
K and MY oi' 203 K. For March and April, the FY
value became 243 K, and the liY became 203 K. In May
and June, both FY and MY radiances increased, a
result due to both the increase tn the sea ice tenper-
ature and the temperature-dependent emi ssivity
during the onset of surface melting. as previously
dfscussed. Fram mfd-June through mid-August, FY and
MV fce appear to radiate wfth approximately the same
brightness temperatures, and are thus indistinguish-
able fn th1s tire period when each ice type has
moisture in the freeboard structure.

From mfd-August through September there is a
cooling trend and a bifurcation of the points again
occurs. It is in this period that much of the Ff ice
for the ensuirrg winter season is newly farmed; the
I orner set of po1nts in Figure 3 represents the chang-
ing properties of the pack remaining after the summer ~
i.e. ~ the MY  toe luding second year! sea ice. It
will be noted that these points approach an aver age
rmnfnun value of 193 K, probably indicative of the
of melt ponds in the ice at that time.

In early October, then ~ as snow begins to cover
the new ice and it thickens, becomtng FY, the
Chuckchi Sea area assunes the steady-stat,e value of
243 K as tn March-April. At the same time, the nm'!t
ponds in the old ice are largely refrozen, and MY ice
assumes the steady-state value of 208 K.

2.4. Seasonal ftomogr arm of Sea Ice Concentratian

These observations have enabled us to construct
nomograna for four distinct ice seasons, as shown in
Figure 5, ta aid in the interpretation of the
sequential ESMR-5 images. He have lumped the
January-April and October-Decmnber per iods onto
a s1ngle ice season we call "winter", using average
values of 240 K for fully consolidated FY ice and
205 K for consolidated MY. Thus, this nomograph
can be used with assuaptions as to tce type
mixture in a gfven locality to infer ice concentra-
tion, ibis is accomplished by selecting a value
for the MY fractfon, F, and utilizing the appro-
pr1ate level on the homograph, which is a 11near
fnterpol ation between the radi ances of the two
pure ice types, FY and MY, for vari aus ice concen-
trationss. The 'spring" ice season is defined as
the Maywar ly June period  see Figures 3 and 4!.
In the "surnner" period  mtd-June mid-August! the
nomograra indicates that the FY and MY are fndis-
tfnguishable. Finally, the "fall" period  rnfd-
August through Septrsnber! shows again a difference
between FY and MY sea ice types, with average
values of Tel for each which differ from the "«fnter"
and "spring ' nomograms. Bear in mind that these
seasons vm have chosen and which are label! ed
winter, spr ing, summer ~ and fall tn Figure 4 only
apgraxtamte the nornml calendar seasons.  Figure 4
and Other cOlor figures may be fOund On panes 219-222!,

3. OBSERVATIOffS OF SEA ICE EXTENT AifD TYPE

The most distinct sea ice feat ure that appears
in the ESMR-5 images is the lce edge because of the
large emissivity difference between open vmter and
sea ice,' as discussed earlier. A number of studtes
usi ng Arctic and Antarctic ESrtR-5 data have shown
that the ice edges are far more cmnpl ex than de-
picted fn verfous ice climatologfcal atlases.
Similar observations of this complexity have
occas1onal ly been made, when 1 ack of cloudiness
permitted, with visible and 1nfrared imagers on



board spacecraft  see, for instance, Campbell et
al., 1975b!. However, ESMR-5 provided the fi rst
synoptic view of the ent i re edge of the polar ice
packs.

The first Antarctic ESMR-5 ice edge ma ps. rere
also presented in Gloersen et al. �974a ! for select
days tn the winter of 19 72-3. A thorough discussion
of all the Antarctic ice edge data for the entire
useful lifetime   1973-6! of ESMR-5 is given in
Zwally et al. �983!.

The first Arctic ESMR-5 ice edge maps were
also presented in Gloersen et al. �974a! and show
the entire ICe edge with detailed diSCusSion Of
the positions in the Greenland and Barents Seas
for selected days in the winter of 1972-3.
Campbell et ale �977! give ESMR-5 tce edge posi-
tions for 1973-6 for the southern Beaufort Sea,
and Campbell et al. �975c and 1981! give the sane
for the Bering and Okhotsk Seas.

Batsmen the maxtmm and ndntnxe ice extent
extremes, the ice concentration and edge location
vary in a rapid and complex wey. A tine-lapse
motion picture of ESMR-5 Images  Campbell et al.
1980! has shove this most dramatically, particu-
larly in the East Greenland, Barents, and Bering
Seas. Features have been observed with changes in
position up to 100 ke/reek tn these areas.

Approximate Arctic minimus and maximun sea
tce extents derived fran ESMR-5 data are shown tn
Figure 5 for the yea~s 1973, 1974, 1975, and 1976,
These were obtained by selection of approximate
extrem from the series of three-day ESMR-5 images.
Experience has shavn that the ice edge so deter-
mined is usually geographical ly located to an
accuracy of approximately 50 km. The largest
qualitative dtfference is the large tongue of sea
ice extending fran east of Greenland tavard
Svalbard in 1973 which is absent in 1974 ~ appears
less prominent'ly in 1975, and is absent again in
1976. 1975 appears to be an anomlous year in
which the ndntmum boundary touches the Alaskan
north shore and is detached from Cape Cholyuskian
whereas tn the other three years shorn the opposite
condition obtains.  %re will be said about this
anomaly later. !

The discovery of how to distinguish first-year
 FY! from eultiyear  MY! sea tce by mans of ndcro-
wave remete Senei~g  Wilheit et al,, 1972! was con-
fi reed during the 1971 AltlJEX pilot Experinent where
the first simultaneous in situ and atrborne microwave
neasureemnts were made ~oersen et al., 1973!. The
first appliration of this discovery on a global
basis using satellite microwave data was made usi~g
ESMR-5 images  Gloersen et al.. 1974a; Campbell et
al., 1974!.

Two ice types and their mixtures are observed
in the ESMR-5 images to make up the Arctic ice pack:
eultiyear ice, with an average thickness of approxi-
mately 4 m, covering most of the area batmen the
Ilorth Pole and Canada-Greenland and having radiance
values ranging from 205 to 215 K; first-year ice,
with an average thickness of approxi~ately l-l/2 m,
covertng nest of the tteaufort, Chukchi. East Siberian,
Laptev, Rara, and Barents Seas and having radiance
values betmen 235 and 240 K; and various mixtures
of these two ice types in other areas. There are
apparently stgnifirant variations between the spatial
distributions of these tce types from one year to
the next as can be seen in Figures 10, 13, and 19.
Since there are probably also signii'icant teeporal
changes in the physical teeperature distributions in
the ice canopy. we avoid the temptation of over-
interpreting these radiance distributton variations.
Clearly, the ice within the minimum ice boundary for
one year becomes the multtyear, or mixed first-year/
multtyear ice, for the following year. The degree

of mixing depends on how much ice divergence and
refreezing takes place in a given location, and how
much compression of the newly-formed ice into
humnucks results from subsequent ice convergence.
With the uncertainties in the interpretation of
multiyear fraction  F! from the single-channel
ESMR-5 radiances, as a result of not having
independent infornetion on surface temperatures or
ice concentration, a cross-check on the interpreta-
tions of these ESMR-5 data is highly desirable
Such a comparison between spacecraft data obtained
during part of the Main AIOJEX in April 1975 and
data acquired at the same time from airborne radio-
neters has been discussed in detail in P, Gloersen
et al. �978!. Briefly, the spacecraft data used
for this conpar ison are I 1 tustr ated in Figure 13,
with the path of the aircraft underf lights super-
imposed in white. The corresponding airborne ESMR
data  with the cross-track image data averaged into
a line prof>le! along these tracks are shown in
Figure 14, The aircraft flights were carried out oe
nearly cloudfree days, so that an onboard thermal
infrared radiometer could be used to deterenine
surface tenperature along the tracks. The ice was
observed to be fully consolidated along the flight
tracks  Ftgure 14!, and the observed surface tagere-
tures were extrapolated to other areas of the pack
and used to interpret the ESMR-5 radiances in te~
of F in Figure 13  note scale on right hand side of
figure!. Conpart son of the data in Figures 13 and 14
revea'ts that the relative changes in radiance  and so
the first-yearjmulttyear ice mixture! is the sam
along the tracks for both ESMR-5 and the airborne
ESMR. This experinent provided additional confidence
in the ability to distinguish ice type via ESMR-5.

lhe transects di scussed above traversed the Rain
AIOJEK manned drift station array, The nature of the
mixing of the MY and FY ice can be seen in the meso-
scale airborne microwave image acquired five days
after the transect data  Figure 15!. The image shavs
large nu1tiyear floes clearly separated by various
size areas of first-year ice, with F app=roximateiy
equal to 0.6. Although interpretatio~ of the micro-
wave radiances for ice types had previously been can-
ftrnmd by in-situ see ice property measurements
 Gloersen et al. 1973!, it was reaffirmed by stmt-
lar observations during the Main ATDJEX  Campbell
et el., 1978!. The sam area enclosed «ithfn the
AIDJEX triangle contained considerable open water
during the following August  See Figures 16 and
17, which rill be discussed in the next sectionj.

4. OBSERVATIONS OF L% RADIANCE AREAS WTTHTN THE
ICE PACK

Because of its importance in energy-balance
studies, for example, there has been considerable
speculation durinq the last few decades concerning
the amount of open water that occurs within the
poler sea ice covers. One of the most important
results of the ESMR ice observations is that
Gloersen et al. �978! have shown that large areas
of reduced ice concentration occasionally occur
within the Arctic ice pack durinq all seasons.

ln each of the four years of the ESMR-5 data
set. the most pronounced cases of large areas of
low microwave radiances  < lgb K! occurring
within the pack are in August and September. The
interpretation of these low radiance a reas as
reduced ice concentrations and a discussion of
alternate interpretations are given i n Campbel'i et
al. �980! and Crane et al. �982!. In Figures 6
and 7, a series of 16 ESMR images of the central
Artie show the appearance and disappearance of
several large areas of 1 ow microwave radiances



which occurred during the period 14 August through
28 Septrmrber 1974. All dates on the images 1ndi-
cate the first day of the 3-day per1od for which
overlappfng ESMR data are averaged in the image
mep. In Figure 9, a serfes of three E 5NR images
of the sara area in the late sranrrmr of 1975 shor
the variations of similar large areas of low m1cro-
wave radiamces that have a very different distribu-
tion than those observed a year earlier.

Drurfng the srmrmer, three phenorrena can acr.ount
for lor microwave radfances from sea fce - lar ice
corrcentration, substantial liquid water fn the sur-
face layer, and ice-free melt ponds. Indeed, ff
in a given location ice-free emit ponds cover 30'!
of the area, then the microwave radiance from ft
would be the same as if it had 30'l open water in
leads and polynyas. or 7� ice concentration.
Thus, in the absence of appropriate surface truth
Infonaatfon, the open water versus ice-free emit
pond ambifprfty in the interpretation of ESMR-5
images is unavoidable. Similar surface truth pro-
bl eras exfst in other areas of remrte sensing, but
ln sea fce studies obtaining suitable surface truth
1s especially difficult during the omit season,
because large spatial variatfons in ice concentra-
tion and the freeaerrthaw of melt ponds occur at
small time scales, and the only available surface
truth info rmstfon comes from sources wh1rh are
seldrmr operating-~armed drifting stations and
flights of remote sens1ng aircraft equipped with
mitra<ave rad1mneters. Drifting stations give
relevant data for extended periods when they exist,
but the information fs only for a point or a small
area in a vast region - hardly the synoptic data
on s~~face condft1ons needed to fnterpret synoptic
satellite images. Renete sensing aircraft can
acquire microwave images, whicil when coupled w1th
visual and 1nfrared observations from the aircraft,
yield mesoscale synoptic surface information
 Gloersen et al., 1973; Campbell et 41.. 1974 '
1978! . The advantage of a1r craft passive microwave
imagery lies in its ability to resolve individual
leads and polynyas and unambiguously determine the
presence or absence of open water. Aircraft can
also acqufre microrrave data a'long extensive transects
of the fce cover, which can also be used to fnfer
surface characterfstics over large areas  Gloersen
et al. 1978!. But even during the best of years,
such aircraft flights over the Arctic Ocean occur
during only 4 few days. During the operating 1 ife-
tfme of ESMR, therefore, very little sunmer surface
truth data were acquired, As we discuss the satel-
11te data FOr the fOur SranmerS observed by ESSfg
�973-76!, vm use the available surface and aircraft
data to aid in their interpretation.

4.1. Case of August - September 1975

The most extensive summer surface truth measure-
ments of sea ice durfng the ESMR lifetime were made
as part of the Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment
 AIDJEX! dur1ng the srarmmr of 1975. During August
1975 ~ the NASA CV-990 flew a series of m1crowave
nmpping arlssfons over the AIDJEX manned drifting
station and a series of transects over extensive
areas of the Arctic Basin  see, for example, Figure
13!. The geographical position of the AIQJEX triangle
of driftimg statfons  Figure IZ! at the tine of
these observations was fn the Southern Beaufort Sea
to the north of the HacKenzfe Delta, and is shown in
the ESItR-5 fmage for 30 August 1975 fn Figure g.
lhe physical conditions of the ice surface which
existed at the ATDJEX stations Big Bear  BB!, Snow
Sfrd  SB!, Blue fox  SF!. and Caribon  C! for the
period 10 August to 4 September 1975 were observed
by Hanson  personal comnunfcatfon! and are given in

Figure 8 along wfth the 2 m air temperature at al I
camps. lhe observation per1ods of the CU-99D aircraft
and the ESHR-5  Gloersen et, al., 1978! are also
noted in the figure. Two of the aircraft ESMR
microwave maps of the AIDJEX area  Campbef 1 et al.,
1978! are given 1 n F1gure 16 �2 Aufprst 1975! and
Figure 17 �7 August 1975!.

According to the AIDJEX surface observatrons,
the surface-layer moisture increased steadily during
the period of the three CV-990 fl ights. Mrcrowave
measureoents of an alpine snrsv pack by Edgerton et
al. �971! and snowpack model cormrutatfons by Chang
and Gloersen �975! shrar that the emissivity of snow
1ncreases rapidly with the onset of melting and then
decreases slowly as the free water content increases,
but the slope of this decrease is not well known.
lhe increase of surface-layer moisture in the AII3JEX
area during the CV-990 overf lights agrees with the
aircraft microwave results, which show a decreasing
trend of the TB of the ice floes; note that the
average TB of the floes shown in Figure 16 �2 August
1975! is approximately 240 K while five days later
 Figure 17! 1t was approximately 230 K. There are
no aircraft measurements to indicate how cool the
TB's became due to the progressive ire-surface melt-
ing after the CU-990 flights, that is after 27 August
1975. However, there 1s a limit to how much free
water can remain in the surface layer, because
percolation through the layer and into the melt ponds
occurs rapidly. Therefore, because the last CU-990
flight occurred immediately after the largest seasonal
melt increment  Figure 8j, we assume that the 10 K
decrease in TB to 230 K was the maximun due to in-
creasfng surface-layer moisture and estimate that
the minimum TB Of the wet Sea iCe iS abOut 230 K.
Furthermore, because the melt ponds during the 19 to
27 August emit period retained a slush surface, we
have assrmred that the Tg of the slush-covered melt
ponds rema1ns as high as the surrounding wet sea
ice; if not, then the estimated m1nimum TB of wet
sea ice would be greater than 230 K. The value of
TB = 230 K is also the signature of dry MY just
below the melt point. Theref'ore, any Tg appreciably
1ormr than 23O K at this tfrre of the year can be due
nef ther to wet sea ice nor dry MY just below the
melt point.

The change in Tg due to surface wetness or
fonmation of dry MY after freezing fs significantly
less than the change observed by ESMR- 5 for parts
of the Arctic Basin du ri ng thi s period of late
August 1975. Appreciably lover TB's can be caused
by efther lar ge a reas of open water within the
pack, due to ice divergence, or by extensive areas
of fce-free rrmlt ponds. Of these two possibilities,
we believe according to the discussion below that
the forrrmr mechanism is responsible for the large
areaS Of 1OW TR Obeerved in the Summer fCe paCk
shown in the f MR-5 fmages  e.g., Figures 6, 7,
and 9!.

Considering the 1975 observations {Figure g!
in soem detail, the large areas of low microwave
radiance appear as green and light yellow  Tg <
195 K! zones within the ice pack. The color-coder1
scale chosen to make the images resulted in some
of the 5 K changes having stronger visual effect
than other s, for example, the 195 190 K changes
fn the images are more obvious than the 190 185
K changes. The scales are chosen to represent.
quantitatively a range of Tff's, and no parts cola r
color change is intrinsically more important than
another.

Mot only are the absolute values of the T8's
i n the low radiance areas irmrortant, but these
regions almost invariably have more pronounced Tg
gradients around them than the gradients elsewhere
i n the pack . To show how rapidly the T8 gradients



can change, in Figure Il are plotted the varfations
fn the ESMR-6 TB's along the transect shrnm in
Figure g. fiute that these profIles pass through
the AIGJEX area. Since the surface observaf fons
 Figure 6! Indicate that the melt ponds were not
ice-free during this period and since the ESNR-6
TB's, except for 24-26 August. are belier the
temperature where surface-layer free rater could
have a significant effect, rm attribute these TB
varfations to fee concentration varIation s. ibis
thesis based on surface and satellite observations
is also supported tip the foll owing aircraft observ-
ations.

The Cg-990 aircraft EQgl images for 22 August
1916  figure 16! and for 27 August 1915  Figure 17!
both shor lear radiance areas in the vicfnIty of Blue
Fox  BF!. A histogram analysis  Camfrbell et al.,
1978! of these images indIcates that the percent of
open water within the AIOJEX triangl ~ rms 8.6'I on 22
August and g.6'X on 27 August, and that on 18 August
it was zero. Gn both 22 and 21 Augrst, visual sfght-
ings from the NASA CV-990 aircraft were nmde of the
leads and polynyas in the Blue Fox area, whicih not
only verified their existence but also proved that
they were free of thin ice because sun glint from
capillary and small gravity waves withfn thrN was
observed. Indeed, on 2 1 Augrst the aircraft made a
northrard turn from the Blue Fox area and a large
area of open water with an ice concentration of
approximately 60-10% was observed fo extend to at
least 26 km north of the station.

lie nmr centare these 27 August vfsual and air-
craft observations of open water to the E34R-5
satel'lite image for 21-29 August   Figure 9!. Because
the footprint of the ESMR-5 is approximately 30 km,
the individual leads and polynyas generally are not
resolved as ful ly-open water but appear as reduced
ice concentrations. The average Ice concentration
of the Blue Fox corner of the AIGJEX triangle and
the area just north for 25 km was approxinetely 75$
on 27 August. In conparfson, the average EBS-5
value of TB, averaging over four 30 km footprfnts
in the sane areas, was 210 K, which gives an ice
concentratfon of 80% using the nomogram shorer in
Figure 4. The ESMR-5 image for 30 August - I
September  Figure 9! indfcates that the ice concen-
tration fn the area of Blue Fox continued to decrease
after 27 August. Mote the dark green area with TB

190 K imnmdi ately north of the northeast corner of
the AIOJEX triangle, for which the nomogrmn gives an
Ice concentration of 60$ consistent with the nearltf
a I rc ra f t obs erv at f ons.

Having verf fied that the Irnr mfcrrnrave radiances
observed Iff the ESMR-5 in the AIDJEX area in Augast
1975 were due to open ~ater In leads and polynyas, we
nov turn to the very large low TB areas whfch exfsted
north of the AIDJEX area and extended In a ring
centered around the North Pole at approxinmtely 86'll
latitude  Figure g!, lhe radiances ranging from 170
to 195 K observed in these areas. which move quite
rapidly, orders of magnitude faster than typical fce
drift velocities, indicate ice concentrations frrnn
about 40 to 65'X Although no surface data or aircraft
flights were obtained over these transient and
interesting events, we believe these low radIance
areas were also due to lor ice concentratfon just as
we have shcnm existed at the sane time fn the AIDJEX
vicinity.

Returning to the question of the possible con-
tribution of melt ponds to the low radiances, it was
observed that in the AIDJEX area the percentage of
the ice surface covered by melt ponds was approxi-
mately 30K in August lg75, although these melt ponds
were not Ice-free. Iblt ponds in the Arctir Basin
grow in extent rapidly fn the early sunnmr, but hy
August they nonrml ly have reached their maxfnnan

extent and thereafter only grow in depth. As noted
earlier, only limited drifting station and airer'aft'
data exists on the spatial and temporal behavior of
nmny sea ice phenorrena, fncluding melt ponds. A
figure of 3', for total melt pond area of the tfm of
maximran melt Is about average. DrI fting Station
Alpha was fn the area of 85'll and 1304ff in August
195S, in the region where large low radiances area
appear fn Figures 6, 7, and g, and the average maxi-
mum pond areas was then observed to be approximately
30X.

Assumi~g that the melt pond area in August 1976
over the central Arctic Basin was 30X, if the porfds
were Ice-free everywhere. then the decrease in Tft
compared to the frozen state ~ould be about 30 K..
Ifhen the melt ponds are completely ice-free, the
surrounding surface of the ice floes Is also wet.
Previously we established that the TB values of rent
sea Ice floes  Figure 16 and 17! had nrlnimum valrres
in the range of 230 to 240 K. Therefore, the cese-
bined affect of Ice-free melt ponds with 303 coverage
and a wet surrounding surface ~ould lrxver the average
sea ice Tn to approximately 200 to 210 K. However,
the EBMR-5 images for August show low radiance areas
are consfderably colder than 200 K, ranging normally
In the region 170 - 195 K, with some values as lrnr
as IBG K. Therefore, although preferential thawirrg
of melt pond surface within the low TB zones could
account for part of the decrease fn TB, thfs nmch-
ani su could not account for the major TB decrease.
In order that melt pond thawing could account for all
of the TB decrease in these low radiance areas, which
move and change shape rapidly, most of the central
Arctic Basin would have to have Ice-free melt ponds
covering 40-60K of the area, and they would have to
thaw and refreeze rapid'ly and preferential ly over
large and small areas. Thawing and refreezing of
«mlt ponds generally occurs over large areas, because
the controlling nmchanisms are assoc. fated with weather
systens and the exIstence of extensive cloud cover.
These phenonmna generally have much larger dimensions
than those of the low radiance areas observed by EBMR-
5, and the srsnnmr weather systems generally do not
mOVe in the way the lnr radiance areaS move in the
sequential ESMR-5 images, along the specff ic routes
described late r.

lie have observed from a NOAA-4 fmage that on
30 August 1975 the entire Ice pack north of the
AIOJEX to the Pole was covered by a thick stratus
clovd 'layer. Therefore, ff the melt ponds vmre
ice-I'ree due to backradiation from the clouds,
then thrbr should be fce-free over very large areas
and not just in the low radiance areas shown fn
Figure 9. Also, as was shown earlier, the melt
ponds in the AIDJEX area at this time were not,
ice-free, and, although this area had slightly
less cloud cover than the area north to the Pole,
the general meteorological regise in both areas
ras the sane. Thus, we find no reason to assrane
fce-free ponds in the area of the large low
radiance event.s which occurred to the north of the
AI0JiEX area.

The history of what becorr»s of the ice afte~
sranemr when all emit ponds are thoroughly frozen ~
say in Oecmnber, gives additional evidence that
the low radiance areas shorm in Figure 6 are pri-
marily due to the presence of open water. Melt
ponds which do not connect to the ocean typically
have salinity of several parts per thousand or
greater when they are fully developed, and when
they do connect to the ocean they have salinities
ranging up to that of the ocean. 0~fortunately,
we do not knor the rat1o of ocean-connected to
unconnected melt ponds over the Arctic at the height
of the sranmer season. Meeks et al. �974! found
that at 13 Gfir the brightness terrperature of FY ice



remafned constant for all ice thicknesses greater
than I cm that had salinfties equal to or greater
than 2 ppt. Therefore, if we assmne that the typical
alt pond has a salinity sufficiently high to form
ice with salinity equal to or greater than 2 ppt then
rdrmn it refreeezes, it will have the signature typical
of FY ice no matter what the age of the ice it rests
upon. Observations of the radiorrmtrfc signatures of
refrozen melt ponds we re nude at va rious times
of the year durfng the Main AIDJEK. Dbservatfons
for Suemmr 1975  Campbell et al., 1978, Gloersen
et al,, 3978! confirm that frozen nmlt ponds
wIth a thin layer of slightly mofst ice do indeed
have the wdcrowave signature Of FY Sea fCe. farce
this rwar ice on the rrmlt pond becomes FY ice as the
winter progresses, the sfgnature continues to be that
of FY ice. It is wor th noting that even if the wit
pond mater were fresh, there would be no enpty brine
pockets upon refreezing, and so the scatterfng in
the freeboard portion typical of multiyear ice would
be absent. The impl fcation, then, fs that areas
rrhfch shoto a nearly pure IIY sea ice signature in the
wfnter had few if any melt ponds the previous sranmer,
homever, additional surface amasurenmnts on the
~ mf ssivity of refrozen melt ponds are needed to
confirm thfs conclusion. Therefore, assuming that
the refrozen melt ponds do have mnf ssivity of FY
ice, then il' the 'low radiance areas were due to
preferential melting of pond ice that covers SDZ
or more of a given area, then when those areas
refreeze their mi crcwave signature would range from
total FY to a maximtm of 50% of MY  F 0.5!. In
other words, the signatures could only becoam that
of a mixture of MY and FY fce with no values of
F > 0.5. Dn the other hand, if, as is shown belmr,
in the areas where the low radiances occurred in
August-September, the winter ESMR-5 signatures revealed
the presence of greater than 50% MY to as rmrch as
100% MY, than the suemor low radiances could not be
due to preferential melting of large areas of SI5
wit pond distribution.

in Figure 5 are shmvn envelopes of the low
radiance areas  < 197.5 k! which occurred within
the Arctic Basin during August and September for
each of the four sumners of ESMR-5, 1973-76.
iiote that for 1975, the distribution of the enve-
'lope is quite diss fnrilar to that of the other
three years, appearing as a ring at B5'N latitude,
whereas for ail the other years the envelopes are
~ rranged along the Transpolar Drift Strearr, which
rs a major corrgronent of the average Arctic Basin
ice circulation that transports sea ice northward
from the East Sfberfan and  hukchi Seas towards
the Pole and conti~ues southward into the area.
bet~n Greenland and Svalbard. The other major
corrqtronent of the average Arctic Basin circulation
is the Beaufort Sea Gyre, which can clearly be seen
in 'the drift data from the Arctic Data Buoy ketwork
shrmer in Figure 18.

Consider' again the envelope for the I mr ice
radiances observed In August-September 1975  Ff gore
5]. The area covered by this envelope is large,
and 'If we asstmm that the ice velocities within
and around thfs envelope was similar to those
shcemr in Figure 18  a safe assunptfon since a plot
of the trajectories of all drifting stations
sfnce Mansen's Fran voyage yields a pattern of
average ice cfrcul at.ion showing the Transpolar
grift Stream and the Beaufort Sea Gyre with veloci-
tfes simi lar to the buoy velocities! then the major
part of the ice that was in the envelope during
August � Septmnber 1975 was sti!1 in it when the
ESfaR-5 image shovvr in Figure 10 was acquired on 19
Beceorber lg75. Re have verified by analysis of
sequential images precedfng the December 1975 image

that no significant ice divergence, that is change
I n C, occurred in the central Arctic Basin. There-
fore, these images can be used di rectly to indicate
ice type dfstribution using the nomogram given in
Figure 4. h comparison of' the 1975 Tow ice radiance
areas in Figure 5 with the same areas in ensuing
winter  Ffgure ID! reveals that a «ide range of i ce
type mixture, from f ul 1 FY to ful I MY, occurred in
these low radiance areas in Derember. ln particulars
the high F values from 0.5 to I.D could not have
come frma MY ice covered with 50% refrozen melt
ponds i

Considering all of the arguments and observa-
tions presented above, we conclude that the low
radiance areas observed within the Arctic icepack on
the ESMR-5 images of August-September 1975 are due
to large amounts of open water.

4.2. Cases of August-September lg73, 1974, and 1976

A comparfson of the August-September lsd radiance
areas with December ice type distributfon by ESMR-5
in the sane areas for 1973 and 1974  Figures 5 and
IGT reveals as in 1975 ~ that a. full range of ice
type radiances occurred where they could not if
large amounts  f.e., SDv~! of refrozen emit ponds
were present. A 1976 cmrparfson is not made since
the ENSR-5 fmages for December 1976 rmre not avai 1-
a b le.

In an analysis of Tong-term Soviet ice observa-
tions in the Arctic Basfn ~ Yakovlev �977! gives a
map showing a 'zone of occasfonal polynya" that
covers a triangular iy shaped area with the corners
at S5 ii, 150'E ~ 72'lI, 18D'; 72'k, 16Q'H. This
polynya zone very closely coincides with the low
radiance envelopes for August-September 1973, 74.
and 76  Figure 5! that lie between the korth Pole
and the Siberian coast. Thus, there exists long-
terwr observational evidence that supports our premi se
that the lom radiance zones are areas of low ice
c oncent ration.

fiute again that for 1973, 74, and 76 the low radian
envelopes i n August -September all lie along the
Transpolar Drift Steam. Only in 1975, the AINEx
year, did a dissimilar distribution occur. Consider
that in the August-September period when the large
Tow radiance areas appear in the ice pack interior,
the pack is at its minimum extent, much of the FY
and younger ice types have disappeared, and the pack
is f'ar less rigid and coopact than during other
tfrrms of the year. Unfortunately, the Arctic Data
Buoy ketwork was not in operation during this perrod
to provide ice drift information. Thus ~ we are
unable to deduce the actual ice motions, which
occurred in the regi on of the low radiance envelopes ~
and cormrare them with sequential images to discover
hcw the observed distributions of ice concentration
and type relate to the fce dynamics� . However, we do
have ice dynamic observations in the southern Beaufort
Sea in summer 1975 from AIDJEX.

lhe drift of the AIDQEX nmnned drifting station
array  Figure 12! was very different from the drift
that wms expected when the stations were established
fn the spring of I975. Indeed, the array was posi-
tioned with the expectation that it ~ould drift
westwards with the long-time average dri ft of the
southern geaufort Sea Gyre and then. when it arrived
in the area north of Pt. Barrow, it would drift
northwestward along the western part of the Gyre.
The opposite drift actually happened. Thus, it can
be said that the 1975 rirculation of the Beaufort
Sea was anovmlous conpared to the average cr rcul ation.

Durfng August-September 1975, then, the south-
eastwa rd dri ft of the souther n Beaufort Sea ice was
anomal ous coopared to the average summer westward
drift. Furthermore, for this same period the distri-



bution of the envelope of low radiance areas  Figure
5! was anomalous conpared to Chat of the other three
appearing in the same image along the Transpolar
grift Stream. The year 1975 was also the only one of
the four years 1973-76 that a large shore lead that
normally opens in Augrst-Septenber along the northern
coast of Alaska and the McKenzie Delta regi on d1d not
open   Figure 5!, The law radi ance envelopes for this
1975 period are arrayed in two modes: the largest
envelope starts in the central part of the Beaufort
Sea Gyre and extendS westward inta the TranSpolar
Drift Stream, thus being positioned perpendi cular ta
the envelOpes for 1973, 74. and 76 which lie along
the Transpolar Drift Stream; a series of three
smaller envelopes north of Greenland, Svalbard, and
Novaya lemlya that also lie along the Transpolar
Dri fC Stream.

Based on the evidence above, we surmize that:
�! the low radiance  Figure 5! areas are primarily
due to lmvered ice concentration in all years; �!
during August-September 1973, 74, and 76, the long-
time characteristic average 1ce circulation existed
and a zone of Tin»red 1ce concentration, on the order
of 605, was fora»d along the Transpolar Drift Stream;
and �! during August-Septmaber 1975, an anomal ous
circu'lation occurred in Che Beaufort Sea wiCh a large
part of the 1ce pack being pushed southward toward
the Alaskan-Canadian coast, which resulted in the
formation of an extensive zone of Tovmred ice concen-
tration, again on the order of 6'�running from the
central Beaufort Sea westwards into the Siberian Sea.

There is additional evidence in the ESMR-5 images
for August-September 1974   F1gures 6 and 7 ! that the
1 Nv radiance areas are prima r1 ly due to Tarered ice
concentration. Note in the image for 20 August, that
two small Tcw radiance areas appeared at 81 N and 90'E
and at 79'N and 73'E. The brightness teaperatures in
these two areas are at least as low as those in the
larger radiances appearing in the sane image along
the Transpolar Drift Stream. Following the evolution
of the two small areas, near Che central top of each
image, in Figures 6 and 7, they gradually expand,
while maintaining their 'low radiances, until by 13
Septmxber they have opened into the acean at thei r
southern extremities still maintaining their low
radiances, indicative of lmv ice concentration.
Note also that these two areas grew while maintaining
the1r centroid and did nat migrate rapidly 11ke the
similar features in Che Transpolar Drift St ream.
Since these two po lynyas ware located at the edge of
the continental shelf, we believe that they are
1'orwmd by a local oceanographic effect, such as
upwelling, that did not vary spatially during the
August-5eptember peri od.

Similar small, stationary zones af low mi crmvave
radiance, which we again interpret as being priamrily
due to Tmr ice concentration, also appear in the ESMR-
5 images in the area adjacent to the fanadian
Archipelago. In August-September 1975, whi ch as
said above we believe was an anomalous ice circula-
tionn yea r in the Beaufort Sea, two such zones appeared
at 77'M and 135 Tf and at 80'N and 105'4l. They vere
approximately the same size as the ones near the
Siberian coast discussed above and were also near
a continental shelf. The one at 77'N and 13S'il
persisted until late October 1975, while the one at
80'N and 105'W persisted weil into the winter with
gradually inc.reasing ice concentration. Indeed, in
the area where this latter one formed there were
reduced ndcrowave radiances well into spring 1976,
but signatures at that time fall wi th the range of
MY signatures so there is son» anbi guity in interpre-
tation after Fall 1975. As with the small, station-
ary zones near the Siberian coast, vm suggest that
the ones near the Canadi an Archipelago could have been
formed by a local ocean effect associated with the

continental shelf,
In Figure 19 are shown a series of four ESMR-5

images of the Southern Beaufort and Chuckchi Seas for
the period of 5eptember to 29 November 1974 along riti
the appropriate namogram. Note that on 9 September a
large share lead or palynya extended from the Mckenzia
Delta across the coast of Alaska and into the Chuckch
Sea. By 17 November this polynya can be seen to be
full of FY ice, By November all melt ponds are re-
frozen, therefore the radiance variations in the
Chukchi 5aa that occurred in the period 14 - 20
November can only be due to variations in ice concen-
trat1on. Note that sov» areas show variations in
ice concentration of about 20-30$ occurr1ng at
Cin» scales as short as several days.

4.3. Coaparison of ESMR-5 and 0MSP images

Initial ly, we believed that one way to verify
what caused the Tcw radiances in the ESMR-5 images
would be to coapare them to visible images of the
area acquired at nearly the same time. There is a
severe restraint on using visible images in this
manner, because it is not possible to distinguish
leads and polyrlyas which are full of nilas and grease
ice from those which are ice free. Indeed, this
anbiguity also shows up in the interpretat1on of radar
images of the ice  Campbell et al, 1977!. Also open
leads and polynyas smaller than about 1 km are not
resolved in the visible images, but do contribute to
1ovmr microwave radiances, The task of finding near-
siraultaneous vi sible and ESMR-5 images of the transient
low radiance areas proved far more difficult than
imagined. It appears that stratus clouds are almost
a iways associated w1th the low radianr.e areas that
occur in August-September. TIe are indebted to Dr.
R. Crane for finding a visibl e Defense Meteorological
Satellite program  DMSp! image of part of the Arctic
Ocean in the region of Svalbard that shows two
polynyas and part of' the ice edge in the East Green-
land Seas. In Figure 20 this image, acquired on
B April 1973, is corpared to an ESMR5 image of
the same area acquired on 5-7 April 1973. Three
arrows connect correspondi ng features I! the edge
of the sea ice in the East Greenland Sea  A!, 2! a
polynya north of Svalbard, and 3! a polynya north
of Novaya lenlyl a. The polynyas appear to be ice-
free in the WSP image, and the ESMR-5 image also
shrxvs that they are ice-free.

5. IISERVATIONS OF SPRING AND SlgiKR ICE

The variation of the microwave radiances dur-
ing three sur.cessive annual cycles was discussed
above  see Figure 3.!, It is interesting to examine
the spatial distribution af these radiances during
the Spring and Summer in some greater detail. In
Figures 21 and 22, radiances from the central Arctic
basin are shmvn in iburteen ESMR-5 images beginning
on 19 April and running to 14 Auiprst 1974. Based
on this sequence aTone, it miqht be concluded that
a roughly linear warm front proceeds on the ice
surface from Siberia to the Canadian coastline
 see for instance Campbell et al. 1960!. In fact,
this surface warming pattern is repeated in the
1973, 1975, and 1976 data sets  not shown!. This
notion is further supported in Figure 23 by a
sequence of Arctic Ocean Data Buoy  AODB! tenpera-
tures, albeit for 1979  Thorndyke and Colony
19BD!, which show a similar pattern of ice surface
warming star'ting at the Siberian Coast and proceed-
ing in a roughly linear front to the Canadian
coast.

A unique interpretation of the srrrmer micro-
wave radiance pattern changes for the Arrtic Basin
is not possible. Ta i llustrate the complexity af



the sraaamr season radiances, we have selected
three areas surrounding three of the AODBs to
study in detail, recognizing, of rourse. that
these data were acquired five years after the
ESMR-5 data. Because of the difference in time of
the tra> data sets, a detailed conpari son is not
apprapriate. Still another caveat is that the
AOQBs move, whereas a fixed area was selected to
study the ESMR radiances. Mevertheless ~ we assrane
that' the average annual cycle of physical tenpera-
tures in a given Arctic basin location approxi-
mately repeats itself from one year to the next,
supported 1n part tgr the repetition of the apparent
linear warra front phenomenon in the 1973, 1974,
I975, and 1976 ESMR summer data sets. Me also
ass~ that the spatial variation in the tenporal
behaviar of the physical temperatures can be
neglected over the path of the buoy traverse. The
three areas selected are:  I! a predominantly
first-year sea ice area in the East Siberian Sea
[near 16M, 166E!; �! a mixed nuit iyear/first-year
sea ice area in the central Arctic  purple area in
the 21 June image 1n F1gure 21, near 8711 ~ 135-IBOW!;
and �! a heavy multiyear sea ice region north of
the Ijueen Elizabeth Islands  near 83M 1204I!.

The AODB tenperature data for 1979 and the
hearty' ESMR radiances for these three areas for
1974 are plotted in Figure 24, The first noteworthy
featui'e of these plots is the difference in ampl 1-
tudes in the tenperature curves for the three
AOIIs. All three curves rise to about 5'C in July
 consistent with the melting po1nt of the sea ice
and the offset in the buoy tenperatures to be
expected on the basis of solar warming of the
buoys!, but the February-March m1nimum is about
-30'C for the East Siberian Sea case, -35'C for
the Central Arctic, and -40'C 'for the area near
the yamen Elizabeth Islands. Ifithin the errors of
these smoothed curves of buoy temperatures, there
is certainly no obvious phase shift in the three
cycles as might be expected for occurrence of an
advancing linear warm front phenoamnon. Car the
other hand, such a possibilty is not excluded and in
fact 1s probably present as indicated by the di ffer-
ences in the buoy temperature minima.

Another remarkable phenonenon is observed when
Ccatgsaring KSMR-5 radiances and OADB temperatures for
these three locations over the 1974/1979 annual
cycles. Starting with the area north of the Iiueen
El i zabeth Islands  Figure 24a!, the rati o of the
auaplitudes of the ESMR-5 radiance and AQDB physical
teegaerature in the cycles  which are in phase even
though they are five years apart! is about 0.78.
This ratio of amplitude of brightness tenperature
to the ampfitude of physical cemperature implies an
emissivity of 0.78 which is in reasonable agreenent
with the approximate O.B4 value for the emissivity
of multiyear ice at the ESMR-5 wavelength of 1.55
cm. Thus. it can be seen that at this particular
location an enrlssivity change in the snow rover on
the sea 1ce is not evident as the physical tenpera-
ture approaches the nelting point in the sunrier
 Edgerton et al., 1971, Stiles and Ulahy, 1980!. In
contrast, the area near the North pole  Figure 24b!,
where the two cycles are again 1n phase, yields a
ratio of about 1.1, clearly fndicating a significant
change in sea ice emissivity, which 1s assumed to be
due to the presence of a liquid phase. Also consis-
tent with such an emissivity change is the increase
in the slope of the ESMR-5 radiance curve late in
%y  Figure 24b!. The ESMR-5 radiances in the East
Siberian Sea  Figure 24c! do not fol 1 car the AODB
temperatures as closely as in the other two areas.
The s1tuation in this area appears to be more complex.
The out-of-phase characteristic in March is likely
to be related to differences in the annual cycle of

the physical temperatures in 1914 and 1979. The
lack of agreenmnt in the Fall curves may also result
from sea ice divergence or the formation of and
subsequent freezing of melt ponds on the sea ice.

The freezing and thawing of the surfaces of
melt ponds is controlled by neteorological events,
such as the passage of cyclones and the presence of
stratus cloud patches, that are frequent dur'.ng
the Arctic sranmer. The synoptic weather conditions
associated with the pattern of brightness terrpera-
tures and snow melt in 1974 is discussed in C~ane et
al. �982!. Since such events move over over broad
areas, it could be assmned that the response of melt
ponds to them would also occur randoraly over broad
areas rather than in a relatively narraw band along
long-term ice circulation features.

The sequential ESMR-5 images for July 1974
 Figure 22! show microwave radiance vari ations of
sea ice occurring over broad, amorphous areas.
Considerirg the magnitude and range of the radiance
variations observed, they could be due to freezing/
thaw/ng of melt ponds. lhese are not nearly as 1 ow
in radiance as those zones  Figure 5! which we attri-
bute to lmv ice concentration. Mote that there are
two dominant signatures in these images: a brown/
orange one which has the signature of multiyear ice
with approximately 30' ice-free melt ponds; and
pink areas which have the signature approximately
20 K higher and which indicate that the melt ponds
are refrozen. These 1 arqe, amorphous zones migrate
with speeds similar to those of summer cloud systems.
Conparing the July 1974 images to those for 1973,
1975, and 1976  not shown!, we find no repeating
pat.tern in the distribution of these amorphous
zones. Thus, these freeze/thaw zones in July behave
in an entirely different way than the well-defined
August/September lower radiance zones which are
relatively narrow and appear repeatedly in the area
of the transpo! ar drift stream.

6. COIICEUSIORS

The ESMR on the N1mbus-5 satellite provided
data for the first synoptic inrages of the polar
sea ice covers and ice sheets. It did so on an
every three-day basis wfth occasional gaps during
the fi rst four years, and has provided data of
1 ovmr quality until the present time. The FSMR data
set affords a uni que 1 ook at the behavi or of ice on
our planet. ibis study has focused on the inter-
pretation of the Arctic sea ice data. 2wally et
al. �983! have performed a detailed ana lysi s of
the Antarctic sea ice data. These and other stud-
ies ~sing ESMR-5 data have shorm that the polar
sea ic.e cover undergoes large spatial variations
of ice extent. ice concentration, and ice type
throughout the range of time scales frorr several
day to interannual. ESMR-5 was a single-frequency,
single polarization sensor, whir.h measured key
sea ice pararreters to accuracies useful for a «ide
variety of studies: position of the sea ice bound-
aries to 25 km, ice concentration to 15'L, and
qualitative information on mal tiyear ice fraction.

In 1978 RASA launched the 10-channel Scanning
Multichannel hlicrowave Radiorreter  SMMR! on both
the himbus-7 arrd Seasat satel lites. These two
instruments, essentially copies of each other
with f ive frequencies each with hori zontal and
vertical polarization  Gloersen and Barath, lg77!,
represent a considerable junp in complexity over
ESMR-5. The Seasat SMMR operated for the 'll fetirre
of the satellite, only 110 days, but the himbus-7
SMMR is still operating. Thus, the length of the
high-quality SMMR data set now exceeds that of
ESMR-5. The rarlti frequency, dual-pol ari zeri mi cro-
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Figtsre O. Seasonal nomograms of ice concentration as functions ot
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iltudiea of the charao terlSt iCS Of ice and
de to tnaat iori properties were f irst ca r r ied

to tal.ucidate the behavior of glaciers, and it
nas only been in the last few decades that
i.hs properties of sea r.r e have been seri rnusly
studied. During the c:arly yearS oe yrorld 4'ar

the rani;e of British airCraft was inac'ne-
gus'te for protection of the North Atlarrtlc
saa lanes and several Suggeetl'ons were made
f:l uaing natural lce aS t.ernparary landing
f'e 'da, lrowever, icebergs are notoriously
unstable� and the prospect of. a landrng fie]d
flipping Over during an apprOach was nat very
=omfortablo. sea ice platforms are al.so
inadequate. Aa a result a. substantial er fOrt
va 8 Q ev o 'te di 'to d ev e 1 op I rl g a n ic c e s 't r u c 't ii x t-

would be mare useful. A new ice alloy
.'=s devciloped  called "pykretr. "! and prel 'm-
r-arl desi<lns carried out, Howe.er, by the
' ir. e it gct that: f.ar the exigencies of. thr
Wirlr Situaticn harl ichanq -'il a!!d t he pin Jeot
"=is not carried to ..orir.let.lon. This story
semess to be sympt.orna t ic o f our up-arid-down
ai pros- h t.i arr.tic: endr.avors. That w'as
cer a inl'; the case when i n 196 ' we carr '' ecl

succeaaf ul experlmer,t.al landings crf the
crit ir e Air Force i nventory of aircraft.
T.ia 1 O, Cr'eenlanrl, lne l ucl i ng Caria truC t ed
'-, arking area suitable for the heaviest airs-

a f r. Boon the reaf ter t hs Air Force lest
l;trar'eSt. Let us hopr,. that our preach
a-cti.c policy wil 1 incl.udge a sus ainr-.d ef fort
ar understanding the propr'rtles and beha. iors

arctrc 'Ce, The papers presented this
ter nsan will make it. clear that their'e l.s

still mcuch to learn.
fn this session we shall look to the

behaVisr rrf arCtie Sea lCe f rOm tWO cluite
dif fe erst points of view, First,
.' c tchard will take- a r..acroscopic view of sea
'ce behavior on the scale of hundrecls and
t =.ris of kilometers, modeirng its behavior an
terms of the imposed f'orc es and character-
istic ice properties, The problem is a
rifficult one since the forces actinc

ice are complex a.,d cove f rom dif ferent
ori.giins.which can be evaluated and descr ibed
.=- ai'ltatlve'y, but their quanti atlve es'tl.�
:.a> ion iS Still mOSt. dlf lcult, Similarly,
.lie react;ion of sea ice to the oppased
f ' cs rs a complex otic and depends ori the
sour e of the: ice and time, teni era+ are, ar:d

ta -"- al can sideratior.s that are riios'
if i" lt to Simpllfv ir. a fo m for whi h

rnacrOSCoplc computatians are useful. Ni ver-
theless, a lot of progress has beer. n.aoe th'
last several years, and Dr. pr.rtchard w 1'
inform us atoi.t. the oresent start Of affairs.

Sea ic behavior can also be approached
f'rom the poirit of view of rcateriril s - ropcr-
tiis in which the characte.istics rrf the c-
are related to its crystallirie structure, itS
cor!paa l. t' ron, l ts rrll.cl Ostl uct!ir'p. ar.'d
ir:fluence Of vari ous impurit leS whi.ch n ay be
present. This l: a'so a complex subject
SlnCe iCe fsrma ln VariOuS WayS. ri'e -ar.
expect that the prof>ert.ic:s of sea cr whi cli
COritain;." a gOOd deal Of entr apperl brine Will
be Similar ta the higher purity, l,irger gr in
size giLacier ice carved from the shc re ~ of
Green'and and Ellesmers Island. E'nce its
mcchanica' properties ara of interest ir.
temperature ra~ge quite close to its melting
point, terrpe rats,re ard strain rate are al so
impar:tant variablCs. SinCe sc rersl ..rlabl=s
inf1 uence the resulting properties. a cer .a iri
camp lexi ty rouse be adrlressed and this . s tire
task which Dr. tiecks and Dr. Keller ha; e
u "ide r taken.





LrtODELING OF ARCTIC SEA ICE FIELOS
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The capability to model sea ice dynamics behavior
has increased substantially during the last decade,
TTse literature deSCr ibing maCrOSCale and meSOSCale
~cling in the Arctic Basin, especially the Beaufort
Sea. the Chukchi Sea and Bering Strait region, and
tile Bal tiC, Bering and Greenland Seas is reviewed.
Basic contributions to model development are ident-
sf led with the intent of determining the essential
s i ~ i larities in approach. Features needed to des-
cribe ice behavior in a physically acceptable way are
discussed. Although models have come into more con-
«n use, many of these models have not incorporated
'the results of recent studies of small-scale pro-
ceSSeS. The Sea ice madeling cOmmunity is Challenged
to take this better understanding of individual phy-
sical processes and to incorporate it into the models,

1 . INTROoUCT IOaL

poring the 'last decade, the unders,tanding «sea
ice behavior has increased substantially. As in
other engineering and scientific fields, modeling of
this behavior has been able to keep pace because of
the great advances in computer hardware and soft~are
end. to a lesser extent, because of advances i n nu-
mricaI solution techniques for solving complicated
prcrblems. The techniques needed to simulate sea ice
tarehavior are some of the most sophisticated in use
anywhere today.

The purpose af this revie~ is to survey the mod-
~ 1 s currently in use and to examine and compare the i r
basic components. In this way, the differences and,
even more, the similarities in the var ious approaches
Can be 'Identified. It is hoped that this analysis
m i 11 encourage and help other investigators to focus
ran improving our understanding and description of sea
tce processes and thereby adapt and extend present
acrcle 'I s .

Models are used in a diverse r ange of applica-
tions. extending from the need for more fundaraental
scientific knowledge to a variety of specific opera-
t i trna I needs. These app1 i cat tons include under-
standing climate dynamics, determining oil spill tra-
jectories, estimating loads that might be applied to
a f ixed structure operating within the ice cover,
estimating noise generated by the ice cover, or warn-
ing of possible future ice invasions dur ing petroleum
dr i I I ing operations in open -water con di ti ons . Time
and space scales in each of these problems differ
s 1 g ni f i cant I y.

On macroscales of hundreds of kilometers, sea ice
bract av i Or af fects climate dynami c s. The ef f ec ts o f
sea ice motions and deformations are realized primar-

ily through the formation of open water, which in-
creases heat transfer fram the ocean to the atmos-
phere. The ice stress is not of direct physical
concern . On mesoscales of tens to hundreds of ki lo-
meters, both ice motions and stresses are important.
Ice motions would influence an oil spill by trans-
porting it. Also' the large-scale ice stress could.
be transmitted shoreward to generate forces on off-
shore drilling structures. The geophysical scale
forces from winds and currents over wide areas of the
ice pack cause its motion . These effects can be
realized at large distances vrhen internal tee
stresses are high . These large-scale forces and
stresses rannot be measured dirertly. To compare
with observed behavior, our attention must be focused
on the motions, the only directly observable vari-
able, On small scales of a hundred meters and less,
these forces affect the design and use of offshore
drilling structures. Artifici al i sl ands, docks,
breakwaters, and conical platforms must be designed
to withstand the forces that sea ice ran apply. For
scales between a hundred meters and ten kilon ters,
sea ice behavior i s difficult to categorize. There
is not a c.lear separation of scales ano several
problems fal 1 within the mesosc ale and small -scale
bounds.

In current sea iCe mOdelS, the phySical behavicr
of sea ice is described by accounting for mass, mo-
mentum and energy balance and the constitutive laws
relating deformation to stres,s and thickness redis-
tribution and thermal growth. In this review, the
numeri cal schemes used to sol ve the mathemati ca 1
model s are discussed brief ly. Computational consid-
erations include the choice of a tagrangian or Euler-
ian descr iption, a finite element or finite dif-
ference approximation. and an implicit or explicit
time integration.

This review is not complete in the sense that not
all ice modeling publications are discussed. Atten-
tionn is focused on mesoscale and smaller model i ng in
whirh stress, velocity and ice conditions are equally
important- past reviews by Rothrock [1,2j and Hibler
[3,4] on macroscale modeling are updated, but models
developed primarily for studying climate dynarrics are
only included as they apply to mesoscale problems.
Also, small-s cele engineering studies are ignored.
These engineering studies will, in the future, provide
input to modeling individuaL processes, but, at tnrs
tirae, have not been included in larger scale models.
ftany valuable engineering studies are to be found irr
proceedings of the POAC and OTC confer ences as well
as the numerous recent ASrtE and ASCE conferenc s with
Arctic sessions The RTLS has also prepared a pub-
lished search on sea ice. The works ref renced in



this paper can provide detailed information on speci-
fic topics and references to further relevant studies.

The remainder of this paper is divided into four
sections. A lengthy review of literature on sea ice
models appears in Section 2. Then, computati ona1
Conaiderat IOnS needed tO SO1Ve problems with theSe
models are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, an
overv iew of the fundanenta I compo~ants of a mode 1
needed ta Cmnpletely deSCribe ICe dynamiCS behaviOr
is given. Reconmendatlons for future a~tensions are
also made. Finally, in Section 5, a brief conclusion
evaluates the current status of ice dynmnics modeling.

2. LITERATijtE REviEM

The 92 I terature re v I ewed in thi s sec t i on is ex-
tensive. It includes macroscale and mesoscale models
of almost all arctic and subarctic ice-covered oceans.
Since different length and time scales, geographic
regions and specific applications are involved, it is
difficult to separate the presentation into logical
subsections. In general, the disc~ssion I s broken
down by geographic region. Separate subsections are
presented on models developed for use in the Arctic
Basin and Beaufort Sea region. the Chukchi Sea and
Bering Strait area, the Baltic Sea, and the Bering
and Greenland Seas . The first subsection is an
exception, ho~ever. In that it is a general discus-
sion of free drift. This seems reasonable because
free-drift models, in neglecting ice stress, do not
show strong regional differences.

2.1 Free Grift

Free drift of sea ice is defined as the condition
where all forces act on the Ice cover except ice
stress divergence. In most present models these
other forces include inertial and Coriolis accelera-
tionn, air and water drag, sea surface tilt and, at an
ICe edge, waVe radiat,ion drag. alany authOrS have
discussed free drift. with early references to Ilansen
[5] and Zubov [6]. Recent articles typically trace
the mome~turn balance in free drift to Campbell [7].
RathrOCk I.I,2] and Leppairanta [8] have preSented re-
cent reviews.

McPhee [9] has used AIDJEX data from the sumner
of 1975 to analyze the relationship bet~can blinds and
ice motions. This time period was chosen because it
appears that ice motions then were unaffected by in-
ternal ice stress. The study had as a primary goal
the determination of an oceantc drag law. This work
has continued, and a comprehensive report has been
published comparing various drag laws [ 10]. Overland
and Pease [ IT ] and McPhee I 1 2] have developed similar
models of the oceanic mixed layer for shallow seas .
Pease et al. $13] have used a free-drift model with
quadratic drag laws to determine drag coefficients
near the ire edge in the Beri ~g Sea. Another ocean
model that is useful to note is the multilevel ocean
model of Liu and Leendertse I14], which treats ice as
a linear viscous layer but includes most acean trans-
port processes in great detail.

All of these water drag models may be incorpor-
ated into more complex and complete ice dynamics
mOdelS, but have been exerCISed to date Only in free-
drift models  except Thomas [ 15] has used McPhee's
shallow ocean model in his nearshore Beaufort Sea
studies!.

COlOny and Thorndike [ 16] and ThOrndike and Calany
[ 17] have analyzed ice motion data and geostropbic
wind data from Arctic Basin buoy deployments in 1975-
76, 1979-80, lgBO-Bl and !981-82 to determine how
well a linear model relates daily average motions.
They found that at distanres further than 4OO km from
shore, free dr~ft describes about 85 percent of the

variance in ice velocity in winter and about 95 per-
cent in summer. Velocity vector errors between
observed and modeled velocities have a standard
deviation of abou t 4 .0 cm/s . Nearer to shore where
ice is often in contact with the coast, about 50 per-
cent of the variance is described. Mean vector errors
over monthly periods are nearly constant and may be
attributed to long-term ocean currents . This may be
the best available estimate of the ocean currents
because of the sparcity of direct measurements.

Thomas and Pritchard [ 18] and Pritchard I 19] have
used a free-drift model with quadratic drag lavvs to
analyze AIOJEX data for the Beaufort Sea in 1975-76.
They found that modeled velocity vectors have montlily
mean errors less than 1.0 cm/s and standard deviations
af about 3.6 cm/s in sunmer and up to 10 cm/s in
winter. This model is also used with 25 years of
barometric pr essure data for the Beaufort Sea to esti-
mate the range of ice motions that may be expected for
this region. The study updates a similar estimate by
Sater et al. [2O].

Dimens I onless var i ab les have been introduced by
Pritchard and Thoma~ L21] and Lepphranta [8]. The
choice of reference variables differs and dlmensian-
less parameters appear in different combinations. but
similar results are obtained.

McPhee I 22] has used free drift to study inertial
oscillations in the Beaufort Sea. when ice stress is
negligible, incr tial and Curio lis forces respoavd to
wind drag and produce inertial oscillations. ln the
subarctic water s of the llal tie and Bering Seas the
thinner ice means that inertial a.nd Coriolis accelera-
tions are smaller and, therefore, produce sealler
inertial osci 1 let ions   Leppdr anta [8] ! . Pease e t al.
[13] have shown that air and water drag are nearly in
balance in the Bering Sea because the ice is thinner.

2.2 Arctic Basin and Beaufort Sea

The strain that may occur in an ice floe before
failure is small compared to the deformation due to
failure by opening, rafting and ridging. A model may
describe behavior on a scale small enough to resolve
variations from floe to floe or may average aver a
number of floes and describe a set of average prop-
erties. This set of properties must be complete
enough so that the desired output variables, such as
velocity and stress, are determined in an average
sense at this length scale. Then, even though there
are known variations on smaller scales. it is not
necessary to resolve them explicitly.

The velocities of individual partirles of ice on
a floe differ, especially when floes are large com-
pared to the scale of reso lot ian. These velocity
variations cannot be described well as a continuum
velocity field because deformations are localized at
floe boundaries rather than being distributed as con-
tinuous straining of the floes Nye and Thomas I 23]
have shown how ice velocities vary over an area
several hundred kilometers long by using satellite
images. On smaller scales, Hibler et al. [24] hsve
presented s imi 1 ar res ul ts. Thi s work h as been re-
viewed by Rothrock I'2]. More recently, Thorndike and
Colony [25] and Colony and Tharndlke L16] have ana-
lyted iCe mOtion data from the Beaufort Sea and the
central Arctic Basin to determine the portion of ob-
served motion that can be explained by a continuum
velocity field and the portion that appears as s*-
grid-scale velocity inhomogeneities. Their weri;
focuses on large-scale behavior, 100 km and lar ger in
resalution. Velocity variations as large as 0.4 ce/s
in winter and 1.1 cm/s in sunvser cannot be describe'-
by a continuum velocity field . Strains calculate'
from buoys about, 1/0 km apart have an uncertainty of
0.4 to 1.1 x 10 z s-1. An uncertainty of th's
magnitude makes it difficult to determine whether a



area is d1verging or converging. An uncertainty in
shear and rotation is less severe because these quan-
tities are larger than dilatation . The impact of thi s
uncertainty is that the stress can be in substantial
error because it 1s determined from the strain through
a constitutive law and limits the accuracy of a con-
tinuum model for a selected length scale.

Sea ice dynamics modeling in the Beaufort Sea ad-
vanced at a rapid pace with the concentrated efforts
during AILIEX, as discussed by llntersteiner [ 26].
Coon [27] has sunmarized the model developed during
that prograra. One of the major contributions of the
AIL3EX model is the attempt to describe large-scale
ice behavior by describing individual processes such
as lead formation, rafting and ridging.

Ice conditions, which are expected to control the
relative 1mportance of individual processes, are
descr1bed in terms of the thickness distribution by
Thorndike et al. L28]. The large-scale heat flux
between ocean and atmosphere that affects climate
dynmnics thr oughout the world is also affected
directly by ice conditions [29,30]. Thermal growth
and ablation of sea ice has been descr1bed by the
c limatological average rates for each thickness
throughout the year. This approach was used for
rhett-term simulations [31]. Thermal growth has also
been accounted for by simulating the heat budget
d lrec'tly. This approach was used by Hibler I 32] to
simulate year-long behavior, and it is the approach
needed for climate dynmn1cs simulations.

Large-scale ice stress is related to deformations
by an elastic-plastic canstitutive law [ 33,34]. Ice
strength has been determined by Rothrock �5! by
equating the energy d1ssipated in plastic
deformations to two sraall-scale energy sinks . These
two sinks, which have been identified by parmerter
and Coon [36] in their study of the mechanisms pre-
valent in ridgi ng, are increases in gravitatianal
potential energy as 1ce conditions change and fr ic-
timnal diSSipat1an aS iCe blOCkS Slide through the
rubble of a ridge. This AIOJEX model provides the
framework within which all recent modifications and
'lmproverrmnts are discussed.

Simulations of sea ice behavior using the AIDJEX
model hyve indicated that strength ~aloes less than
l. x 104 N/m are unrealistically low [37]. Bugden
[38] modified the redistribution function to allow
thin ice to be ridged into a range of thi cker ice
categories, 1nstead of assuming that all 1ce r1dges
into ice 5 times its original thickness as a.ssumed by
Coon et al. [31] and Thorndike et al. [28]. Rothrock
f 2! reviews this aspect of the model deve lopment .
Hibler j32] has introduced an alternative formulation
of the redistribution function in a simulation af
Arctic Basin ice drift for 1962-63. This redistribu-
tionn also accounts for ice being ridged into a range
Of thicker categories, and it more accurately reflerts
the morphology of the ridged ice cover and the square-
root thickness scaling found by Parmerter and Coon
[ 36]. This assumption increases the strength to more
acceptable levels for accurately simulating ice tra-
jectories. Pritchard I 39! summarized the framework
of the AIOJEX model and gener a11zed the const1tutive
law by adding an energy sink to account for shearing
deformations. He assumed that shearing occur s along
narrow bands rather than over wide areas and, as a
result, does not redistribute ice. These assumptions
have allowed more accurate simulations to be made,
while still retaining the physically realistic model
developed initially during AIOJEX. Accurate simula-
tions of nearshore ice dynamics have been performed
w 1th this model and with an ideal plastic mode'I I 40j.

Itothrock [2! has called for a more tharough vali-
dation of the performance of these models. Rothrock
et al. �1! presented a method for evaluating mode l
performanre by calculating the stress divergence and

all other forces in the momentum balance using ice
motion, wind and current observations directly. They
concluded that an ideal plastic model with a teardrop
yield surface did not satisfy momentum balance for the
three times it was tested during the AIDJEX experi-
ment. Kolle and Pritchard I42] have determined
velocity vector errors for a series of simulations of
Beaufort Sea ice dynamics, Errors in da11y average
ice velocities are shown to have a mean of less than
1.0 cm/s and a standard deviation of 3 6 cm/s, includ-
ing both nearshore and far offshore s1tes. These
errors appear to hold for simulations througnout the
AIOJEX field experiment in 1975-76.

Hibler [ 3,43] has devel oped a viscous-plastic con-
st1tutive law to describe the mechanical response.
Th1s change from elastic ta viscous behavior at low
stress levels is a valuable extension because it
allows different numerical techniques ta be used to
solve the model. No definitive study has yet been
made to determine the range of conditions for which
viscous or elastic behavior is superior in numerical
simulations. However, the U.S. Navy has adapted the
viscous mode'l for simulations and predictions of ice
behavior over the whole Arctic Basin and the elastic
model for regional ice behavior analysis,

Both the elastic-plastic and the v1scous-plastic
constitutive laws were developed to describe sea ice
that is nearly rigi d at low stress levels but that
succumbs to large deformation s at a limit stress .
These proper ties are consistent with t.he ridging
raechanism model of parmerter and Coon [363, who found
that deformations are rate independent and that as a
limit height is r eached the ridge extends horizontal-
ly. This behavior could be described reasonably well
by a rigid-plastic constitutive law in a model seeking
to describe sea ice motions' but such a constituti ve
law poses serious numerical difficulties and the
assumption of rigidity prohibits determination of
stress 1n the ice cover. The viscous-plastic madel
of Hi hler [ 3, 43] also has difficulties in determ i ni ng
stress because of the presence of a static pressure
term that treats pr essure 1n the ice similarly to
pressure in a gas . This term induces a pressure in
the ice equal to half the isotropic yield strength
whenever deformations are zero, a result that is not
acceptable near an ice edge, for example. McKenna
[44j has circumvented this shortcoming by eliminating
the static pressure term.

NcKenna has studied the effects of constitutive
law on ice behavior for short time periods I 44]. A
f1n1te element formulatian was used, and both elastic-
plastic and viscous -plastic laws were studied. He
found little difference in the resultant ice behavior.
Although the finite element formulation 1s limited ta
allow only triangular elements, the consideration of
arbitrary yield surface shapes and bath elastic anc
viscous behavior is a valuable step ioward developirg
one computer program that can solve problems using any
of the models already developed

In addition to mass and momentum balance, which
have been included in the ice models previously des-
Cribed, the meChaniCal ener gy balance has been deS-
cr ibed by Coon and Pr itchar d [45] . The mechanical
energy budget has been evaluated by Pritchard et al.
I 46] for the Beaufort Sea in 1 975-76. During two
si.rong storm events, the ice dynamics model represen-
ted each term in this mechanical energy budget accura-
tely. Further work has snown that one of tne terms
in the budget, the energy dissipated by ridging, ex-
plains about half of the variance in low-frequency
background noise observed during the winter of 1975-76
Lgy]-

ln the Canadian Beaufort 5ea, drilling activities
offshore of the NacKenzie River delta have led to the
need for a smaller scale model to pr edict ice moti ois .
l eavitt et al. [48] have adapted the visroris-plastic



rnOdel by introduCing a faur-COnesenent CharaCteriZatiOn
of the ice thickness distribution, first presen'ted in
[49j, to characterize this primarily first-year ice.

ln the Alaskan Beaufort Sea, offshore tracts in
the Dsapir f 1eld from Oemarcati on point to Barrow have
been leased, The enviromnental impact statement re-
quires that the probab11ity of impact in case of an
oil Spill be determined for the Alaakan ShOreline. TO
determine ice motions that affect this probability,
Thomas [ 15] has adapted the ATDJEK model presented by
pritchard [39] to estimate the range of ice trajector-
ies that can be expected. Daily ice mot1ons were
simulated. The computational grid sIze was typically
about 40 km, but was as small as 5 km in some cases,
This small-scale resolution allowed the effects of the
shoreline to be lgcluded. Even at moderate ice
s trengths of 5. x 10~ H/m, the smallest resolution was
found to be unnecessary for determining the range of
ice tra!ectorles. Most simulations were performed
with the larger grid. Some 2250 ice tra]ectories were
calculated for 30 starting sites. The range of mo-
ti Ona ShOwS hOw I Ce behaVeS under different ice, wind
and current conditions.

2.3 Chukchi Sea and Bering Strait

ifhen a shorter fetch is available for winds and
Currenta tO att On the ICe, the internal stress di-
vergence becomes raore important than the other driv-
ing forces. ln the Chukchi Sea, the smaller scales
are caused by surrounding land masses. Thus, the
Chukchi Sea differs from the Beaufort Sea because it
is bounded by land on all sides but its northern edge.
Moreover, at its southern edge the funneling effect
near the Bering Strait reduces the ice cover to a
mere 80 km in width. The behavior of sea ice here is
domInated by the internal ice stress. The dimension-
less parameter that reflects the ratio of ice stress
dIVergenCe tO water drag prOVideS a meaaure Of the
relative Importance of the ice stress [21].

The mot1on of the Chukchi Sea ice cover is gen-
erallyy toward the northwest. However, along the
Alaskan shore the ice is extremely mobile, often
moving alongshore in one direction or the other  see
Shapiro and Burns, [50]!. Sodhi [51], Pritchard et
al. [52] and Kovacs et al. [53] have used plasticity
models of the ice to describe the formation of the
structural arch that forms across the Bering Strait.
They also studied breakouts of ice from the Chukchi
1 nto the Bering Sea when the arch collapses . Re leer
et al. [54! have related breakouts to the intensity
of winds and curr ents and have shown that currents
provide the primary driving force that controls break-
outs. Reimer et a l. [ 55] give accurate simulations
of ice motions in this region, including the h igh-
Speed ICe mOtiOnS near ShOre.

The strong influence of internal stress in the
vicinity of the Bering Strait has allowed some study
of ice strength values� . Rei mer et al . [54j have
estimated the unconfined compressive strength to be
on the order of 1.5 x lO5 II/m, Kovacs et al. [53]
have pursued the determination of yield strength and
estImated the ice cover on this scale to have an
internal friction of 30 degrees by considering the
wedge-shaped protrusions of Ice around Fairway Rock,
which is southeast of the Oiomede islands in the
Bering Strait. This. approach is attractive because
it allo~s a direct evaluation of one parameter. the
angle of internal friction. in terms of a directly
measurable guantity, the location of a slip line in
the plasticity solution. Pritchard and Reimer [56]
have determined the mathematical characteristics as-
sociated with the two-dimensional plasticity models;
these give a means for i nterpreting lead directions
in terras of slip lines as suggested by Marco and
Th omson [ 5!, 58]. Sodhi [ 51] and Kovacs et al. [53]

use results of a soil model adapted for sea ice, which
prov i ded consi stent results. Studies by R. T. Hall
 personal communication! have attempted a similar ap-
proach using large-scale lead patterns observed in 'the
Beaufort Sea, but poor correlations between character-
istic directions and lead directions were found.

2.4 Baltic Sea

Year-round shipping in the Baltic Sea has led to
an active effort to develop a model to predict the
effect of an ice cover on icebreaker performance-
Field experiments carried out by both Finnish amd
Swedish Investigators as early as 1974 have provided
a COmprehenSive Set Of data On ice cOnditionS, iCe
motions, ~inds and currer ts  see, for example, Blma-
quist et al. [59j; Udin and Omstedt, [60]; Omstedt and
Sahlberg [61]!. Mathematical models of ice motion
the Bay of Bothnia have been developed and used
Finland  Valli and Lepparanta [62]; l.epparanta [ B!!
and in Sweden  Udin and Ullerstig [63]; Udln and
Omstedt [60]; Omstedt [64j!. Research to develop the
models has continued. An outstanding description of'
ice mechanics and modeling of sea ice behavior in tbe
Bay of Bothnia is given by Lepparanta [B]. This ccaa-
prehensive study discusses both observed ice behavior
and models used to predict short-term Ice motions end
conditions.

Leppgranta [B] uses the thir.kness di stri butiom
concept to characterize ice conditions. He separates
the thickness distribution into flat ice and a distri-
bution of ridged ice. This allows the shape of
ridge sail and keel to be introduced simply and ridg-
ing intensIty to be used as a means of observing the
result of ridging. Nondimensional variables are de-
fined to estima'te the importance of each term in
momentum balance, inertial and Coriolis acceleration,
air and water drag, sea surface tilt and ice stress
divergence. The important dimensionless groups are
expressed as ratios of each force to the inertial
force, a common technique in flu1d mechanics. The
stress-deformation law is assumed as a viscous law. an
unfortunate shortcom ing in light of recent success
with plasticIty models. The mechanical energy budget
in the Bay of Bothnia has also been derived and com-
pared with observed valueS. However, no attenert
appears to have been made to use this relationship to
estimate mesoscale ice strength or other properties.
Hibler et al. [65,66] have presented a similar model
that is under development for use by the Swedish
Meteorological and Hydrological !nstitute for short-
term ice forecast,s. This is an application of the
macroscale model of H1bler that uses the viscous-
plastic constitutive law [3,4,32.43].

Leppgranta [67] has questi oned captains of the
icebreakers that operate in the Balt1c dur1ng ~i~ter
to evaluate the accuracy and usefu 1 nes s of a model for
predIcting icebreaker performance in this area. These
individuals gave a somewhat mixed response, but agreed
that the model was useful. Mhile this evaluation of
model performance is only qualitative, it is neverthe-
less a critical test of model performance, i.e.,
whether or not it helps those who must operate in the
sea ice cover.

2.5 Bering and Greenland Seas

Discussions of modeling efforts for these two
regions are combined because the ice dynamics proces-
ses are relatively similar. The essential sImilari-
ties are that an ice edge is present, tracking its
position is necessary in most applications, and ice
is usually thin enough that Internal ice stress
divergence is not the dominant force 1n the momentuv
balance. However, ice stress raust be included in any
model used to predict ice edge motion because onshore



ice motions compact the ice and, thus, make ice
stress an important factor. The set of processes
that affects ice motion and deformation differs under
the compact and d i spers ed i ce co ndi t i ons th at
aCCOmpany OnShore and offShOre motionS. The
plastic1ty models developed for Beaufort and Chukchi
Sea ice behavior are appl1cable for describing
coaqract ice behavior here. The plasticity raodels
automatically produce zero stress levels in dispersed
Ice if a thickness distribution is included to
descr1be the ice conditions. Therefore, they are
Irmaediately adaptable to the thinner ice conditions
occurr1ng in these subarct1c ~aters, and they provide
the best available simulations of ice behavior.
However, these models lack a tuning of the
constitutive laws and a description of the more
complex oceanographic features and the1r effects on
the ice.

The essential processes controlling ice behavior
in the Bering Sea have been categorized by Pease [68]
free data taken in March 1979. During that time, ice
advected south~ard in a "conveyer belt," melting at.
the southern edge and growing in polynyas adjacent to

northern land masses by freezing . Thomas and
pritchard [ 69] deployed buoys on the ice during the
winter of 1980-81 and found that, while the "conveyer
belt" is active at times, nor thward mations also
occur frequently. The northward motions persisted
during this winter so that ice was advected northward
through the Bering Strait into the northern Chukch1
Sea.

4 comprehensive field prograrx is sheduled for the
1982-83 1ce season as part of MIZEX [10j, The data
will include ice motions and deformations, winds,
currents, and ice conditions, as well as other
metearalagical and oceanogr aphiC ObSer vations near
the ice edge. Some ice motion abservat1ons are
planned within the ice pack to allow comparison with
motions observed near the ice edge. A conceptual
mOClel Of fOrCeS applied tO the ice has been preSented
by Muench et al. [71! to describe forces applied by
w1nd and current drag, wave radiation and internal
wav» drag. However, little effort has been focused
on modeling the physical processes governing ice
behav1or or developing the constitutive laws r elating
deformations to ice stres.s and 1ce conditions.
Several different mechanisms have been offered to
exp'lain the bands, streaks and patches of ice that
OCCur during Off-1 Ce windS . iaadhams [ 72 ] and Martin
et al. [73! have shown how forces due to wave
radiation separate ice floes that air eady are
Isolated from the pack and cause them to accelerate
away from the pack. McPhee [10j describes how the
melti»g of ice at the ice edge reduces the ocean drag
coef f1 cient and al laws higher f'loe velocities.
Together these two mechanisms could explain how bands
and streaks occur.

Tucker and Hibler [74j and Tucker [75] have simu-
lated ice behavior east of Greenland for October and
IIovember 1979 using the viscous-plastic model discus-
sed earlier [32,76j. The thickness distribution
included two categories of ice, open water and thick
ice; therefore, compactness and average ice thickness
were simulated. Data provided by two buoys that had
drifted through this region during the simulation
period allowed simulated ice velocities to be com-
pared with actual velocities. The average velocity
error vector was about lg cm/s and the standard
deviat1on of daily velocity errors was 18 cm/s.
Correlation coefficients for each velocity romponent
for the two buoys ranged from 0.48 to 0.57. The ice
thickness and ice edge motion were reasonable, but
excessive. Inaccurate thermal growth rates were felt
to be at fault. Since this was a first, rough
calculation to determine which processes are most
important, results were judged acceptable.

where
at
ex
oh
M

1s time step  sj,
is roughly the smallest grid spacing  m!
is mass dens1ty times thickness  xg/mZ!,
is elast1c modulus, whicn must exceed
200 times the ice strength if elastic strair
is limited to O.B percent, and
i s ki ~amati c v i scosity, wh icn must exceeo

10 s times the ice st.rength if viscous
strain 1s limited to 0.5 x 10-7 s-I  about
0.5 percent per day!.

3. COMPUTATIOMAL CONSIDERATIOKS

Either a Lagrangian or an Euler i an descript1or is
used in sea 1ce dynamics modeling, depending upon the
application. Both approaches provide the ability to
describe ice velocity and stress fields.

The Lagrangian description refers each grrd loca-
tion to aninit1el parti cl e position. It i s most
frequently used to describe the behav 1 or of s o11d
materials that are strained up to perhaps 50 to
100 percent ~ but no more. An advantage is that indi-
vidual ice floes may be tracked simply. 4 disadvan-
tage is that grids can become too distorted over long
periods of time. The Lagrangian approach is most
useful for simulations of fairly short duration, say
5 to 'lO days, where total strains do not exceed the
usual 60 to 100 percent. lichen observed 1ce motions
are prescr ibed as boundary condit ions, the Lagrangian
description directly accepts these data as boundary
conditions  e.g., Pritchard [ 39]!.

The Eulerian descr iption refers each grid location
to a fixed point in space. It is most frequently used
to describe the behavior of fluids, An advantage with
this approach is that, since the grid does not dis-
tort, arbitrar 11y large strains may be s1mulated. A
disadvantage is that numerical dispersion occurs as
the ice cover moves through the grid. The Eulerian
description is most useful when long-term s1mulations
are needed . An example is the Arctic Basin sinu 1ation
of Hibler [32] in which yearlong ice motions are
calculated .

S ince mathematical relationships relate t1me deri-
vat1ves in either description, the two approaches are
essentially the same. The advection through the fixed
Eulerian grid adds terms to each of the equations for
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. However,
for ice dynamics, the magnitude of these advective
terms is negligible in almost all cases  Hibler et al,
[66j; Leppgranta [Bj!. Therefore' they may be neg-
lected for determining instantaneous solutions and
only need to be considered when veloc1ties are
accumulated to determine long-term d isplacements.

finite difference schemes were developed for early
ice dynamics modeling efforts  Pri tchar d and Colony
[77] I Hrbler [78j !. More recently, finite element
schemes have been developed  Leavitt et al. [48];
McKenna [44!!. Both methods have potential benefits.
The most valuable feature of the f inite elanent fo mu-
lation is its flexib11ity. This method allows arbi-
trary connectivity of elements, simple specification
of boundary tractions, and a variety of t1me integra-
tors. The use of finite element formulations does,
hOWe V er, inCreaSe Cumputer COS tS, whi Ch SOmet ime S
makes finite difference formulations more des1rable.

Implicit or exp11cit t1me-stepping procedures may
be used with e1ther finite element or f1nite differ-
ence schemes. The time step is restricted for expli-
cit schemes, w1th the size depending on either th
elastic modul i or viscosities. Reasonabl e estimates
of the time step limits are:

Elastic alt <
2  M/ch!'

Yi s tous rent, fx



The explicit numer1cal schmae of Pr1tchard and Eolony
[77] requires time steps as small as a few minutes for
winter simulat1ons in the Beaufort Sea. This scheme
is cost-effective, though, because each t1me step re-
quires little computer time. Solutions at each node
are found 1ndependently of surrounding nodes at each
step, so no large systems of nonlinear equations must
be solved. Under similar cond1ti ons, the expl 1 c it
viscous law requires time steps of only a few seconds,
and 1n Just about a 1 1 real istic situat1ons, the
viscous time step is smaller than the elastic time
step . Therefore, explicit numerical schemes, while
effective for elastic-plastic models, do not appear
to be useful for viscous-plastic models.

For useful implicit schemes, the time step is not
restricted, except that it must be small enough to
resolve the physical processes. This is often about
1 day. However, since solutions at all nodes are
determined simultaneously, large systems of siraultan-
eous nonl1near equations must be solved. The number
of computer operations needed to determine the solu-
tiOn at One time Step, therefore, iS far greater far
an 1mpliCit SCheme than fOr an eXpliCit SCheme. The
viscous-plastic constitutive lar of Hiblar I 7B] is
attractive because it allo~s the easy use of an im-
plicit finite difference scheme . The treatment of
advection requires that the time step be limited by a
Courant cohdition

ht < dxf12vl

whe~e y 1s the maximum ice velocity. Tine-step limi-
tations are about 0.25 day for the same parmaeters
used to estimate time-step lim1tations for explicit
schemes .

In applying the finite element method, most codes
use matrix notation and store all solutions in arrays.
lt is natural, then, to formulate a set of simul-
taneous equations whether an explicit or implicit
time integrator Is used. Therefore, most finite
element codes offer both expl1cit and implicit time
integrators.

4. MODEL C01NPOltfNTS AiiD FUTURE EKTEIISTONS

The physical behavior of sea ice is described by
accounti~g for mass. momentum and energy balance. tn
addi ti on, the const i tot i ve 1 aws def1ning thermal
growth and relating stress to deformation and to the
redistribution of ice must be g1ven. The equations
describing a specific model are not given here;
general formulations can be found in Rothrock [2],
Hib ler I 3,a]. teppdranta  B] and Pritchard [3g].
Different levels of detai 1 are presented in these
wOrkS far the vari Oua COmpOnentS Of the models . HOw-
ever, in total they provide a rather comprehensive
view of conservation laws and constitutive laws, as
well as descriptions of the important physical proces-
ses described by the models. ln this paper, brief
verbal descriptions are given for each component of a
hypothetical model that reflects the bas1c physical
processes that occur in sea ice . The model is generic
in the sense that the different levels of importance
of various parameters in different regions are
ignored.

Ice conditions can be described by the thickness
distribution or by a simpler functio~ that describes
only a few of the thickness categories. lt is neces-
sary, ho~ever, to include open wate~ and thin ice in
this function because these fractions strongly influ-
ence ice strength and vertical heat flux . liass con-
servation is satisfied by describing the evolution of
the thickness distribution, 1.e.. by accounting for
mechan1cal redistribution of ice between categories
as the ice cover opens, r afts and ridges and by ac-

counting for thermal growth and ablation. iiechanicel
red1stributlon is assumed to depend linearly on the
magnitude of plastic stretching so that the evolut1on
of the thickness di st r1buti on is rate i ndependent.
The fraction of open water i s specified for all
stretching states, including both dilatation and
shear. The ridging function that describes the di s-
tribution of categories into which ice is rafted and
ridged is assumed. The effects of thermal growth and
ablat1on appear in the thermal growth rates for each
1ce category. Thermal growth and ablation also re-
distribute ice as its thickness changes . Either a
fixed grewth rate table or an active model of the
heat budget may be used,

Although the thickness distribution provides an
excellent framework for describing ice conditions,
our knowledge of ice redistribution is inadequate.
Data are needed to estimate the fraction of open water
forraed in shearing, the fract1on of ice participating
in redistr1butlon and the range of thicknesses into
which ice is ridged. These, in fact, are all of the
constitutive relationships defining redistribution,
and all are inadequately understood.

The effects of veiocity inhomogeneities should
also be included in the equation descr1bing the evolu-
tion of the thickness distribution. A relationship
that determines part of the thickness distribution in
terms of a statistical measure of the velocity inhomo-
geneity should be reasonable, and it, should describe
better the effects Of this Subgrid-scale proCesS than
do present models. Although these velocity inhomo-
geneities cannot be resolved in a deterministic way,
their effects can be taken into account statistically.
They generate leads, the leads freeze and thin ice
results. This process alters the thickness distribu-
tion as do the rafting and ridging processes . Pri-
marilyy, it 1s the thin ice category in the thi ckness
distribution that is a'ltered. Any change in the
fraction of thin ice affects the ice strength, ~hich
in turn affects the large-scale stresses .

Therraal growth rates are fairly well understood,
but only because thermal growth is less important in
the short-term problems usually addressed in meso-
scale eodeling, However, at an ice edge, where
freezing can cause the ice cover to extend hundreds
of kilometers in a few days' better models are re-
quired. Here, the heat budget of the upper ocean
will likely be necessary.

The forces exerted on the ice ~over are from
rinds, currents, waves, sea surface tilt, and inter-
nal ice stress. Acceleration must account for both
inertial and Coriolis components. The r elative im-
portance of each force and the accelerations differ
with time scale and location. The conservation of
hor izontal momentum provides the equat ion relating
forces and accelerations. The force from wind is
described as a quadratic law. The force from cur-
rents is also included as a quadratic function of the
Currenti relative to the ice, thOugh it can be a mOre
complicated function of this relative velocity,
especially in shallow waters where bottom effects are
important. Nave radiation forces and internal wave
drag also influence ice floe motions at an ice edge
and the motion of the edge itself. Incoming raves
break the ice floes in addition to adding to the ~ster
drag. Furthermore, rhen off-ice winds form bands,
streaks and patches, wave radiation in the leads ac-
celerates the ice floes and disperses the ice. Sea
Surface tilt may be preScribed fr om the known dynamic
topography or from the geostrophic current 1f appro-
pr late. Tidal currents can in some locations add to
the short-term motions. They can be added to the
currents or can be included in an active dynamical
ocean model. The inert1a of the ice i s negligible
when averaged over a day. However, on shorter time
scales ~ si gni f i cant inert i el osci 1 1 ati ons can be



generated by the ba 1 ance of inertial and Cor1ol i s
4meierations. On these shorter time scales, however,
tha inertia of the water column becomes just as impor-
tant and should be i~eluded along with the inertia of
the ic.e,

Althaugh the forces acting on sea ice have been
described, we are not yet able to estimate them ac-
curately. For example ~ our knowledge of current drag
is improving, but there remains a need for extending
the model to treat large-scale currents 1n a shallow
Saa. A1SO, even theugh wave radiation forCeS Can be
estimated, the e f f eCt On i Ce diSpersion mu St be
determined. It is likely that this effect rill be
described as a subgrid-scale process and not calcula-
ted dlreotly from the divergence Of the ice velOcity
field. The problem Of sea 1Ce behavier near an edge
wilt rightly receive extensive study soon.

Wechanical energy is typically 1nput by the wind
and transferred into the ocean by the current drag
acc~anied by ice motion. In addition, energy is
1nput by wave radiation and sea surface tilt. The
kinetic energy of the ice cover is modified as ice
velocity changes under the influence of these
farces. The internal ice stress dissipates part of
this energy through deformation. In addition, the
streSS flux divergence tranSferS energy hori zantally
through the ice, Effects of ice stress divergence
are therefore felt long distances away from locations
at which energy is input by other forces acting on
the ice.

In ice dynamics models, the strength of the ice
cover may be determined by assuming that the work done
hy the ice stress during deformations is equal to the
energy dissipated by small-scale processes. Hut only
twO Small SCale SinkS haVe been included in the mech-
amiCa'I energy budget tO date: gravitational potential
energy and frictional sliding. 4 shear sink has been
shown to improve model performance, but the mechanism
has not yet been analyzed. Also ~ s1nce energy dissi-
pated by ridging correlates well with observed back-
ground noise ~ other energy sinks such as fracture of
the ice sheet should be reexam1ned. While too small
to affect ice motion, energy released dur1ng fracture
might exp l sin more of the no i se. Fi nail y, other
energy sinks, especially dissipation by velocity
homogeneities, should be estimated and included 1n
the mechanical energy budget.

8y studying the processes that control ice be-
havior. 1 nvesti gator s have generally conc luded that
pl asti ci ty of f ers the best mat heraati ca 1 mode 1 for
describ1ng macroscal e and mesoscal e sea i ce behav-
iOr. Thi S agreement haS not been quick in caming,
but its universal acceptance now seems apparent . The
constitutive law relating stress to deformation is
assed to be elastic-plastic or viscous-plastic.
loth are capable of describing the wide range of
s'train rates observed in the ice cover without chang-
ing material parameters in a nonphysical way. A
variety Of yield SurfaCe ShapeS are available . Yield
surfaces are usually isotropic, allow na tens11e
stress  or only negligible values! and have a maximum
compress.ive strength determined by failure 1n rafting
and ridging during convergence . An associated flow
rule is assmned in all models. A nonzero value of
uniaxial compress1ve strength is essential to describe
arching across narrow openings between land masses
such as straits.

The evidence for selecting a yield surface and
f low rule come fran theoretical reasoning and from
evaluating model performance in ice dynamics simula-
tions. In a few special cases, individual parameters,
n~ly, the isotropic and uniaxial compressive
strengths, have been inferred under cond1tions where
winds and currents were known and the ice was sta-
tionary. Iiany more special cases are needed to
confirm these data and to estimate other parameters .

What ~ould be ideal is a set of cases that al laws
1 sol ation of 1ndi v i dual parameters rather than com-
pl1cated s imul ations. Hathemati ca 1 character i st i cs
of the mode'I offer some potential here.

5. COHCLUS ION

The past decade has seen major advances in sea
iCe dynamiCS modeling CapabilitieS, largely because
of the concentrated efforts of the government-
sponsored AIOBEK program. However, the past few
years have shown far less coordination in funding of
sea ice modeling research by the U.S. government. On
the other hand, Canadi an, F inn i s h and Swedish
governments and the U.S. petroleum industry have
increased their interest and funding. During this
time sever al neet groups have developed computer
programs to solve a range of specific problems.
While our understanding of the basic physics involved
in individual i ce processeS has increaSed, this
information has not yet found its way inta the ice
dynamics models. A few attempts have been made to
validate the models by quantitative comparison w1th
observations, but. many more quantitative comparisons
are needed. It is good that more knowledgeable
scientists and engineers have become invol ved in
arctic research, and there is an increasing need for
bath basic scientific knowledge and practiral
app1 i cat.ion of this knowl edge. Hopeful ly, then, i f
these past few years are to prove fruitful, we are
poised for some new ideas and some basic progress .
If this paper helps to give perspect1ve to our
present capabilities and identifi es some of the
effort needed to make this progress, then it will
have served its purpose
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I. IllTRODVCTIOB

2.l lce lh

The cm:chemical properties are reviewed for the
main typps of ice ia arctic seas [glacial <,icebergs!,
shelf  fce islands!, eea feei and representative
values sre given. Each ice type possesses a charac-
terlstgc range of structures aad compositions that
differentiate it from other varieties of i.ce and to s
considerable extent, these produce large var iatioas
in mechanical praperties. Factors affecting mechani-
cal properties  temperature, brine and gas voluzss,
crystal orientation and siss, strain rate! sre
discussed. as are gapa, contradictions, aad inadequa-
cies in available date.

Even pure ice displays complicated mechanical
peopertise, largely because it exists in esture at
high homologous temperatures, commonly above 0.95 and
calmant alvays above 0.90. @hen deformed at high
mcraia rates or loaded for brief periods, it behaves
elastically. By contrast, when strained slowly or
ashen mubjactecl to suetai.ned loadings ice is ductile,
~ md it caa creep to large strains vithout breslting.
At aay gives stage in such a creep process . the
relation betweu strain-rate snd stress is strongly
aonlinaar. i.a. ice is vince-plastic rather chas
liammrly viscous. Because ice propertdes are highly
sensitive to strain rats and temperature, streagth
can vary greatly Furthermore, the general effects
of maitiaxial stress states, as represented by
failure criteria, also change drastically with
changes in temperature and strain-rate.

It ia aot aur purpose to discuss the idealired
properties af bubble-f ree, f lac-grained, randomly
oriented, pure ica ia this paper. Iastead «e shall
discuss the mre complicated ics that occurs natural-
ly in tbs sea. The sources of these aaterisle are
highly varied, raaging from ice sheets and valley
glaciers  fcebergs!, ice shelves  ice islaacls!,
rivers and lakes  freshwater ice!, and from the
frecxing of the sea itself  sea ice!. This last
~ aterial is the predomiaaut ice type ia the sess of
tbe Arctic and it comes in a variety of types, each
saith its cm characteristic assoclatioa of grain
mince, crystal orieatatioas ~ snd gas aad brine
f nclueions. Ve shall discuss briefly how each type
develops, its iateraal structure and i.ts assaci.ate.d
mechanical praperties. To do this fully is a task
far beyond the present limitatioas of time and
mpaCe. Bere We Simply attempt ta pravide a bal.anced,
general feel for the current state of this subject

snd s listiog of some of the more useful references.
Ia doiag this we draw heavily on mors exhaustive
reviews that have already been published [1-7].

Current interest fn the pt'opert.ies of ice in the
Sea is neither the result of such ice bei.ng an ideal
material far study, nor of the desire of materials
eagineets to speacl their spare moments vtsit.lng the
arctic iee pack, with its nubile scenery and delight-
ful climate. Ice in the sea is the primary obstacle
tn sffeotive and Safe reaOval ot the presumed large
oil aod gas reserves of the continental shelves ot
the Arctic, ss well as s barrier to development of
new ees routes across the Pol.e that wo~ld result in
great changes in current patterns of marine com-
merce. 'To overcome this barrier, it is essential
that sagineers understand both the behavior of ice ln
the sea as well as its pertinent properties.

1 ~ STRVCTUitg AHD COHPOSITIDH OF ICE IM TILE SEA

To understand the mechanical behavior of the
varieties of ice that occur in arctic sess, ooe
should first understand something about the structure
and compos itian of these materials and also of pure
ice. 9e now bt'iefly review this subject, stetting
vi.th pure ice, thea glacier   iceberg! ice, then sea
ice, aod finally shelf  ice isLand! ice thereby
moving from simple to coaplex strucc.ures and composi.-
tions. Neat atteation will be given to ses ice, in
that it is the most important ice type in the majori-
ty of arctic marine areas. River and lake ice vill
not be discussed as they are not of csajor importance
in most marine areas.

Although there are several polymorphs of ice
[g!, ice Ilc  so-called ordinary ice! is the only one
of these that exists in significant quanti.ties undec
the physical conditions eacouutered at the earth' s
surface. In fact, ice Ih  which vill be referred to
simply as ice! is the stable polymorph even at the
hot tens af the world's thickest ice sheets. Ice is
unusual ia ccasparisna to most materials in that the
sol.id phase is less dense than rhe liquid phase.
Therefore, ice floats, forming a cover over the seas,
lakes, and rivers of rhe Arc.tic., causing a variety oz
engiaeeriag and operational problems that have
largely iuspirsd this meeting.

The geaeral atomic st.ructure of ice is well
understood aa ica lh vas one ot the first substances
to have its structure determined [9j ~ Each oxygen
ar.oe is located at the ceoter ot a tetrahedton vir.h
four other oxygen atoms located at each of che apices
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 Figure 1!. The tetrahedral coordination of the
oxygen atoms produces an open, lov density crystal
~ tructure with hexagonal ~ try. Dns important
feature of this structure i ~ that the oxygen atoms
are concentrated close to s series of parallel.
planes, referred to ss the basal planes. The
direction pet pendicular tn these planes is the prin-
cipal hexagonal axis, or c-axi ~ . The arrangement i ~
such that, in any unit cell which contains four
oxygen atoms, fracture along the basal or �001!
plane invol.ves the rupture of only two bonds, while
fracture along any plane normal to this plane
requires the rupture of at least four bonds.
Therefore ths observation that ice glides snd cleaves
readily oa tha basal plane can easily be explained in
terms of its atomic arrangement ~ When the positions
of the oxygen atoms are pro!ected parallel to the
c-axis. the resulti,ng hexagonal array  Figure la! can
be seen to be composed of three close-packed rows of
atoms with each row paralleling the <1]20! or a-axis
directions. These directions, which sre all equiva-
lent, correspond to the dit'actions of the arms of a!
~ now flakee groving from tha vapor, b! dendritic eea
ice crystals growing from the melt and c! internal
melt features  Tyndall figures! ther form in ~ ide ice
crystals as ths result of absorbed solar radiation.
Al I ere macroscopic manifeetatione of the atomic
structure.

The structure of ice provides reasons for its
characteristically low impurity content. For sn
impurity atom to occupy lattice sites in the atoaic
structure of an ice crystal, the impurity arors must
be of ~ ~imilar size and charge, and arnot form a
similar type of chemical borul ae the atma it ie
replacing. Impurf ties meeting these requirmsents for
substitution into ice sre rare. Possibilities are
F, HE, NN> and %I I ~ NBvOH, NN>F and the hydra-
halogen acids aad, in fart, sll of these substances
do substitute in the ice structure in very small
saounts  uoie fractions of I in 5000 or lees!.
Kowsver ~ such aateriala are not present in signifi-
cant amounts in natural water bodies. The amount of
other more comson eolutee that go into solid-solution
in ice crystals is so small. that ice formed by
f reesi.ng even concentrated solutions can be con-
sidered pure. Therefore, the phase diagrams thar.
govern the freesing of aqueous solutions ate invari-
ably of the si.mple eutectic type where the pure ice
thar. forms initially is at equilibrium with
increasingly concentrated solutions of brine aa the
r.empet store decreases.

In the Arctic, the pri.mary source of icebergs is

Figure l. Structure of ice I.

'the Greenland Ice Sheer�which contains 2.4 x 10 lrmg
of water, has s maximus rhickness oi 3300 m, and
annually calves about 240 km of ice into the sur3
rounding sees. If all the other permanent ice fialdm
located in the Canadian and Soviet arctic and in
Svalbsrd are taken together, they contain eight tinea
times lees ice then Greenland. The iceberg produc-
tion from these latter regions, although not wall
known, is certainly small and primarily of local
iaportance  good examples are the small icebe rgs
produced by the glaciers on Svalbard snd the Soviet
arctic islands [1 0[!. gecause of the distribution. nf
iceberg sources, icebe rgs are not much of s problem
in the North Pacific, the gering Sea or nost parte of
the arctic Ocean.

Estimates of the total number of iceberge
spavned annually by the Greenland Ice Sheet vary from
20 to 34 thousand, with most being produced by wast
coast glaciers. The iceberg drift pattern is such
that iceberga formed along the east coast usually
drift around the coot'bern tip of Greenland and then
move north, Joining the drift of the icebergs pro-
duced by the large outlet glaciers located along tbe
west coast. This northern drift continues up to
gaffin Say, where the iceberge swing around end start
moving south along the coasts of gaf fin Island,
Labrador and Newfoundland. They finally reach the Grand
Ranks and ultimately melt in the Not'th atlantic.
Although the southern liait. of iceberg drift is in
general defined by the northern edge of the ware
 >12'C! North atlantic Current, iceberga have been
knOWn tO tranait rhie Current in COld Water eddies
and have been sighted as fsr south as Berauda and as
far east as the Azores [ll [. ht present, concern
about the drift and properties of icebergs is focused
on the regions off the Naffin and labrador coasts, on
the Grand Nanks, and to a lesser extenr. off the coast
of West Greenland' especially in stean where
exploration for offshore oil and gss is currently
undervay.

Few studies have been made of the chatacter-
istice of the ice in actual icebetgs [ll]. In the
Antarctic this is not a eurjor probiera as the proper
ties of most of the icebergs can, with some confi-
dence, be inferred frets the properties of the parent
ice shelves which have been well studied [4 }.
Siailar inferences cannot be made as readily in the
case of. Greenland icebergs, even though the Greenland
Ice Sheet itself hae been reasonably wall studied.
The reason for this dif Eerence is that in Greenland
the inland ice invariably passes through the coastal
mountains in outlet glaciers before forming ice-
bergs ~ This usually produces strong defornatioo with
resulting rerrystalli.zation changing both the crystal
ot'lent'ation and the grain sire. The ice is then
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Ftgure 2. Four fabric diagrams of c-axis orienta-
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the Greenland Ice Sheet [12].
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comparable to a metamarphic rock. Figure 2 shows
four fabric diagrams for ice from the margins of the
Greealeud Ice Sheet [12], Two diagrams  locations 7
aad 8! show a random pattern, 1ndicsttng the absence
af recrystalliration io s attangly anisotropic stress
fteld. Such fabrics sre coemonly observed in ice
from. the upper porti.ons of large ice sheets, where
representative crystal cross-sectional areas are 2 to
3 ma . The third disgtsm  location 1! shove an
eXtremely StrOng C-aXia aligrsaent normal to the
f oliatioo  i.e. aormal to the plane of implied
shear!. Such strong single-pole allgneents are
usually tound tn fine-grained ice thar. is undergoiog
raptd sheer deformatton in either temperate or polar
glaciers. The tourth diagrsa  location 2! is of cbe
~ltimaximum type, in which the indi. vidual maxima sre
iavariably wtthin 45 of the center of fabric sym-
metry. Such aultiaaximna fabrics sre believed to
develop by recrystallisation in strongiy deformed ice
that is at or near the pressure melting point [13].
Such fabrics would be axpecr.ed to be common in
Creealand iceberge, as the majority of Greenland
Outlet glaCi.era are believed tO be teeperste. fror
iastamre, fabrics tram the Naltke Glacier, a sajor
iceberg producer in 1% Greenland, sre of this type
[12] i Associated with this recrystal1izarion there

charactet'ietically a pronounced ].ncreaae in grain
stre with ct'oss-sectional areas ranging between 100
and 1000 sss . Ia contrast to the roughly equi-
dtmeaeional crystals commonly associated with the
ftrst rvo fabric types, the crystals shoving the
Tmilttmaximum fabric type are not only large, but show
extremely complex interlocking shapes that makes
their charscterixation by simple thin section
analysis both difficult and time-consuming [14] .

Changes in crystal alignment are usually associ-
ated with chaages i.n characteristics of the air

bubbles present in the icebergs. Ice with random
c-axis orientations generally has tounded bubbles up
to about 2 sm in diameter. In anisotropic ice, air
bubbles tend to bv tubular ~ wirh diameters between
0.02 and 0.18 ssa and lengths up to 4 ms [15]. As gas
pressures in bubbles in glacier ice are commonly
equal to the hydrostatic pressure at a specific
depth, the gas pressures in bubbles in icebe.rgs would
be eXpeCted to vary frora 20 bare  rOughly equal to
the maximum tensile strength of rce! to some lower
value, depending upon ice relaxation and gas
leakage. In fact, gas pressures ranging from 2 to 20
bars 1nIve been observed [11] .

Aa the firn limit  snowline! in Greealand is at
roughly 1400 m, Ii.ttle or no snow or permeable ice is
found fn Greealand icebergs, and the ice density is
presumably reasonably uniform in the range of 880-910
Mg/m [16]. This scans that between 88 and 89X of
these icebergs are suhserged  as compared to about
83X subaergence for Anrarctic she lf icebergs vhich
contain snow in their upper levels!.

Sea ice, formed by the frecsing of sea vater, is
different from glaci.er ice in both structure and
compositio~. In contrast to glacier ice ~ where
chemical impurities are cosmonly at concentrations ot
parts per million or lover, sea ice salt concenrra-
tions  saltnities! are invariably in the parts per
thousand range. The ice structure is also quite
different, exhibiting a characteristic defect struc-
ture within each sea tce crystal associated with the
entrapment of impurities, snd also strong, dis-
tinctive crysral alignments caused by directional
growth. In the Arctic, there are pronounced changes
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figure 3. Sspresentattve fabric disgrace for sea ice
collected aloag the coastline of arctic ALaska: a!
raadom c-axle distributioa in Che horisoatal plane,
Cape Thompsoa, b! preferred c-axis alignment ia the
horisontal plane, Kocrebue Sound [20J ~

in the properties of the sea i,ce that has survived
one or more eusenar melt seasons  eo-called multi-year
ice!. tfe therefore discuss Che structure end compo-
~ ition of several different types of first year ice,
of multi-year ice and of tha highly deformed ice chat
composes pressure ridges.

Structurally, first-yesr sea ice is similar to ~
cast ingoC. There is aa Initial skim, then a transi-
tion COae where rapid changes la Crystal orientstiOn
occur, and a columnar sons formed of long crystals
oriented vertically  parallel to ths direction of the
heaC flow!. Although the structure of the iaitial
skin aad Che transition sons are iaCeteetiag from t' he
point of viav of crystal grovch, these layer ~ are
tluite thin  the hase of the Craasitioa layer is
usually lass than 30 cm belov the upper surface of
the ice sheet!. For preseat purposes vs onLy
coasider the properties of ice in. ths columnar soae.
As s matter of fact, there have been no specific
studies made of the mechanical nroeertiss of the
ice above the columnar none.

The sCructure of ice in the colusnar noae is
fairly uniform, with eeseatially all Chs crystals
having pronounced elongation in the directioa of
growth. Tha crystal orienCarion ia iavariably c-axi ~
horlsoataL, se crystals in this orieatation have a
grovth advantage over ctyetale oreinted ia oCher
directioss  their directioa of maximum thermal con-
ductivity is orieaCed parallel to tbs di.recCioe of
heat flow [l, LTJ! ~ for years it sss believed that
Che c-sais orientations in tbn colueer noae were
always rsadom ia the horisoaCal pleas [6J as a number
of such fabri.cs had baca observed ~ gucb a materiaL
vould be transversely leotropic; it would show pro-
perty vsriatioas in the vertical directioa associated
with changes in grain nice, crystal substructure, and
salt coateat, but st any given level sll directioas
in the horisontal pleas would be identicaL. govever,
recent ~ tudies [!8-ZL[ have shown thaC most of the
faut LCe OCCurring Over tba COntlnentel ShelVea Of
the Arctic showa strong c-axis aligaaenta vithin the
horisootal plane. Theory, field obeervatioae aad
experiment [19, 22J suggest that these altgmant
directions are controlled by the directioa of che
curreat at the ice-sea water i.ntetf ace. Figure 3
shows tvo representative fabric diagrams for sea ica,
the f irst showiag a tendons c-axle orientation ia the
horiaoatal pleas. ths secoad a strong c-axis align-
ment. La s tacent study of c-axis oriaatatioas eloag
the Alaskan coast, over 95I of the' sitse sampled
shoved strong crystal alignments [20J. At first
eight ir. mighr. appear that such alignaeate would only
develop in fast ice areas. However, observations

Figure A. photomicrograph of a thin section of ssa
ice showing ita characteristic substructure. Grid
spacing equ ~ ls l as.

suggest that sr.roag alignments can develop in the
pack [lg, 23J if there is little rotation of the
floes relative to Che current direction. Such condi-
tions do exist vali off shote in the Arctic Ocean.
Sea ice with such slignznents ie orthotropic, shoving
property differences along three orthogonal axes

Associated vith selective grain grovth in the
upper potCioa of Che columnar anne is a marked
iacresse ia grain site with depth [l, 24J. Limited
daCa suggest Chat mesa grain diameter is proportional
Co depth in eea ice lees than 60 as thick. lfesn
diameters raage from 0.5 to over 2 ca �[. In
thicker ice the linear increase in grain diameter
with depth becoeses Lees clear, and some decreases
vith depth have been observed [25J. In ice that has
developed a strong c-axis sligrunent, it becomes
difficult to di.stinguieh one crystal from another when
orientation differences are less than 5 degrees

The en ~ t distinctive feature of sea ice ~ in
addiCioa to its high salt content, is rhe suhetruc-
tete viChln the ice crystals. In the colusnar xoae
each sea ice crystal is composed of a ousber of ice
plaCelets that are joined together to produce e
quaei~aagcnaL netVOrk in the horisOntal plane-
This substructure, shown in Figure 4, results from
crystal grovth wiCh a non-planar solid-Liquid inter-
face. Similar substructures are coamonly produced
du«ag tha solidif tear.ion of impure melts, Io fact Q

i.s Che eatraptsent of brine between the ice plates
eC the aon"planar interface that causes sea ice to be
~ sl.ty. The spacing  measured parallel to rhe c-eats!
betveea the brims pocket arrays  so! is ~aly
referred to either ss the brine Layer spacing or as
the plate spacing, and it varies inversely «th
grovth veLocity [I, 26J. Typical a variations
range from 0.4 ma near the upper surface nf the ice
sheet to [.0 rmn at the base of the 2 s ice sheet
The beet available study of Chess varlatlons [27J
made tecently aC gclipae Sound in the horthvest
Territories. The results ere shown in Figure
inverse relaCion between a aod growth velocity is
clear. In thick ~lti-year sea ice, which presumably
grove very slowly, so values of i.5 nn have
observed, In the sea ice forming on the
the RosS ICe Shelf at S location Vhere the s"elf
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Figure 6. salinity profiles of ice of Eclipse gonad
usda at tWO week intervals during the IPinter Of
f977 � 78. Scale for salinity is shown in insert.
Vertical solid lines represent a value of 6 o/oo
and are given as reference [3L [.

016 a Chich and the ice only grows about 2 cn/year,
an Value a Of S 004 have been nnt ed [2B J . Brine
layer spacing is believed to affect the strength of
sca ice [29!.

ds ~attuned earlier, the salt in the sea ice is
aot Che result of solid solution, but ia caused by
Che entrspaant of brine between the platelete of pure
ice that cospose individual crysCals of sea ice. The
aaoust of salt entrapped is not constant, but
varies eysteaatically with the salinity of the water
being frosen and with the ice growth velocity. Very
~ 1OW grOIptb reaulta in near-total rc]cCtinn of Salt
fr~ the ica, while very rapid freering causes near
total entrapnent [I, 30j ~ The effect of changes in
growth rata on ice salinity can also bc seen clearly
ln Figure 5. h series of representative salinity
profiles for first year sea ice ia shown in Figure 6
[311- OZote that the upper and lower porticos of the
ice characteristically have higher salE.nitice theo
the ice in between, and there is a gradual decrease
in the aeon salinity of tha ice IrLth tine.

The drainage of brine f ron saline icc appears to
be a conplicated process and several different
~chanisna are believed to be involved [I[. ln the
present context, the aost inportant results of brine
drainage are changes in the porosity and the develop-

of brise drainage channels These structural
features' ons of which ia shown schesatically in
'Figure 7, can be considered as tubular " river"

Sll I'Ill'4, aiiu APERICK OR IIIE Ll'I'ER IPI inc iii i

Figurc 7. gchesatlc drawing ot a cut through a bri.ne
drai.nage channel [32[.



Pl.gure 8. Shapes of brine pockets: a! horirontal
vi.ew  brine layer spacing is approximately 0.5 mz!,
b! vertical view. Ice is from Thule, Greenland ~

Pigure 9. Scanning electron micrograph of ~ vertical
~ ection of ~ brine pocket at -30'C �5j.

systems in which the tributaries are arranged with
cvlindrical aysmutry atound each main channel
[32-33} . A represent.ac ave channel diameter at the
bot.tora of ~ L,55-u-thick Lce sheet is 0.4 cu and
chere is, on the average, one channel every 180 cm
Channel diameters ae large as 30 cm have been noted,
though mast diameters range between 0.1 and 1 cm.
Although Chase Large flaws" presumably have an
effect oo the mechanical properties of sea ice, oo
studies have been made of the matter.

Given a sample of sea f.ce with a specified salt
content, the aeouot oi LLaluid brine  the briae
volume! present io the ice is a function of tempera-
ture only, because st each temperature tba composi-
tion of brine Ln equilibrium with rhe Lce Le speci-
fied by the phase diagrsa �4!. Changes Ln the
volume of brine in the sea Lce are mast pronouncecl
near the melting point, where small. changes in
Cemperature Canes Large Changea Ln brine velum.. AS
most first-year eea ice bas ealinities i.n the range
of 4 to 12 o/oo and temperatures between -2 and
-30'C, the brine voluse u csn be expected co vary
between 30 and 300 Joo. Ptgure 8 shows detailed

ehepea of a seriee of bri.ne pockete; they cczmnonly
are rather complex. The dark circles sre gas
bubbles. Ac Lower temperatures there also are
several different eolad salts that precipitate in tbe
Lce  -8.7, NafSO�~ 10820, -22.9, MsCL 2820; -3fa.g ÃCL;
etc!. Pigure 9 ie a scanning electron micrograph of
a vertical section of a brine pocket at -30'C showing
the solid salt cayetals �5'. The effect of these
solid salts on the mechanical properties of saa Lce
has been studied surprisingly Li.ttle.

ln addition to columnar sea Lce ~ there Ls one
other type of first-year undeformed ses ice that
should be cmntioned. This is frazil ice, produced by
accumulation of individual discs and spicules of ice
Chat fora in the water. lt hss commonly been thought
thaC, although frazil ice is frequently observed
during the formation of the initial ice cover, once
this cover stsbi.lixed frazil ice generation would
greatly decrease. Exceptions tu this would be areas
near the Lce edge or i.n large polynyas where substan-
tial regions of open water are found. However,
recent work in the 'Weddell Ses to the east of the
AACaactic Penisula has indicated that, at least in
that region, frazil ics generation is a very
important ice producing mechanism [L ~ 36]. Por
instance, of the ice smspled, over 502 was frazil sad
the thicker the floe, the higher the percentage of
frazil ice it contained. Whether such large amounts
of frazil also occur in the Arctic is not known but
Chere is no strong evidence against such a possi-
bility. Lf ma!or quantities of frazil Lce form in
the ArcCic, there are interesting implications.
Pirst, because frazil ice fores by s completely
different mechanism than columnar ice, present esti-
mates of Che amount of ice being generated Ln the
Arctic night have to be revised. Secondly, f razi 1
Lce hss a completely different crystal structure than
does COluunar LCe. Strutturally, fraxil LCe ie COm-
moaly fine"grained, with crystal sixes of 1 ms or
lees, it has a crystaL orientation which is presumed
to be random, and there are brine pockets Located
mainly between Che ice crystals, as opposed to within
crystala. Although there have not yet been sny
systematic studies of the physical properties of
frazil icc, they clearly would be expected to be
different from those of columnar sea ice.

When ees ice goes through a suaaaer melt period
it undergoes a pronounced change io salinity produced

the percolation of relatively fresh surface malt-
wsCer down through the Lce. The result is an. ice
sheet with very low salinities  CL /on! in the
portion above water level and sslioities af between. 2
and 3.5 t'oo in the portion below water level.



Figure 10. Gross-aectioa of a
multi-yesr floe [37!.

Figure 11. Thin section of ice f rom a multi-year
ridge in ths Beaufort Sea showing a block of columnar
fce "cemented" by fine grained granular ice. Core is
l 0. 9 cm in di arne t er [ 43 ! .

Omos tfse brine has drained from the upper portion.,
fes is quite porous and it may recrystallize.

Icm that has survived several summers ultimately
a layercake of the annual layers formed

~ mrgng successive sister periods of growth [37-3gl ~
cross-sectioa of such a floe ls shown la Figure

lO In. fact, much asilti-year ice was probably
~ mfrsrmed ac som time in its pest aad would show a
~ sch msre complex cross-section. Confident srate-
~re ennCerai.ng the relatiVe perCSntagee of multi-
year ice that are undeformed, deformed, coluisnar or
fcmmil vill have to await more adequate smapliag, In
gmmmral ~ usdefotmsd tmrltf-year ice in the Arctic
~ tsmgm is believed to reach a steady-state thickness
sf 3 tn 5 m, at which time the thickness ablated
dmrgmg ths eaamer equals the thickness grown during
tfsm minter t39l ~ Although deformed sea ice can grow
tm greater thicknesses ~ rather atypical coaditi,ons
~ rm required Snd SuCh iCe, althOugh knave, would
sgsfsmar to be rare [40].

Ice thicker then 5 m is, ho~ever, rather commas
im rlas ArctiC. Basin. For instance, ia a recent study
of mubaarfne sonar prof iles of the underside of sea
ime over 40Z was thicker than 5 m [4L j. This
thicker ice is generally believed to be pressure
ridges aad rubble fields that are produced by the
dmformstfon af thinner ice. Pressure ridges and
dmfmxmmd ice in general are common in all areas of
peck fce, arul are particularly cormnon in the land-
Ltsclamd Arctic Ocean. Although data are Lisiited, it
currently appears that the most highly deformed, aod
ajmrs the thickest, ice in the Arctic occurs in a
broad bend starting off the NB corner of Greenland
arel stretching to the Nest, north of Ellesmere Land
assg thea veering toward the SM down the coast of the
Arcfsfpelago to the coast of Northern Alaska. The
Lmrgeet free-floating ridges that have beeri observed
hmvva sails up to l3 m high and keels up to 50 m
dmetls. Ia near-coastal areas where pressure ridge
keels caa ground, ridge sails can be particularly
kgtght  heights in excess of 30 m have been aoted.

Co nsidering the importance of ridges, there has
~ eeis sm rprisl.ngly little vork done on thea ss
Eirmt~ear ridges ate composed of blocks, it would be
intmres tlag to have quantitative information on
blxsck <fees mad otlentatloas from a variety of
df,f f creat locatians and on r.he degree of bonding
bmttssen the blocks. A limited amount of information

avaiLable for the first of chese [42I but there is
asotfsing oa the latter. However it should be possibl.e

obtain useful information on this subject f rom
r~ng tests with an icebreaker. In contrast to

first-year ridges, multi-year tidges are comnonly
composed of massive ice, in that all the voids
preseat in aewly formed ridges have aow bees filled
with ice. Figure 11 shows thin sections of ice from
a multi-year ridge. The ics is quite complex,
showing fragments of the initial ice cover that wes
crushed to form the riclge, plus a large amount of
fine grained ice  presumably similar to frazil! that
fortaed in the voids between the blocks [43!.

2.4 Ice Islands

So called ice islands are, in fact, tabular
icebergs froa a relfct Pleistocene ice shelf that.
still exists along t' he north coast of Ellesmere
Island, the northern-most island in the Canadian
Archipelago. Sttictly speakiag, ice islarids are guet
a specific type ot stieli iceberg, but we will discuss
them iti a separate category as chey are uriique to the
Arctic Ocean and are composed of a rather complex aix
of ice types. They are a particular hazard along th»
coasts of Northern Greenland, the Canadian Archi-
pelago, aad off the North Slope of ALaska. Ice
islaads can have long lifetiaes. For instance, the
best kaama ice islaad T-3 hss been drl.f r.ing around
the Beaufort Gyre  the large clockwise circulation in
the Beaufort. Bea! for over 30 years. If current
predictions of i.ts tra!ectory are correct, T-3 may
"die" wichln the next year by leaving the Arctic
Ocean via the East Greenland Drift Streets arel meLttng
in the Storth Arlantt,C. ICe islands also have been
known to leave the A.tctic Ocean via Robeson channel
 between Greenlaad and Ellesmere Island! aad also
through the Canadian Archipelago into Viscount
ttelvil Ie Sound . It is only after they leave the
A.rctic Oceao that they drift through regions where
oi dinary i.cebergs produced by glaciers art common.

As their origin i.s an i.ce shelt, ice islatids are
tabular with t'hicknesses of several tens of metets
 T-3 had an initiaL thf ckness of approxiraately 70
m! ~ Lateral dimensions are highly variable ranging
from snore than 10 kilometers to a tew tens of sieters
fot ice island iragmsnts There is no adequate
census of the number of ice is lands currently
drifting in the Arctic Ocean. The numbers "sighted"
at specific locations are highly variable. For
instance in 1972, 433 ice islands were sighted along
the Beaufort Coast. Of t'bene ity had lateral
dimensions greater rhea 80 m and l hed dimensions of
river l600 e. In t 973 there were no sightings aloag
the same stretch of coast. It is generally believed
tliat the large number of fragments seen in l972 was
the result ot the breakup of a very large ice island
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Pigure 12. Iaterpretstion oE stratigraphy of patC of
itard gust Ics Shelf, based on drill-core and labora-
tory studies [501.

3. KECHASICAL PIIOPERTIKS

3.1 General bsheviout

that grouaded aorth of Barter Island. The curreat
interest in ice islands res~its from Che threaC they
pose Co offshore structuree ia ths deeper vaters of
tbe Beaufort Shelf. Tbe ice island problem is
similar to that posed by large hurricanes in the Gulf
of Mexico ia that although tha probability of a given
structure being iwpncCed by an ice ialsad is smell,
Che probability of Che structure sustaining damage if
~ colliei,on does occur is high.

Although the ice la ice islands has aot bees
extensively studied, eaough ia kaoua to be able Co
give ~ general descriptioa of the several dif ferent
ice types involved [44-50 I . The complex a tructures
aacouatered ia soma ice islands caa best bs appre-
ciated by referrl.ag tO Pigure 10 in Swithre study of
Arlis XI [4'7I asd to Figure 12 which is presented
here aad which swmarixes the lyons et al. [50!
picture of Chs structure of Cha ice in part of Che
lfard lhint lce Shelf. There sre at least four dif-
fereat types of ice present, These are as follows:

lake ice - Tha Lake ice is tha result of the
fremring of elongated bodies of vater that form on rhe
surface of ice islands during the melt season. The
ice cam be easily recognised by i.ts medium to very
coatee grained texture, the LOng col,ulenar crystals
with straight grain boundaries and the long, linear,
vol 1 orisaced bubbles. Typical graf.n diameters are
1st get 'Chan 3 cws

Snow ice - This ice Cype, whiCh Coeposee tarch of
the upper part of the glleemsre Shelf, is produced by
the densificatioa aad recrysCalliaation of eaov. The
crystals are equsat and suhedral showing ~ typical
mosaic texture. Crystal orieatatioas are random aad
grata sisse characteristically range frow 0.$ to 1.5

Sea ice - Sea ice usually occuts in ths lower
portion of the ics shelf ~ This material has the
characteristics of muLti-year see ice, although the
eelinitiee are somewhat Lover    2 o/oo!. The
crystals show the characteristic elongacion of colum-
nar xone sea ice aad the substructure vithin each
crystal ie still evident. Some fine grained tracll
ice bae also bees reported. Iu t.vo cases �7, 49I
strong preferred c-axis all.gtuaente have been noted.

Brackish ice - This ice shows a well developed
stratificatioa, vhich is a ref lectioa of cyclic
variatioae ia the amount of entrapped gas and the
average grain eisa ~ Typical layer Chickaesses are
betveen 20 aad 25 cw, and the strata nay locally be
varped into a series of folds. Very large crystals
are Cameos with some. ae large as 120 cm. C-axis
orieatatioae aly are vertical and aali.nities
are usually very low. Although several differeat
explanatioas have been advanced to account for such
unusual inca the most Likely sxplaoation is that this
material developed as a series of annual grovth

layers that formed from the freezing of a layer of
brackish melt water that. Ie known to be preseor,
be~eath the ice shalt at some locetioas I50]. This
explanation can account for both the complex inter-
etratif icatioa of this ice wl.th normal eea ice ~ and
for the measured oxygen isotope ratios.

Systematic kaovledge of the mechanical proper-
ties of ice derives mainly from studies ot norr-saline
polycrystalline ice which ie aot etroagly eaten
tropic. The principal motivations for study have
baca glaciology, vhere the chief cancers is vith f Lov
uader waall deviatoric streeeee  < 0.2 Hpa!, and
engineeriag, vhere the emphasis is on strength at
relatively high scrais rates  > LO s !. It ia aov
possible to uaity the findings f rom these areas of
Study [51 I, eepecially sInCe it has been demnaatrated
that the favoured teat ot glacioLogy, the constant
load creep Cest, caa give essentially the ease infor-
mation as the favoured test of ice engineeriug, the
constant scrain rate ecrength test [$2,33]

In simple terms, l.ce has the followiag charac-
teristics.

l. Uader moderate hydrostatic pressure and
mode rately low temperature, ice compresses elastical-
ly vl.th s bulk nodulus of about 9 GPa. Any bubbles
ia the ice compress so as to equilrbrate in accord-
aaCe slith the gae laws, and they may eVentually die-
appear to form a clathrats. Under sufficiently high
pressure, ice Ih transforms into high density poly-
morphs  including water!. as described by the phase
diagram far taethermal conpreesiOn. Under intenee
adiabatic compression  e.g. explosive loading!,
discrete phase transitioas are not detected, but the
gaakiae-ItugnaiOr. CharaCterietiC giVee a preeaure-
volume relation that ie not such dif ferent frow a
"smeared~st" version of the Bridgman isothers.

2. Under deViatOriC Streee, ice daturea aa a
aon-liaear viscous solid, changi.ng its fabric aad
structure ia Che process. Under constant stress, e
complete creep curve shove deceleration toliowed by
acceleratioa to a iioal rate in the usual way,
alChough there sre possible complications. Under
constant strain rate, a complete stress/strain curve
shows stress rfsirut to a peak before telling and
tending asymptotically to a limit, again vith a
pOssible COmpliCatioa ia the form Of an initial yield
point. Fnr aay gives eCage of detarnatiOn, the
stress/strain-rate relation is non-linear. Lt is
usually gives as a simple power relation, alrhough
the expoaeat changes over the complete range of
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stresses and strain rates. Below about -IOvC the
effect ef temperature can be described by an
dttkssmius telation with an activation energy of about
70 hd/aele. Hovever, closer to the melting point.,
~ratmre sensitivity ia greaCer than SuCh an
«Lmetfsn would predict.

3. High sensitivity to strain rate end tempera-
tata causes ice to display a broad range of theo-
leggcal properties. 'Hfth hi.gh rates and low teapera-
tete, a lae tie behaviour dominates ~ and de v Cato ric
~ training culminsces in brittle fracture. 'Ifith lov
rates and high temperatures, ductili.ty is predoai-
ramC, and large creep deformatfone can occur. Very
sf Ceo bOth elaatieity Snd nOn-linear viacosity make
~ ggrsif toast contributions to deformatfan and rupture
prmcmas as I

i. In mrltisxisl ett'ess staCes, compressive
Mt aCress  Lsotropic component of stress tensor!

litcle effect on the devistoric stress/scrain-
rate telstf.on whee stress deviators ars very low and
teegserature is well below 0 G. By coatrest, moderate
preeeute suppreasea internal aicrocracks at high
~ tteih ratea, end it ineressea defnraatinn resistaace
sed "strength." Extreae pressure at Cypical tempera-
tmtas peahen ice tovarda the phase transformation to
amtat, and coassquently deforaatioa resistance and
~ Ctmngth decrease with increasing pressute, almost

irrespective of Che magnitude of devi.atoric eCrems or
~ train race.

gtrengCh and deformation resistance are inf lu-
smnmd by strain rate, Camperature, porosity snd grain
~ imm ie the following way.

Strain rate. Deformation assistance and
"strength intrease with increase ot imposed strain
rate. Conversely, strain tate r. Lncteases with
imctmame of imposed stress n. In either case ~

where n eight range f tom '2 at very low
scteee  < 0.0l ffpa! to 4 st high strain rates
 > LO"gs I!.

Tmapetature. ifhen ice is Cruly "solid"  below
-l0 G for mon-salina ice, or below the eutectics of
dimmolved impurities!, strain rate c ror a given
stress o can be described by a relation of the form
t ~ exp  </RT!, where T ia absolute temperature, X
im the gaa constant, and Q rs an activation energy
for the controlling deformation process ~ eay yU
kg/mole for diffusional creep. The corresponding
relation for o is obtained f roe the c-o relation  the
poamr law! . At teaperatures close to O'C, all poly-
cxya Cmlline ice has liquid, or liquid-like trensi.�
tiosaal layers, st the grain bouodaries. Thus there

additional thermally activated ptocessee inf lu-
eaci ng sttength and deformation, and the simple
artyeeaixrs relation does not apply.

~t41t 10 I1 pl* y ~., t gth d d f
~ atgea reaiatanCe decrease «ith increasing porosity.
for thm complete range of material properties from
demma, gmperrmable ice to highly compressible,
peramable snow, there is a continuous dectease in
~ trensgth amd ia deformation resistance. In saline

porosity is created by both air bubbles and
btgae calle- The effect of varistioas in the sixe
smd shape of pores has aot received natch experiaental
atte-ntgea, although lt is a tempting topic for
these rat ical speeu let ion.

Grain eisa. Where elaatio defOraati.on and
brittle fracture are significant contributors,
Sttemgth O deCreaaee WlCh inCreasing grain Site d,
amd there is support for che idea that a ~ d
Ther» ere indications that coarse-grained ice may
fracture aad yield at strains smeller than the yield
strains for fine-grained ice. In the range where
dmCC il5.ty dominates, there is not yet any convincing
mvtsgeacm that strength and deforaation sre mch
affected by grain else.

Another f act or C o be considered is the s i s e of
the stressed volume, since non-aetalllc brittle
SOlida tepiCally get. veaker aa values inCreaeee
 increasing the probability of encounterrng bigger
flame!. Publiabed data fOr iCe on this topic cover
oaly a narrow range of voluaes, but it is to be
ekpettad that fracture Strength wf.ll deCiueee with
increasing volume st high strain rates  where cracks
aad similar flaws control the failure!. The deforma-
tioo teaietanCe im nOC eapeoted tO be SsuCh affected
by Site at very low strain rates  where the control-
ling flaws are thought to be dislocations!.

perhaps the most dif ticult variables to deal
with are aniaotropy and iohoaogeneity. Studies of
~ nisotropy are not very far advaaced, so it is
dangerous to venture general lcations. However, Chere
is not larch doubC that ice with preterred crystal
orientation flows most easily when the resolved
stress ia parallel to tbe basal planes of the
cryscals. Qfth high strain rates end multfaxfel
stress, the "strength" of columnar ice varies depend-
ing on vhether the stress field ls tending to push
the columns together or apart,

ice testln and ex rimental data. Under the
best of circuae lances, most sachanica 1 tests sre smch
anre complicated than their textbook ideelizetions.
ifhen typical tests are applied to ice, the problems
are magnified by thermal instability of the material
 melting, eVapOratina, brine drainage, vapour and
surface diffusion! and by high sensitivity co rate
and teaperature  changing the balance of clast.icity
and plasticity! .

An international grOup hee been trying far the
last decade to bring some order to ice cestrng, but
the standards of experimental work are still highly
variable. For the present we have to use results
froa noae test progress thet are obviously flawed,
and lt is necessary to be aware of cossaon sources of
error and ndeunderatandfng. The fOllOwing poinra
might be kept in miod when considering the data given
in the remainder of this paper.

l. Fot tests neer O'C, lax temperature control
can introduce large errors.

2. For high rate/Iow tempetature tests
 elastic/brittle!, grear. care and very ptecise
technique ate needed to avoid errors.

3. For tests to large strains, special
procedures are needed to produce representative
re su.lt s .

Most of the indirect tests, in which some
material properties arse be assumed, cannot bs osed
to investigate rate and temperature etfecte. For
example, the assumption of elasticity in beaa flexure
or disc compression is hard Co justify when rates ere
low or temperatures high.

Blind application of test procedures r rom
other technical tields can give misleading results
 e.g. uae Of quaai-StatfC Cence to aeasure Young'S
modulus! .

6. Large-scale f ield tests  e.g. on f losCiog
beams or cantilevers! can i~volve aaterial which is
i nhoaogeneous, snrsotropf c, and sub! ect to apprecr-
able Ceaperature gradxents.

There have been n.o truly comprehensive test
programs covering all the variables in e systematic
way, and so a certain amount of i.nCelligent guessvork
im needed in Order tn eXCrapOlate and interpolate
from the existing data. However, the broad picrure
is now starting to eae rge, and any given se C of dst s
Can be Chetked fOr COneierenry and plauef brit ty
against m variety of independent data set.s.

3.2 Iceberg Ice

There are virtually no published data on mech�
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Figure 13. Suamary of Young' ~ modulus date for non-
~ elise ice and snow  for data sources sse 163 I.

anical properties of ice that has been collected from
icebsrge ~ but there ie pLanty of inforaation about
glacier ica, which is what icebergs consist of. Over
the interior areas of Creenlarul and Antarctica,
glacier ica forms by a sedimentation process involv-
ing vieco-plastic compaction of dry snow. The re-
sulting material is fine-grained and almost ieotrop-
ic, with included mir which forms close! bubbles when
che bulk density reaches about G.B Hg/m . Only
the layers very close to the glacier bed is there
signif leant shearing, with consequent deva lopaent of
preferred crystal orientation, bnt when ice from che
interior le funneled out to the eea through ica
streams and va!ley glaciers there is more general
shearing, and come inclusion of rock debris. There-
fore, in lieu of data on ice froa actual icebergs we
have to be content with ~ suaaary of the properties
of glacier iCe, of artitiCial ice which eiaulatee
ieotropic polar glacier ice, and of noae other cypea
ot mon-salina ice.

glastic moduli. For polycrqstaLLLne ice of low
9 lty~deyty 9 + O.yly NEI !. high 9 9 yyy
dynamic measurements of Young'a modulus 8 give values
ot approximately 9.0 to 9.5 CPs in the temperature
range -5 to -LO'C. Careful measuremeots of the
initial tangent modulus for quasi-static uniaxial
compression teste give quite similar values �4-57!.
as temperature decreamesy B inrreases nonlimearly
 Fig. 13!. but the ett'ect is small for "true" Young' ~
~ odulus  se opposed to aif ective values of 8 whfeh
include creep etfecte!. Porosity n ~ which can be
expressed alternatively es bulk density p, hss
signit leant influence on 8  Fig. 13!, amd it is
interesting to note that 8 drops sharply beLow the
density vhicb represents close-packing or equant
grains  p 0 55 LLg/a !.3

PoiSSOn'S ratin v, se meaaured by dynamiC teete,
haa valuse ClOSe tO 0-3 tor non-saline i.ce Or lOW
porosity  Pig ~ 13!, and there is not much variation
With pOroeity Over the range where the mareriai ie
regarded as "ice" rather than "snow"  p 7 O.g pfg/m !-r

Sulk modulus LL is

In ice engineering it is f requently necessary to
appLy elastic analysee in situations where the ice
deforaecion isnot purely elastic. In such cases, it
aay be apptopriate to uee "ef factive" sxydulf derived
from relatively slow quasi-static teats. because
these sftective moduli  8'! represent the combined
sf f ects ot e les tie it y, re cove rs ble "delayed e last ic
ity, and irrecoverable creep, they are appreciably
aors sensitive to teaperature, strain rate aod vi bra-
tional frequency than is Young's modulus B. At
temperatures and/or high strain rates, LL' ~ 8, but at
low strain rates  ~ LO s ! or relatively high
temperatures  » -LG C!, 8' may be as low as 258 to
30X of E. When low strain rates are coabined with
temperatures approaching O'C, 8' can have very low
values ~ and the elastic approximation may cease to hm
useful. In coaparison with the eitects oi tempera-
ture snd strain rate on 8', porosicy variations over
the typical range sre not very significant, but there
is e slight decrease of 8' with increase of n  de-
crease ot p!.

"Bt rect iva" values of Young ' s modulus 8' should
be paired with effective values of Poisson's ratio,

Although v' does not receive explicit treatment
in the literature, soae deductione can be made I2I.
As ductility increases it is reasonable to expect
s 1/2, representing incmspressible flow, with 8'/Lc
O.For ice which has low porosity  or walter-filled
puree! the bulk aodulue 1  should not vaty mruch with
porosity, temperature, or strain rate, aod for a
firet apprOXiaatiOn ir. Csn be aeeumed equal to the
true Young's modulus for sero porosity, E . Thus
v' can be expressed ae

which gives a systeaatic variation between the limits.
I/3 and L/2.

Stean th and detoraation rsei.stance. Strength
for any specified state of stress can be defined as
the aaximua stress, or detormst ion resistance, for a
given strain race. For ductile yielding of fine-
grained ice, constant strain rate strength tests gtve
essentially the ease information as consrant sr.ress
creep teste, so that "strength can be obtained from
either the peak of a conventional stress/strain curve
or the inflection point of s conventional creep curve
[52, 53].

The most coamon test is uniaxial compression.
V t xi 1 stretch oc for non-saline ice
at -5 to -10 C varies by three orders of aagnir.ude
 G.OL to 1D Spa! as strain race varies trna about
10 to 10 e . At high strain rates, ck re not
highly sensitive to temperature, and at very high
rates the temperature et teer. is expected co bc
comparable to that for Young's modulus  Fig, 14!. At
very low strain rates, the variation ot oc vith
temperature  Fig. 14! can be deduced from the depend-
ence of miniaua creep rate on temperature  Fig. 15!.
Because the stressistrsin rats reiat too rs tne same
for constant strain rate and constant stress  Ftg.
Lfy! 9 the ctrees/strain-rate relations developed hy
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Figure �. Oompilatios of temperature relationships
[2[ ~ All stress values are normelfxed with respect
to the value for -� C. !! Verietfon of Young'4
eodulus with teaperature. 2a! Un!axial tensile
strength - data from [58]. 2h! Un!axis! tensile
strength - data from [59], 3a! Un!axial compressive
strength � data from [58]. 4! Ductile yield stress�
data from [60]. 5! pressure for phase transition
from ice !h ta water under isothermal hydrostatic
romp re salon.
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glacier ice [6 j, Broken linea indicate relations
derived from earliet studies [62!.

glaciologists [61I for minimum creep tete  Pig. 17!
can be interpreted ae ecrength/strain-rate relations
for Losr rate ductile yield. It sight be noted that
gleciologiets cosmonly represeat axial stress ot io
terms of octahedral shear stress r  r 4 o 3!oct
and axiaL strain rate ti in terms oi octahedral
etraia rate t  e e>/A!.oct oct

It is sometimes useful to knosr the "time-to-
failure" Cf, def ised as the time taken Co reach the
peak of e stress/ ~ train curve or the inf Lection poinr.
of a creep curve. Figure LB shosrs hov tf tar fine-
grained ice is iaversely proportionaL to both strain
tate and a paver ot stress.

AC high strain rates, a decreasee as porosity
increasee  p decreaeee!, as ehosrn in Figure 19. Par
Lou.strain rates, the ~ ftect oi porosity on the
«rc-c telatlon hss to be deduced ladirectly  Pig.
20!.

Grain siss d does not eppeat to effect q
systematically st Lost strain rates  < 10 ~ !. At
high strain rates, oc ie expects«[ to decrease ss d
incr'esses, perhaps vith ec ~ d 1», bot adequate
data are not yst available.

In cases where ice undergoes durtile yield eith-
oa.t fracture or rupture, it ie sometiaee useful to
knov the "residual strength" st relatively large
strains. The relation bets«eon residual strength and
St.rei«l raCe ie much the Salsa sa the relati.on betveen
creep tate aad applied stress for lstge etrsi.ns, aad
relevant deCa for both coastent strain rate aod coa-
etant Sttees are gives in Figure 21.

0fti $«*l «c i~it* th«1th
Same Way that Oc vae defined, there ie li.r.tie dsf-
ference betsreen OT and I[c tor ieotroPiC I.ce at
lov strain rates  < 10 ~ ! Ln both cases the ice
yields by shearing, and the dif ference ot aormel
Sr.rene does nOC seem ta have larch eifect. Abase SOme
critical e'tt'eia tare �0 e et -7'C � sea Fig.
22! there is s bifurcatian in the stress/strain-rate
curves for teasion and compression, presumably be-
cause internal edcroctacks can for«s snd inf Lueace the-5f at lure at high rates. At high rates � 10 s !,
OT tenda tO a limiting value, Srhfle «k COntitules
to increase. Par f ine-Brained l.Ce at -7 C, the high

10 IQ 10 IQ
I, Strata Rote  s '!

F'igure 18. Time-to-failure tf for fine grained
non-saline ice. tf ie gives as a function of
straia tate  Pig. 18e!, and as a funct.ion oi stress
 Pig. 18b!.

rate Limit of oT ie about 2 ! pa, vith a around
I ! Hpa. This gives a ratio of oc/of welL belov
the theotaticel values of 8 or mtre that are
prediCted by Gritf ith theOry and its derlvarivee
 another reason vhy dlateetraL compress.ion of a disc
at cyliader can«lot be used to measure oT in ice!,

The et tact of temperature an oT is the same ss
ite effect oa oc at Lov strain rates. By contrast,
the lack of sensitivity to strain rate at very bifh
rates leads to the expectation that there vill be a
corresponditlg insensitivity to temperature tn that
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Figure 19. Bu~ry of data on the strength of non-
sallns ice and snow  for details oo data sour'ces see
[63] !.

Pfgure 21 Stress/strain-rate data for 102 axial
~ trains obtained frow extrapolation of constant loa4
and constant: displaceaeot rate tests at -5 C. The
regression U.ne represents the coabined data set
f53].

Figure 20. Deviatoric stress/strain-rate relations
deduced in4irectly froa various data sources �3].
 h! Snow, ~ -10'C.  B! Boov, ~ 0' to � 7 'C.  C! Ice,
~ 0.9 !fg/n, -2 C to -10'C.  fr! Snow, 0.49 Ng/n,
-1 C co -10'C.

range. ine iiaited expel'inestal date supportthis
idea  Figs. 14 and 23!.

ht high strain rates, rrf decreases with in-
creasing porosity  decreasing density!, es indicated
in Figure 19. Ac lov strain rates, the trend is
expected to follow that for oc  Fig. 20!.

The grain sine 4 hae a considerable influence on
oT at aoderate strain rates  i0 4 s 1!. The crt act
can be described by the !bill-Petch relation

where a an4 b are constsots 164]. This type of be.�
haviour is expecte4 to prevail at strain rates higher
than 10" s . but at very low sr.rain rates d aay not
have such etfect. For practical purposes the value

2 %'a for fi.ne-grai.ned ice cao be regarded as
an upper linit.. Zsore COarae-grained nOn-Saline ma-
terial that is encountered in glacier ice, fake ice,
and old sea ice will usually have tensile strength
such lower than 2 Hpa  typically l Hpa or less!.

Failut'e strains an4 ielrl strains. Traditionall-
yy there has been rather little interest in ebeolu'te
value of the strains at which fracture and ductile
yielding occur in ice, and yield criteria have always
been foraulated in terna of stress. Ho~ever, while
yield stressee for ice vary by orders ot nagoitude,
the strains fot fracture and ductile yield stay with-
in auch aors liaited ranges.

Rheo fine-g.rained ice is strained in uniaxiel
conpression et rates less then shout 10 s 1, under
either constant strain-rate or coostant stress  Pig.
24!, there is a well.-defined ductile yield at axial
strains of approxinately 12 �2]. This shows up
either as a peak stress on a stress/strain curve, or
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Pigura 22. Kft'ect oE ~ Crain rate on u and
for non-saline ice. Figure 22a indicates oc values
Eros various eourres and for various ice types.
Pigure 22b cospares uc and oT for fine-grained
non-saline ice [55 j.
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Pigure 23 Variatfnn Of OE vith teaperature fOr
non-saline ice. Dare tron �8 ~ 59. yl j.

as a strain-rate minimum on s creep curve. Evan when
l.he c.cmpressive stress is cycled sc varying frequen-
cies  Fig. 25!, the sean Creep Curve still ShOWS
aininum creep rate st about it axial strain �5j.
with strain rates in the range l0 to l0 s, the
Sa~ ice haa an initial yield point which OCCure ~ C
smaller strains �.03 to 0.5%! ~ This isi.tial yield
is associated with thi= onseC ot internal cracking.
At very high strain rates � � s ! the initial
yieid becomes the sole yield, i.e. onset ot internal

cracking is followed ilsmediately by free'cure of the
entire specimen.

Comparable data for coarse-grained ice ara not
yet aval.labia, but current work on coarse-grained oL4
Ses ice Of luv Sal.inity Suggeets thar. there Smy be
only one identifiable yield point, with strains ~ t
that point always well below L%.

Nultiaxisl stress states. Por auitissial stress
staten, strengrh is beet specified by a formal fail-
ure CriCeri.On ~ SuCh as an equatiOn Or graph deSCtlb-
ing the failure envelope tn principal screen space.
A. general criterion is hard to formulate even f or
isotropic ice  none of the classical criteria are
broadly appLicable!, and for auisotropic ice there
are very great dif f iculties. Consequently, engineers
often have to get by with the most. primitive of
assusptious, e.g. failure occurring when the medor
prinCipal Stress reeChae oT Or n , depending On
t.he nature of the problsa.

There have been speculations about the quaLits-
tive fores of failure criteria for isotropic ice
l66I, drawing on the observed facts that.  i! hydro-
St.atiC preeaure hae li.ttle effeCt Ou Shestl.ng at Very
Low creep rates,   li! moderare pressure increases
strength and deformation resistance at high strain
rates,  iii! high pressure lovers the deformation
resistance at all rates,  iv! rhe envelope intersects
the principal stress axes at oT and s, and
inrersects the hydrostat at the pressure tor the
phase transition from Tce Ih to water.

In addition to data Eor oT and g, snd lor
phase Craosition pressures, there are a fev dar.a seta
Eros triaxial tests   d2 ~ oI! in the compression-
compression quadrants �71, and in the tension-
tension quadrants [68 j. There are also some data
from biaxial Ccats �3M! [69j. However, when the
number and range of potentiei variables are con-
sidered, these results are too fragsentary ts provide
a clear picture t or this review.
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Figut'e 25, Examples of msao creep curves tor tests
oxx f toe~rained ioe io vhich compressive stress
Cycles bstveen 0 and 2 Kpa at the frequenci.es
isssfteated �5 J.

T t T~l. Th I t t* gh
tc» hmm attracted considerable interest in recent
years, bmt published data have to be approached vir.h
camtiora The gene raL concept is clearly spplica ble
to icm uncter elastic/btittle conditions, but it is
irrelevant. vhen rates aod temperature> are such that
lcm yields by flov and recrystallizatioo rather than

by the nucleation and propsgar.ion ot cracks. The
f lexutal tests t.ypically used to seasure Klc, the
critical stress intensity factor for "Node I" crack
extension, can be I,nterpreted by elastic theory at
high rates aod lov temperarure, but the elastic
assvmptions became progressively vorse as rates and
temperstvres produce greater ductility.

Ifhere ice is elastic aod brirtle, glc should
be prediCtable free Yvung TS mOdulue 6   ~ lp GPa! and
the specif ic surface energy y   O.l J/m !. For2

p lane st ress,

g + �gy! 45 kN-m1/2 -3/2
lc

Neasured values of Itic do aPPear to have a lover
limit cLose to this valve. Nore typical xeasured
values are around lOO kSI-m 5/, implying that
yp, the specif ic energy for plastic. vorking of
proven/l.rvio theory, is about 5 y. 'lfxth this Jirims
iscie evidence that sitaple I;riftith theory might be
applicable ror the elastic/brittle condition, one is
teepted to calculate oT from 2, y and t.he
controlliog crack length 2c.. For plane st.ress,

vhere c is in imt res. If »e make a guess that. 2c ts
equal to the grain size of the ice, calculated vaiues
of of are as sheen in 1 igure 26, vhich also gives
measured values ot

ashen Cnndit iona are Such that ice has sOme duc-
tl lit.y, it might be expected that "toughness" vou~d
i acre ass vi tb in cress i ng tempera tu re and de crea s tng
strain rate. IJtth che exception ot one data set, th»
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Figure 26. Comparison of CheoreCical teamt le
stceagth with measured values, asaumi.ng that f law
~ tse equals grata sine �0 J.

figure 21. gf fact of Loading rate oa Klc for aon-
saline ice �0, 72 .

Figure 28. Variation of Klc with teeperature aad
loading rate �3 }.

e xpe r i me ac el ev i dence au pp or ts thi s exp ect aC ion f or
rate eflects  Fig. 27!. However, test. data show that
Klc tncreases as temperature decreases  Eig. 28!,
coatradicting the simple expectar.ton. Lookiag at
thtags another wsy, Klc can be expressed aa

end c.his suggescs thar. K«might vary with rate aad
temperature in the same wsy as of. The expectation
would thea be for Klc to be iasens itive to race,
and for Klc to increase slowly with decreasing
temperature ~ The latter appears to be borne our when
test tag raCes are high  Etg. 28!. However, another
posstbility ts that the existence of Liquid tileis or
liquid-like layers in the grata boundaries aighc 'lead
to a Rehbtnder, or Boffo, effect �J. Since the
liquid/solid value of y is about 302 of tne
vspout /solid value, Klc could be halved by
intrusion of s liquid file into a growiag crack.
Such intrusLon ~ould probably not occur where rates
ere very high, irrespective of temperature, but it
could occur with a combinat.ion oi hig'h teaperature
and low test cate.

A more complete discussl.on oi the lracture
toughaees of ice, end the underlying theory, is given
el.sevhere �!.

precise emesurements of the basic mechanical
properties of sea ice aro not plentiful. partly
because the material ls difficult to work with  brl.ne
mobility, complex structure!, aad pertly because of
practical desuinds for relatively crude f ield date.
Coasequeatly we have to draw upon experimental
results tor noa-saline ice for a bsclcground pictuce
of how sea ice eight behave ia a geaeral sense. In
assessing the eea i.ce data, i.t msy be helptul to
regard saltnity as a major new variable, with
freshwater tce of rero salinity repreecatiag a
reference state.

galtntty has a direct tnt luence on porosity,
since salts rejected by the ice crystals during
freexing fora concentrated brine, which Ls dts-
tribured through the tce sass io poree. At eny give~
teaperature, the volume of brine-filled pores  "brine
porosity"! increases with increase ot overall salini"
ty. However, the bri ne-filled pores are not. rhe only
pores Ln sea ice; there are also gdis bubbies, and the
total porostty ts the "gas pornsi ry" plus the "brine
porosity." In the paar., the "gae porosity" waa
usually unknowa, aad brine pocoslt.y was substituted
ior total porosity. There is aow a simple method iot
overcoming this problem �0], As temperat.ure
decreases ta ice of a given salinity, brine volume
decreases, since equilibrium concentration hes ro be
mainCataed. This meaas that temperature haa a dual
ef tact on the mechanical properties of saline ice
ic sf recce the tce marrix, much as ic does in noa-
saliae ice, but tt also changes the porosity.
gecause increasing temperature and increasing
porosity both tend to lower the stl.t t aces, the
deforaation reetstance sad the strength of Lce,
it might be expected that temperature ef f sets in eea
ice iiouid be stronger than those ia non � saline ice.

Hechantcal properties of sea Lce are often
plotted egal.nsr. pores tty and against Cempcrature.
Vhen exaaintag such plots, it should be understood
that these two variables are not aormally independent
of each other. Tetaperature is usually aa implicit
variable in porosity eff ects  porosity is varied by
changiag Che temperature ia ice ot given salinity!.
Siailarly, porostty is often an imp li cit variable in
reaperarure ettects .
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Figure 31. Summary of values for ef factive tsodul«
E' plotted against temperature [2, 83, 85[ ~

Elastic moduli.. Measurements oi Young'4 moduaus
8 have been made hy methods dependi.og oo high fre-
queacy waves, pulses or vibratians. Ettect ve moduif
E' [save beeo measured by quasi-static tests  typicai-
Iy bema flexure!, both in the laboratory end in the
f ieLd.

Figure 29 gives a geoeral impression ot E values
for mma ice over a range ot parosity. It also pro-
vides 4 c~arfson with non-saline ice. The results
for small-scale sacsplee  c}ata bands 1, 3, 5! show
good agreement with non � saline ice  data bend 2! .
The Valuem Obtained t'rom eeiemiC teate and t lexural
waves over wid» areas are mostly much lower than E
fot non-saline ice, but this is oot too surprising
rhea alj of the compLicatioos ot the ica sheet are
comm Adored.

Values Of Z' are inciiCared in Figure 30, and are
Cemgcared with 8' valuee fOr non-saline iCe. There is
close agreement between sea ice and non-saline tce at
l~ parnaity, Snd the lov valuea tOr Sea iCe at
ftfgbmr poroaities can prabably be attributed ro the
comgrined effects of porosity and temperature. Data
bmmd 3 for E' in Figure 30 agre~a vali virh data
hands fc and 7 far E in Figure 29.

The eftett of temperature an 8' is indicated in
Figure 31. The slightly sreeper trend in data band
Ls probably due to the fact that all tests vere made
at a single value ot salinity. Figure 32 shows how
8' varies with sCress rate aod temperature at a fixed

Figure 30. Summary of data for effective modulus F.'
plotted against porosity [2, 81, 82, 83, 84J.

Figure 32. Varfatfon of effective modulus E' with
stress rate and temperatore ]8$].

value of salinity. At very [ow temperature snd high
stress  or strain! rate, 8' approaches E

Etfective values ot Poisson's ratio v' tor sea
ice were measured  .n beam flexure experiments by
Morat end tainey ]66] . For very Iow stress raCes,
tended to the expected limit value ot 0.5  see page
244!, For the highest test rates  II-6 Mpa/s, and up
to I.. 6 x 10 " e !, v' had values between 0.36 and
0,4. The tacan value for high rate decreased wit'h
decreasing temperature, from about 0.40 at -5'E, to
0.37 at -30' and � 40'C. This observed temperature
trend supports a speculation made much earlier by
tseeks snd Assur [6] on the basis of Soviet se i sexi c'.
data. Such e trend is opposite to what would be
expected with air-f illecl poree, but it cao bc.
explained by expressing u in rerrss of E aod the bulk
modulus K [2 ] c

�K � 8!/6K �-E/K!/e
Since K is about the same ror ice and water, a seall
inCreaee in the volume Of warer-rilied porous should
have littl~ effect on the overall value ot K. Thus
the var at on ot v with porosity will be cont tollea
largeiy by variariOna in E, WhiCh decreases as
porosiCy increases. The equation therefore predi.cts
an increase oi u vith increase of porosity. Because
porosity increases with increasing Cemperature i:I
saline ice, v should i.ncrease with increasing
temperature.

In columnar sea ice, anisoc.ropy may have a
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greater influence on v than do temperature or
FOrOSity. Wang [88! found that Sea iCe vaa IsuCh
stiffer in a direction parallel to the long axes ot
columns  vertical! than in the perpendicular
direCriOn  hOrirOntal!, giving v' Sn the range 0 CO
0.2 vertically and 0.8 to !.Z horixontally.

Bulk modulus K and shear modulus G sre not
COmmOnly meaaured ae SuCh in Sea iCe, bur given paire
of values for 8 and u they are easily calculated  see
page 244! ~

Stre th and defer sation resistance. Uniaxial
stress tests provide clear and unambiguous data if
they are dona well. Uniaxial compression tests have
been applied to sea ice by many investigators, but
mniaxial tension has rarely been atteepted. The  mset
cosmnn strength teste hawe inVO1Ved fleXure Of beast
or centi levers ~ For laboratory experiments small
beams are cut fr'om an ice sheet, or saline ice is
produced artificially. For large scale field tests,
beams or cantilevers are sawn in the ice sheet, with
the "fixed* endo still attaChed to the Sheet  liisited
flexure at the beam root is still possible!. For the
reasons mentioned earlier  paga243!, bass tests can
give misleading results, acd beam data for non-saline
ice have been ignored in this review. However, in
the absence of adequate uniaxial data for sea ica, we
have to make use of beam data. which do have speci.al
value when bass tests are regarded as analogue tests
for plate flexure. To distinguish the "aodulue of

Figure 33. Vniaxial coapressive strength of sea ice
aa a funCtiOn Of strain rate  data Seletted from
[88!!.

Figure 35. Variation of oc with temPerature for
three ice types  data from [9l j!.

ruprure or "flexural strength" from uniaxial tensile
Strength  Sf, We uae the Symbol  8T. 'He have
completely disregarded results from once-popular
Braril. tests and ring tests  diaeetral compression of
discs and annuli!, since these test have proved
unsuitable for ice [89!.

in C*CX o r l ~u*
expect.ed to vary with strain rate, temperature and
porosity in a manner qualitatively similar to non-
ssline ice. Figure 33 represencs sosm data by '4tang
[90! which conform to a power relation between scraia
rate and stree ~, With an eXpOnent Of abnut 4. S nm
other data, selected Eros results hy Schwmrs [9 [ !,
are shown against strain rate in Figure 34. lo
Figure 35, the effeCt Of temperature On O ie Shinrn
for eea ice and for sense roughly comparable fresh-
~ster ice  lake encl river ice!.

The effect of porosity on qc and other
mechanical properties has traditionally been dis-
played by plotting the property against the square
root of brine volume. F' or reasons discussed
elsewhere [2!, this practice is not followed here;
brine volume ie represented simply as brine
porosity. Variation of ~c with brine porosity at
high strain rates  » l0 s l! is shown in Figure 36,
which also brings out the well established fact that
oc ie strongly dependent on the direction of
loading in columnar ice. Further evidence ls given

Figure 34. Variation Of oC With strain C'ate,
temperature ar d grain orientatiOn  data SeleCted frOm
[91! ! ~

Figure 36. Summary of data for o as a function ol
brine porosity [83, 92!,
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bp Ff4gere 3y, which shows the ice to be weakest shen
~er principal stress is at 4$ to the direction Of
Cbs e axes  f ie., at 45' to the horixontal plane!.

Figure 38 prOvidea Conf itvsatioo that
~ acreases vith increase of grain sire at fairly high
strata rates  > 10 s !.

 !oiaxial tensile teats on sea ice have been t'are
i!scauae ot the difficulty in eaintaining perfect
vpeegaen axiality and in avoiding perturbstions of
kbe stress fle!.d. These difficulties ere now being
eesreoaer but nev data have not yet appeared. The
eely usable published data see s to be those repre-
~ sated in Figure 39, where of is plotted against
Casperature for two salinities aod two loading

Fig Ore 3!. VariatiOn Of 1!c with Strain rate in
col~oar sea ice at -10'C. The three data eats show
the effect of crystal orientation [93[.

direCtiOOS. aa Ssfght be expect.ed, «q increasea
vith decreasing teaperature aod decreasing salinity.
Zt ia greater fOr Vertical epetiaae V! Ot COluanar ice
 Fig. 39a! than for horixootal specieens  Fig. 39b! .
The te aperatura effect tepliea a porosity effect,
which is illustrated by a re-plot of sean values Eros
Figure 39 in Figure 40.

Fleaural Stree th OFf haa been Ia enured in
enny teat prpgralss invOlving bOth labOratory wprk and
field work. The variability of results is eoeewhat
daunting, aa can ha seen froe the sue sary in Figure
41, vhere uFT is shown against brine porosity.
Figure 42 sus!nsrixea ance data on the variation o 
oFT with te!spersture, but the resul.ts should be

Figure 38 ~ Variat.ion of oc with strain rate in
granular sea tce at -10' :. The effect ot grain siss
is also indicated [93}.
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Figure 42. Variation of flexural strength with
tesperature  85 ~ 98].

treated with caution because of probable departure
froa ideal elasticity at high tesperaturee. h
discussion of rate effects, tesoerature effects and
other conplications ia given elsewhere [2], but it
sight be worth eentioning here that in Situ baaaa are
sub!act to 1.arge varistiona in grain structure, steep
teaperatura gradients, beaIs-ront stress Concentra-
t'iona, acaL» effects and, at high rates, inertial
effects in the underlying water.

Practure tou hnese seesuremnt ~ on aee ice have
been reported frns several studies [72 ~ 83, 99, 100 ~
102!. The effect of loading rate on KIC ia shown
in Figures 43 and 44, and it can be seen that ~ for
high loading rates, Klc tends to values that are
CLOse to the theOretical "Criffith Value for
non-saline ice  see page249!. In Figure 43,
teeperature senna co have very little effect on
Klc, in contract to the trend shown earlier in
Figure 28 for cosperable deflection rates. One study
[102] hes given none evidence of a decrease in Klc
with increase of brine porosity; another study [83]
purporta to show the saIee trend. but the data points
haVe nO Significant Cart'elati.on. In bOth Figure 43
end Figure 44, it aeeas that Klc increases with

an increase in train sine,
Som conventionaL triaxial teats   a1 S uf ~ o3!

have been sade on aea ice at eoderate].y high rates .
SOViet teste �03] na artificial and natural Sea ice
ShOV the unior prinCipal Stress O1 inCreaa ing with
O2. O3, and the uaxisua shear Streea,  a1 � a2! J2,
increasing nonlinearly with the noraal stress on the
plane of uaxiuus sheet. The failure value of ol vas
an Order of aagnitude higher than nt Irlth O2 arOund
4 Hpa. Under conf ining pressure, the faiLure stress
decreased arith increasing eaLiuity and inctessing
teeperature, guet aa it does in the uniaaiaL streSS

Figure 41. Summary Of data far oFT aa a function
of brine porosity [2, 6, 7, 78, 83 ~ 96].

Pigure 43, Variation of Klc with loading rate,
grain Site end teeperature [109] for coluenar ftneb
water ice.
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arete lsotropic fisc-grained ice behaved diff er-
esaly from aoisotropic i.ce, snd strength varied with
issedtmg diractioa in aaisotropic ice, Values of
fssr the Nohr-Coulomb criterioa vere farstly ia the
rmags 30 to 50', with extreme values of l4' aad 53

"True" triaxial tests  of s of s og! hevs been
~ mds oa anisatropic saline ice �04!, but so far the
rsssalts ars too coapl.icated to be summarised coa-
cgae Lp.

Dna poteat.ial problem in triaxlal test.ing is
clast failure. could be iafluenced by differssces of
lauding rates for the principal stresses, or by
variations in the ratio ar/ of. because s complex
stress field in naturaL ice is likely to fluctuate
trgth Cbe ratio of principal stresses staying f ai rly
constant, s sew triaxiaL test device haa been
daeslogted to keep the rat.io ar/o> constast throughou't
a test  f051.

%try little vork hss been doae an the aechasical
properties of tarlti- ear sea ics, aad it is still
hard to germrsli!e about diff ereaces between "new"

old' ice. Some studies suggest that uul tiyear
fee ia weaker thea first year ics [L06], but recent
dmtatged studies [43! do aot support this idea.

it is aot easy ta make coaparisons becaiise
of the great varisbili.ty af etreagth in xultiyear
les, which contains many differeat types of ice.
pggsre 4S gives some values of n at strsia rates

and LO s ~ with a temperature ot -5 C. Lf
pdgure 43 fa compared with Figures 31 and 38, it caa
bs seen that the strength range for uultiyear ice is
similar te that for gt'anular first-ysar ice at

At LO s, the ~lti.year ice is about the
strength as columnar ff.rst-year ice, but at lp

the- colueaar ice is weaker than mlttyeer ice
~ txcspt mben testsxf in the "hard fail" directioa.

thsiaxial teasioa tests on aultiyear ice are
bateg made as part of a curtest prograta at Okftp->, aad
tbe indications so far are that oT is always less

l Nps.

Pigure 45. lfnfaxial coapressive strength of
aultiysar sea ice at -5'G aad strain rates of lO
and l0 3 a [43j.

The earlier notes oo ice islsads indicate a
rather catsplicated structure, vittt four different
types of ice distinguishable. Since nechanrcaL test.s
have aot been made on ica islands to aay significant
extent, ft is useful to simplify the earliet picture
so ss to draw som conclusions about probable
mechanical behaviour.

Of the listed constituents tor ice islands, two
are aon-salise ice: lake ice, and saow ice  which is
lust glacier Lce!. The properries of lake ice as
such have aot been reviewed here, but they can be
inferred from the geaeral properties oi granular and
col.uaaar aon-saline ice. h more speci tie review of
lake ice properties caa be iousd elsewhere [7 I. Saov
ice is the material that makes up glaciers, ice ceps
aad ice shelves. Unless it hss been meramorphosed by
strong sheariag, it is typicsl.ly isot ropic, with
graia cise aad porosity varying. Por polar glacier
ice, grain sine varies tron. around l tas in "snow,"
where the burt density is less then 0.8 ffg/m, to
Srauad 5 tae in very denSe iCe  paraeity + O! from the
deep layers. The properties ot porous glacier ice
have already been suamarised, aad the properties oi
snow" aad "snov ice" for lo~er ranges ot bulk

density are dealt vith elsewhere �3, 107 J.
The renaintag two coastitueats of ice islaads

are salina ice types  aea ice, brackish ice!, but
salioity is likely to be very low. The sea ice
componeat is very old sea ice, and therefore perhaps
comparable to some of the multiyear ice that hss lust
been discussed. Not ruach is knows about ice formed
fram btackish ester, but a first guess might be that
it. would be similar t.o lake ice.

Actually, the small. ice island f ragscnts that
drif t iato shallov coastal ~stets have sut tered
ablatioa rrom both top aad bottom surfaces, and they
say not include all the ice types that have been
listed. Prom impressions gained during visits to u



number of small ice islands, and tram drl.l ling snd
blasting work on ice islands, one ot ua is Inc lined
to regard theta simply se small ice bergs.

3. 5 Fragmented Ice

Ttlete is a tendency to assume that the problems
created by floattng ice are solved once the ice ie
brakes. ln faCt, accumuletiOne ot fragmented ice
can, in noae cit'cumstances, resist ship sovement and
load structures such more severely than sn uabraken
ic» sheet.

Fragmented tce covers a br'osd spectrum, fram
fine-graf.ned a>ah ice, through blocky brash ice ~ up
to floe ice, ref ted tce, and ~rid ed tce. As far aa
~ hips aad sttucturee are concerned, the accumulations
ot fragmented. ice that are of most cancers are mush,
brash, end first-year pressure ridges .

ltush tcs ie something Like vsterlogged enov,
with fluid properties while it is fl.oating freely,
aad high cohesioa when it is coepacted or drained.
Although lt cen cause real probleas for ships end
marine structures, systematic ~ tudy ot mush ice is
only ]ust startiag and, apart froa a small saount of
tnforaatioa in ttsn saow mechanics Literature, data
are not yet available.

ttrash tce has aors or less equsnt part tclea in
the sire tangs 0,02 to 2.0 a, the tendency has been
to treat it analyttcally sa a granular 'c-g" eaterisl
thea coat' oras to a Itohr-Cou Lomb t ai lure critecion,
but for hortsontal penetration at a unit'arm layer the
acreea-free upper arui lower boundarnes appear to
petmit yielding in conformance to a criterion of the
voa lttses type j l08J. Itowevvr, aeasureeents ot
have been made in ~ number of studtes.

Large tca blocks pushed together into pressure
ridges also fora a "grsouler" asterial vhich
initially haa Cohesion c and iateraal friction  shear
reetstance! $. The scale of thL ~ aatertal is tso big
fot conveatioaaL aeasureaants of tts bulk properties,
but some deducttoas can be aade from ensLysts of
natural processes.

'Ihe properttea ot fragmented ice are euaaartxed
snd discussed elsevhere 121 '

4, COftCLVSLON

Froa thie brief SurVsy Of the difterent varle-
t.ies. of ice eacount.crud in arctic vaters, it ia
evident that there are large gape in the available
date. There are vtrtually no data dertved f roe
direct studies on icebergs end ice islands. Although
ma!or studies on these ice masses ate perhaps
unnecessary, aoae exploratory studies would be useful
tn order to conf trm that tceberge snd ice islands
are, in face, similar to their parent lce bodies.
qtudtes an first-year ees ice have been cede almost
entirely on ice whtch has formed near the coast.
Thts kind of sea tce ie belteved to have strong
c-axis alignments tn the horirontal plane. but
only ta a fev casus hae the or tentation of the sr.rese
f ieLd relattve to c-axis orientation hvea taken into
coaaideratioo. The aost significaat shortcoming at
the present time ts lack of inforaation aa multiyear
ice, which ie the moat cmmnon aaterial is the cenr,ral
arctic peck, and probabLy the ~st threatening
aatvrial for ottehoru structures. I'tnally, Little
known abOut the ptopertiea at aarine frsxil Lte, lr.
may bc sore conmon than vas ptevtouely thaught to be
the case, snd the fine-gratned coherent ice formed
tram fregtl msy be arranger than ttrst year cangela-
tnon ice.

far ea rhe acquisition and tntsrpretstton of
test date Ls concerned. the tield of ssa ice research
is moving into a nev phase. Some or the oLder test

methods, and the data generated by them, have hsd
be discarded, s process that h.as f oread both ot the
present euthors to !unk some of their older work.
Current activity is based on test techaiques that «e
sore refined and more carefully selected, and there
are mOvee tOWards standardization Ot test teChmiquea
vorldvide. Teste can be designed, coaducted snd
Intvrprered wtth bettct appreciation for the relevant
constitutive relations and tat lure critert.a, and with
less slavish conformance to methodologies borrowed
from other technical fields. Soae experimental areas
are stilL deficieat, and more emphasis needs to be
given to malt iaxial stress states and to losdings
long duration.

The things we call basic mechanical properttes
are, ot course, ooly meaningful wtthtn the framevorh
ot underlying theory, and they have to be applied to
engineering design through the appropriate theory.
ht present there is only loose coordination of ice
engi*eeriag research in the areas of theoretical
mechanics, experiaental determination of properties,
snd soLution ot practical boundary value prable
Consequently, there is a danger thar. efforts in these
various areas aight be mismatched. For example,
theoreticians might be calling tor highly complex
data from polyaxial teats oa rare-dependent aniso-
tropic material at a time vhen design engineers st'e
~ truggling ta progresa beyOnd Simple clear.ir. analyst
and sax imua prtnci pal stress teilure criteria. Some
aeaeure of coordination is needed io ordet to satisfy
the legitimate deaande of both lmeic research and
p t act i eel e ng i neer i n a.

ln sptte of all these difficulties, tbe general
situation is encout'aging. Ice mechanics has made
considerable progress in recent years snd mny, in
f SCt be asking same nev Cnni'Yibutians to applied
mechanics and marerials science. There is a good
collect ton of basic data, snd many practical problems
csn be tackled with conf idence. Perhaps the greatest
problem at the present tine ts ther the accelerated
leering schedule for the Beaufort, Chukchi snd gering
Seas vill create a heavy demand for high quality
data, while the nutabvr ot experienced research
peopLe ~ the physical factlities for ice research> and
the level ~ of tunding support sre all severely
limited. TO OVerCOae this prOblem, the very least
that ta needed ts an expansion aad intensification of
collaboration betveen academia, i.ndustry snd govvro-
aent .
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CLOS BlG REMidtKS PROLOGUE and EPILOGUE
Red A. Os t en s o

liat lanai Oceanic and Atmospheric Administ at ion
iiatfonal Sea Grant College Program

The opportunity to provide the closing remarks
for this series of distinguished lectures and the
seminar on Arctic Technology and Policy is a triple
treat for me. One is because of my long, albeit
late. association with Arctic research. Another is.
to be identified «ith the Sea Grant program at
IIIT. And finally to be here among old friends.

But having said that I am faced with capping
off an intense session of presentations and
discussions spanning the intellectual gamut frcm
"Legal Regime of' the Arctic" to "Concrete Structures
for the Arctic" to "Tectonics of the Arct ic
Ocean.' [n ranging over this seemingly disparate
spectrum for a focus to concluding remarks, I am
struck by a common thread  other than the obvious
Arctic connection! and that is the pioneering nature
of all of these fields of endeavor. This, indeed is
the nature of oceanography itself.

Most disciplines of human endeavor can be
measured by milestones of significant new
unde rstandi ng. Irr virtually every case, these
milestones stretch back in hi story for centuries, if
not nil leni a; f'rom Aristarchus to Copernicus to
Kepler' to Herschel in Astronomy; fran Hero of
Alexandria to Galileo to Newton to Maxwell to
Einstein in Physics; from Hippocrates to Harvey to
Hooke to Pasteur to Crick and Watson in Medicine;
from Mamnurabi to Justinian to Marshall In Law .

Oceanography has no such long history, which is
it,s thrill and cha'llenge. To make my point, I will
argue that there are seven salient milestones in our
understanding of the oceans;

FIrst, is that the ocea ns in fact exist--that
is as deep terrestrial basins versus relative thin
laminae of water over an otherwise homogeneous
[excepting surficia'1 geology! Earth. Geologists
refer to these as the fi rst order features--
continents and ocean basi ns . Even thi s mos t
primitfve understanding is relatively recent . In
1854 ' Matthew Fontaine Murray published the first
bat hyraetric map of any ocean based upon accumu lated
recOrdS af deep sea saundi ngs in the North
Atlantir., Acoustic ranging of the seafloor was
developed between the World Wars and the recorriing
bathymeter did not come into common usage until
after World War I[. l.eadtrme soundings were tedious
and imprecise. Few were made beyond depths to
assure safety of navigation. Illustrative of this
paucity of data is the first moder~ cha rt of the
Arctic Ocean Basirr published by K. 0, Emery in
1949, This chart vras based upon only 152 soundings
deeper than 915m, or an average of one for each
12,OGO square miles. His bathymetric map portrayed

a single oceanic depression varying little in detail
from that constructed by Nansen in 1904 based upon
sounding data from the 1893-96 drift of the FRAN.
In 1962, I published what I believe to be the first
bathymetric map of the Arctic Orean that, indicated
the presence of three trans-basin ridges, In
preparing this chart, I had available, either
published or by reconstruction from over 1ayi ng
Soviet drift and high latitude airli fted expedition
stations 1ocat ions over their bathymetric charts, a
scant few thousand soundings in the entire ice-
covered Arctic other than my own data.

Second, is the awareness that the waters of the
ocean have a certain ordered mot ion, or dynamics.
The fi rat des cri bed i n pub 1 i cation was that of the
Gulf Stream by 6enjamin Franklin in 177O. The
C rcxnwel 1 Current which i s 3, SOO mil es long, almost
as swift and carrying nearly half the flow vo1ume of
the Gulf Stream was not discovered until 1952.

Third, is the realization that the ocean basins
are not featurel ess depressions but, r ather, ruat
they are geologically complex like their terrestrial
counterparts. The ffrst clue to structure" in an
ocean basin came in 1873 when a rise in the miridle
of the Atlantic was discovered by the 6ri tish
research ship CHALLENGER. However, it was rot until
1956 that Maurice Ewing and Bruce Heeze predicted an
interconnected global-encirc1 ing oceani c ridge
system. It requi red another decade to describe thi s
largest structural feature on the surface of tl.e
Earth  being over 40,OOO miles in length!
sufficient detail to show its major features of
black faulting, central grabens, systematic af f sets,
etc.

The fourth and fifth intellectual milestones in
ocea nography were nea r1y cont ervporaneous in t hei r
inceptiors in the mid-1960's. Ore was the
realization that not only did the ocea~ contain
structural geologic features but that the
controlling tectonic pr oces ses we re going on at
rates many orders of magnitude faster than the
"Uni formitarianism" of geologic orthodoxy could
readily comprehend. This grand discovery of
seaf1oor spreading and global tecto ism showed the
Earth to be constructed of some two-dozer
structurally competent plates that are driver. by
forces, stil 1 poorly understood, in di f ferent i a'
motion relative to each across the surface of the
Earth. Plate tectonics, as this proces s is na»
c ommonl y refe r r ed to, i s a sc i ent i f i c concept o.
power and beauty ri vali no those of Hut ton, Oa rwi r
and Kepler; vet the sin.pie descripr.ive phase of thi s
discovery is barely completed and the processes car



only be Imagined .
The other was the realization that oceanic

currents are but a small fraction of the internal
dynamics of the ocean, indeed only about
percent, In addition, there are great eddies and
gyres In the ocean that are analogous to the high
and low pressure cells of the atmosphere. Put
somewhat poetically, we learned that the ocean like
the atmosphere has both c11matic and metearological
scales Of mass, energy and momentum transfer. The
description of these mesoscale eddys in the ocean is
Incomplete and the> r physics poorly understood
today,

Sixth is the effort to achieve a new sense of
legal order and international order liness through
the powerful concept of the oceans being a global
coamens. The ocean has been the subject of
codi ficat Ion s inca a 1493 Papal Sul I di vided the
Atlantic between Spain and Portugal . This tidy
arrangement waS upset in 1588 when England and the
lietherlanda defeated the SpaniSh armada and "rights"
based upon the power to exercise tham were replaced
by the concept of freedcva of the seas as articulated
by Hugo Qrotius in his t609 tract Ilare Liberum, A
aeateemaet large aoey of eaollclt e~ecottmeery la»
has developed to def I ne and protect Indi vidual s
rl ght S On, in, and unde r the OCean, In 1973,
series of conferenc.es on the Law of the See began
with the express purpose of codi fying not an
indi Vidual ' S but rather the WOr id'S rightS to the
ocean under t he concept of I t being t he ccmuoon
heritage of mankind. This is at once one of the
most noble and di f f'I cult ef fort s at international
legislation since the Antarctic Treaty. Although
the camplexity of the issues aird the d'iversity and
numbers of the participants augers ill for success,
the very prOCeSS Of the cOnventiOn~ has Set a new
tone for human relations. Surely the prospects af
nsw internatIonal accords must be viewed as a major
resource derived fran the ocean,

Seventh, and finally, the recently discovered
biological, geochem1cal, geo'logical, and physIcal
processes at seafloor spreading loci is one of the
sa'Iient discoveries of this decade, if not the
century.

A whole new fore of life has been dIscovered
that is completely decoup'led fr aa the photosynthetic
process. The only ctveparable life hitherto known to
exist on Ea rth rely on a photosynthet ic substrate
for their existence. These purely chemosynthetic
anImals are a biological marvel as alien to our
prior understanding as creatures frox another
world. klhat praoISe might they hold fOr exot IC new
drugs and pharmaceutIcalST Temps-ra tore
differentials as great as 400 C occur over a span of
just a few meters . Thr ough our Ocean Theneal
Conversion program, we are spending tens of mil liens
of dollars to capture the energy of a temperature
di f ferent 1 at 1 on of only a few degr ees over a
kilometer! A megawatt of energy is produced fran a
sma1 1 fume ra le not much larger than thi s podium.
Polymetal lie sulfides are being deposited at rates
that may exceed human consumption. Are metals
renewable resource I I

The oceans ha ve been viewed as a passive
catchbasin accumulating all the wastes, natural and
anthropogeni c, that wash of f the continents. Other
than depositional and some bIoalteration processes,
the ocean's accumulation of such 'contaminants" was
ever increasing. ge now comprehend that along the
locus of seaf'loor spreading massive quantities of
materi el, probably every element in the periodic
table, are being injected into the ocean's waters.
ue must learn to underitand the oCeanS aS the gleet
chemiral processing plan that It surely must be.

The assimilative capacity of the oceans to digest
raan's waste products in the seafloor, water coluam
and even the atmosphere must be completely
reassessed. To date, our uses of the ocean has been
1 a rge 'ly 1 imi ted to waging wa r, a medium of
transportation, and a source of food and fiber frgxa
a primitive hunting and gather1ng process, On this
intellectually bankrupt foundation, we have tried
repeatedly and fai led successi ve ly to develop
national ocean policy.

Haw, with these new discoveries and the
application of other scientific advances, such as
genetic engineering, microbiology and salt water
fermentation the possibiliry is real that the acean
can be a virtually unlimited cornucopia of metals,
energy, protein, phargnaceuticals, industrial
feedstocks and other resources.

The point of thI s ef fort to suavnari ze your
semInar i s to emphasize the intel 1 actual
adolescence, if not youth, of the ocean physical,
biol ogle a 1 and soci al scI ence s and engineering. In
our nascent field, we must not be lulled into the
mental t id Ines s of an A r I stot 1 e but rather, 1 ike
Ga11'leo, to look with wonder and openmimdedness for
what we see that is new. The diversity of topics
discussed here wi 1 1 surely be exceeded by the
un ant I c I pated and exc I t i ng pathways t hes e basic
research, app 1 I ed techno f ogi es a nd pol 1 cy
considerations wil 1 lead mankind, 1 am honored to
be a part of this collegium and am grateful for yctur
participation� .
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~ DDDD i DDDD f  M 4 '~ i D M il
University vith an A.B. in geology. Both bis sl,g.
and Ph.D. vere taken at Stanford University vhere
his doctot ~ 1 dissertation was vritten on strike

slip faults in Alaska. Dr. Grants, Geologist with
USUS, has had extensive experience in geoLogic
mapping and in stt'atigraphic, eeronagnetic and
petroleum resource studies in Alaska. Since 1969
he has been involved in geologic and petroleum
resource investigations of the continental shelf
and slope in the Chukchi and Beaufort seas.

NieCOnein, Bilraukee Gengraphy Department and rice
President of Cornice' Arctique International ~
organization of Arctic specialists which sponsors
conferences on polar subjects and coordinates
inCarnaCional Atctic expeditions and research
projects ~ Bia research has primarily focused on
the cultural and economic geography of the Arctic
snd aub-arctic regions, vith his field experience
taking hia to those areas almost every year since
1956. Professor Baglund teaches the onlv
university-based Arctic winter field course in the
veetern vot'ld. An active part icipant in a number
Of PrOfeasiOtial aOC ietiea, he hae chaired the
CODWittee On Point RasOurce Developastnt Of the U.S.
Natinnal Azademy Of SCienCea and recenCly caapfeCed
~ three~ear term ea Chairman Of the Board of
Governors of the Arctic lnsC itute of North
America. He received hi ~ B.A. in geography and
romance languages Eros Drake Univetsity, and hi e
N.A and ph D. in geography and economics from the
University of Pennsylvania.

John Lawrence Bar rove i ~ the Director of Studies
of the American SocieCy of international Lav. Be
i ~ elan the current Director of the Depattment of
Legal Studies of the Johns Bopkine University
School of Advanced international Studies. I
graduate of Baylor Univer ~ ity, Dr. Hergrove holds
~ n L.L.B. frOS Ber Yerk Univeraity and e Ph.n- fran
Narvatd ~ Be ie nov serving as a member of the U.B ~
government Advisory Corsair tee on Antarctic
Resources.

ltil liam D. Hibler 111 haa been a Research
Phys ici ~ C wtth Che Cold Regions Research and
gtlgineering leboratnry in BanOVer, Hev Hampshire
~ inca 19y0 with two intarruptiona when he vas a
VL ~ iting Fellov in the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Program at Princeton University. At the Cold
Regions Labor ~ tory his priaary research intereaC s
have been in large-scale numerical modelling of sea
ice and ice covered oceans and lakes ',
applicaC ion of modal ~ to ice forecasting and
nearehore ice characteristics, 'and the relationship
of eea ice to clisaatic change. A 1965 graduate of
the University of Hi ~ eouri in physics, Dr. Bibler
received hi ~ Ph.D. from Cornell University.

Ola K. Johannesaen i ~ an Associate professor st
Ceopbyeacal Xnatttute Untveretty of Bergen,
Norvay, the school from vhich he vas graduated "
1965. Pme 1966 to 1970 he vaa on the faculty at
tttGi1 1 University in Boncreal vorking with ice
drifC problems in the Cult of St. Lawrence. After
four years at SAC ANT ASif Research Center in
Lagpeais, italy, ha returned to the University of
Bergen to vork on marginal ice zone problems.
19BL-1982 he held the Office of ttaval Research
Arctic Chair et che Naval Post Graduate School in

nteamy, CeliEornia where he coordinated the
fnrsatinn Of the lnteraatiOnal Barginal 1Ce gene
Program  Hfggg!. At present Dr. Johannessen ie
~ erring ~ s the Chief Scientist  or HIRE>.

+onard Johnson hae been the Di.rector of the
Arct c Program ia che U.S. Office of Naval Ltesearch
~ inca 1980. Pot five years prior to that



~ seignmsnt he had been the Physical Science
Administrator for the Arctic Program end had served
ia the D.S. Havel Oceanographic Office as Deputy
Director of Ocean Floor Analysis Division and
Oceanographer. He has been a Lecturer at the
University of South Carolina in Columbia end
Catholic University in Hashington D.C. Dr. Johnson
rec ~ ived s B.A. from 4lilliame College and a N.S.
from Hev York University in geology. His drPhil
vsa coepleted in marine geology at the University
of Gopenhag,en, Denmark.

Zan J ~ Jordaen as Head of Research and Development
for Dot norske veritsa  Canada! Ltd. overseas the
organisation'e research in cold climate technology,
offshore structuree and risk analysis. Before
joinieg this organigaCion in 19HZ, he vas a
Professor of civil engineering at the University of
Calgary> Alberta. He managed numerous research
projects and delivered lectures et the university
on statics, dynamics, omchanics, probability theory
~ nd materials. As a Research Assiscant ~ Kings
College and consultant at Ove Arup h Partners,
London, Dr. Jordaan specialised in the design of
concrete ~ tructures. He received his B. S, and H.S.
in ertgineering from the University of
Hitwatersrand ~ Johannesburg, South Africa snd his
Ph.D. from the University of London, Kings College,
England.

Banc J. Kellnet' is a Research Associate and
Assi ~ tant to the Director of Studies of the
American Society nf international Law. She wss
graduated from Amherst College and holds sn H.A.
from the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced
International Studies ~

Judith Te er Kildov, Assoc iate Professor of Ocean
Policy at HIT, has specie lixed in anslysing the
responses of complex political systems to
technological change; her work, vhich etaphaeises
the asltidiaciplinary aspects of marine management,
haa focused on Law of the Sea, coastal r.ene snd
ocean resource management issues, and on the
problems of international technology transfer.
Professor Kildow, who received her H.A., M.A..I..D.
and Fh.D ~ from The Fletcher School, Tufts
University, Boston, joined the NlT faculty in
1973i Prom 1976-197S she vas a Visiting hssociate
Professor at the University of California at San
Diego in the Department of Political Science and a
~ eeearcher at the Scrippe institution of
Oceanography.

H. David Ki e joined the NIT faculty in 1951 and
became a full Professor in the Department of
Haterials Science snd Engineering in 1962. The
graduate education program he established at the
lusts tute hae had sn influence on ceramic currtcula
throughout the vorld. His ceramic science
contributions ere considered to be seminal in the
fields of diffusion, thermal stresses, thermal
conductivity, microetructure effects, sintering and
liquid~see eintering, refractory corrosion and
graimMvndary phenomena in ceramics. Professor
gingery is the recipient of the Rose Coffin purdy
Award of the American Ceramic Society, the John
Jeppsoe Award, and the Robert Seaman Hemorial
Lecture Award. He vas elected to the National
Acadmmy of Engineering in 1975.

Lawrence h. Lawvet after receiving a B ~ S. frosn
SCanford University and s Ph.D. from the University
nf California, San Diego completed his
poat~raduste vorlt as a ltesearch Geophysicist at
Scripps institution of Oceanography in 1977.

Before coming to NIT in 19BG as a Research
Associate, he was a geophysicist with the USGS in
their Geothermal Studies project for two years. At
pt'eeeat Dr. Lsmver's research interests are in heat
flow and tectonics of the South Atlantic and Scotia
See, ae well as the Canada Basin. Be is a member
of the American Geophysical Union and the Royal
Astronomical Society. Dr. Lawver is currently
suparvi sing the Tectonics of Sov them Dceans
Program for Dr. John G. Sclater at KlT.

Samsel Vi Haxwell i ~ the Hanager of Front ter
Dave lopment Bnganeering for Gulf Canada Resources
inc. His responeiblitias touch upon all the
development ~ 1 projects in the frontier reg,iona
north aod east of Canada. h management expert ~ Dr.
Hexwel1 has helped plan large- and small-scale
proj ects in areas around the world f rom the Gvlf of
Sees to China. As Vice President of Parsons
Brincksrhoff, Inc ~, he had major responsibilities
in raenaging a coerplete program ro design the U.S.
Department of Energy Strategic Petroleum Reserve.
He hc lds a B.S. in petroleum engineering from the
University of Oklahoma, an K.S. in engineering from
the University of Hsrecaibo, Venezuela, end a Ph. D.
in engineering f roe the University of Salvador.

Engineering degree in mechanical engineering in
1975. During six years with Gulf Canada's Frontier
Development Division, he has been responsible for
f isld and an. ~ lyt ical research projects in the
Beaufort Sea on ice characteristics, scour,
ice/structure interaction, ice management, and
oceanography, end for the applicaCion of this
information to the design end operation of offshore
systems for oil exploration snd production.

Linda R. Heinke is a Research Specialist in HXT's
DepertmenC of Earth snd Planetary Sciences. Ks.
Heinke received a B.h. in mathematics from the
University of California, San Diego and focused her
graduate studies on computer science et the
University of 4Iashington, Seattle.

Kelcelm Keller ie an Engineer and Scientist at the
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
 CRREL! in Hanover, Hev Hampshire,' he is also a
private engineering research consultant. At CRREL
he serves as a technical advisor for enpineering
research on snow, ice and f roxen ground, His
personal research covers material properties,
machine design for drilling, excavating, cutting,,
trenching, and tunneling, eaplosione technology,
avalanche protection, and iceberg technology. Dr.
Keller'a field work has taken him to Antarctica,
Greenland, Alas'ks, the Canadian src tie, Siberi a,
Korea, and the Yukon. He received hie B.Sc. in
civil engineering f rom Hottingham University,
England and hie K Sc and D.Sc ~ in applied science
frere Kelbeurne llniversity in Australia, His Pb.D.
in engineering is from Shef field Un.iversity,
England.

Ned A. Osteneo ie the ArCing Assistant
Administrator for Research and Development viCh the
National Oceanic. and Atmospheric Administration
 HQAA! and the Director of the National Sea Grant
College Program vhich is under tbe aegis of NOAA.
An alumnus of the Vnivereity of Qisconsin, Dr.
Ostenso completed his B.S. and K.S. in geology and
his Pb-D. in geology and geophysics. He helped to
found the Geophysical and polar Research Center at
the University. Dr. Ostenso's extensive research
experience in solid-earth and marine geophysics has
been honored with his name designer.ing s maIor



Antarctica mountain snd sn Arctic Ocean seamount.
Be hae led the U.g. delegations to the United
Nations and Buesoa Aires and ves the Chief U.g.
delegate far the Bilateral Agreement betveea tbe
U.S. and the People's Republic of China in the
field of cooperation in asrine and fishery
scientific technology and with the Soviet Unios
Bilateral Agreement on World Ocean Studies.

Robert S. Pritchard i ~ aa Associate of Plow
industrtes, Inc ~ in Kent, Washington. Porasrly ~ he
~ erved the firm as Senior Research Scienti ~ t and
Director of the Geo/Solid RechsnLca Department.
Prior Co that, he had been ~ PrinCipal gcienCi ~ C in
ths Arctic LCS Dynamics Joint Experiment at Che
University of Washiagton Snd ResearCh Engineer at
the Eric R. Wang Civil Engineering Research
Facility in Albuguerque, Bev Bsxico. Rs
~ pecialises in solid mechanics, applied
mathematics, plasticity, numerical analysi ~ and the
transfer of technology froa amchanics to applied
probleae in gsaaechanic ~ . For the past Lit years he
haa focused on modeLLing sea ice dynaaic ~ . Dr.
Pritchard hss suthored or co-authored over 60
publications and report ~, primarily in the areas of
ice, soil and rack mschaaics. Re received his B,g,
from Lehigh University and his H.S. and Ph.D. from
ths UaiversiCy of Nev Naxico.

NiChaeL R. Rabertaan i ~ Che Reneger af RegulaCOry
and Enviromsental Af fai.rs vith Petro Canada' ~
Arctic Pilot Project  APP! and hae bees cLosely
involved with the Rational Energy Board and other
hearings that have been held in cnajunctios vith
this project. Before joining APP, he vss Director
of the Canadian WildLife Service, responsible for
ventura Canada and the llorthvssC Territories. Be
aLso hss considerable experience i,n Che
governmental side of t'ha regulatory proces ~ . Hie
graduate studies vere dane ~ t the University of
hl.bsrta, Canada in limnology snd be is ~ member of
several professional biologicsl eocietiee.

R T k S Ll i ~ the Director of the Office of
Oceans and Polar Affair ~ in the U.S. Depsrtaent of
State. Be joined tbe Departmeat of State is 1965
and served abroad both in Lebanon end Greece.
Since returning I rom Greece, eight years ago, he
has been involved in acesns policy matters. Be has
~ erved an U.g. delegations Co the Lav at the Sea
Confereoce and represented the U.S. in a variety of
oCher nsgotiaCi.ona rsLatisg to ocean snd poler
matters. Rest recently he haa acted as U.S.
spokesman in negotiations relating to Antarctica
and Antarctic resources. Be aCCended the
Univac ~ ity of Virgini ~, graduaCing in 1962 vi.th ~
B.A. in foreign affairs. Bs i ~ a member o! Che
Raven Society and Phi Beta Kappa. Be umiertook
graduate work at the University of Virginia in
polit ical acieace and ~ C the Uaiversity of Rhode
Is land from which hs received a Rasters of Marine
Af fairs Degree in L975 ~

Robert E. Saith completed his Ph.D. sc the
University of Texas with a concentration os
structures and sail mechanics. Dr. Saith joined
Atlantic Richfield in L964 ia the Research sad
Development Department vhere he worked on
horizontal fracturing ~ underwater technology, and
offshore technology In L966 hs aoved to ths
General Engineering staff in Dallas as a structural
and soi.l engineer. Since Chat time he hss been
active in offehare design, soil mechanics, and
Arctic engineering and enviroaaentsl studies. Dr.
Smith ~ curreatly the Director of Civil Enginesriag
for ARCO Oil and Gas Company-Dallas, has been

iavolved in several major Alaskan projects and
studies including the Cook Inlet Developaent,
Prudhoe Bsy and Kuparuk Fields, Trans-Alaska
Pipeline and the Alaska Natural Gas Transmission
System.

Ge P V i ~ the Arc t ic Technology
Dewlopment Group Leader for Mobil Research end
Development Corparstion in Parmers Branch, Texas.
Be joined lfobil in l980 following three years ss a
Research Engineer at the U ~ S ~ Army Gold Regions
Research and Engineering laboratory in Hanover, Bev
Hampshire and twenty years «itb the U.S. Coast
Guard,  ten sa a Professor of Marine and Ocean
Engineering at the U.S. Coast Guard Academy! ~ Dr,
Vance i ~ an expert in modeling systems far vessel ~
in ice and has published numerous papers on the
subject. h graduat ~ of the Coast Guard hcademy, he
received a R.S. in naval architecture and marine
engineering and nuclear engineering from the
University of Ltichigan. Bis Ph.D. in ocean
engineering i ~ from the University of Rhade
Is Land.

'Narbert Unterateiner, PrafeSSOr of htmOSphsriC
Sciences and Geophy ~ ics, Directar af tbs Poler
Science Center, Applied Physic ~ laboratory st the
Uniwrsity of Washington, Seattle ~ ia a participant
in aaay national and internatiansl cold region
efforts. In 19gl he organired end directed ~ BAZO
hdvsnced Study Institute on Air-Sea-Ice
InCeract'ion. Prior to Chat, he developed and
direcCed s larg,e interdisciplinary project. AINEX,
in the Arctic Ocean. Dr. Untersteiner hss served
an numerous aatioaal and international cossnitrees.
AC present he i ~ on the Rational Academy of Scieocs
Casaittee on tha Polar Regions and Climate Changes
and serves as Chairman of the Science Working Croup
on Passive Ricravave Data for Sea Ice Research for
RASh. Dr. Uncezsteinsr vas graduated from the
Reslgyaaas ius q ga 1 s burg, hue tria and comp lated hi s
Ph.D. at the University af Innsbruck, Austria.

Peter wsdhaae i ~ Assistant Utrector of Research,
Scott Polar Research Institute, University of
Cambridge, England Educated at Churchill College,
Cambridge  B.A. in physics, f969!, he vs ~ an
assistant to the Senior Scientist in "godson-70n
expedition of Bedford Institute  first
circutmlvigation of Americas! froa 1969-l970.
During 1970-L974 he undertook grsduat'e research on
wave-ice interaction at SPRI  Ph.D. L9y4!. Be
vorked with the Prossn Ssa Research Group, Victoria
B.C., working on the Beaufort Sea Project, s study
of geaufott Sea ice morphology in L974 and 1975.
And in 1976 he became leader of Saa Ics Group,
SPRI, cartying out research on Arctic sea ice
thickness profiling, wave-ice interactioa, ice edge
dynaaics and ~ imilar sea ice problems. Prom
1980-19gl he vas Visiting Professor of Arctic
Rarine Sciesce at the Naval Postgraduate School.
Non te ray, Calif am i ~ .

Wilford 'P. Basks 'oined the U.S. Army Cold Regions
Research and Engineering laboratory in Rsaover, Bev
Hampshire ia L962 after two years vith the sir
Farce Cambridge Research Center and five years with
the Department of Earth Sciences at Washiogton
University. Be ie currently s Research
GLaciologist in the Snav end Ice Branch vhere his
field experieace has extended geographically from
the Arctic Ocean to AnCarctica. He ie also an
Adjunct Professor at Dartmouth College. Dr. Weeks
hs ~ been aa active participant on many scientific
and engineering c~ittses iocluding the Steering
Caasittee os RASA Initiatives Concerning Long-Term



Changes Affecting the Habitability of the Globe,
the Betionai Academy of Science Task Force on
Arctic Science Policy and the National Petroleum
Council' ~ Production Engineering Task Group on
Arctic Oil and Gas Resources. Be received his B.S.
and B. S. st the University of Illinois� , amd Ph.D.
frOm the University of Chicago in geoChemistry.

Paul C. Xirouchaki ~, an Assistant Professor of
Ocean Engineering at NIT, has focused hi ~ research
oo the noo-linear response of structoree under
load. including buckling, creep, and viscowlaatic
deformationa. At present he is vorking on a gaa
Oraot project on rational eslectioo of
~ trengthsning criteria for navigation in ice. Ln
19BI, Professor Xirouchakis vas a guest researcher
at Dat norake Veri tao in Oslo, Borvay. Be i ~ an
associate ammber of the Society of Bevel Architects
aod ffmrina Engineers and a member of the Panel
BS 9, "Ocean Engineering in Frigid Knvironm.nts.u
Be received ~ Diploma in mechanical eoginaerisg,
B.l'.U.A. ~ Athena, Greece, a Diploma D'Iogenieut'

Grande Ecole, E.B.S.T.A., Paris and a H,g. �915!
and Ph.D, �97B! from HIT.

~H,J,i li 'sd itl» I Sv,0d
lce Branch in BABA's Goddsrd Laboratory for
Atmospheric Sciermes Be received his Ph.D ~ is
physics vith a minor in mathematics from the
University of Hery land. Dr. Zvally has been
extensively involved in the application of rseote
~ ensing to ssov and ice research. Be has been the
Program !inager for Remote Sensing and Glaciology
for the Bational Science foundation's Division of
Poler Programs and a BABA Study Scientist directing
~ definition study for aa advanced satellite
mission for ice, ocean, and climate research.
Currently be manages and conducts research rn polar
oceanography and glaciology including variability
of polar ice, ice/ocean/atmosphere interactions,
aaa ice dynamics, ice sheet and shelf dynamics,
associated physical processes asd remote sensing of
ice and ocean parameters.
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